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Vorwort 
Wir haben es hier mit einem ganz eigenen und, soweit ich sehe, einzig-
artigen Dokument zu tun. In seiner gewohnt unabhängigen und konstruk-
tiven Art hat D. Barthelemy zusammen mit drei Kollegen zur Selbsthilfe 
gegriffen. Das Uebel kennt jeder. Die Vorträge an Kongressen rund um die 
Welt sind zu lang, die für Diskussionen vorgesehene Zeit wird in die Ecken 
gedrängt. Die Viertelstunde, die zur Verfügung bleibt, reicht für zwei, 
drei Informationsfragen, für die Rezitation von Kurzformeln des eigenen 
Glaubens, für psychohygienische Ventilierungen von Glücks- oder Unmut-
gefühlen. 
In bewusstem Gegensatz zum munteren Marktplatz- und Selbstbe-
dienungsbetrieb der grossen Kongresse haben die vier Autoren dieses 
Bandes ein langes, geduldiges und sorgfältiges Gespräch inszeniert. Das 
genaue Prozedere wird auf den Seiten 1-3 und 107-113 metikulös be-
schrieben. Die vier Autoren kommen nicht nur aus verschiedenen Ländern 
(Belgien, Israel, Nordirland, Schweiz), sondern vertreten auch verschie-
dene Arbeitsbereiche und Methoden, die J. Lust auf S. 155 kurz und 
freundlich beschreibt. 
Inhaltlich liegt das Hauptinteresse des Bandes wahrscheinlich darin, 
dass hier vier Gelehrte, die in jahrzehntelangem Umgang mit vielen Tex-
ten, Erfahrungen gesammelt haben, im terrain vague zwischen Text-
und Literarkritik Position beziehen. Die Fragen werden klar gestellt. Die 
Antworten machen deutlich, dass auch ein freundliches und einfühlsames 
Dialogisieren und ein exemplarisch sorfgältiges Abwägen aller Argumente 
die Wege von der einen Version zur andern nicht zwingend rekonstruieren 
können, da die menschliche Freiheit, um nicht zu sagen Willkür, durch 
bestimmte - wiederum erst zu rekonstruierende - Gegebenheiten und 
Anliegen zwar merklich eingeschränkt, aber nie aufgehoben wird. 
Das ist eine schlichte Weisheit. Bei der Dominanz naturwissenschaft-
licher Modelle droht sie ständig verdrängt zu werden. Es ist den vier 
Weisen zu danken, diese Weisheit - nebst vielem anderen - mit Be-
scheidenheit und Kompetenz exemplarisch praktiziert zu haben. 
Der Herausgeber 
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RELATION DE LA PREMIERE ETAPE DU TRAVAIL COMMUN 
(D. Barthelemy) 
Le 6 octobre 1980, en accord avec Emanuel Tov (Jerusalem) et Johan Lust (Leu-
ven), j'ecrivis a David Gooding (Belfast): 
Lars du colloque organise a Vienne par l'IOSCS, durant cet ete, J. Lust, de Lou-
vain, a fait une interessante communication sur Ja Septante ancienne d'Ezechiel (pa-
pyrus 967 d'Ez. et Vieille Latine), y voyant un texte bref (par rapport au TM), situa-
tion analogue a celle que l'on rencontre dans Ja Septante de Jeremie. On admet gene-
ralement que ces formes breves sont plus primitives. 
Discutant a trois, Iui, Emanuel T ov et moi, nous pensions qu'il serait interessant 
de faire un petit travail en commun sur un autre cas de "LXX breve", celui des recits 
de Goliath. Je considere en effet que, quoique y etant plus breve, la Septante y est 
secondaire par rapport au TM. Lust et T ov penseraient spontanement le contraire. 
Ils m'ont charge de vous demander si vous accepteriez de participer a ce travail 
avec nous trois. 
Chacun de nous quatre redigerait une petite contribution (de 10 a 25 pages) sur 
le m@me sujet : "Comment faut-il juger Ies grands 'moins' de Ja LXX en 1 Sam 17, 12-
31 et 17,55-18,5 ?" II s'agit essentiellement de formuler et de peser des arguments. 
Dans une premiere etape, chacun m'enverrait sa contribution pour' te 30 avril 1981, 
si la date est acceptable pour vous. Ensuite, je communiquerais a chacun les 3 autres 
contributions. Puis, chacun d'entre nous redigerait une prise de position sur l'ensemble 
des contributions, en visant a degager une methode pour aborder les probll!mes au 
interferent Ja critique litteraire et la critique textuelle. Nous echangerions ces prises 
de position en octobre prochain. 
Nous verrions alors s'il est opportun de nous reunir pour un colloque de travail 
de deux jours, l'ete suivant ( 1982) au je serais heureux de vous accueillir tous les trois. 
Nous verrions aussi s'il est utile de faire de ce travail commun l'objet d'une publi-
cation. 
Cette initiative est motivee, de ma part, par une certaine deception a l'egard des 
colloques et congres. II serait interessant de tenter, sur une echelle tres restreinte, un 
travail en commun visant a des echanges aussi serres que possible sur un sujet tres 
precis. 
Auriez-vous Ja bonte de me dire des que possible si vous acceptez de travailler sur 
ce sujet avec nous trois et de proposer d'autres delais si ceux que je vous propose ne 
vous conviennent pas. 
La date de fin-avril 1981 pour J'envoi des contributions initiales parut a tous 
trop rapprochee. De fait, cel/es-ci arriverent a Fribourg entre juil/et 1981 et Je 
• 
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debut de mai 1982 (DG ayant ete retarde par des engagements anterieurs et par Ja 
situation diffici/e de l'Irlande du Nord). Le 11 de ce mois, j'ecrivis a DG, JL et 
ET: 
Je vous envoie les photocopies des quatre contributions dans l'etat Oll je les ai 
re!;ues, c'est-a-dire - et j'ai moi aussi respecte la regle du jeu - sans qu'aucun de nous 
quatre ait eu connaissance en redigeant sa contribution de celles des trois autres. 
Le 8 avril dernier, J. Lust m'a demande si je voyais un inconvenient a une even-
tuelle publication de sa contribution en ETL. Etant donne qu'il y avait deja 9 mois 
qu'il me l'avait envoyee, il etait comprehensible qu'il ait le desir d'en faire usage. Je 
lui ai repondu que chacun de nous gardait les droits de publication sur sa propre con-
tribution, mais qu'il me semblait seulement que nous devions eviter de tenir campte 
(dans une publication) des contributions des autres membres de notre groupe; car nous 
reservons a notre decision commune une eventuelle publication d'ensemble, ou une 
publication de ce que nous pourrons tirer ensemble de ces quatre contributions. 
Comme suite de notre travail, je vous suggere une deuxieme etape Oll chacun 
etudiera l'ensemble des quatre contributions et formulera en quelques pages ses re-
marques sur les problemes de methode et les problemes de fand poses par la comparai-
son de ces quatre etudes. Je suggere que chacun me communique avant la fin de cette 
annee 1982 cette deuxieme contribution qui devrait ne pas depasser dix pages. Nous 
appliquerons la ml!me regle : je n'ouvrirai les envois que lorsque les 4 seront rassem-
bles. Chacun aura donc realise independamment des 3 autres cette deuxieme etape 
dont je communiquerai a tous simultanement le resultat. 
A ce moment-la, il s'agira de voir si nous estimons utile de tenir ensemble un col-
loque (ici par exemple) ... ou si nous publions ensemble le resultat de ces deux "etapes" 
d'etudes ... ou si chacun tire personnellement de ce parcours rtfalise ensemble les 
consequences qu'il estime utiles. 
Pourriez-vous m'ecrire sans tarder vos reactions a ces propositions, et cela saus 
une enveloppe independante de celle qui contiendra votre eventuelle 2e contribution. 
Le 25 decembre 1982, /es quatre reponses etaient arrivees a Fribourg et, quatre 
jours plus tard, e/Jes furent communiquees aux participants. 
Nous publions ici /es quatre contributions initiales et /es quatre reponses dans 
/'etat ou ces documents de travail furent communiques aux participants. Nous 
avons evite de faire apres coup aucune correction de fond, afin que l'on puisse 
retracer avec exactitude Ja demarche de cette recherche commune. Seu/es quel-
ques donnees bibliographiques ont ete explicitees, quelques fautes de frappe ont 
ete corrigees, /es interreferences ont ete adaptees et une ligne a ete ajoutee (ce/Je 
qui, a Ja p. lt 1 figure entre crochets). 
Notons ici que deux des contributions initiales ont, sous une forme plus ou 
moins retravail/ee, ete deja pub/iees : 
Celle de JL, sous Je titre : The Story of David and Goliath in Hebrew and Greek, 
en ETL 59/1 (1983) 5-25. 
Celle de ET, sous Je titre: The Composition of 1 Sam 17-18 in the Light of the 
• 
2 
Evidence of the Septuagint Version, en : J. Tigay (ed.), Empirical Models for the 
Development of the Hebrew Bible, Philadelphia 1985. 
Apres Ja publication de ces documents de travail, je reJaterai, aux pp. 107-113 Ja 
seconde etape de notre travail commun. 
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INITIAL CONTRIBUTION BY J. LUST 
THE STORY OF DAVID AND GOLIATH IN HEBREW ANDIN GREEK 
As far as the Books of Samuel are concerned, the story of David and Goliath is by 
far the most important of the contexts in which several manuscripts of the Septua· 
gint, among which the early majuscule B, differ considerably from the present Hebrew 
text. The Greek version in these manuscripts is much shorter than the Hebrew. lt 
omits 1 Sam.17,12·31.41.48b.50.55-18,6a.10-12.17-19.21b.30 [1 ]. 
Which text is to be preferred, the langer or the shorter one ? Which criteria allow 
us to make a proper choice ? Do we have to choose one text and discard the other or 
can we accept both versions as equally valuable ? A careful study of the data pleads 
in favor of the latter solution [2]. Before we proceed to a survey of the argumenta-
tion leading to this conclusion it may be interesting to reconsider the dominant role 
attributed to J. Wellhausen in this matter. 
The Authority of J. Wellhausen 
According to the recent and excellent commentary of P. Kyle McCarter Jr ., many 
critics have followed J. Wellhausen in supposing that the evidence of the LXX reflects 
a subsequent shortening of an original langer text in order to give the story balance 
and economy [3]. Similar affirmations can be found in J. Stoebe's commentary an 
1 Samuel and in his article an the story of David and Goliath [ 4 ]. While both authors 
refer to J. Wellhausen as an authority, they do not accept his views. Earlier introduc-
tions and commentaries often proceed along the same lines [5 ]. 
These repeated assertions make one wonder what J. Wellhausen really wrote. 
P. Kyle McCarter does not teil where in J. Wellhausen's oeuvre he found a basis for 
his statement [6]. J. Stoebe is more explicit. In his commentary he refers to J. Well-
hausen's Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen Bücher des A. T., 3. 
Aufl., Berlin, 1899, p. 247. However, when one looks up the reference, one soon 
finds out that J. Wellhausen does not deal with the problem in question. He simply 
mentions: "The Septuagint omits these verses". For further comment he refers to 
his earlier monograph on the text of Samuel [7]. There, however, in his detailed ana-
lysis of the text, J. Wellhausen strongly affirms exactly the opposite : The Septua-
gint does not shorten the text, it rather corresponds to the original version which was 
later expanded upon by the Hebrew text. 
When we turn to J. Stoebe's article on the topic, we find some more precise in-
formation. We have to consult the second edition of Wellhausen's Composition. 
There indeed we find briefly stated that : "When the Septuagint omits these verses, 
this seems to be harmonistic criticism" [8]. 
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J. Wellhausen obviously changed his mind. This was already noted, for example, 
by Henry Preserved Smith [ 9] : "J. Wellhausen in his study on the text decided for 
the Septuagint, because harmonistic omissions imply a critical insight which we cannot 
suppose in the translators. This argument, though afterwards given up by J. Wellhausen 
himself, is still good". 
Did J. Wellhausen change his mind a second time and return to his original stand-
point ? The third edition of his Composition suggests that the answer should be affir-
mative. In this edition he no langer mentions the harmonising tendencies of the Sep-
tuagint brought up in the second edition. He merely refers the reader in a footnote 
to this earlier work : Der Text der Bücher Samuelis. The third edition certainly wishes 
to correct the foregoing one. One does not see where the correction could lie if not in 
a renewed acceptance of the thesis brought to the fore in Der Text der Bücher Sa-
muelis [ 10 ]. 
The least one can conclude is that J. Wellhausen has hesitated. If one wishes to 
follow his authority, one may have to do the same. We did not yet evaluate his criteria. 
His arguments in favour of the Septuagint are more detailed than the ones in favour of 
the Hebrew text. We will have to deal with them in the following pages. We will pro-
ceed as follows : In a first section we will briefly survey the textual data. In a second, 
we will try to answer some questions of textual criticism. In a third, we will study 
the Iiterary critical data and in a final section we will offer some tentative conclusions. 
I. THE WITNESSES 
1. The Greek Text 
a. Direct Witnesses 
As stated in the introduction, several Greek biblical manuscripts omit large sec-
tions of 1 Sam. 17-18. lt should be noted however that not all of them omit all the 
sections mentioned in the introduction. The shortest text ist to be found in Manu-
scripts BV anvyb2 [ 11 ]. The langer text corresponding with the MT is given by 
manuscripts Ab + d + we. Other manuscripts have some of the omissions : ex fms 
ghija2. The relatively recently discovered fragment 815 written in Majuscules, pro-
bably in the fourth century (A.D.), has 1 Sam. 18,8-25 including vv. 17-19 but not 
vv. 10-11.21b. 
The Greek text of the "pluses" in codex A, and in the other verses having the 
langer text, does not belang to the original LXX. They are inserts based on the MT. 
This is most obvious in codex A, where 17, 11 is followed by the beginning of 17,32 : 
xa1 Jne:v öauw5 and then by 17,12-31 [12]. Moreover, the Greek vocabulary and 
style of these "pluses" differ from the language and style of the surrounding sections. 
This must be due to the fact that these sections were translated separately, by a re-
visor. We do not have to elaborate the argumentation here, since this has been done 
sufficiently by other authors [ 13 ]. The same argumentation applies to the "pluses" 
in the Lucianic manuscripts. In this case the Lucianic codices certainly do not pre-
serve any trace of the Old Greek [14]. 
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All these data strongly suggest that the original Greek text did not have the 
"pluses" of the MT. 
b. Indirect Witnesses 
Same early indirect witnesses should be mentioned here. Josephus seems to 
have the shorter text, with the exception of 17,12-31, which he renders in his own 
style [15]. 
The Sermo Hippo/yti might prove to be of special interest in this context. lt is the 
earliest commentary an 1 Sam. 17,1-18,8, dating from the second century (A.D.). 
The text has been preserved in two Georgian manuscripts and in some fragments of 
an Armenian "catena". The Georgian version appears to be a translation of the Arme-
nian text, which in turn is based on the Greek [16]. They are thus translations of 
translations. This may make it difficult to recover the original Greek wordings. Never-
theless, it appears possible to discern some important characteristics of the prehexa-
plaric Greek text. 
Hippolytus quotes 1 Sam. 17,2-11 ward for ward (De David et Goliat 6,2-17). 
After a rather lengthy commentary an these verses, he quotes v. 17,32, omitting the 
verses inbetween (De David et Goliat 10,2-4). The dialogue between David and Saul 
in 17,33-37 is also given almost literally (De David et Goliat 10, 16-11, 18) whereas the 
following passages are rendered more freely, taken up in a running commentary. None 
of the passages omitted by LXXB are referred to. However, there is one exception. 
Towards the end of this homily, Hippolytus combines 17,54 with 18,1b.4: When 
Jonathan sees David carrying the head of Goliath in his hand, he loves him. He thus 
omits 17,55-58, but not 18,1ff. 
Hippolytus obviously uses a Greek text which was very close to LXXB [ 17 ]. He 
not only omits the same sections - with the exception of 18, 1 b.4 - he also has other 
characteristics in common with LXXB. In 1 Sam. 17 ,4 both give Goliath four cubits 
height instead of MT's six. In Goliath's taunt in 17 ,8 the Israelites are called "He-
brews" (1ly) instead of "servants" (ny, MT). In his answer to Saul, in 17,32, David 
quietens "his Lord's" ( 'lllM) heart instead of "man's" ( a1M). In 17,43 David is said 
to come to Goliath with "a stick" and with "stones" and not with "sticks" only (MT). 
2. The Hebrew Text 
Besides the Massoretic text we possess two minor fragments of 1 Sam. 17-18, 
discovered in Qumran. A first one is merely a scrap found in Cave 1. lt is published 
and identified as part of 1 Sam. 18,17-18 [18]. If the identification is correct [19], 
the manuscripts to which the fragment belonged probably contained the langer text, 
since 1 Sam. 18, 17 -18 is missing in the shorter text. 
The other fragment was hidden in Cave 4. lt has not yet been published, but it 
is known from E. Ulrich's study on The Qumran Text of Samuel and Josephus [20 ]. 
The preserved text belongs to 1 Sam. 17,3-6. lt displays one major variant when com-
pared with MT : In verse 4 it reads "four" cubits instead of "six". lt should be noted 
that the earliest witnesses of the short Greek version agree with the Qumranic frag-
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ment and also read "four" : i.e. ms. B, Josephus, the Sermo Hippolyti as weil as the 
Lucianic manuscripts [21 ]. 
If we are to believe F .M. Cross and E. Ulrich, the fragment of 1 Sam. 17,3-6 be-
longed to a scroll 4 Q Sam. a, representing a non-MT-type of Hebrew manuscript 
agreeing in many points with the LXX [22]. This and other similar discoveries demon-
strate "that the LXX's particularities are more likely to be based on Hebrew texts 
than we hitherto thought. However, they have not given us grounds for thinking that 
every single difference between the LXX and the MT presupposes that same difference 
in some Hebrew Vorlage" [23]. I quoted DG and agree with him. How does his state-
ment apply to 1 Sam. 17-18? In my opinion, the agreement between 4 Q Sam. a, and 
the LXX 1 Sam. in general, and between the Qumranic and LXX versions of 1 Sam. 
17,4 in particular, plead in favour of the possibility that 4 Q Sam. a offered the shor-
ter text of 1 Sam. 17-18. This would imply that the shorter text of the LXX was based 
on a shorter Hebrew Vorlage. The different and langer MT would be based an a dif-
ferent and langer Hebrew Vorlage. However, "other possible causes of difference have 
not automatically been ruled out", We still need "to assess the comparative likeli-
hood of the competing possibilities, before deciding which is the most probable" [24 ]. 
II. CORRUPTION OF THE TEXT ? 
1. LXXB : A Shortened Text ? 
Is the shorter Greek text a corrupted text ? Does it imply the shortening of a 
langer original ? In this hypothesis, two possibilities remain : the shortening may be 
either intentional or unintentional. 
a. Unintentional Shortening 
Unintentional shortening happens most often through parablepsis caused by 
hamaiateleuton or homoiaarchton. However, it is most unlikely that the whole of 
the omissions in LXXB could be explained in this way. Indeed, though there are 
omissions through parab/epsis in 1 Sam. LXX [ 25], there are never as many as that in 
one chapter, nor such lengthy ones as 17,12-31 and 17,55-18,6a. Moreover, it is hard 
to find traces of a homoiateleuton in connection with the omissions in question. The 
only one which we can see is in 17,54; 1 B,6. The end of the report in the combat in 
17 ,54 mentions that David took the head of the Philistine and brought it to Jerusa· 
lern. Several VL codices and ancient editions of the Latin text have a similar expres-
sion at the beginning of 18,6: "When David returned from slaying the Philistine, 
bringing his head to Jerusalem ••• " [26]. The eye of the scribe may have wandered 
from 17,54 to 18,6. Such a lengthy omission may seem unusual in 1 Sam. However, 
it is perfectly possible that the Vorlage of our scribe did not have all the verses which 
we find in the MT. lt is more likely that it had a couple of verses only, namely the 
ones referred to by Hippolytus in his homily. lf this is correct, the original Greek 
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text must have omitted 17,55-58 but not 18,1b.(3).4. The latter verses were omitted 
later on, through parablepsis. 
A text shortened by accident may very weil cause a discontinuity in the story. 
As far as the immediate context of 18, 1 b-4 is concerned, such cannot be detected. 
However, when considering the !arger context, some kind of discontinuity may be-
come apparent. lndeed, 1 Sam. 20,8 presupposes the ber'it between Jonathan and 
David related in 18,3. Actually, this is the main reason adduced in favour of the MT 
in 1 Sam. 17-18 by A. Kuenen [27). According to him, the langer text must be the 
original one, since it is presupposed by its context. However, if one accepts, with 
A. Kuenen, that 18, 1-4 is presupposed by 20,8, it does not follow that all the "pluses" 
of the MT are presupposed by 20,8. lt is equally possible that the Old Greek had the 
short text, including 18,1b.(3).4. We saw indeed that the verses 18,1b.(3).4 may have 
been omitted through parablepsis [28). 
b. Intentional Shortening 
lt is often said - and the saying has often been attributed to J. Wellhausen - that 
the LXX shortened the story intending to harmonise it. lt is true that the narrative 
as it stands in the MT conveys some tensions both within itself and in respect of its 
relationship to the preceeding narrative. When one opts for the shorter text quite a 
few of these tensions disappear. Does this imply that the shorter text is a shortened 
version and thus corrupt? We do not think so. With Kyle McCarter we may bring the 
following objections to the fore [ 29 ]. First, it is difficult to understand why an edi-
tor who was removing contradictions so boldly, would not remove them all and why 
he removed sections not containing major contradictions [30). Second, and more 
damaging to the shortening hypothesis, is the lack of satisfactory parallels to such a 
phenomenon in 1 Sam. 
According to P. Kyle McCarter, the major argument against the shortening hypo-
thesis is that the "pluses" can be read as an independent story [31 ]. We have some 
doubts about the validity of this argument. lt may be possible to prove that the MT 
version contains two independent versions of the battle between David and Goliath, 
or at least that its contradictory passages belang to separate traditions [32). However, 
it may be more difficult or even impossible to prove that this is an argument against 
the "shortening" hypothesis. lndeed, this would imply that the second story, or the 
contradictory fragments, were added in a period after the one in which the LXX ori-
ginated. However, the fact that the MT may have preserved two versions of the same 
event, does not indicate that the second version is younger than the first, nor that it 
was interpolated "into the primary narrative at some time subsequent to the diver-
gence of the ancestral textual traditions that lie behind MT and LXX" [33 ]. 
J. Wellhausen adduced another argument against the shortening hypothesis [ 34 ]. 
lt runs as follows: The contents of both 16,14ft and 17 are presupposed by 18,6ft. 
F or this reason, in their original form, 16, 14ff and 17 must have been in harmony 
with each other. In the short version they are in harmony. The conclusion must be 
that the short text is the original one and that it is not the result of a harmonisation. 
This argument stands on a weak footing. J. Wellhausen himself must have noticed 
this for in his later work he emphasised the disharmony between the story of the 
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single combat in chapter 17 and the sang of the warnen in 18,6ft celebrating the 
victory not of David in his single combat, but of David and Saul and all Israel against 
the Philistines. His new suggestion is that 1 Sam. 17 as a whole was a later insert [ 35 ]. 
We may conclude this section as follows. Not all the arguments against the shor-
tening hypothesis are equally valid. Nevertheless, the basic ones remain sufficiently 
streng. Intentional shortening is unlikely. One might have to change this conclusion 
when it would be demonstrated that the shortening technique used in 1 Sam. 17-18 
can be explained by motives typical of the translator. 
2. The MT : An Expanded Text ? 
If the Greek text is not shortened, must we then accept that the MT is an ex-
panded version ? Is there no alternative ? Before we try to answer this question, we 
shall briefly survey some possible causes of expansion. 
a. Unintentional Expansion 
Since the margin was used for glosses as weil as for corrections, it must have often 
been perplexing to a scribe to decide what to da with a marginal note. This explains 
how such notes were occasionally incorporated into the text. However, a series of 
lengthy marginal notes covering all the "pluses" of the MT in 1 Sam. 17 and 18, 
would be rather exceptional. An unintentional insertion of all this material would be 
even more unlikely. 
b. Intentional Expansion 
Stories like the one on David and Goliath attract complementary material. This 
helps to explain why in the OT we often find two parallel accounts of the same event 
next to each other (so the two creation accounts) or interwoven (so the flood narra-
tives). Here, in the Greek and Hebrew texts of 1 Sam. 17-18, we probably are confron-
ted with different stages in the formation of the text and in the use of the mate-
rials [36]. A further stage may be found in a number of manuscripts of the Targum 
Jonathan in which 1 Sam. 17,8 received a lengthy expansion offering more informa-
tion about Goliath [37]. The insert counterbalances the additional information on 
David given in the Massoretic "plus" in 17,12-31. 
c. Different Texttypes? 
We tend to accept the expanded character of the MT. However, this does not 
answer the questions concerning its relation to the shorter text provided by LXXB. 
We already stated that the LXXB can hardly be a shortened text. In this case two 
possibilities remain. First, the Hebrew was expanded after the date of composition of 
the LXX. Second, the expansion took place earlier, but was not taken up in all the 
manuscripts. The translator of the LXX worked on a shorter copy. Since the disco-
veries in Qumran confirm the existence alongside each other of differing Hebrew 
manuscripts of 1 Samuel, the latter possibility may prove to be the more plausible 
one. 
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Up to this stage we have been dealing mostly with text-critical facts and theo-
ries. In the following section we will investigate some literary critical data and see 
whether or not they confirm our former conclusions. 
III. LITERARY CRITICAL DATA 
When reading the Hebrew text, one soon finds out that verses 12-31 of chapter 17 
are not needed for a full comprehension of the story preserved in 17,1-11.32-54. 
Verses 12-31 rather interrupt the narrative of 17,1-11.32-54. Such an interruption may 
be due to a later insertion. Or it may also be a literary device, causing a retarding 
effect. A further analysis of the text may reveal other possibilities. 
1. The Composition of the Common Text 
The story, as it appears in the text common to MT and LXXB, is weil composed 
and balanced. The schema of the narrative may be outlined as follows : 
a. The Setting of the Scene 
* Philistines and Israelites are encamped on opposite sides of a valley. The scene 
can easily be visualised. The data are simple and clear. No complicating additional 
background information is given ( 17, 1-3). 
* On each side one man steps to the fore and presents himself as the champion of 
his army. On the Philistine side this man is Goliath: v. 4, on the Israelite side it is 
David : v. 40b. Their equipment is described in great detail. The contrast is obvious : 
vv. 5-7 and 38-40a. Goliath defies Israel: vv. 8-10 and causes terror in Israel's camp: 
v. 11. David brings calm and quietness taking away the terror: vv. 31-35 and answers 
Goliath's taunt : vv. 36-37. 
C Goliath steps forward : v. 4 
B [Goliath's equipment: v. 5-7 
A coliath's taunt : v. 8-11 
!vv. 12-31! 
A' avid's answer: v. 32-37 
B' David's equipment : v. 38-40a 
C' David steps forward : v. 40b 
Verses 12-31 interrupt this sequence. Verse 41 is redundant after v. 4. Both sections 
are missing in LXXB. 
b. The Combat 
*New taunts introduce the single combat: vv. 42-47. The data of both speeches 
correspond : (i) Goliath mocks David who comes up armed with a stick and stones : 
v. 43a. In his answer, David mocks Goliath, the one who trusts in the strength of his 
arms whereas David puts his trust in the name of the Lord of hosts : v. 45. (ii) Goliath 
curses David by his gods : v. 43b. David answers : "This day the Lord will deliver you 
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in my hand" : v. 46. (iii) Goliath threatens David : "I will give your flesh to the birds 
and the beasts ... " : v. 44. David answers : "I will cut off your head and give the dead 
bodies of the Philistines to the birds and the beasts" : v. 46b. One element is added 
to David's speech which finds no counterpart in Goliath's taunt : David's victory will 
show to "all the earth ... that there is a God in Israel ... and that all this assembly 
may know ... ": vv. 46c-47. 
* The single combat itself is rendered very concisely : vv. 48a-49.51a. Verse 48b 
is an unnecessary repetition of verse 40b. Verse 50 may be an insert offering a com-
ment an the implications of the contest, referring to v. 47. The insert wishes to make 
it clear that the sword with which Goliath was killed - according to verse 51 - was 
not David's. However, the verse may equally weit be part of an alternative story an 
David's combat. Both verse 40b and verse 50 are missing in LXXB. 
* The victory of Israel : vv. 51b-53. The Philistine army is routed in fear and be-
comes an easy prey for the pursuing men of Israel and Judah. 
* In an epilogue it is said that David took the head and the armour of Goliath : 
17 ,54. He meets Jonathan. They enter a ber1t : 18, 1 b.3-4. The part of this epilogue 
may have been omitted by the Septuagint by mistake. lt has been preserved by Hippo-
lytus (cf. supra). 
Verses 55-58 of chapter 17 and verse 2 of chapter 18 da not fit in this context. They 
are missing in LXXB. 
The meeting of David and Jonathan in 18,1b.3-4 may also seem tobe alien to 
the report of the single combat. However, this is not necessarily the case. The verses 
in question may offer a key to the story as a whole. They probably bring Jonathan an 
the scene in order to refer the reader to 1 Sam. 13-14 where a deed of Jonathan is 
narrated, similar to David's. Both Jonathan and David, as single heroes, defeat the 
Philistines and leave king Saul in the shadow, deprived of a heroic deed which could 
have been his. In 1 Sam. 13-14, Jonathan, Saul's son and heir, seems to be pushing 
his father aside. In 1 Sam. 17, 1-18,5 the suggestion is that David is taking over Jo-
nathan's rote. Both sections are part of a redaction focussing an Saul's fall. 
The main conclusion of this survey must be that 1 Sam. 17,1-11.32-54; 18,1b. 
(3).4 are a weit balanced composition, interrupted by 17,12-31.55-58; 18,2 and by 
some shorter passages [38]. 
2. The "Pluses" of the Massoretic Text 
a. The schema of the "pluses" is less clear, especially in vv. 12-31. Same of the 
confusion may be due to redactional interventions trying to connect the section with 
its context [39 ]. Notwithstanding these editorial transitions, the "pluses" da not 
stand in harmony with the common text. In vv. 15ff. David is presented as an occa-
sional visitor to the army-camp. He is not supposed to have his own tent. Neverthe-
less in v. 54, he puts Goliath's armour in his own tent [40]. One does not expect 
panic-stricken Israel : v. 11, to draw up for battle : v. 21. According to the setting of 
the scene in vv. 1-11, Goliath may come out of his camp (v. 4), down the hill, he 
cannot come up as is said in v. 23. Verse 24 further reports that it was the sight of 
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the champion that frightened the soldiers, whereas in v. 11, it was his ward (com-
pare with David in v. 23 who "heard" the champion). The tensions increase when one 
takes vv. 55-58 into the picture. These verses are most often considered a late addition. 
However, the section, together with 18,2, forms a good epilogue to the story related 
in the "pluses" [ 41 ] • 
The most reasonable explanation for the tensions referred to, is that the editor 
used an existing story, or parts of it, as an insert. He adapted it so as to avoid major 
contradictions. But he did not succeed in avoiding all of them. 
b. The structure of the "pluses" can be clarified through a comparison with 
1 Sam. 1, 1ff. and 9, 1ff. The three anecdotic stories explain how the child who is to 
become the main character and hero of the following chapters, arrived at "the court". 
They open with a presentation of the child's father. There was a man from X, his name 
was Y ... The opening line of 17,12 might be obscured through the insert of "El 1111 
and ii!!:!, serving as editorial links with the context. Nevertheless, the pattern whicti 
it has in common with the parallel opening lines ( 1, 1 and 9, 1) can still be recogni-
sed [42]. 
3. Two Versions and their Literary Genre 
a. One cannot but think that verses 17,12-31.55-58; 18,2 contain the relics of a 
narrative that once was the opening story of the history of David. lndeed, the histo-
ries of Samuel and Saul were introduced in a similar way. One may assume with J. 
Wellhausen [ 43] that the story of Samuel and Saul ended in 14,52 : "There was hard 
fighting against the Philistines all the days of Saul; and when Saul saw any streng man 
or any valiant man he attached him to himself". The opening of the new section of 
the book in 17, 12 follows very weit upon this. lt shows Saul at war against the Phili-
stines. David passes along and gets involved in the battle. Saul sees him and attaches 
him to himself. 
Especially are 1 Sam. 9,1ft. and 1 Sam. 17,12ft. closely related. The schema of 
both sections is as follows. A man has a son : 17, 12 and 9, 1. He sets a task to this son : 
17,17-18 and 9,3. The task is a rather minor one but the quest for its fulfilment brings 
the hero into contact with the leader of his country: Saul meets Samuel: 9,17ff.; and 
David meets Saul : 17,55-58. Both stories end with "On that day": 18,2 and 9,24 [ 44] 
and with the remark that the hero stays with the leader. In the following scene it be-
comes clear that he will become his successor. The schema of 1 Sam. 1 is very similar, 
but it js combined with an other tradition : the account of the birth of a son to sterile 
parents. 
b. The narrative in 1 Sam. 17, 12ff. has some of the characteristics of a "fairy tale" 
or of a "romantic epic" [45], with political overtones [46]. lt implicitly compares 
David with Joseph, and thus presents David as the king of all the tribes of Israel and 
Judah. 
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Other versions of David's victory may have circulated. One of them is preserved 
in 1 Sam. 17,1-11.32-54; [18,1b.3-4]. lts literary genre is different (47]. lt may be 
called a "heroic epic". More than the other story, it focusses the attention upon the 
single combat and an David as a hero of war. An editor of 1 Samuel may have pre-
ferred this version since he wished to present David as a hero. He probably added a 
didactic note, preserved in verses 46-47, and used it instead of the "romantic epic". 
The Greek translator must have worked an this version. 
The same, or a later editor of the Hebrew text must have provided a combina-
tion of both stories. This caused some disturbance in the weil balanced "heroic epic". 
Moreover, although the redactor reworked the "romantic epic" in order to adapt it 
to its new context, he could not avoid some contradictions and tensions. Through his 
intervention he even created new incongruities. He gave Jesse eight sons ( 17, 12) in 
order to harmonise the story with 16,1ft. However, 17,28 strongly suggests that there 
were only four. The redactor further let Goliath speak "the same words as before" 
( 17 ,23), obviously referring to 17 ,8ff. He let David hear the giant ( 17 ,23). However, 
the "romantic epic" emphasises the terrifying aspect of Goliath's appearance, and 
not of his words. Also, David is not supposed to have heard him, since a soldier has to 
explain to him the meaning of the Philistine's appearance : 17 ,25. These and similar 
data clearly confirm our opinion concerning the growth of the text. The "tale" of 1 
Sam. 17,12ff., which at some stage of the growth of the book, formed the intro-
duction to the story of David's rise to power must have been replaced by the "heroic 
epic" af 17, 1-11.32-54; [ 18, 1 b.3-4 ]. This was probably dane by an editar who syste-
matically emphasised David's election and Saul' condemnatian. At this stage, the text 
was translated into Greek. At the same time, or later, the "romantic epic" cancerning 
David's victory was reinserted and cambined with the "heroic epic" [48]. The result 
was the Vorlage of the MT. 
TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS 
1. The results af the literary data which we investigated can be schematized as fol-
laws: 
HZ= 1 Sam.17,1-11.32-54;18,1b.3-4 
Old Greek :::= Hippalytus 
LXXB = HZ minus 18,1b.3-4 
These results to a !arge extent conformed to the text-critical data. "Parab/epsis" 
explained the absence af 18, 1.3-4 in LXXB. 
2. A further sectian should answer same remaining questions an the level of literary 
criticism : How do the vocabulary, style and theology of bath the heraic epic and 
the romantic epic relate ta the different levels of redaction of 1 Samuel ? Is it pas-
sible ta put a date an these compasitions and can one be more specific about 
the "Sitz im Leben" ? 
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may have read as follows : "There was a man of Bethlehem, his name was Jesse". 
When the editor changed the text, bringing David to the fore, he called him the 
son of an Ephratite. This note reminds one of the glosses in Gen. 35.20;48,7 and 
of Micah 5,1 and Ruth 4,11. The type of sentence at the beginning of 17,55, 
uncommon to early Hebrew (S. Driver, op. cit., p. 148), may also be due to the 
redactor who reinserted the material. 
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THE NATURE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MT AND THE LXX 
IN 1 SAM. 17-18 [ 1] 
In the summer of 1980 it was suggested that four seholars should address exaetly 
the same issue, viz., the nature of the differenees between MT and the LXX in 1 Sam. 
17-18, or, as DB phrased the topic in a more limited way, "Comment faut-il juger 
les grands 'moins' de la LXX en 1 Sam 17,12-31 et 17,55-18,5 ?". DB then wisely 
suggested that these papers should be written without prior knowledge of the other 
papers. Eaeh of us is to formulate arguments in favor of his own views, and eannot 
merely reaet on the argumentation of others. 
I. THE ORIGIN OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MT AND THE LXX 
The OG (Old Greek) version of the LXX and the MT differ greatly in 1 Sam. 17 
( the eneounter of David and Goliath) and 1 Sam. 18 ( the events after that fight). 
These two ehapters must be treated together beeause typologieally similar differenees 
between the OG and MT oeeur in both ehapters [2]. 
The following verses are laeking in the OG of eh. 17,12-31.41.48b.50.55-58, 
altogether 26 verses or 45 o/o of the ehapter. In eh. 18, 1-16, the following verses 
are laeking : 1-6a.10-11.12b, altogether 8 verses or 50 o/o. In the remainder of eh. 18 
(vv. 17-30), the following verses are laeking: 17-19. 21b. 29b-30, altogether 5 verses 
or 36 o/o. In total, some 44 o/o of ehapters 17-18 in MT laeks in the OG. 
We should add in parenthesis that the OG version eontained in MSS B ... omits 
the aforementioned verses, but that MSS A ... do provide a Greek translation of these 
verses. However, the voeabulary of that translation has been reeognized as Hexapla-
rie [ 3] (MSS Aex ••• refleet also elsewhere in 1 Samuel a Hexaplarie text [ 4 ]) • The 
origin of the Hexaplarie pluses in 1 Sam. 17-18 is probably kaige-Theodotion [5]. 
The baekground of the minuses of the OG has often been treated in seholarship. 
The most extensive diseussions are found in the works of Wellhausen, Peters, Stoebe 
and MeCarter [ 6 ]. These analyses foeus on the large minuses of the OG, thus neglee-
ting two other aspeets of the translation of 1 Sam. 17-18 without whieh that transla-
tion eannot be evaluated weit : 
1. In addition to the large minuses mentioned above, the OG laeks other elements 
in eh. 17-18, ranging from one to five words: 
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17,5 
17,9 
17,33 
17,36 
17,37 
17,38 
17,39 
17,42 
17,45 
17,48 
17,51 
17,51 
(ßE'nJ) )'l1J1 
* (1'1) 7J11( 'lM DM1 
(nm) ,nEf'7gn 
(mn) '11yn 'nEf'7gn 
( 111 lllM'1) 
(11,w mM Ell771) 
* 177 Yll ( 111) 01'0'1 
( 'ßEl79n "l.'1) 
(nm) o1'n 
(llj7'1) 17'1 
(n,ynll ng'7Ef71) u1n nM nj7'1 
(nl) ßlJ71 
18,6 
18,7 
18,7 
18,11 
18,20 
18,24 
18,26 
18,27 
18,27 
18,27 
18,28 
18,29 
( 17lln 71MEI ßMlj77 m'7mm, 17El7) 
(mpnE11Jn) D,i,m 
( lMll 71ME/7 1n,1) 
(nJ1'11Jn lM 1'711y1) 
1'l7Yl (llln) lE/71 
(11lM7) 17 71MEI 'lJ.Y 11"'1 
(om,n 1M'71l M'11) 
(111) Ml.'1 
(71MEI) 17 1ß'1 
17 ll7 ( D1M71l71) 
(y171) 71MEI M171 
('71Mi,) 9DM71 
2. The LXX reflects several variant readings (recognition of these variants is neces-
sarily subjective). In the following !ist some tentatively retroverted variants are added 
in square brackets : . 
17,2 *Ev tT) xoL>.aöt. autoL napataooovtaL u,y,, n'7Mn j7llYl [ .. n'7M .j71lYl] 
17,4 EX tT)~ napata~Ew~ nllnllll [ ß1J 1Yllll] 
17,4 ( u$o~ autou) tEooapwv ( nTJxEwv) (mllM) .,., ( mlA) [ Yl1M] 
17,7 xaL o xovto~ yn, [yy,] 
17,8 €ßpaLOI D7llY [D71lY] 
17,9 xm Eav DM [DM1] 
17,10 LÖOU EyW 7lM 
17,32 tOU xupLOU µou DlM [,nM] 
17,34 xm T) apxos J.lln ßl'<1 [J.11n 9M1] 
17,35 tou tpapuyyo~ auwu 1lj7Tl [mu] 
17,36 xm tov apxov (EtuntEv o öou>.o~ oou) 'lMn ßM DA 
XaL tOV XEovta (1ny nJn) l1ln DA 
17,37 LiaUELÖ 17lln [ 111] ['n n,n,,] 
17,37 XaL EOtal XUplO~ n,n,•m [ Yl1j71] 
17,38 xaL ( nEpLXEtpa>.mav) Yl1pn 1m1 [M7'1] 
17,39 XaL EXOmaOEV 71<'1 
17,39 ana~ xaL ÖL~ noJ M'7 ,.3 
17,39 *XaL atpaLpOUOLV auta 017071 
17,41 EL~ ou>.>.oyT)v "1j777l1 [ 111j77' J.] 
17,42 xa>.>.ou~ oq,8a>.µwv nMlll ng, [a,3,yng,] 
17,43 Ev paßöw ß17j7lll [7j7lll] 
17,46 XaL anoxXElOEL OE 11AD7 [ 11A0'1] 
17,46 ta xw>.a oou xaL ta xw>.a 1Ag [ 71Agl l1Ag] 
17,46 *(EOtlV 8Eo~) EV lopaT)>. 7MW'7 (a,n'7M i,,) [7M1i,7J.] 
17,47 *xm yvwoum (nm '7npn '7J) 1y1,, [ y1,,] 
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17,48 xm avEOtT) Dj7 , J il'il1 [ Dj7'1] 
17,51 En autov ,m1.179il 7M [ 1'7M/,,, y] 
17,51 rES M'A [n11] 
17,52 omow autwv D'nl!.179il nM ( 1g1v1) [ Dn,1nM] 
17,52 AoxaXwvo~ 111i7Y [J17j71!.1M] 
17,53 avöpE~ lopaT)X 7M11!.1' 'l.l [7M11!.1' l!.l'M cf, V.2] 
17,54 Ql XOPEVOUOQL D'l!.llil 
18,8 EV oq>0aXµoL~ CaouX l'l'Y.l [71Ml!.I ,3,y,1] 
18,8 nEpL tou Xoyou 1.llil 
18,14 *Ev naoaL~ taL~ oöoL~ autou ,,:i,1 7.J7 [,,:i,17.J.l] 
18, 16 npo npoownou tou xvpLov Dil'l97 [Dyn ,3g7 J 
18,21 Em CaouX 1.1 [71M1!.1.l] 
18,22 xm au nny1 [ilßMl] 
18,25 aH TJ ,:i [DM 'J] 
18,25 autov EµßaXELv 111 nM 7,g;,7 
18,27 EXatov D'ßMll [ilMll] 
18,27 XaL Enl yaµßpEVEtaL 1nnnn7 
18,28 xm na~ 7.J'lll [7.Jl] 
18,28 lopaT)X 71Ml!.I ß.l [7M11!.1'] 
18,28 T)yana autov lilß.lilM [ 1.lilM] 
3. More importantly, the LXX reflects several pluses, ranging from single words 
to complete sentences. With due caution, the majority of these pluses can be retro-
verted into Hebrew : 
17,5 
17,8 
17,32 
17,36 
17,37 
17,40 
17,42 
17,43 
xa>-xov + xaL oLÖT)pou ,n.11 + nl!.lm 
noXEµw + E~ EVQVtLa~ T)µwv 1JnM1j77 + illln7ll 
µT) + Öl) + ouµnEOEtW 7g, + Ml + 7M 
+ OVXL nopEvooµaL xaL nata~w autov xaL aq>E:Xw OT)µEpov ovELÖo~ E~ lopaT)X 
ÖLOtL tL~ o anEpLtµT)tO~ outo~ + 
+ mn ;,yn ,n ,:i 7M11!.1' 7Yll ng1n D„n ,nnom „n:im 77M M17il + 
tOU aHoqiuXou + tou anEpltµT)tOU + tOUtOU ilTil + 71Yil + ,nl!.179il 
npo~ + tov avöpa + tov aHoqiuXov ,nl!.179il + l!.l'Mil + 7M 
XaL ELÖEV + r oXLa0 ß'711 + ilM1'1 
+ xm XL00L~ xaL ELnEv AavELÖ OVXL aH T) XELpw xuvo~ 1llM'l D'l.lMl + 
+ ... DM 'J M7 111 
17,46 )(Ql anoxXELOEL OE xvpLO~ + OT)µEpov Dl'il + 'il 71110, 
17,47 xm napaöwoEL + xvpLo~ 'n + 1m1 
17,49 XL0ov + Eva nnM + pM 
17,49 xm ÖLEÖV o XL0o~ + Öla tT)~ nEpLXEq>aXma~ + EL~ to µnwnov autou 
1mcll.l + Y.11.Jil 1y.1 + J.lMil Y.lDm 
18,6 + El~ OUVQVtT)OLV AaVELÖ + + 111 ßM1j77 + 
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xata ta pT)µata tauta + a + EA.aA.T)OE\I 
tT)\I ME>.xo>. 0uyatEpa autou + autw + 
+1ll1<7 + 
DßM + 11li 
Ui + 11!/M + i17Mil D'UiJ 
+ 17 + lßl 7J 7ll ßM 
In view of these data is it simplistic to limit the discussion to the )arge minuses. 
Any solution suggested must take into consideration all aspects of the relation bet-
ween MT and the OG. 
The opinions which have been expressed about the nature of 1 Sam. 17-18 in the 
LXX can be divided into two groups : Some scholars ascribed the divergencies between 
the two texts to the translator who was said to have omitted some 44 o/o of the text 
because of exegetical motives. To this view adhered Kuenen, Budde, Schmid and 
recently DB [7 ]. These scholars focused on the large minuses, usually disregarding 
the pluses in the translation, and if they did discuss the pluses (thus, e.g., DB), these, 
too, were regarded as exegetical. The exegetical motivation which was ascribed to the 
translator in omitting )arge sections of the text was "harmonization", that is, creation 
of a more smooth story by omitting conflicting details. 
According to the other, diametrically opposed, view, the translator knew a short 
Hebrew text. In the nineteenth century this view was suggested by Houbigant, Dathe, 
Kennicott, Eichhorn, Gesenius, de Wette, Thenius, Peters, Wellhausen and Woods, 
and in the twentieth century by Steuernagel, Smith, Stoebe, Habel, Johnson and 
McCarter [8]. Peters even reconstructed the original Hebrew text of the story on the 
basis of the LXX. The short Hebrew text which was reconstructed on the basis of the 
LXX was usually considered to reflect a stage of the literary development of the story 
which preceded that of MT, but even if that text is regarded as an abridged form of 
MT [Ba], that theory would be a mere variation of this view. 
We now turn to a discussion of the merits of these two views. lt seems to us that 
no further views need to be discussed. For one thing, we cannot think of any compro-
mise between these two views, for it is not realistic to assume that some of the large 
minuses were created by the translator, while others were already found in his parent 
text. On the basis of what type of arguments, then, have scholars decided in favor of 
one of the two views ? With all due respect to the scholarship of the past, it seems that 
no solid arguments for anyone view have been presented sofar. Those scholars who 
suggested that the translator "harmonized" were probably influenced much by the 
negative evidence relating to the alternative explanation, since they were not aware of 
Hebrew texts which departed as much from MT as the reconstructed short Vorlage of 
the OG would depart. They therefore turned soon to the alternative view that the 
translator shortened his Vorlage. This view is probably based more on this negative 
evidence and the scholar's intuition than on a positive conviction that the translator 
indeed omitted large sections of eh. 17-18 because they contained conflicting data. 
The alternative view, too, is based mainly on intuition and a negative judgment con-
cerning the harmonizing view. Sometimes one also meets remarks stressing that the 
translator was not likely to omit such large sections, and that he therefore probably 
found a short text in front of him. 
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Since in the past scholars have mainly accepted a certain view by ruling out the 
alternative one, we should now investigate the possibility whether there exists any 
positive evidence in favor of anyone view. The point of departure for a new analysis 
should be the recognition that the translation of 1 Sam. 17 -18 has to be taken as one 
entity, and that any solution suggested should take all the characteristics of that 
translation into consideration. Not only minuses, but also pluses should be taken into 
account. 
In short, only a study of translatian technique in the broad sense of the ward 
may bring us closer to a solution. Not any more an investigation of the minuses only, 
for their content does not provide any clue for a solution. Such a solution can come 
only from an examination of the complete body of details which constitute the 
translation and of which the minuses form a part. The idea behind this view is the 
conviction that each translation is internally consistent at least with regard to its 
general approach to the source text, to which it is either faithful or not. lf indeed the 
translator omitted some 45 o/o of the text, he must have approached that text freely, 
and this free approach should be visible also in other details. lf, an the other hand, 
there are indications that the translator approached the source text with care and 
introduced but little exegesis of his own, it is not likely that he would have omitted 
!arge sections because of exegetical motivations, so that in that case the short text 
of the LXX probably reflects a short Hebrew text. This description reflects a logical 
inference from the act of translating, but it can also be supported by some evidence 
from the translations themselves. The known translators who took care to represent 
the Hebrew source text exactly, showed their careful approach in all details, that is, 
they introduced as little exegesis as possible in the translation equivalents and produ-
ced a literal translation which was quantitatively equal with the Hebrew source text 
(that is without additions and omissions). This applies to the so-called revisers of the 
LXX (except for "Lucian") and within the canon of the LXX, to the sections which 
are ascribed to kaige-Theodotion (2 Kings, the second part of 2 Sam.), Eccl., Ps. and 
into a smaller degree to many other units as weit. By the same token, free translators 
show their approach to the text in all details of their translation, that is in their word-
choices, in free additions and omissions, as weit as in exegetical alterations of various 
types. This applies to the translations of Is. and Dan. and to a greater extent to the 
one of Job, where !arge sections have been omitted from MT. 
Against the background of the facts about the translation technique of the other 
books of the LXX, that of 1 Sam. 17-18 will now be examined. This is no easy task 
since the two chapters are part of much !arger unit [ 9] whose translation technique 
can be examined much more easily than that of two chapters only. However, since 
these chapters contain unusually !arge minuses and some scholars may therefore 
claim that they reflect a separate translation unit, they must be singled out for this 
analysis. 
As a basis for this analysis, we now !ist all the elements of MT according to BHS 
as weit as their Greek counterparts according to the edition of Rahlfs and codex B 
( the text of Rahlfs is almest identical with that of B; whenever the two differ, the 
text of Rahlfs is printed in parenthesis) : 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
ovoµa autw 1131/J xai ouvayoumv 1gDM'1 17, 1 
EX 1E0 ßAll a>.>.oq,u>.01 D'ßl!IJg 
u~o~ autou mlA ta~ napEµßo>.a~ autwv an,lnll nM 
tEooapwv 1!11/J EI~ no>.Eµov illln71l7 
RTJXEWV mllM xai ouvayovta1 1gDM'1 
xai om0aµT)~ n,n EI~ Coxxw0 il.JI/J 
xai nEp1xEq,a>.a1a Yl1.J1 5 tT)~ (louöaia~) löouµa1a~ n;,n,711!/M 
!- ßl/Jnl xa1 napEµßa>.>.oumv un,1 
Em tT)~ xEq,a>.T)~ autou 11/JM1 7Y ava µEOov pl 
xai 0wpaxa 11'11!11 Coxxw0 il.J 11/J 
a>.umöwtov D'l!lj71/Jj7 xai ava µEOov J'l1 
auto~ Mm A~T)Xa ilj7T Y 
EVÖEÖUXW~ I/J1l7 (EV €q>EpµEµ) €q>EpµEµ D'lll DgMl 
xai o ota0µo~ 7j71!11l1 xai Caou>. 71MI/J1 2 
tou 0wpaxo~ autou * 1P11/Ji1 xai 01 avöpE~ * l!l'M1 
REVtE ßl!llln lopaT)>. 7M11!1' 
x1>.1aÖE~ a,g1M ouvayovta1 1gDMl 
01x>.wv D'7j71!1 xai napEµßa>.>.ouo1v 1m,1 
xa>.xou ßl!lnl Ev tT) xm>.aöi j71lYl 
XQI OIÖT)pOU !+ QUtOI !* i17Mi1 
XQI XVT)µIÖE~ nn~ll1 6 napataooovta1 ! * 1.J1Y'1 
xa>.xai ßl/Jnl EI~ no>.Eµov * illln71l 
EnQVW 7Y ES EVQVtlQ~ ßM1j77 
twv oxE>.wv autou 1,1n a>.>.oq,u>.wv D'ßl!IJg 
xai aom~ 111'.J 1 xai a>.>.oq,u>.01 D'ßl!IJg1 3 
xa>.xT) ßl!lnl IOtQVtQI D'lllY 
ava µEOov pl Em tou opou~ 1ili1 7M 
twv wµwv autou 1,gnJ EVtau0a ilTll 
xa1 o xovto~ ym 7 xai lopaT)>. 7M11!1'1 
tou öopatos autou 1n,m 1otata1 * D'lllY 
WOEI µEOax>.ov' 1Ull.J Enl tau opous lilil 7M 
Uq)QIVOVtWV a,nM Evtau0a ilTll 
xai TJ >.oyx TJ ßli171 (xai o au>.wv) xux>.w M'Ai11 
autou * 1n,m ava µEoov autwv Dil'l'l 
ESQXOOlWV ß1Mll l/JI/J XQI EsT)>.0EV M~'1 4 
mx>.wv 0'7j71!1 QVT)p l!l'M 
OIÖT)pOU ?TU öuvato~ D'llil 
xai o a1pwv Ml!ll1 EX tT)~ napatasEW~ mmllll 
ta on>.a autou * ill~il twv a>.>.oq,u>.wv D'ßl!l7.9 
npornopEuEto autou * 1'l.97 17i1 ro>.1a0 ß'7A 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
XQL ELnE\I 1llM71 10 XQL QVEOtT) ny,1 8 
o a>.>.oq,u>.os ,m,1.17gn )(QL avEßOT)OE\I 1(1j7'1 
LÖOU f:YW 7JI( EI~ tT)v napata~Lv n:>1Yll 7M 
WIIELÖLOQ ,mnn lopaT)X 71(11:!17 
tT)V napata~Lv n1.l1Yll nM )(QL ELnEII 1llM71 
lopaT)X 71(11!.17 autoL~ an, 
OT)µEpov nrn 01,n tl nll7 
Eli tT) T)µEpa taUtT) E>rnopEUE00E 1M~n 
ÖOtE un napatasao0aL 71y7 
µOL ,, no>.Eµw * nnn,n 
avöpa 1!,171( ES EIIQ\ltLQ~ T)µWV !+ 
xm µovoµaxTJooµEv nnn,11 oux M17n 
aµq,otEpOL in' f:YW ELµL ,., JI( 
xaL T)XOUOEII Ylll!.l'1 11 a>.>.oq,u>.o~ * ,nl!.l79n 
Caou>. 711(1!,1 xaL uµEL~ DnM1 
xaL na~ 7J1 €ßpaLOL D7ilY 
lopaT)X 71(11!.17 ( tou Caou>.) xm Caou>. 711(1!.17 
ta pT)µata '1li nM EXAE~ao0E 11l 
tou a>.>.oq,u>.ou ,nl!.l79n EQUtOL~ Q.)7 
tauta n1Mn avöpa 1!,171( 
)(QL E~EOtT)Oav ,nn,1 xaL xataßT)tw n,1 
xaL Eq>OßTJ0T)OQ\I 11(171 npo~ µE 771( 
oq,oöpa jl(IJ xaL Eav QI( 9 
ÖUVT)0T) 7.l1' 
om 12-31 npo~ EµE ~ * an,n, 
,., no>.EµT)OQL * ,nM 
xaL ELnE\I 11Jl(71 32 xaL Eav nata~T) µE * ,3:,n, 
ßQUELÖ i1i XaL EOOµE0a unn1 
npo~ 71( uµLv QJ7 
Caou>. 711(1!,1 EL~ öou>.ou~ D7ilY7 
µT) 71( EQ\I ÖE 01(1 
ÖT) +1 qw 7JI( 
(ouvnEOEtw) ouµnEOEtw 7g, ÖUVT)0W 7J11( 
( T) xap6La) xapÖLa l7 ! * 17 
tOU xupLOU µau Qjl( xaL nata~w autov 1,n,:,n, 
En autov 1'7Y EOE00E * onnn, 
o öou>.o~ oou 7ilY T)µLV U7 
nopEUEtQL ,,, EL~ öou>.ou~ D7ilY7 
xa1 no>.EµT)OEL an,11 XQL ÖOUAEUOEtE onny1 
µEta DY T)µLV unM 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
EX tou otoµato~ autou ,,grJ tau a>.>.otpu>.ou ,nl!J1gn 
Xal El EJlaVLOtato * Cj7'1 tOUtOU nm 
EJI EµE ,7y xaL ELJIEV 1DM71 33 
xaL ExpatT)oa ,npmm Caou>. 71Ml!I 
tou tpapuyyo~ autou ! 1lj7T.l 11po~ 7M 
Xal EJlatasa * ,,nlm t.auELÖ 111 
xat E8avatwoa autov ,,nmm ou µT) H'7 
!~ 71Mn ßM CA 36 (ÖUVT)OT)) ÖUVT) 7llß 
xat tT)V apxov .1nn DA 110pEU8T)VaL ßl77 
uu11tEV o öou>.o~ oou 11.1y nJn 11po~ 7M 
~ xaL tov XEovta ! tov a>.Xotpu>.ov ,nl!J1gn 
xaL EOtat nm, !- nm 
o a>.Xotpu>.o~ ,nl!J1gn tOU JIOXEµELV an1n1 
0 a11EpltµT)tO~ 11yn µEt autou 1DY 
!- nm Otl 'l 
W~ EV 1nMl JlaLÖapLOV 1Yl 
tOUtWV anD El OU nnM 
OUXL !+ xat auto~ M1n1 
11opEuooµat !+ aVT)p l!l'M 
Xal Jlatasw autOV !+ JIOXEµLOtT)~ nDn1D 
xaL a<pEXw + EX VEOtT)tO~ autou 1'1Yl1l 
OT)µEpov + Xal ELJIEV 1DM71 34 
OVELÖO~ + AauELÖ 111 
Es lopaT)X + 11po~ 7M 
ÖLOtl tl~ + Caou>. 71Ml!I 
0 a11EpltµT)tO~ + 110Lµatvwv ny1 
OUtO~ + T)V n,n 
0~ WVELÖLOEV rpn 'l o öou>.o~ oou 11.lY 
11apatasLV ßl1YD tw 11atpl autou 17.lM7 
8EOU 07"7M EV tW JIOLµVLW lM:t.l 
~WVtO~ D"n xat otav TJPXEto * ,u, 
!- 11lM71 37 0 XEWV '1Mn 
!- 111 xat T) apxo~ .1nn nM, 
xupLo~ 'n xat EXaµßavEv Ml!ll1 
0~ ESELXato µE 'l7:m 11!/M 11poßatov nl!I 
EX XElpO~ 1'1l EX tT)~ ayEXT)~ 11yn1J 
tou XEovto~ '1Mn Xal ESE110pEUOµT)V 7ßM.lC'1 35 
xaL Ex XELpo~ 1'111 omow autou 1'1nM 
tT)~ apxou .11n Xal EJlatasa autOV ,,nJn, 
auto~ Mm Xal ESEOJlaoa ,n1.icm 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
Otl 'J E~EXEL taL µE ,1,~c, 
ov M7 EX XElpO~ l'll 
llEllELpaµaL ,no,1 tou a>.>.01pu>.ou 'ß~7Di1 
xaL aq>mpoumv auta ! * a,,o,, tOU a11Epl tµ T)tOU !+ 
1- ,,, tOUtOU mn 
a11 autou 1'7Yll xaL ElllEV lllM'1 
XQL EXaßEv "i7'1 40 Caou>. 71M~ 
tf)V ßaxtf)pLav autou 17j71l 11po~ 7M 
Ev tf) XELPL autou 1l''l ÄaUELÖ 171li1 
xaL E~EXE~ato lnl'1 llOpEUOU ,, 
EaUtW ,, xaL EOtQL •m 
llEVtE n~lln xupLo~ n,n, 
XL8ou~ 
'i7'" µEta aou 11lY 
( tÜELOU~) XELOU~ ll'llM xaL EVEÖUOEV ~J,,, 38 
EX lll Caou>. 71M~ 
tou XELµappou ,mn tOV ÄaUELÖ 111' ßM 
XaL E8Et0 a~,, µavöuav 1'11l 
autou~ llßM xaL 1m1 
EV tw xaÖLw '7Jl llEplXEq>a>.mav Yl1j7 
tW llOLµEVLXW a,y,n xa>.xriv n~m 
tw ovtL autw 17 l~M llEpl * 7Y 
EL~ au>.>.oyriv D1j77'l1 tf)v xE1pa>.riv autou 1~Ml 
xaL O(j)EVÖOVT)V autou 1Y7j71 !- ~l7'1 
EV tf) XElpl autou 1l''l !- 1ßM 
xaL 11poari>.8Ev ~A'1 !- 1,,,~ 
11po~ 7M XaL E~WOEV lAn,, 39 
tov avöpa !+ tOV ÄaUELÖ ,,, 
tov a>.>.01pu>.ov 'ß~7Di1 tf)V poµq>mav autou u,n nM 
om 41 ETiavw 7Yll 
!- Dl'1 42 tou µavöuou autou ,,n, 
!- 'ß~7Di1 XaL EXOlllaOEV ! 7M'1 
xaL ELÖEV i1Ml'1 11EpL 11atriaa~ ßJ77 
ro>.La9 !+ ana~ xaL ÖL~ i1Dl M7 'J 
tOV ÄaUELÖ lTT ßM xaL ElllEV lllM'1 
xaL T)tLµaaEv autov 1i1Tl'1 ÄaUELÖ ,,, 
Otl 'J 11po~ 7M 
auto~ T)V n,n Caou>. 71M~ 
llaLÖapLOV lYl ou µT) öuvwµm 7J1M M7 
xm auto~ 11uppaxri~ ! * , llll'M1 110pEU9T)VaL ßJ'7 
µEta llY EV tOUtOL~ i17Ml 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
EPXTJ Nl xa>.>.ouc; ng, 
11poc; µE ,'71( oq,8a>.µwv i1N11l 
Ev poµq,ata 11n1 xat ElllEV 11lN'1 43 
xat EV öopatt n,m11 o a>.>.oq,u>.oc; ,n111'Jgn 
xat Ev aomöt J11'Jl1 11poc; äauEtÖ 111 '7N 
xayw 'JlN1 WOEt XUWV l'7Ji1 
TIOpEUOµat Nl EYW Etµt 'JlN 
11poc; OE 1''7N Ott 'J 
Ev ovoµau DI/Jl au ilßN 
xuptou •n EPXTJ Nl 
( Caßaw8) 8EOU n1Nl:t Eli EµE ,'71( 
(8EOU) Caßaw8 ,n'JN Ev paßöw m'7j71ll 
11apata~Ewc; mJ1yn xat >.t8otc; + 
lopaT)>. '7N11:!J' xat EtllEV + 
T)V 11:!JN dQUEtÖ + 
WVEtÖloac; ng1n ouxt + 
OT)µEpov a,,n a>.>. TJ + 
illil XEtpW + 
xat a11ox>.EtOEt OE 11AD' 46 xuvoc; + 
xuptoc; •n xat xatT)paoato '7'7p,, 
oT)µEpov !+ o a>.>.oq,u>.oc; ,nl!J'Jgn 
Etc; tT)V XEtpa µou ,,,1 tOV daUEtÖ 111 nN 
xat QTIOXtEVW OE 1n,Jm EV tote; 8Eotc; EaUtOU 1'i1'7Nl 
xat aq,E>.w ,n,om Xal ElllEV 11lN'1 44 
tT)V XEq>a). T)V OOU ll!JN1 ßN o a>.>.oq,u>.oc; ,n111'Jgn 
a110 oou ,,'7y13 11poc; '7N 
xat öwow ,nm, dQUEtÖ ,,, 
ta xw>.a oou ÖEUpO i1J'7 
xat ta xw>.a 1A9 11poc; µE ,'71( 
11apEµßoXT)c; mnn xatöwow illßN1 
a>.>.oq,u>.wv D'ßl!J'Jg tac; oapxac; oou 111/Jl ßN 
EV taUtT) tT) T)µEpa mn a,,n tote; TIEtEt votc; r:py'7 
tote; TIEtEtVOtc; r:py'7 tou oupavou D'1ll!Ji1 
tou oupavou D'lll!Jil xat tote; XtT)VEOtV ß1lill'71 
xat tote; 8T)ptotc; n,n'7, tT)c; yT)c; illl/Jil 
tT)c; YTJc; V1Ni1 xat EtllEV 11lN'1 45 
xat yvwoEtat ! * 1y1,, daUEtÖ ,,, 
11aoa T) YTJ V1Ni1 '7J 11poc; '7N 
Ott 'J tov a>.>.oq,u>.ov ,n111'Jgn 
EOttV l!J' au ilßN 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
Eßl 7N 0EO~ IJ'i17N 
t0 µEtWll0V autou 1".lCll EV lopaT)X ! * 7N11:!1'7 
XaL ÖIEÖU YlDßl xa1 yvwouaI ! * ,y,.,, 47 
0 >.180~ lJNil naoa T) EXXXT)OIQ QUtT) ilTil '7i1j7i1 '7J 
Öla tT)~ llEplXE<pa>.ma~ ! + 0tl 7J 
EI~ to µuwnov autou 1".lClll oux N'7 
XQL ETIE0EV '7g,, Ev poµ<paIa J1nl 
Eßl '7y xaI öopan ß7lnl1 
npoownov autou ,,Jg OW~El Y'l:!l1il' 
Eßl tT)V YTJV i1.lC1N xup10~ •n 
am 50 0tl 7J 
XQI EÖpaµEv y,,, 51 tau xupIou 'i1'7 
ÄaUEIÖ ,.,,. o no>.Eµo~ illln71li1 
xaI EllE0tT) 1'1lY'1 xai napaöwoE1 1ßl1 
Ell '7N xupLO~ !+ 
autov 7ßl:!l7!1i1 uµa~ IJJßN 
xm EXaßEv nj771 EI~ XElpa~ T)µwv 1l1'7l 
tT)V poµ<pmav autou u1nnN XQL il'i11 48 
!- i1!1'71:!1 71 QVE0tT) 1Jj7 7J 
!- i11Yßll o a>.Xo<pu>.o~ 7ßl:!l'7!1i1 
xaI E0avatwoEv autov ,nnnn,, XQL EllOpEU0T) ,,,, 
XQL a<pEIXEv ß1J71 !- l1j771 
!- ill EI~ 0IJVQVtT)0IV ÄaUEIÖ 1'11' ßN1j77 
tT)V XE<pa>. T)V autou 11:!1N1 ßN !- 1'11' 1illl7 1 
xaI EIÖOV 1N171 !- y,,, 
01 a>.Xo<pu>.01 IJ7ßl:!l'7!1i1 !- i1J1Ylli1 
0tl 7J !- ßN1j77 
tE0VT)XEV ßll !- 7ßl:!l'7!1i1 
o öuvato~ autwv IJ11lA XaL E~EtEIVEV n'71:!17 1 49 
xaI E<puyov 1Dl'1 ÄQUEIÖ ,.,,. 
xm avIotavtaI 11lj771 52 tT)V XEtpa autou 11'' ßN 
avöpE~ lopaT)X 7N11:!17 71:!/lN El~ '7N 
xa1 louöa i11'1i1'1 to xaötov 77Ji1 
xa1 T)Xa>.a~av ,y,,, XQL EXaßEv 
"i7'1 
xaI xatEÖLw~av 1!11'1'1 EXEL0EV IJl:!lll 
omow autwv IJ7ßl:!l7!1i1 ßN >.18ov PN 
EW~ l'Y Eva !+ 
EIOOÖOIJ 1N1l XQl EO(pEVÖOVT)OEV Y'7j771 
rE0 N7A XQI Ellata~EV ,,, 
xa1 Ew~ 1'Y1 tov a>.Xo<pu>.ov 7ßl:!l7!1i1 ßN 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
110>.Ewv ,,y tT)~ nu>. T)~ ,,y1:1 
lopaT)>. 7N11!1' Aoxa>.wvo~ 1npy 
!- 1'1!17 XQl EllEOQV 179'1 
!- m1nllin tpauµattat ,'7'7n 
!- ßN1j77 twv a>.>.ocpu>.wv D'ßt:179 
!- 71Nl!I EV tT) OÖW 111:i 
!- 171lil twv nu>.wv D'1Yl!I 
EV tuµnaVOl~ a,gn:i Xal EW~ 1y1 
XQl EV xapµOOUVT) nnDt:1:i rE8 ßA 
xat Ev xuµßa>.ot~ D't:171:1:11 XQl EW~ 1y1 
XQl E~T)PXOV ill'lYnl 7 Axxapwv 1npy 
at yuvatxE~ D'l!llil xat avEotpE•av 1:11!1'1 53 
!- mpn1:11Jn avöpE~ 'l:l 
xat E>.qov p1lNn1 lopaT)>. 7N11!1' 
Enata~Ev ilJ il Exx>.1vovtE~ j7711l 
Caou>. 711'(1!1 OlllOW ,,nN 
EV Xl>.taOlV QUtOU 1'97N:l twv a>.>.ocpu>.wv D'ßt:179 
Xat ßaUElÖ 1111 xat xatrnatouv 1Pt:1'1 
Ev µuptaotv autou 1,n:i:i,:i ta~ napEµßo>.a~ autwv Dil'Jn1l ßN 
!- ,n,1 8 xat E>.aßEv np,1 54 
!- 71Nl!/7 ßQUElÖ 111 
!- 1N1l tT)V XEq>a}. T)V l!/N1 ßN 
XQl llOVT)pOV ECl)QVT) y,,1 tou a>.>.ocpu>.ou 'ßt:179il 
to pT)µa !+ XQl T)VEYXEV QUtT)V 1ilN:l'1 
EV ocp8a>.µot~ Caou>. ! l'l'Y:l El~ IEpouoa>.T)µ D71!111' 
llEPl tOU >.oyou 1:llil xat ta oxEUT) autou 1'7J ßNl 
tOUtOU illil E8T)XEV Dl!I 
XQl ElllEV 11lN'1 Ev tw OXT)vwµan autou 17ilN:l 
tW ßQUElÖ am 55-58;18,1-5 
EÖWXQV llßl !- ,n,1 18,6 
1117 !- DNl:l:l 
ta~ µuptaöa~ m:i:i, !- :l 11!1 :l 
XQl EµOl ,'71 !- 111 
t:öwxav llßl !- n1Jil1l 
ta~ xt>.taöa~ D'97Nil !- 'ßt:179il ßl'( 
!- 11y1 )(Ql E~ T)>.Sov illN:Cßl 
!- 17 Ql XOPEUOUOQl D'l!llil 
!- lN El~ OUVQVtT)OlV !+ 
1- ilJ 171lil ßQUElÖ !+ 
)(Ql T)V ,n,1 9 Ex naowv 7J1l 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
xaL EUÄaßELtO 1A71 Caou>. ~U(l!I 
ano npoownou autou ,,JgD unoß>.EnoµEvo~ p,y 
xaL na~ ~J, 16 tov ßauw~ 111 nK 
lopaT)Ä ~Kll!I, ano tT)~ T)µEpa~ EXELVT)~ Kiilil D17i1D 
xaL louöa~ n,m,, EnEXELVa ilK~m 
T)yana .lilK om 10-11 
tOV ßaUELÖ 111 nK xaL EtpOßTJ0T) K„1 12 
Otl 7J Caou>. ~1Kl!I 
auto~ Km ano npoownou ,Jg~D 
t:sEnOpEUEtO K:!1, ßaUELÖ ,,, 
xaL ELOEnopEUEtO K.11 !- 7J 
npo npoownou tou >.aou ! Di17Jg~ !- i17il 
om 17-19 !- •n 
xaL T)yanJJOEV .lilKm 20 !- ,ny 
MEÄXOÄ ~J,D !- oyn, 
T) 0uyatT)p Caou>. ~1Kl!I n.l !- ~1Kl!I 
tOV ßaUELÖ 111 nK !- 1D 
xaL anT)yyEÄTJ ! * ,n,, xaL anEOtT)ot:v autov ,mo,, 13 
Caou>. ~1Kl!I~ Caou>. ~1Kl!I 
xaL T)U0uv0T) 11!171 an autou 1DYD 
!- 1.llil xm xatEOtT)OEv autov 1i1Dl!J71 
t:v toL~ (-) oq,8aXµoL~ autou ,,J,y.l EaUtW ,~ 
xaL ELnEV 1DK,, 21 XLXLapxov ~~K 11!1 
Caou>. ~1Kl!I XQL ESEnOpEUEtO K:!71 
öwow autT)V illlnK XaL ELOEnOpEUEtO K.171 
autw ,~ Eµnpoo0Ev 7Jg~ 
xaL EOtaL mm tou >.aou DYil 
autw ,~ xaL T)V ,n,, 14 
EL~ oxavöa>.ov l!lj71D~ ßaUELÖ ,,, 
xaL T)V ,nn, EV naoaL~ ! * ~J~ 
EnL CaouX 1.1 taL~ oöoL~ autou 17J11 
XELP ,, OUVLWV ~,Jl!ID 
a>.>.oq,u>.wv 07ßl!J~g xaL xupLo~ ·m 
1DK71 µEt autou 1DY 
~1Kl!I xaL ELÖEV K„1 15 
~K Caou>. ~1Kl!I 
,,, 0~ 11!/K 
D7ßl!l.l auto~ K1i1 
1nnnn OUVLEL ~7Jl!JD 
,.1 oq,oöpa lKD 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
!- 11lM7 !- 01,n 
xata ta priµata D,1.llJ )(Ql EVEtELÄato 1):)1 22 
tauta i17Mi1 Caou>. 71M~ 
a !+ tOL~ JIQLOLV autou 1,,.iy ßM 
EÄQÄT)OEV 1.11 >.tywv !+ 
ßQUELÖ ,,, ÄQÄT)OQtE 11.ll 
)(Ql ELJIEV 11JM,1 25 uµEL~ !+ 
Caou>. 71M~ >.a0pa ~ 1117M 
tQÖE ilJ ,.,, tw ßaUELÖ 117.l 
EpEltE 111lMß >.qovtE~ 11lM7 
tw ßaUELÖ 1117 LÖOU illil 
ou PM o ßam>.tu~ ~ pygn 
ßoUÄEtQL * ygn ~ 0EÄEL EV OOL 771li1 
0 ßaoLÄEU~ * 771l7 )(Ql JIQVtE~ 7Jl 
EV öoµatL 1i11l.l oL JtaLÖE~ autou 1,,.iy 
QÄÄT) )J aya11wmv OE 71.lilM 
EV EXQtOV i1M1l.l XQL OU ilßYl 
axpoßuonaL~ m'71y EmyaµßpEUOOV 1nnnn 
a>.>.ocpu>.wv o,n~'7g tw ßaoLÄEL 771l.l 
EXÖLXT)OQL Dj7li17 )(Ql EÄQÄT)OQV 11.1,,1 23 
(EL~) EX0pou~ ,.1,M.l Ol JtaLÖE~ ,,.iy 
tOU ßaOLÄEW~ 7'71li1 Caou>. 71M~ 
xaL Caou>. 71M~l El~ ta wta ,lTM.l 
EÄOyLOato l~n ßQUELÖ ,,, 
autov EµßaÄELV 111 nM '7,gn'7 ta pT)µata 0)1.llil ßM 
El~ XELpa~ ,,.1 tauta i17Mi1 
twv a>.>.ocpu>.wv o,n~'7g )(Ql ELJIEV 11JM,1 
)(Ql a11ayyEÄÄOUOlV 1n,1 26 ßQUELÖ 111 
OL 11aLÖE~ Caou>. 1,,.1y EL xoucpov i17j7 li1 
tw ßaUELÖ 1117 EV ocp0a>.µoL~ uµwv DJ,l,y.l 
ta pT)µata D,lllil ßM EmyaµßpEUOQL 1nnnn 
tauta i17Mi1 ßaOLÄEL 771l.l 
)(Ql EU0uv0T) ,~,1 xayw )JJMl 
o >.oyo~ 1.llil avT)p ~,M 
Ev ocp0a>.µoL~ ,l,yl taJIELVO~ ~, 
ßaUELÖ ,,, XaL OUXL EVÖO~O~ * i17j7 ll 
EJIL yaµßpEUOal 1nnnn'7 xaL aTITJYYELÄav 1n,1 24 
tw ßaoLÄEL 77Dl Ol JIQLÖE~ ,,.1y 
!- M71 Caou>. 71M~ 
!- 1M71l autw 17 
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LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS LXX (Rahlfs) codex B BHS 
0uyatEpa autou 1nl 1- t]llJljl 
autw !+ XQl avEOtT) tlj771 
El~ yuvau,a i1i,1'(7 ßaUElÖ 1'11 
Xal ElÖEV M171 28 )(Ql EnOpEU0T) ,,,, 
Caou>. '111-<i, auto~ M1il 
!- y,-,, xat 01 avöpE~ autou ,,i,JMl 
Otl lJ xat Enataf;ev ,,, 
xupto~ 'il Ev tOL~ a>.>.ocpuXol~ o,na,'7gl 
µua DY exatov o,nMll 
ßaUElÖ 1'11 avöpa~ i,,M 
xat na~ 7J 7lll Xal QVT)VEYXEV l'(lll 
lopaT)>- 71MI/I nl !- 1'11 
T)yana autov lilnlilM ta~ axpoßuona~ autwv Dillß71Y ßM 
l(Ql npooE0EtO '1DM71 29 !- D1M7ll'l 
!- '111-<i, tw ßaolXEl 17ll7 
eu>.aßelo0at M17 Xal EmyaµßpEUEtat 1nnnn'1 
ano 7Jgl] tw ßaotXEt 17lll 
ßaUElÖ ,.,,. xat ÖlÖWOlV 1n,, 
Etl 1'1Y autw 17 
om 29b-3O !- 71MI/I 
tT)V MeXxoX 7J 7ll nM 
In the above lists, differences between MT and the LXX are denoted with either an 
asterisk signifying exegetical elements or an exclamation point signifying possible dif-
ferences in the Hebrew Vorlage. In dubious cases both notations are used. We now pro-
ceed to an analysis of the exponents of the translator's exegesis. 
1. Exegetical renderings [ 10] 
The choice of translation equivalents is necessarily based on linguistic and seman-
tic exegesis needed for the semantic interpretation of the words and their linguistic 
identification. This type of exegesis is excluded from our analysis because it forms a 
necessary constituent of all translations. F or example, when the translator decided to 
render 111'7J ( 17 ,6) with aon(~ (shield) [ 11 ], his translation reflects a certain lexi-
cal-exegetical tradition with regard to the meaning of this ward, but no specific 
content exegesis which would have been denoted with an asterisk in our !ist. Likewise, 
the rendering of O'llil (111,1-<) ( 17,4) as öuvato~ probably derives the Hebrew word 
from illl (to build), that is, 'a well-built person', as in the midrash [ 12 ]. F or the 
translation equivalent, cf. 2 Chr. 35,3 D'l'lll - tot~ öuvatol~. 
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As much as possible, linguistic exegesis is thus disregarded in our !ist of exe-
getical elements. Sometimes, however, it cannot be determined easily where linguistic 
exegesis ends and content exegesis starts. 
A second problem in this regard is created by the nature of the Greek language 
which requires certain deviations from Hebrew syntax and thus makes a stereotyped 
rendering of the Hebrew seemingly impossible. However, literal translators represented 
as much as possible each element of the Hebrew with its stereotyped Greek equiva-
lent, also when ruch a rendering would create a Hebraism in the Greek language. 
Since renderings of this type do exist within the LXX, we may legitimately search 
for non-stereotyped renderings, even when a stereotyped rendering would have created 
a Hebraism. F or example, the translation of 1 Sam. 17,9 has been adapted to the 
rules of the Greek language: ll„m ~ ,nN on,n, 7J17 DN xaL Eav öuvT)8T) npo~ 
EµE 11O>.EµT)oaL xaL Eav nata~T) µE. Likewise, in the continuation of that verse : 
on„n1 ... DNl-Eav ÖE ... EOE08E. In both cases the translator preferred not to employ 
stereotyped renderings. 
The following !ist contains examples of exegetical renderings (in some cases the 
possibility of a variant reading [ ! ] is not excluded) : 
17,2 xm oL avöpE~ lopaT)>. 7N11!1' l!l'Nl 
17,2 EV tT) xOL>.afü, autm napataooovtaL 1J1Y'1 i17Ni1 j71JYl 
17,2 (napataooovtm) EL~ 110>.Eµov n1Jn11J ( u 1y,1) 
17,3 LOtataL D'1'1JY 
17,5 (xaL o ota8µo~) tou 8wpaxo~ autou p,11!1n (1p1!11J1) 
17,7 xm TJ >.oYXTJ autou ,n,m nJi171 
17,7 ta 011>.a autou ill~il 
17,8 napata~ao0aLno>.Eµw i11Jn11J 11Y7 
17,8 a>.>.o<pu>.o~ 7nl!l79i1 
17,9 (xaL Eav ÖUVT)0T)) npo~ EµE 110>.EµT)OaL ,nN Dn7i17 (7J17 DN) 
17,9 xm Eav nata~T) µE 7JJ n, 
17,9 EaV ÖE qw ÖUVT)0W 17 7J1N 7JN DNl 
17,9 EOE00E on„m 
17,34 xm otav TJPXEtO Nll 
17,35 XaL El EllaVLOtato Dj771 
17,35 xaL Enata~a xm E0avatwoa autov ,,n,FJm ,,nJ n, 
17,38 llEPL tT)V XE<pa>. T)V autou 11!1N17Y 
17,39 xm a<pmpoumv autou ovo,, 
17,42 ! xm auto~ nuppaxT)~ 7J1J1'N1 
17,46 ! xaL yvwoEtaL 1Y1'71 
17,46 ! EOtlV 0EO~ EV lopaT)>. 7N11!1'7 07i17N l!J7 
17,47 ! xm yvwoEtaL (i1Ti1 7ilj7i1 7J) ,y,.,, 
18,14 ! Ev naoaL~ taL~ oöoL~ autou 17J11' 7J7 
18,20 ! xm anT)yyE>.TJ 11'A'1 
18,23 XaL OUXL EVÖO~O~ i17j7 l1 
18,25 ßou>.EtaL o ßaoL>.Eu~ 111J1 ygn 
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In our analysis of eh. 17-18 we are interested to form a judgment on the exegeti-
cal renderings extant in the translation. From the above list it is apparent that the 
translation contains only a very limited amount of such exegesis, certainly if one 
takes into consideration that some of the listed deviations may reflect variant rea-
dings. Unfortunately we must content ourselves with this generalized statement, for 
ideally the amount of exegesis is measured statistically and then compared with other 
translation units, but no absolute figures are available for these units. 
2. Word-order 
With the exception of 17,9 ,n1< cn~n~ ~Jl' - öuvT)9T) 11po~ EµE no>.EµT)oat, the 
translator kept the exact word-order of MT. The differences in word-order in 17 ,38 
and 18,7.22.22 probably derived from a different Hebrew text. 
3. Quantitative representation 
Partly as a result of the tendency towards stereotyping, literal translators did 
their utmost to represent each individual element in MT by one equivalent element 
in the translation. Others feit free to add clarifying elements or not to represent ele-
ments which, in their view, were expressed by other words in the translation. 
The translation of 1 Sam. 17-18 usually follows a system of a precise quantita-
tive adherence to the Hebrew, as can be seen easily from the above Iists. Same ex-
ceptions, which partially overlap with the Iist of exegetical elements, are Iisted here : 
17,7 nJ:ln - ta O11>.a autou 
17,9 'llm - xaL eav nata~T) µE 
17, 7 ,n,m n:in~, - xaL T) XOYXT) autou 
17,9 Dß"nl - EOE09E 
17,34 1<:11 - xaL otav TJPXEto 
17,35 Dj7'1 - xaL EL EnavLotato 
18,23 n~j7ll - xaL OUXL EVÖO~O~ 
4. Consistency in translation equivalents 
Many translators rendered all occurrences of a given Hebrew ward, element (e. 
g., preposition), root or construction as far as possible by the same Greek equivalent, 
often disregarding the effect of this type of translation upon its quality. This consis-
tency can be examined in two ways : (a) internal consistency in the choice of transla-
tion equivalents within a certain unit; (b) the translator's adherence to the general 
vacabulary af the LXX. No firm data for the comparison of 1 Sam. 17-18 with other 
translation units are available, so that we must content ourselves with mere impres-
sions. lt seems that in the matter of consistency 1 Sam 17-18 reflects a type of trans-
lation which holds the middle between literal and free translations. 
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a) Internat consistency 
Most translation equivalents are internally consistent, that is, the translator used 
the same equivalent for words which occur more than once. F or examples, see sub b. 
and further : 
ctDN - ouvayw 17,1.1.2 
17,2.46 
17,1.2 
17,2.8 
17,5.38 
n( 1)Jl.Yll- napata~l~ 17,8.10.36.45(also 17,4) 
mnll - napEµßo>.1) ci1n - wvELöt~w 17,10.33.45 
illn - napEµßa>.>.w N,, - tpoßfoµaL 17,11 18,9.12 
, 
71.Y - napataoow 7'7J - X<JÖLOV 17,44.49 
.YJ.1J/j1· - TIEPlXEtpa>.a(a ll'-1' - Ei,auvw 18,20.26 
lJ..Y 
'7pll 
Lack of consistency is visible in the following equivalents : 
- öoü>.o~ 
nai~ 
, , 
- EXOJIQW 
e:~mpiw 
- ßaxtT)pLa 
paßöo~ 
17,9.9.32.34 
18,22.22.23.23.24 
17,35 
17,36 
17,40 
17,43 
( the differentiation may be intentional as Goliath calls 
David's ßaxtT)pta a mere paßöo~) 
ilJil I - nataoow 17,9.35.35.49 18,6.27 
tUJltW 17,36 QJIOXtELVW 17,46 
b. Adherence to the general vocabulary of the LXX 
The basis for the vocabulary of the LXX has been laid by the translators of the 
Pentateuch. The later translators often adhered to this vocabulary, certainly the more 
literal ones. The examples mentioned in the preceding paragraph as weit as the next 
ones reflect this approach : 
l'J. - ava µfoov passim 
jlll.Y - XOL>.a~ 17 ,2 
11711!.1 - 0wpa~ 17 ,5.5 l!.lj111l 
ill.X - ön>.a 17,7 1nnnn 
nlln'71l l!.l'N - avrip no>.EµLatD~ 17 ,33 m.x 
'71.Y - anEpl tµ T)tO~ 17 ,36 n'11y 
i1J'7 - ÖEÜpo 17 ,44 
'7np - hx>.T)ota 17,47 
Unusual ward choices are found in : 
D7'7Al - OXE>.T) 17,6 
,3g'7 7'7n - nponopdoµaL 17, 7 
J.i'IN 
-a>.a>.a~w 
-Eiaoöo~ 
- oxavöa>.ov 
-Emyaµßpdw 
-hth>.oµm 
- axpoßuotta 
-ayanaw 
- lrnayyE>.>.w 
an'7 - µovoµaxfoµm (contrast no>.EµEw in 17,32.33) 17,10 
ln7 - aµtpotEpOl 17, 10 
17,52 
17,52 
18,21 
18,22.22.23.26.27 
18,22 
18,25.27 
18, 16.20.22.26.28 
18,20.24 
On the basis of the above data, the translation technique of 1 Sam. 17 -18 may be 
described as relatively literal. A similar conclusion was reached by others with regard 
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to 1 Sam. as a whole [ 13]. Special mention should be made of Sollamo's thorough 
investigation of one aspect of the translation technique of the LXX which yielded a 
conclusion that 1 Sam. belongs to the most literal units of the whole LXX [ 14 ]. 
On the basis of a similar study by Soisalon-Soininen, 1 Sam. may be characterized as 
relatively literal [ 15 ]. 
The following data support this characterization : 
1. Hebraisms in the translation of 1 Sam. 17-18 
17,1 nj7TY pll n:>11/.1 pl un,, 
xaL napEµßa>.>.ouoLV ava µrnov Couxw8 xaL ava µrnov A~T)xa 
17,4 llll/.l n,~,. ... D'lln l'.l'H M:1C'l 
)(Ql EST)).8EV QVT)p ÖUVQtO~ ... 10>.La8 OVOµa QUtOU 
17 ,5 l'.lll~ Nm D7l'.lj7l'.lj7 p 7 ll'.ll 
)(Ql 8wpaxa a>.uOLÖWtOV QUtOS EVÖEÖUXW!, 
(note the word-order) 
17,9 unn, ... ~:,,, DH 
)(Ql EQV ÖUVT)ST) ... )(Ql rnoµE9a 
(contrast 9b) -
17,32 l'~Y 'llM l~ ~g, Ml ~M 
MT : ,,~y D1'M l~ ~g, ~M 
µT) ÖT) ouµnEOEtw xapÖLa tou xupwu µou En'autov 
17,33 on~n~ ••• n:i~~ 
nopEU9T)VQL ••• tOU no>.EµELV 
17,40 ,~ 11/JM o,y,n '~Jl DßH Dl'.l'l 
xaL E8Eto autou~ EV tw xafüw tw nOLµEvLxw tw ovtL autw 
17,42 (MT : nHlll) D7l'Y ng, DY 7lll1'Ml lYl 
auto~ T)V nmöapLov xm auto~ nuppaxT)~ µEta xa>.>.ou~ otp9a>.µwv 
17,43 (MT : ßl~j71ll) ~j71ll '~H Ml nnM 
ou EPXT) En EµE ~ paßöw 
For similar use of EV, see vv. 43b.45.47;18,6. 
18,8 nm 1nn ,,3, Yl y,,, 
)(Ql ROVT)pOv EtpQVT) tO pT)µa EV Otp9a>.µOL~ Caou>. nEpl tau >.oyou tOUtOU 
For similar constructions, see 18,20.23.26. 
18, 12 1'11' ,3g~13 ~lMI/.I Ml'l 
xm EtpOßT)ST) Caou>. ano npoownou ßauELÖ 
18,22 ,~r.m ll ygn - o ßaOL>.EU~ 8E>.EL EV OOL (cf. also v. 25) 
18,27 l'l/.llHl Mm ,~,, - )(Ql EnOpEU0T) auto~ )(Ql Ol avöpE~ autou 
18,27 D7ßl/.l~g~ l'l - XQL EnatasEV EV tOL~ a>.>.otpu>.OL~ 
2. Hebraisms in pluses in the translation 
Hebraisms in the pluses (that is, in the material which is not found in MT) under-
score the translator's adherence to his parent text : 
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17 ,8 E~ EVQVtlQ~ T)µwv = llßM1j7~ 
17,36 ouxL nopEuooµm xaL nata~w autov xaL aq>EXw 0T)µEpov ovw5o~ ... 
... m:nn o,,n ,nnon, ,,nJn, ,~M Ml~n 
17,54 El~ ouvavtT)0lV ßQUElÖ = 111 ßM1j7~ 
Note further the use of Xqwv (= 11lM~) in a plus in 18,22. 
In our view, the above-mentioned data show that the translator remained, as a 
rule, loyal to his parent text, and it is therefore not conceivable that he would have 
omitted some 45 o/o of the text. As all arguments, this is a subjective reasoning, but 
under the circumstances we consider this the most feasible argument since it is based 
an the internal consistency of the translator's approach to his text. We therefore 
assume that the translator knew a text which was much shorter than MT. This working 
hypothesis is supported by three further arguments : 
1. The reliability of the LXX has been enhanced in recent years by the finds of 
Hebrew scrolls of Sam. in cave 4 in Qumran. These scrolls contain many readings 
which are identical with the reconstructed parent text of the LXX (either the main 
stream or the Lucianic group of mss.) [ 16 ]. This situation gives the LXX more credi-
bility also in those chapters of which no Hebrew fragments have been found in cave 4. 
At the same time it must be admitted that the differences between MT and the recon-
structed parent text of the LXX in 1 Sam. 17-18 are larger than in any other section 
of the book in the LXX or a Qumran scroll. The only parallels which come to mind 
are the large plus of 4QSam-a before the beginning of 1 Sam. 11 (5 lines) [ 17 ], 
and the beginning of the second column of the same scroll ( 1 Sam. 2, 13ft .) which 
differs considerably from MT. 
2. Our working hypothesis is more acceptable if the alternative view cannot be 
sustained. We should therefore point out that in our view there are no cogent reasons 
for assuming a large scale shortening of the original text. The reason which is usually 
given for this shortening is that the translator recognized difficulties in certain passages 
which he therefore omitted. This type of abridging may be illustrated by two exam-
ples: 
a. In 16, 17-23 David is introduced to Saul as a skilful harper and is made his 
armor-bearer. The story even teils us that Saul "loved" David (16,21). This section 
clearly contradicts 17,55-58 where Saul confesses ignorance of David who had just 
defeated Goliath. lt is often claimed that the translator omitted 17,55-58 because of 
this reason. 
b. In 18, 17-19 Saul offers David his eldest daughter Merab, while vv. 20-26 teil 
about David's marriage to Michal, "the daughter" (vv. 20.27) of Saul. The contra-
diction in MT is apparent, and this may have instigated the translator to omit the 
first section ( vv. 17-19) which is now lacking in the LXX. 
To assume that a translator omitted from his parent text complete sections is 
a legitimate assumption, albeit a very difficult one. lt presupposes not only that the 
translator allowed himself much liberty in his translation, but also that he was a so-
phisticated reader, almost a critical scholar. I wonder whether there are any parallels 
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for such a presumed action within the realm of the Greek translations. F or not only the 
mere fact of the omission is surprising, but also the assumed reason for that omission, 
which ascribes to the translator the critical mind of an attentive exegete. 
More importantly, in the aforementioned two sections a harmonizing omission by 
the translator is possible from the point of view of their contents, but in the other 
sections such an assumption is much more difficult, if not impossible. 18, 1-4 informs 
us of the covenant of friendship between David and Jonathan, and why should that 
section be omitted? And why should vv. 5-6a, which introduce the next section, be 
omitted? True, also in these verses a contradiction can be recognized (in 18,2 Saul 
introduces David to his court, even though he had already been introduced there in 
16,22), but should we expect the translator to be alert to such details ? Moreover, 
why would the translator omit a complete section because of one detail ( 18,2) ? 
Would it not be easier and more responsible to merely change a detail or to omit a 
smaller section? Did the translator omit 18,10-11 because it repeats 19,9-10? Dr 
did he consider this section conflicting with Saul's feelings of love for David ? The 
latter possibility is unlikely, because the translator "omitted" also 18,2a which men-
tions Saul's love for David. 
The same type of questions may be asked regarding the translator's supposed 
omission of 17,12-31, the largest of the minuses of the LXX in 1 Sam. 17-18. This 
section contains several elements which contradict the preceding or following account 
(see below, p. 42), but all these contradictions are minor, and we do not think that the 
translator would have sensed them. But even if he did - it is likely that ancient sources 
may be quoted which were aware of some of the difficulties -, would a translator 
omit a complete section because of difficulties regarding some of the verses in that 
section? 
In again other cases, no reason for a harmonizing omission can be detected : 17, 
41.48b.50; 18, 12b.29b-30. 
Finally, if the minuses of the LXX indeed reflect the translator's harmonizing 
omissions, it should be remarked that not all "difficulties" have been removed : cf. 
16,18 with 17,33 (see below, n. 21). 
3. The translator may have wished to omit a substantial part of 1 Sam. 17-18 
in order to shorten the lengthy stories. The main argument against this assumption 
is again the argument from translation technique. Furthermore, also the pluses in the 
translation militate against such an assumption. 
II. THE NATURE OF THE LXX's SHORT VERSION 
In the first part of this paper we have attempted to demonstrate that the transla-
tor did not create the short version of 1 Sam. 17-18, but that he found such a short 
text. The nature of that text is analyzed here. When turning to this subject, we leave 
the realm of textual criticism for that of literary criticism and exegesis. 
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The short text of the LXX may reflect an earlier stage of the development of 
1 Sam. 17-18 as opposed to the expanded text of MT or it may reflect an abridged 
version of that text. The latter possibility, however, may be abandoned, for we cannot 
think of any motive behind such a supposed abridgment. In a few cases only can one 
point to possible reasons for a stylistic or exegetical abridgment of the text, and these 
have been discussed above in connection with the possibility. of harmonizing omis-
sions by the translators. As this suggestion is not acceptable for a possible abridg-
ment by the translator, it is not acceptable either for the scribe of the manuscript 
from which the translation was made. Besides, with regard to the possible abbrevia-
tion of a Hebrew source an argument should be used which has been avoided above 
with regard to the translation : it is rather inconceivable that the Hebrew text should 
be revised only in eh. 17-18, and not in other chapters in 1 Sam. which contain ob-
vious contradictions and doublets of stories. 
We are therefore left with the assumption that the short text of the LXX reflects 
an early stage of eh. 17-18 and MT a later, expanded, stage. Since the lang text of MT 
contains additional information (traditions) about the encounter of David and Goliath, 
and since this information is in a way parallel to the short text of the LXX, it would 
be appropriate to call the short text of the LXX version 1 and the additions of MT 
version 2. MT thus contains both versions 1 and 2. This terminology is appropriate 
for the two versions of the encounter of David and Goliath and for the two versions 
of David's marriage, but not for other details in version 2 which do not provide alter-
native material to version 1, but rather simple expansions. Since, however, the majo-
rity of the pluses of MT do add parallel material, it is best to use the aforementioned 
terminology. The data in 1 Sam. 17-18 resemble the situation in Jer. where a short 
edition of the book is contained in the LXX and 4QJer-b and a long one in MT [ 18 ]. 
For a more detailed analysis, we now present the content of the two versions 
[ 19 ], disregarding small pluses and minuses. 
version 1 (LXX and MT) 
16,17-23 David is introduced to Saul as a skilful 
harper and he is made his armor-bearer. 
17, 1-11 Attack by the Philistines. Goliath 
suggests a duel with one of the Israelites. 
version 2 (MT only) 
17,12-31 David is sent by his father to bring 
food to his brothers in the battle 
field. He hears Goliath and desires 
to meet him in a duel. 
17,32-39 David volunteers to fight with 
Goliath. 
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17,40-54 The duel. After Goliath's miracu-
lous fall, the Philistines flee. 
[ 17,41.48b.50 
17,55-58 
18,1-4 
18,5-6a 
18,6b-9 Saul's jealousy of David. 
Short account of the duel.] 
Saul confesses ignorance of David. 
David is introduced to Saul by 
Abner. 
David and Jonathan tie a covenant 
of friendship. 
David is appointed as an officer in 
Saul's army. 
18, 10-11 Saul attempts in vain to kill David. 
18,12-16 David's successes. 
18,17-19 
18,20-27 Saul offers David his daughter Michel 
18,29b-30 
Saul offers David his eldest daugh-
ter, Merab. 
Saul's love for David. David's 
successes. 
The parallels between the two versions of David and Goliath's encounter are that 
in both versions David is introduced to Saul and that in both David is made an officer 
in Saul's army (18,5.13). Furthermore, in both versions Saul offers David one of his 
daughters without any "cross-reference". At the same time, the two versions of the 
encounter between David and Goliath are not fully parallel, for version 2 lacks an 
account of the duel itself. Accordingly, version 2 could not have existed in its own 
right in its present form. Version 1, on the other hand, provides a sufficiently full 
picture, so that it could have existed as an independent version of the fight. In fact, 
version 1 presents a continuous [20] and internally consistent story [21 ], and if 
version 2 would not have been known, we would not have lacked any crucial informa-
tion in chapters 17 and 18 [22]. 
Both versions of the encounter between David and Goliath are internally consis-
tent, but they contain conflicting details. Whether or not version 2 existed once in a 
fuller form from which the present form has been excerpted will not be known. lt 
is also not known why the two versions were juxtaposed, but it stands to reason that 
the final redactor of the story wanted to preserve certain traditions and details which 
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were not included in version 1 whieh formed the framework of his story. More preei-
sely, the final editor derived 17,12-31.55-58 and 18,1-6a.1•-11.17-19.29b-30 from a 
written souree, but he also added a few minor details as his own expansions. lt is 
hard to determine why the editor wanted to add 17, 12-31.55-58 (these verses eom-
prise the major body of the addition). Possibly the editor simply liked the story; 
possibly he wanted to eonvey a eertain idea, viz., that God ean bring vietory to his 
people also through initially unimportant people. Also other additions may refleet 
the editor's ideas. In v. 50, for example, he stressed that David did not need a sword 
in order to defeat the Philistine. 
The short and lang versions of eh. 17-18 eontain only partial parallels, and be-
eause the nature of these stories (not their eontents) eannot be eontrasted weil, it 
is not clear whether the duplieation should be eonneeted with other duplieations in 
the book of Samuel. Even though in various plaees parallel traditions of the same 
events have been deteeted, it is hard to know whether the two versions of the eneoun-
ter of David and Goliath should be eonneeted with these strands of tradition elsewhere 
in the back. 
From the point of view of the literary history we eonsider version 1 to be more 
original than version 2 whieh has been added to it (rather, inserted in it). However, 
this does not imply that the cantent of that version is more authentie than version 2. 
For example, we have not expressed any opinion on the type of deseription of David's 
person which is found in the different versions. lt is hard to know whether "David 
the harper and the armor-bearer" ( version 1) is more original in the history of the 
tradition than "David the shepherd" ( version 2). The later tradition depiets David both 
as a musician and a shepherd (see, for example, Ps. 151 in 11 QPs-a and in the LXX). 
Version 1 in eh. 17 thus should not be preferred to version 2 from the point of 
view of its eontents, but in eh. 18 it eertainly is preferable beeause the juxtaposition 
of versions 1 and 2 in that ehapter ereates serious problems. This refers espeeially 
to the two versions of David's marriage (17-19.20-27) and to Saul's attempt to kill 
David ( vv. 10-11). All exegetes agree that this seetion is not in plaee in this ehapter 
(it repeats an identieal seetion in 19 ,9-10). In faet, the sequenee of events in the short 
version 1 is more logieal than that in the eombined text of versions 1 and 2. In version 
1, Saul is at first envious of David ( vv. 8-9), then suspieious ( v. 12) and frightened be-
eause of David's sueeesses (vv. 13-15); subsequently he wants to have David killed 
through the Philistines, and when this stratagem does not sueeeed, he attempts to kill 
him himself (19,9-10). 
As noted, the juxtaposition of the two version ereated several eonfliets. The faet 
that the editor ereated these eonfliets, sometimes in important details, should not 
eause mueh surprise, beeause also elsewhere in the OT did expansions or interpola-
tions ereate similar problems. The following diffieulties may be observed : 
1. David is depieted in different ways in the two versions. In version 1 he is 
Saul's armor-bearer (16,21) and in that eapaeity he fights Goliath. In version 2 he 
is an unknown shepherd who happens to be an the spot when Goliath ealls the Israe-
lites to a duel. 
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2. The most conspicuous difficulty is, as explained on p. 38, that after David has 
been introduced to Saul and has been in his court (16,17-23, version 1), in version 2 
( 17 ,55-58) he is still unknown to Saul who asks Abner about David after the latter 
had defeated Goliath. 
3. According to version 1, David marries Michal, "the daughter" of Saul ( 18,20-
26) but in version 2 Saul offers David his eldest daughter Merab, in accordance with 
another section of version 2 ( 17 ,25). 
4. In the first sentence of version 2 ( 17, 12), David and Jesse are introduced to the 
reader, but David was already known from version 1 (eh. 16) and his father had been 
introduced as weit ( 16, 1.10). 
5. The detail in version 2 that Goliath paid a daily visit to the camp for forty 
days ( 17, 16) is apparently not known to the author of 17, 11 ( version 1 ). 
6. According to version 2 (17,25ff.), he who defeats Goliath will be given the 
king's daughter. Apparently this promise is not known to version 1 ( 18,20ff.), since 
Saul looks for pretexts that would convince David to marry his daughter. 
7. If indeed Eliab was present at the time of David's anointing (16,13 = version 1), 
it is hard to understand why he should utter such harsh words to David ( 17,28 = ver-
sion 2). 
8. Twice David is made an officer in Saul's army, once in version 1 (18,13) and 
once in version 2 (18,5). 
After the two versions were juxtaposed, an editor or a scribe made a few changes 
in order to smooth out some of the difficulties created by the joining of the two 
versions. According to McCarter's commentary (see n. 1), there were several such 
changes, of which the following are mentioned here : 
a. "The Ephrathite" had already been introduced in eh. 16, so that the addition 
of mn to his name in 17, 12 n1m, on~ n,lll nm ,n,gl( 1:!JlM p 1111 refers to this ear-
lier introductory statement [23]. The best translation of this - ungrammatical -
nm would be "the aforementioned" (thus V : de qua supra dictum est). 
b. The juxtaposition of the verbs in 17,13 is awkward: 'l!I' lJJ nl!l~l!I 1J~'1 
1J~il D'~lAil, lt has therefore been suggested that 1:>~il has been added by someone 
who wanted to stress that the brothers had already gone in the past. On the other 
hand, the same verb occurs also in 13b and 14, so that we may be confronted here 
with a textual rather than an editorial problem. 
c. ~1Ml!I ~Yll ll!l1 ,~n 1111 (17,15) may have been added to the text of version 2 
in order to stress that David had already been in the court (eh. 16, version 1). 
A comparison of the shorter text of the LXX with the expanded text of MT 
gives us insights in the literary development of many sections of the OT books, 
also when there exists no textual evidence of an earlier stage of the text. 
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10 For the theoretical background of this and the following paragraphs, see the 
present author's The T ext-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research 
(Jerusalem 1981). 
11 The different translation equivalents of 111,:, in the LXX reflect the translators' 
hesitations with regard to its meaning. Fora discussion, see M.A. Zipor, The An-
cient Versions of Samuel, Kings and Chronicles : A Comparative Study of their 
Translation Techniques for Terms of Realia, unpubl. diss., Bar llan University 
(Ramat Gan 1979) 196-206. 
12 B.T Sotah 42b : ,,nKll/.l 'lU'l 11lK 7K11ll/.l1 • D11l 7J1l ill1l1ll/.l l1 11lK ,D'l'l 'Kll 
J'llJ ,,1/Jy K1ill/.l 11lK K7'1!1 'l1 ,rr. 
13 Thus Thenius, XXVff.; Woods, 21; Driver, LIX-LXII, with many examples. Like-
wise Kelly (n. 9) 24 (" ... which aim at literalism to a greater extent than the ma-
jority of the Septuagint books."). The greater part of Kelly's dissertation, howe-
ver, discusses the translator's exegetical deviations. The predominantly exegetical 
character of the translation is maintained by H.S. Gehman, "Exegetical Methods 
Employed by the Greek Translator of I Samuel", JAOS 70 ( 1950) 292-296. In 
this short article Gehman provides examples of various exegetical renderings 
subdivided into six groups : ( 1) theological changes; (2) toning down of offensive 
expressions; (3) maintaining of royal dignity; (4) maintaining of human dignity; 
(5) free approach to content; (6) contextual exegesis. In our view, however, this 
collection of examples is not convincing. The issue is not whether there are 
exegetical renderings in the LXX of 1 Sam. - the existence of some of these is 
apparent -, but how many exegetical renderings are found in that translation 
unit when compared with its literal renderings. lt will then be clear, we claim, 
that exegetical renderings are much less frequent than literal renderings. 
A second point which must be raised against Gehman's article - as weil as against 
the dissertation by his student Kelly - is that many - most ? - of the examples 
can also be explained as reflecting variant readings. The decision whether a parti-
cular deviation of the LXX from MT reflects the translator's exegesis or a variant 
reading can only be made on the basis of an investigation of the translation tech-
nique used in a particular unit or in the whole book. 
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14 R. Sollamo, Renderings of Hebrew Semiprepositions in the Septuagint, AASF, 
Dissertationes Humanarum Litterarum 19 (Helsinki 1979) esp. 280ft. 
15 I. Soisalon-Soininen, Die Infinitive in der Septuaginta, AASF, B 132, 1 (Helsinki 
1965) esp. 169ff. 
16 For the material, see the articles in E. Tov (ed.), The Hebrew and Creek Texts 
of Samuel, 1980 Proceedings IOSCS - Vienna (Jerusalem 1980). 
17 See F .M. Cross, Jr., "The Ammonite Oppression of the Tri bes of Gad and Reu-
ben : Missing Verses from 1 Samuel 11 F ound in 4QSamuel-a", an pp. 105-119 
of the collection mentioned in the previous note. 
18 F or a summary of the problems, see the present writer, "Same Aspects of the 
Textual and Literary History of the Bock of Jeremiah". in: P.M. Bogaert (ed.), 
Le livre de Jeremie, le proph~te et son milieu, les oracles et leur transmission, 
BETL LIV (Leuven 1981) 145-67 • 
. 
19 Most commentaries merely remark an the relation between the two versions of 
the story of David and Goliath, but McCarter's recent commentary (see n. 1) 
presents the two versions as two independent units (David and the Philistine 
Champion I, II) which are separately translated and commented upon. 
20 17,32 links immediately with 17,11, and, in fact, not with 17,31. For ,,~y in 
17,32 can refer only to Goliath who has not been mentioned in the verses which 
immediately precede v. 32 in MT, and who is mentioned in v. 11. Also in the 
other instances the verse in MT which immediately precedes the minus has its 
natural continuation in the verse after the minus. 
21 A slight problem, however, is created by a comparison of 16,18 and 17,33. In 
the first verse David is described as a nlln~ll 1/1,r,c, ~,n 11lA, while in the second 
one Saul advises David not to fight because he is a mere 1yJ. The tension between 
these two verses may be misleading. lt is possible that the phrase in 16, 18 is an 
exaggeration in the mouth of one of Saul's men; possibly he means to say that 
David has the right traits for a warrior. Likewise, also Saul's statement in 17,33 
could be exaggerated. 
22 One difficulty, however, is created by the covenant of friendship between David 
and Jonathan mentioned in 18, 1-4 ( version 2) and subsequently referred to in 
20,8. If, however, we assume that the same editor who added 18,1-4 wrote or 
rewrote 20,8, the problem is solved. Besides, 20,8 may refer to 19, 1. 
23 Also if nm refers to David (thus Qimhi), it would still be considered an editorial 
or scribal addition. • 
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TROIS NIVEAUX D'ANALYSE 
(APROPOS DE DAVID ET GOLIATH) 
II est frappant que 1 S 16-17 nous offre trois entrees en scene de David : la 
premiere dans le recit 16,1-13 que nous appellerons recit A, la deuxieme dans le recit 
16,14-23 (= recit B), la troisieme dans le recit 17,12 et ss (= recit C). 
Or, le *G ancien joint directement 17,32 a 17,11, semblant omettre le recit C. 
Les deux premieres hypotheses qui se presentent a l'esprit sont : 
1) que le *G a omis ce passage pour eviter des dissonances avec le contexte (et i1 
aurait omis pour le m@me motif 17,55-18,6a), 
2) que la Vorlage de *G representerait un etat redactionnel au cette troisieme entree 
en scene de David n'aurait pas ete integree encore aux deux premieres. 
McCarter (1 Samuel, AncB, N.Y. 1980, 306 & 308) dit apropos de la matiere tex-
tuelle offerte par ces 'plus' du *M dans l'histoire de Goliath : "lt is easiest to conclude, 
moreover, that it was also absent from the Hebrew tradition behind LXX and indeed 
from the primitive text of Samuel itself, having been introduced into the tradition 
behind MT at some point after its divergence from the ancestral tradition of LXX in 
the fourth century B.C ... " II ajoute: .. Although this account did not find its way into 
the text of the primary narrative until at least the fourth century B.C., it does not 
follow that its date of composition was late. lt may have circulated for some time 
independently before its appropriation by a redactor to fill its present position." 
II faut reconna1tre que cette interpretation des relations entre le *G et le *M est 
tentante. Mais i1 y a inter@t a distinguer ici clairement trois niveaux : celui de la consti-
tution des recits, celui de la critique litteraire et celui de la critique textuelle. Abor-
dons-les dans cet ordre. 
I. LA CONSTITUTION DES RECITS 
Si nous envisageons ces trois recits comme des essais de legitimation des preten-
tions de David a la royaute, le recit A est celui qui atteint ce resultat de la maniere 
la plus efficace. Si !es auteurs des recits B et C l'avaient connu, ils auraient pu renoncer 
a leurs essais moins convaincants. II est donc vraisemblable que A est le dernier-ne des 
trois recits. On a de cela un indice complementaire dans le fait que !es autres recits 
ignorent cette onction de David enfant. 
Le recit C offre des indices de non-originalite. II semble viser a recuperer au profit 
de David le haut-fait d'Elhanan tuant le geant Goliath de Gat (2 S 22, 19). II semble 
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bien, d'autre part, que le chapitre 17 presente le duel de Goliath et de David ( 17,9. 
11.32) en surimpression sur une victoire de l'armee d'lsrael contre celle des Philistins 
( 17,20-21.52). Ajoutons que ce recit semble influence par l'histoire de Joseph et de 
ses freres. 
Le recit B semble plus nature! : le jeune joueur de cithare capable d'apaiser la 
melancolie du roi s'attire son affection et devient son ecuyer. 
On peut suggerer que B est primitif et que A, issu de milieux prophetiques, entend 
lui fournir une legitimation comparable a l'onction de Saül, alors que C serait une 
tradition populaire qui n'aurait ete integree qu'apres une certaine existence autonome 
dans un recit de combat entre l'armee d'lsrael et celle des Philistins. Cela ne s'harmo-
niserait-il pas de fai;on assez vraisemblable avec Je point de vue de McCarter ? 
II. LA CRITIQUE LITTERAIRE 
Malheureusement, Ja critique litteraire vient mettre des grains de sable dans cet 
engrenage. 
1. Des details caracteristiques du recit A se retrouvent dans Je recit C et en son con-
texte. Ainsi !es noms des trois fils a1nes de Jesse : Eliab, Abinadab et Shamma; ou en-
core Ja description de David comme c,J,y n~?-CY. ,~ill-y~ (16,12) ou mnll n~?·cy 'ill1~ 
( 17,42). Mais ces donnees constituent en A !es seuls Jiements descriptifs qu·i viennent 
completer Je lieu commun presentant David comme l!?i!iJ et lM·~~ n,v.\ alors qu'en C 
ces m@mes donnees sont intriquees dans un contexte ccincret ou elles ont une valeur 
fonctionnelle : si Eliab est nomme, c'est pour preparer son altercation ( 17,28) avec 
David. Quant a la description de David, eile motive Je peu de cas que Je Philistin 
fait de cet adversaire (17,42). II semble donc que ce soit dans Je recit C que ces don-
nees aient leur contexte originel et que c'est Ja que Je recit A a ete !es chercher. Ajou-
tons a cela une contre-epreuve : L'auteur du recit C prete a Eliab des critiques de 
David ( 17 ,28) qui montrent que, pour cet auteur, David n'a pas ete oint par Samuel 
en presence de ses freres. 
Le recit aurait donc pris forme avant que Je recit A n'ait ete constitue. Notons 
que cela confirme Je fait que Je type de legitimation offerte par Je recit C aurait ete 
inutile si son auteur avait connu Ja legitimation offerte par le recit A. 
Cette conclusion, precisons-le, ne contredit pas l'eventuaHte que le recit C, consti-
tue avant Je recit A, ait vecu durant un certain temps une existence de legende trans-
mise de fai;on autonome. En effet, les versets 12 et 15 du chapitre 17 portent des 
traces de suture redactionnelle ayant pour but de faciliter son insertion dans un con-
texte en fonction duquel il n'avait pas ete compose et ou figuraient deja !es recits 
B et A : Au vs 15, !es allees et venues de David entre Ja cour de Saül et Je troupeau de 
son pere visent a expliquer qu'on Je retrouve ici jeune berger, malgre 16,21. Au vs 12, 
Je mot nm signale que Jesse de Bethleem a de ja ete mentionne en 16, 1 et 16, 18. 
Quant a l'affirmation en ce m@me vs 12 que celui-ci avait 8 fils, eile semble bien, 
elle aussi, exterieure a Ja structure originelle du recit C ou on nous parle seulement 
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des trois grands freres et de leur petit frere David. En effet, s'il y avait encore quatre 
autres freres a la maison, on ne voit pas pourquoi David aurait du confier le troupeau 
dont il avait la charge a un gardien ( 17 ,20.28). C'est donc vraisemblablement au recit 
A que le responsable de l'insertion du recit C a emprunte Ja mention des 8 fils. 
2. McCarter estime que les passages que Je *M possede en excedent par rapport au 
*G (17,12-31.41.48b.50.55-58; 18,1-5.10-11.17-19.29b-30) ont constitue d'abord 
un recit autonome et coherent de l'entree en contact de David avec Saül, recit qui 
aurait ete ensuite fusionne avec un contexte litteraire preexistant a cette fusion, con-
texte litteraire qui nous est atteste par la Vorlage du *G. Pour offrir a cette hypothese 
une certaine vraisemblance, il taut y ajouter deux precisions : d'abord que ce recit 
autonome a ete complete par un certain nombre d'elements de suture du type de ceux 
que nous venons de signaler; et ensuite que certaines parties de ce recit qui faisaient 
figure de repetition inutile par rapport au contexte preexistant ont ete omises (par 
exemple, une banne part de la narration du combat entre David et Goliath et les 
motifs 
de l'hostilite de Saül envers David). 
Ce qui semble Je plus critiquable en cette hypothese, ce n'est pas la preexistence 
traditionnelle autonome du recit C, mais c'est plutöt la preexistence litteraire du con-
texte en lequel il se trouve insere dans le *M. Autrement dit, il est difficile d'admettre 
que l'etat litteraire qu'offrait la Vorlage du *G doive s'expliquer comme un etat 
plus primitif integrant !es recits A et B mais pas encore le recit C. Nous devrions alors 
nous orienter vers l'hypothese que Ja Vorlage du *G est Je resultat de Ja mutilation 
d'un ensemble litteraire complexe. 
Si nous considerons en effet comme constitutifs principaux du recit C les deux 
'plus' les plus etendus du *M (17,12-31.55-18,6a), il est difficile d'admettre que le 
contexte litteraire dans lequel ce recit se trouve insere ( 17, 1-11.32-53; 18,6b-9) ait 
constitue un recit autonome avant cette insertion. 
Notons d'abord en faveur de cette hypothese que les passages entre 17, 11 et 
17,32 et entre 17,54 et 18,6b s'operent assez aisement. Mais, nous Je verrons, cette 
constatation est susceptible d'une interpretation opposee. 
Voici maintenant des indices defavorables a l'hypothese susdite : 
- Le David qui est en scene en 17,32-54 est plutot celui qui a ete presente en 17, 12-
31 que celui qui l'a ete en 16,14-23. En effet, le David de 16,14-23 a ete presente 
comme il~IJ~l;I l!i 1 t:<1 ~?IJ 1h~ (16,18), et on nous dit (vs 21s) que Saül Je garda avec 
lui, en tafsant son ·ecuyer (litteralement: son porteur d'armes). Le David de 17,32-
54, par contre, n'est qu'un ll~, alors que le Philistin est un ngl]~T,I ~,t:< depuis sa 
jeunesse. Ce David n'est pas habitue a porter les armes ( vs 39), mais dispose de son 
equipement de berger ( vs 40), de son bäten et de sa fronde (ibid.). Cela correspond 
mieux a 1 'image de celui qui vient de quitter son troupeau ( 17 ,20.28) et d'arriver au 
camp des lsraelites. 
- Le chant des femmes ( 18, 7) attribuant les milliers a Saül et les myriades a David 
ne peut se comprendre comme faisant directement suite a 17,32-54, comme c'est le 
cas dans la Vorlage du *G. Selen cet etat textuel, Je jeune berger David, en effet, 
n'a encore vaincu que le seul Goliath. Le fait que Je redacteur ait place 1a ce chant 
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(auquel il sera fait allusion en 21,12 et 29,5) ne s'explique bien que si cet episode 
est prepare en 18,5 par le resume des exploits militaires de David. 
- En 20,8 (selon le *M et le *G), David mentionne l'alliance en laquelle Jonathan l'a 
fait "entrer avec lui". C'est une claire allusion a l'alliance que Jonathan a conclue avec 
David en 18,3 (present dans le *M, mais absent du *G). 
- Les expressions typiques dans lesquelles est employe le piel du verbe 91n unissent 
etroitement 17,12-31 au contexte qui l'entoure dans le *M. C'est bien en effet le 
mt!me David qui a parle en 17,26 de nrn ~]Xi] ,.l:l~~~iJ, en qualifiant Je crime qu'il 
a commis par : a,!!J a,iJ)~ niJ 1lr:! 9]1J ,? . et qui reemploiera exactement les ml!mes ex-
pressions en 17,36. II semble donc bien que nous avons 1a un indice litteraire confir-
mant que 17,32-54 a ete redige comme Ja suite de 17,12-31. Nous trouvons de cela 
une autre confirmation dans les emprunts au recit C que nous avons releves ci-dessus 
dans le recit A, l 'un de ces emprunts (les noms des trois freres a1nes) provenant de 17, 
13, alors que l 'autre (la description de David) provient de 17 ,42. Cela laisse entendre 
que pour celui qui a compose le recit A, les blocs 17, 12-31 et 17,32-54 constituent 
deja un mt!me recit. 
Ces indices nous pousseraient a conclure que 17,32-54 n'a ete compose que 
comme la suite naturelle de 17,12-31 et que 18,5 n'a ete redige que pour fournir une 
introduction a 18, 7. II est egalement fort possible que 17, 1-11 ait ete redige pour four-
nir une introduction a 17, 12-54, puis que des allusions a cette introduction aient ete 
inserees en 17,16.23. S'il en est ainsi, la complexite litteraire des chapitres 17-18 
selon le *M ne saurait etre mise en relation immediate avec les differences textuelles 
existant entre le *G et Je *M. 
III. LA CRITIQUE TEXTUELLE 
On ne peut donc considerer l'eventuelle Vorlage du *G comme constituant un etat 
litteraire coherent qui ne se distinguerait du *M que par le fait que celui-ci y aurait 
insere (au prix de quelques retouches) des elements litteraires complementaires. En 
effet, nous l'avons dit, lorsque 17,32-54 (commun au *Met au *G) a ete compose, il 
etait deja precede par 17, 12-31 (propre au *M). Et le chant des femmes semble bien 
n'avoir ete insere en 18, 7 (ou le *M et le *G Je lisent) qu'apres que le redacteur lui ait 
donne pour introduction 18,5 (propre au *M). C'est donc par mutilation que le *G 
(ou sa Vorlage) ont separe 17,12-31 de 17,32-54 et 18,5 de 18,6b-7. 
Dr, c'est en 1864 que Vercellone (Variae lectiones II, Rome 1864, 256) a suggere 
que !es 'moins' du *G proviennent d'omissions motivees par les difficultes que pre-
sentent les parties omises. Au point ou nous sommes rendus de notre etude, cette 
hypothese appara1t comme Ja plus probable. Aussi devons-nous etudier les objections 
qui ont ete formulees contre eile. Celui qui a le mieux detaille ces objections est 
George B. Caird (The Interpreter's Bible II, Nashville 1978, 857). II en formule six que 
nous allons etudier une a une : 
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1e objection : "The disputed sections contain some details which are not inconsistent 
with the rest of the story - the covenant with Jonathan, for instance - and these 
cannot be said to have been omitted from the Septuagint for harmonistic reasons." 
Dans l'hypothese ou le *G (ou sa Vorlage) aurait omis 17,12-31 et 17,55-18,6a 
pour eliminer certaines donnees inacceptables car non coherentes avec d'autres deja 
formulees auparavant, il faudrait admettre que l'expurgateur a travaille de la maniere 
suivante : il a ete choque par deux repetitions dissonantes de l'entree en rapports de 
David avec Saül: en 17,12-31, David nous est presente comme un jeune berger que 
son pere envoie porter des provisions a ses freres mobilises dans l'armee de Saül. II 
assiste au defi du Philistin. En se renseignant sur la recompense offerte par Saül a 
celui qui releverait ce defi, il montre qu'il y serait dispose, ce dont on informe Saül. 
En 17,55-58, il nous est dit qu'au moment ou David partait combattre le Philistin, 
Saül s'enquit aupres d'Abner de qui etait le pere de ce jeune homme et qu'Abner ne 
le sachant pas, ce fut David lui-m@me qui, apres sa victoire, informa Saül que son pere 
etait Jesse le Bethleemite. Toutes ces donnees sont inacceptables pour quelqu'un 
qui vient de lire les recits A et B dans le chapitre 16 et pour qui David, ayant ete 
presente a Saül comme le fils de Jesse le Bethleemite ( 16, 18), a gagne par ses talents 
de cithariste l'affection de Saül qui se l'est attache comme ecuyer (16,21s). L'expurga-
teur a commence ses omissions au debut de chacune des deux pericopes qui conte-
naient ces donnees presentant David comme encore jeune berger ou comme inconnu 
de Saül, c'est-a-dire en 17, 12 et en 17 ,55. Puis il a poursuivi son omission jusqu'a 
l'endroit ou il a rencontre des donnees qui se liaient aisement au texte qui prece-
dait son omission, c'est-a-dire jusqu'a 17 ,32 qui se lie aisement a 17, 11 et jusqu'a 
1 8,6b qui se lie aisement a 17 ,54. 
Cette fa~on de proceder l'a amene a omettre des donnees (18,1-6a) qui n'etaient 
nullement inacceptables ni incoherentes avec ce qui les precedait. 
2e objection : "The apparent inconsistencies are not entirely removed. F or these two 
reasons we should have to assume that the Septuagint translators had done their job 
of harmonizing very clumsily". 
Comme incoherence que le *Ga conservee, S.R. Driver (Notes on ... the Books of 
Samuel, 2th ed., Oxford 1913, 150) mentionne celle qui existe entre 16, 18 et 17 ,33. 
II s'agit 1a en effet de deux vss que le *G a conserves •. Dans le premier, il est dit que 
David etait un ~?IJ 1i.:1.-~ et un i1QIJ7Q 1!,i,~ avant qu'il soit entre en contact avec Saül, 
alors que, dans le second, Saül dit. ~ David qu'il ne pourra pas triompher du Philistin 
parce que lui, David, est un jeune homme alors que le Philistin est un i1QIJ7~ l!i,~ depuis 
sa jeunesse. Le *G qui a traduit litteralement 17,33 (xal auto~ avhp" no>.e:µLoth~ h 
VEOtT)tO~ autoü) a evite l'incoherence en attenuant les qualificatifs guerriers de David 
en 16,18 Oll il a rendu ngo7~ l!i,~1 ~?IJ 1i!l~1 par xal ö avT)p ouve:to~ xa1. ö ClVTJP 
no>.e:µLOttk, ces phrases nominales transformant l'expression taute faite "homme de 
guerre" qui qualifiera le Philistin en une donnee de temperament : "et cet homme est 
batailleur", l'expression ~?IJ 1i!l~1 qui la precede ayant ete transformee en un taut 
autre trait de temperament : "et cet homme est avise". 
Autre dissonance notee par Driver : celle qui existe entre 16,21 b et 17 ,38ss. Dans 
le premier de ces endroits il est dit que David devint o,~?. N~il de Saül, cette expres-
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sion etant interpretee d'ordinaire a juste titre comme "ecuyer" (litteralement "porteur 
d'armes"). Or le a,~~ M~il est un combattant, ainsi que cela appara1t clairement en 
1 S 14, 13s au en 2 S 23,37. C'est ml!me un membre d'un corps d'elite de jeunes guer-
riers ainsi que cela appara1t en 2 S 18, 15. Dans le second endroit ( 17,38ss), il est dit 
que David ne peut marcher avec l'armure dont Saül l'a equipe, car il n'en a pas l'habi-
tude. Mais cette dissonance n'appara1t pas pour le traducteur grec qui ne rend a,~~ par 
Ön>.a que dans l'expression nglJ~Q ,~~ et qui en 16,21, comme dans les autres endroits 
Oll appara1t l'expression D'~P. ·NWiJ, ·rend celle-ci par afpwv ta oxEVT), transformant 
l'ecuyer en coolie. 
3e objection : "While there are many instances of harmonistic glosses and additions, 
there is no known parallel to this claimed example of harmonistic omission. There are 
many other inconsistencies in this book, as has already been pointed out, but in no 
other case did the Septuagint translators attempt to remedy them, unless in the next 
chapter." 
Caird a tort de dire qu'il n'y a pas de paralfäle connu pour une omission harmo-
nistique de la part de Ja LXX des Regnes. En voici queJques cas : En 1 S 13, 1 Je *M 
offre des donnees chronologiques evidemment inacceptables : "Saül etait äge d'un an 
Jorsqu'il regna et il regna deux ans sur Israel." Le *G ancien omet ce vs. En 2 S 5,4-5, 
il est dit selon le *M que David regna 40 ans : 7 ans et 6 mois a Hebron et 33 ans a 
Jerusalem. Ce total est inexact, c'est pourquoi Je *G ancien a omis ces deux vss, ainsi 
que Je montrent Je fait qu'ils manquent dans Ja Vieille Latine (palimpseste de Vienne) 
et le fait que le litteralisme de la tradition palestinienne en 2 S 5,4 ( uio~ tptaxovta 
hwv i:\auEtÖ EV ttiJ ßaot>.Euoat aut6v) fait contraste avec la traduction bien plus soupJe 
qu'elle donne de la ml!me formule lorsqu'elle represente un *G ancien, comme c'est le 
cas en 2 S 2, 10 ( tEooapaxovta hwv 1Eßoo8E uio~ Caou>. ÖtE ißao1>.Eu0Ev). 
Notons d'ailleurs que le 'moins' le plus etendu du *G en 1 S 18 peut s'expliquer 
par les ml!mes motifs : en 1 S 18, 17-19, il est parle du projet de SaüJ de marier David a 
sa fille Merab en exigeant de lui des prouesses ou il risquera sa vie; cette notice s'ache-
vant par la mention du mariage de Merab avec Adriel le MehoJatite. Mais en 2 S 21,8 
on parlera des 5 fils que Mikal fille de SaüJ (et non Merab) a enfantes a Adriel fils 
de Barzilla"i Je Meholatite. On comprend que, pour eviter cette discordance, le *G 
ait prefere omettre l'evenement de 1 S 18, 17-19. 
II faul souligner que dans la plupart de ces omissions harmonisantes, il s'agit 
d'evenements ou de dates qui sont mentionnes sous cette forme ou sous une autre en 
d'autres parties du livre que le *G a respectees : Pour les donnees sur la famille de Da-
vid omises en 1 S 17, 12-14, on a deja eu 16, 1.6-11. Pour la prise de contact de David 
avec Saül omise en 17,31, on a deja eu 16,21 a. Pour l'information de Saül sur le pere 
de David omise en 17,55-58, on a deja eu 16, 18. Pour le projet de mariage avec Merab 
au prix de prouesses dangereuses, evenement omis en 1 S 18, 17-19, on aura juste apres 
(en 18,20-29) Je projet de mariage avec Mikal au prix de prouesses encore plus dange-
reuses. Pour les annees de regne de David omises en 2 S 5,4-5, on a deja eu les 7 ans 
et 6 mois de regne a Hebron en 2 S 2, 11 et on aura les 33 ans a Jerusalem et les 40 ans 
de total en 1 R 2, 11 Oll le temps de regne a Hebron est reduit a 7 ans, ce qui facilite 
le total; ce total n'etant inexact que dans l'amalgame de 2 S 5,4-5 que le *G a omis 
pour ce motif. 
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Quand a l'age d'avenement de Saül et a la duree de son regne que le *Ga omis en 
1 S 13, 1, ils ne sont pas mentionnes ailleurs formellement, mais ils sont apparus au *G 
absolument inadmissibles et en contradiction flagrante avec taut ce que l'on sait de 
I'age de Saül pendant l'histoire de son regne ainsi que de l'age de David lors de la mort 
de Saül. 
D'autres episodes ou notations non-dissonantes ont ete omis par le *G en 1 S 
17-18 a titre de simples repetitions inutiles: en 18,10-11 la tentative de Saül pour 
frapper de sa lance David tandis qu'il jouait de la cithare faisait double emploi avec 
19,9-10. En 18, 12b l'affirmation que le Seigneur etait avec David et s'etait detourne 
de Saül a et~ omise comme faisant double emploi avec 16, 13-14. En 17,41 la descrip-
tion de l'approche du Philistin precede de son porte-bouclier faisait double emploi 
avec 17,48 et 17,7b. En 17,48b la description de l'approche de David est omise comme 
faisant double emploi avec 17,40b. En 17,50 un resume de I'exploit de David met en 
valeur la disproportion entre sa victoire et le fait qu'il n'avait pas d'epee. Le *G l'omet 
estimant cela connu par 17 ,39-40.51. 
Parmi les •moins' du *G d'importance notable, le seul qui ne corresponde a au-
cune reprise ailleurs et qui ne presente rien d'inacceptable est le recit de l'affection de 
Jonathan pour David et de l 'alliance qu'il conclut avec lui ( 18, 1-4). Comme nous 
l'avons note ci-dessus, l'omission de ce recit certainement ancien a vraisemblablement 
ete entra1nee par le fait que l'expurgateur qui voulait eliminer 17,55-58 a poursuivi 
son omission jusqu'a 18,6b qui lui offrait une excellente soudure avec 17,54. Peut-
etre a-t-il considere que I'affection de Jonathan pour David etait suffisamment connue 
par 19, 1 ;20, 17 et que l'alliance etait assez clairement mentionnee en 20,8.16.42;22,8; 
23,18a. 
4e objection : "In 1 Sam 18 there are Septuagint omissions which are generally agreed 
to give a more satisfactory text than that of the Masoretes." 
II faut preciser ce qu'on entend par un texte "plus satisfaisant". II est evident 
que des omissions facilitantes ont pour but de produire un texte qui satisfasse mieux 
l'expurgateur. Mais prenons pour exemples les trois premieres initiatives d'omission 
que l'on serait tente d'attribuer au *G en ce chapitre 18 que Caird mentionne. 
Nous venons de parler de I'omission de I'alliance conclue par Jonathan avec 
David avec le recit du don de ses vetements et de ses armes. Personne ne pretendra que 
I'omission de cela ameliore reellement le texte. 
En 18,8, apres la remarque amere de Saül ( "on a donne !es myriades a David et a 
moi on a donne !es milliers") le *M lui met dans la bauche comme conclusion : 
il~~~~ü ~~ i~ liY1· Le *G n'a pas traduit cette conclusion, ou bien parce qu'il n'en 
comprenait pas la syntaxe, ou bien parce qu'il estimait qu'en 20,31 Saül exprimera 
la m!!me apprehension. Est-ce que l'absence de cette conclusion ameliore le texte ? 
En 18,10-11, le *G omet, nous l'avons vu, la premiere tentative de Saül pour 
clouer au mur avec sa lance David qui jouait de la cithare. On pourrait a premiere vue 
penser que l'omission de ce doublet permet de retrouver un etat textuel plus pri-
mitif. Mais remarquons ce qui precede et suit ces deux vss dans le *M. Le vs 9 vient de 
dire de Saül 11rn~ J!iY 'iJ~l en ajoutant que cela eut lieu "a partir de ce jour et dans 
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Ja suite". Le *G a tu cela qu'il a traduit : "xaL l)V Caou.>. unoßXEnoµEvo<_; tov liauELö 
ano tl)<.; T)µEpa<_; EXELVI)<_; xm EnEXELva". Dr, juste apres, le *G traduit fidelement Je vs 
12a du *M : "xm Eq>oßT)81) Caou.>. ano npoownou liauELö." Dans cette forme tex-
tuelle breve, rien n'explique Je passage de Ja malveillance (qu'exprime Je participe 
p,y : "regarder par en-dessous, guetter") a Ja crainte. C'est justement l'episode omis 
par le *G qui explique ce passage. En effet Je fait que Saül guettait David avec mal-
veillance introduit Je jet de lance, et le fait que David y ait echappe par deux fois intro-
duit l'affirmation que "Saül se mit a craindre la presence de David", affirmation expli-
quee par le vs 12b (que Je *G a omis) : "car Je Seigneur etait avec David et s'etait 
detourne de lui", ce dont Saül venait d'avoir la preuve dans l'echec de ses tentatives 
et dans la chance de David qui y avait echappe. Comme an le voit, aucune de ces 
omissions n'ameliore Je texte. 
Se objection : "The disputed sections form an almest continuous story by themselves. 
And they bear a striking resemblance to 1 S 16, 1-13." 
Nous avons traite de ces deux points dans l'ordre inverse dans le paragraphe que 
nous avons consacre a Ja critique litteraire. 
6e objection : "The claim that the langer text is original presupposes an earlier narra-
tive filled with those very inconsistencies which the Septuagint ostensibly sought to 
eliminate. This theory could therefore be upheld only on the further assumption that 
the original narrative was a compilation from two conflicting sources. But the ana-
lysis of those two sources would differ very little from that already provided by the 
Septuagint omissions, and we should still have to explain how the Septuagint text 
arose." 
Nous avons egalement traite de ces difMrents points dans les pages qui prrkedent. 
Resumons-nous pour conclure : Les sutures apparentes que le *M offre en son 
chapitre 17 montrent que nous avons affaire a une compilation integrant un recit plus 
ancien. II semble bien que le 'moins' du *G commence au debut de ce recit (17,12). 
Mais 17, 1-11 constitue une mise en scene preparant ce recit et il semble bien que ce 
seit Je m!!me recit qui continue au-dela de 17,32 en une partie commune au *G et au 
*M. On ne saurait donc faire co·incider !es 'moins' du *G avec le recit ancien que la 
compilation a integre. L 'explication la plus vraisemblable de ces 'moins' est qu'il 
s'agit d'omissions harmonisantes. II n'est pas etonnant que ce soit en ce chapitre que 
Je traducteur grec des Regnes (ou sa Vorlage) ait pratique de Ja fa~on la plus mutilante 
ce type d'omissions qu'il a pratique plus discretement ailleurs aussi. C'est en effet a 
propos de l'entree en contact de David avec Saül que l'heterogenifüe des recits tradi-
tionnels se trahit par les discordances les plus evidentes au niveau litteraire. Le traduc-
teur grec (ou sa Vorlage) - dont on sait par ailleurs le souci d'ameliorer la coherence 
du texte - a estime impossible de proceder seulement - comme il le fait d'ordinaire -
par des retouches au des gloses. II a donc dü proceder ade !arges omissions en veillant 
a garder un recit aussi coulant que possible. 
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AN APPROACH TO THE LITERARY AND TEXTUAL PROBLEMS 
IN THE DAVID-GOLIATH STORY: 1 Sam 16-18 [1] 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
(i) Apology. I apologise to my three colleagues for my delay in presenting this paper, 
and I thank them for their patience in waiting for it. 
(ii) Procedure. Since DB and ET have already published some thoughts on the pro-
blem, it would seem sensible for me to begin by responding to their expressed views 
and to the underlying principles on which those views are based. That I do not do the 
same for JL 's views is simply because I am not aware of anything he may have publi-
shed on the topic. I learn from DB's letter to me that JL gave a paper at Vienna in 
1980 on the "short text" of Ezekiel; but unfortunately I have not seen it. 
(iii) Terminology. I will adopt ET's terminology (Version 1 = LXX and MT; Version 
2 = MT only : see "Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint" = TCUS, Jerusalem 1981, 
p. 298); but I do so without prejudice to the question whether there ever were two 
separate, independent versions, or, to put it another way, whether there ever was a 
time when Version 1 stood by itself before the LXX appeared. 
(iv) Departure-point. Both DB (The Hebrew and Greek Texts of Samuel = HGTS, Je-
rusalem 1980, pp. 19-20) and ET ( TCUS, p. 298-9) start by accepting the currently 
orthodox literary analysis of the MT according to which the MT's version of the story 
is a combination of two originally separate versions. They appear to regard this ana-
Jysis as proved, and they cite in evidence a number of alleged discrepancies commonly 
cited in this connection. 
Both DB and ET, then, seem to believe that there was an earlier edition of the 
Hebrew Books of Samuel in which Version 1 stood by itself; and that MT represents 
a later edition in which Version 2 was, rather clumsily, interspersed in Version 1. They 
disagree, however, in that : 
(a) ET thinks that the LXX is translated quite faithfully from a Hebrew edition that 
contained Version 1 only; while 
(b) DB considers that the LXX translator(s) had before them a Hebrew edition in 
which Version 2 had already been combined with Version 1; and that finding the 
discrepancies between the Versions indigestible, they tried to get rid of them by 
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omitting the offending passages; but that in this they were not completely thorough, 
but left unexpunged some elements from Version 2 which still conflict with elements 
from Version 1, thus betraying the fact that they must have had before them a Hebrew 
edition containing both versions, and that the omission of a (arge part of Version 2 
from the LXX is the work of the translators. 
Interesting and instructive, however, is the example which DB cites (p. 20) of 
discrepancies between Version 1 and Version 2 which still survive in the LXX : " ••• 
puisque 16,18 nous parle de David comme d'un av~p no>.tµIOtl)~, alors qu'en 17,33, 
Saul lui dit : ou µ() ÖUVf) noptu8ijvm npo~ tOV (JAAOtpUAOV toii no>.tµdv µtt'auto'ü, 
Otl natöap1ov Et ou, xa'i. auto~ QVT)p no>.tµ1oth~ EX VEOtT)tO~ autoü:• 
This apparently appeals to DB as a seif-evident discrepancy, since he does not 
stay to point out in what the discrepancy consists. But where, in fact, is the discrepan-
cy ? Nothing in what Saul says in 17 ,33 denies, or even implies, that David was not 
a man of war. Saul does not, for instance, say "You are only a shepherd, and he is 
a man of war", but "You are a youth, and he a man of war from his youth". To ima-
gine that by calling David a youth, Saul was denying that David was a man of war, 
is false. Youths could be men of war [ 2] : indeed, in the very next breath Saul 
remarks that Goliath was a man of war as a youth, and has continued to be one ever 
since. The contrast, then, that Saul makes in 17 ,33 is not between David as a shepherd 
and Goliath as a man of war, but between David's youthful inexperience, and Goliath's 
lang experience, of war. 2 Sam. 2, 14 illustrates the point : "Let the youths ( td nm-
öap1a) arise and play before us". These youths were, of course, soldiers, men of war 
(Abner's use of the term 'youths' is not meant to imply that they were not !) but 
junior and inexperienced compared with Abner and Joab (even Joab's younger brother 
Asahel, succumbed through youthful inexperience and enthusiasm to the wily trick 
of the more experienced Abner: 2 Sam. 2,18-23). 
There is, then, no contradiction between 17,33 and 16,18; nor, it seems to me, 
might anyone ever have been led to think there was, if he had not been convinced 
on other grounds that there were two conflicting versions and so was inclined to find 
other instances of conflict. But the fact that there is no necessary conflict between 
17,33 and 16,18 tends to reduce both ET's claim that there were originally two se-
parate, conflicting versions, and DB's claim that the LXX still contains evidence of 
the original conflict between the two versions. 
More of that later. F or the moment let us turn to another, slightly different 
point. ET ( TCUS, p. 298) remarks : "The contents of version 1 (LXX and MT) differ 
from those of version 2 (MT onl y). In the latter, David and Goliath are presented as 
the dramatis personae ( 17, 12ff) as if they had not yet been introduced in version 1 
( 16, 18ft), and in contrast with eh. 16 ( version 1), David is presented as an unknown 
shepherd ( 17, 15) who is sent to bring food to his brothers.'' This is, of course, the 
long-standing majority interpretation : ET is in good company ! But this criticism 
holds up only if we first accept that this was indeed the function of 17,12ft, namely, 
to introduce David and Goliath as the dramatis personae for the first time. lt seems 
to me, I must say, highly unlikely that this was ever their function. Consider the 
situation when, according to ET's view, Version 2 stood alone, and was not preceded 
by Version 1. Whatever the position Version 2 filled in its !arger context, if 17,12ft 
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were its presentation of the dramatis persanae in the Goliath story, 17, 12ff must have 
stood at the very commencement of that story. But in that case they teil us both too 
much and too little to function as the presentation of the dramatis persanae. Ta start 
with the bald statement "And David was the son of ... " is not the way 1 Sam. normally 
introduces a new major figure at the beginning of a new major episode. The usual 
form is: "And there was a man of such and such a place, and his name was ... "; so run 
the introductions to Elkanah in 1, 1, to Kish in 9, 1, and Nabal in 25,2-3. Grant, for 
sake of argument, that Version 2 did not originally belang to 1 Sam. and may have 
used a differently styled introduction, it still seems to me a strange way to intro-
duce the hitherto unmentioned hero of a major episode by the bald and abrupt "And 
David was the son of ... " Be that as it may, worse difficulties begin in 17,13: "And 
the three eldest sons of Jesse had gone after Saul to the battle", Ta the battle? What 
battle ? 17, 13 is hardly performing the function of introducing things and people 
for the first time, if we are supposed to know already which battle is being referred 
to. But worse. 17, 16 says : "And the Philistine drew near morning and evening ... " 
The Philistine ? Which Philistine ? If we had not already been told about the Philistine, 
an introduction would surely have said "a Philistine". And would it not also have told 
us his name ? That is what presentations of the dramatis persanae normally da; but 
instead of that this one simply adds "and presented himself forty days", Whatever 
for ? Where ? What as ? The supposed introduction does not tel1 us; but in the absence 
of this information, it makes no sense simply to say 'The Philistine presented himself 
forty days'. Of course, if the original context of Version 2 ( whatever that was - and 
if ever there was one !) had already mentioned Saul's going to battle with the Phi-
listines and the challenge of their champion, it would make sense for 17, 16 to refer 
to that challenge by saying "And the Philistine drew near" and then to add the addi-
tional information "morning and evening and presented himself forty days". But in 
that case 17, 12-16 would no langer be functioning as an introductory presentation 
of the dramatis persanae, and it would no langer be true to say that they were intro-
ducing the dramatis persanae "as if they had not yet been introduced". 
One can only conclude, therefore, that 17, 12-16 never served the function of 
presenting the dramatis persanae for the first time, not even when they stood in the 
hypothetical context of the hypothetical Version 2; and however they got into the 
MT, they clearly are not intended to serve that function there. What, then, was their 
original function ? 
This question we may leave for the moment, because at this point some remarks 
an basic methodology would seem to be in order. If our textual criticism of the OT 
in general, and of the LXX in particular, must in places presume, and be based an, 
the prior findings of the literary criticism of the OT, then, of course, we shall wish 
those findings to be as sound as possible. For that very reason we cannot afford to 
take over the Wellhausen-Driver-et alii-plurimi theory unexamined, and unquestioned, 
because both its presuppositions and its methodology are from a literary point of 
view highly questionable. This is borne in upon me as a classicist nowadays with ever 
increasing force. ET ( TCUS p. 293) reminds us of the relevance to our problem of the 
state of affairs in Homeric studies. And quite rightly : there is a distinct similarity 
between o1 xwpi~ovn:~ of Homeric scholarship and their counterparts in OT scholar-
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ship (perhaps there is, as weil, between the unitarians in the two fields !) both in their 
initial assumption of plurality of authorship and in the kind of evidence they adduce 
to prove that plurality. Two things, however, must be noted. The first is that the 
multiple authorship of the Homeric poems is not a proven fact, agreed upon by all 
except a few fundamentalists, the certainty of which can lend probability to the sur-
mise of multiple authorship in 1 Sam. 16·18. Multiple authorship of the Homeric 
poems is a theory that in all its lang history has been favoured by some and denied 
by others, and still to-day is hotly contested by scholars of the first rank, witness 
the recent attack an the theory by Hugh Lloyd-Jones of Oxford in his "Remarks an 
the Hameric Question" (in "History and Imagination" ed. by H. Lloyd-Jones, Duck-
worth, 1982, pp. 1-29; see also the German literature there cited). 
The second point is even more germane to our immediate problem. In Homeric 
criticism, so unitarians like Lloyd-Jones would claim, the analysts are apt to assume 
that Homer would have made his narrative follow a strict undeviating chronological 
line, and then to convict the narrative of multiple authorship because it does not; to 
assume that Homer would have depicted the behaviour of his characters as following 
a logical rationality, and then to accuse his narrative of inconcinnity, and therefore 
of multiple authorship, because it depicts people behaving arbitrarily; and, above all, 
to claim to prove irreconcilable discrepancy, and therefore multiple authorship, by 
selecting a detailed feature from one context, contrasting it with a detailed feature 
from another context, without first carefully examining the place each feature holds 
and the function it performs within the thought-flow of its own particular movement. 
The unitarians would say that these critical methods arrive at wrang conclusions 
because they are inappropriate to the kind of literature that they are trying to deal 
with. I confess that not only da I have a great deal of sympathy with these criticisms 
of the analysts by the unitarians in Homeric studies, but I should wish to apply them, 
mutatis mutandis, to a great deal of the (until recently) standard literary criticism 
of the OT. The methods of the historian who regards it as his prime task to detect 
beneath a narrative the different sources from which it has been compiled, are not 
necessarily the best way of discovering what in fact the narrative as it stands is trying 
to say. And if we fail to understand what the narrative as it stands is trying to say, we 
may weil gratuitously accuse it of inconsistency or discrepancy. Nor are the atomistic 
methods of the textual critic necessarily more appropriate, since he is rightly preoc-
cupied with spotting differences, even of the smallest kind, in details taken, largely, 
individually. Ta understand a narrative from a literary point of view, we must first 
listen to the narrative as it stands, trying to see where and how each part fits into the 
thought-flow of the whole. In other words we must initially give the narrative the 
benefit of the doubt; for if we start out with the assumption that the narrative is 
likely to be composite and discrepant, we shall too easily find· imaginary discrepancies 
that confirm our initial assumption. Only after a sustained and sympathetic attempt 
at making sense of the narrative as it stands should we reluctantly conclude that the 
narrative is an irreconcilably discrepant hotch-potch. Literary criticism of this kind 
is doubtless a tedious task for textual critics to have to turn their hands to; but, as I 
said earlier, if our textual criticism is obliged to build upon the foundation produced 
by literary criticism, we must not build upon an unexamined foundation. I propose, 
therefore, in this paper to attempt a literary criticism of cc. 16-18 myself [3]. 
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II. A STUDY OF THREE OF THE LARGER COMPONENTS OF VERSION 2 
F or the sake of argument, however, let us forget some of what I have just said, 
and begin by supposing that at one stage there were two independent versions. Let 
us then begin an Version 2 by listening to what its first component has to say. lt 
extends from 1 Sam. 17,12 to 17,31. Let us begin at its beginning. 17,12 teils us as 
its very first remark that David was the son of an Ephrathite of Bethlehem-judah 
whose name was Jesse and who had eight sons. When it adds that by Saul's time the 
man was old [4], we may fairly deduce that the older ones among his eight sons 
were by this time men in their prime. Anyhow, 17, 13 next teils us that the three el-
dest sons "had gone off alter Saul to the battle"; and not content with that adds the 
names of "the three sons that went to the batt/e". Then 17,14 continues "And David 
was the youngest : and the three eldest followed Saul': In view of all this repetition 
even the dullest reader may presumably be relied upon to grasp that this section is 
about Jesse's sons, David and his brothers, particularly his three eldest brothers, 
who, we have now been told three times in two verses, have gone after Saul to the 
battle. They, presumably, if none of the other brothers, were regarded fit to be sol-
diers and go to the battle. 
As it begins, so this sections continues. 17,17-22 teil how David's father sent him 
to the camp with supplies of food for his brothers ( 17, 17) and to enquire how his 
brothers ( 17, 18) were doing; and how he eventually reached the camp at an exciting 
moment "and saluted his brothers"(17,22). 
As it continues, so it climaxes, 17,28-29, with a furious scene between David and 
his eldest brother, Eliab. The men of Israel had asked David if he had seen the Phi-
listine champion, and they had told him of the rewards that the king was offering to 
the man that should kill him, which included "making his father's hause free in Is-
rael" (17,25). David in astonishment had then asked the men to repeat what they 
had said about the rewards, and Eliab, overhearing the conversation, let fly an angry 
blast at David for ever having come down to the battle. Why this violent outburst ? 
lt can hardly be the concern of an older brother that his younger brother was too 
young to see gruesome sights. At least, the other soldiers apparently did not think 
him too young : they eventually introduced him to the king. 
Why, then, the outburst? An analogous scene from another story may help. When 
Joseph's brothers saw him coming (Gen. 37,17-20) their jealousy at his dreams and 
at what those dreams had implied prompted their sarcastic "Behold, this dreamer 
comes". And if we could think that Eliab knew of David's anointing by Samuel, 
and what is worse, that Samuel had at first been inclined to anoint Eliab but then had 
passed him by in favour of David, that would account for two things : Eliab's suspi-
cion, when he heard David enquiring about the rewards for killing the champion, 
that David might weil be thinking of asking to be allowed to fight him; and secondly, 
Eliab's furiously jealous reaction, as the eldest son, to the idea that David, his youngest 
brother, might go and da what he himself, for all his seniority, dare not da: fight 
Goliath, and so, win freedom for the whole family, Eliab included ( 17,25). But, alas, 
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we cannot suppose that Eliab knew anything of the sort : the paragraph that teils us 
he did, belongs to another version, Version 1 (16,1-13). If it did not, we might of 
course very reasonably think that the careful mention of the fact that Jesse had eight 
sons, and the careful naming of the first three eldest sons in 17, 12-13, were not an 
unintelligible repetition of what has been already told us explicitly in 16,6-9, but 
the storyteller's artful way of making sure we recall the details of the anointing scene 
among David's brothers in c. 16, so that we might then perceive the point of this 
story about David and those same brothers in 17,17-30. But there it is: Version 1 is 
Version 1; Version 2 is quite a different version. 
Nevertheless, Jet us notice once more Eliab's bitterly sarcastic belittling of David's 
job with the sheep : "And with whom have you left those few sheep in the wilder-
ness ?" ( 17,28). What a perfect foil this makes to David's subsequent recounting to 
Saul of his exploits as a shepherd against the lion and the bear (17,34-35) - or rather, 
would make, if only these latter verses belonged to Version 2. But they don't : they 
belang to Version 1. 
Still, we are on indisputably firm ground when we state that the first part of 
Version 2, 17,12-31, is about David, his family of brothers, and his eldest brother's 
scornful anger at the hint that David might rival him in military prowess. With this 
in mind Jet us pass to the second major component of Version 2 (omitting for the 
moment the intervening smaller items 17,41 and 17 ,50). Here we meet the most 
blatant of all the alleged discrepancies between Version 2 and Version 1, so blatant 
indeed that there is no need to go beyond what the text says, as many da, and claim 
that whereas in Version 1 Saul knows perfectly weil who David is, in Version 2 he does 
not know who David is. What Version 2 says, in its typically repetitive way, so that we 
should be sure to get the point, is "Whase san is this youth ?" ( 17 ,55); "lnquire 
whase san the stripling is" ( 17 ,56); "Whase san are you ?" ( 17 ,58); "I am the san 
of your servant Jesse ... " (17,58). Any but the stowest of readers would surely get the 
point : it is David's father, not David, that Saul is wanting to inform himself about. 
And that is hardly surprising : Saul in Version 2 has promised, that if any man can 
defeat the champion, he (Saul) will make his father's hause free in Israel (17,25). lt 
is only natural, therefore, that as he sees David go out to bettle, and even more as he 
sees him come in, he should be concerned to find out all he can about David's father 
and family.But, of course, if Version 1 says in 16,18-22 that Saul knew exactly who 
David's father was and all about him, then that is discrepant with what Version 2 
says here, and there is nothing we can da about it. Never mind : we can at least en-
quire exactly what this second major component of Version 2 is about. 
Weil, to start with it is about David's father, as we have just seen ( 17,55-58). So, 
of course, was the first component of Version 2 at its beginning. But 17,55-58 labour 
a different point : not that David's father had eight sons of whom David was the 
youngest, but that David's father was an obscure man of whom neither Saul nor 
Abner knew anything worth knowing. And that forms the introduction to a very 
dramatic scene. There stands the monarch himself. There stands his son Jonathan, who 
by virtue of being the monarch's son might expect to succeed his father on the throne. 
And there with the head of the Philistine in his hand stands David, somebody else's 
son, who is destined to supplant Saul's son Jonathan and reign in his place. Of course, 
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neither Saul nor Jonathan yet know that. lf they did know it, what they did next 
would have been incredible. Of course, if we the readers knew that David had been 
anointed and was destined to supplant Jonathan, we should be in a position to see the 
tremendous irony of what Saul and Jonathan do next. But alas, we cannot know that 
any more than Saul and Jonathan did : the story of the anointing of David belongs 
to Version 1, and we are now in Version 2, whose presentation of its dramatis per• 
sonae for the first time began only at 17, 12. Nevertheless what Saul and Jonathan 
do next remains exceedingly dramatic. Jonathan is so filled with admiration for David 
and his killing of the giant, that he strips himself of his royal armour and accoutre-
ments and with unconscious irony, makes David a present of them; and Saul, who, 
as 17,55-58 have laboured to tel1 us, has been careful to find out who David's father 
is (and has found, doubtless, as David later stresses, 18,18, that he is a nobody) un-
knowingly takes the destined supplanter of his own son into his own household, 
and refuses to Jet him go back to his own harne any more (18,1-4). So much, then, 
for the second major component of Version 2 : it has been about two fathers, and 
two sons, and two households, and how David was permanently transferred from his 
father's household to Saul's. 
With that we come to another major component of Version 2, namely 18,17-19. 
That, too, as it happens turns out tobe about David's family. Again we hear of David's 
father : "Who am I", says David to Saul, "and what is my life (?) or (?) my father's 
family in Israel, that I should be son-in-law to the king ?" The three major components 
of Version 2, then, are proving to have a central theme in common : the first was 
concerned with David's family, in particular his elder brother's scornful, jealous deri· 
sion of the idea that David could possibly fight Goliath; the second was about how 
David's prowess came to be so admired by Saul's son, the expert warrior, Jonathan, 
that David was transferred from his father's household into the king's household 
permanently; the third is going to tel1 how David, a young man from a lowly family 
was taken, not only into the king's household, but into the king's family by being 
given the king's daughter in marriage. Version 2 certainly seems to be a coherent, 
progressive narrative, leading to a climax. And what is more, it has the added interest 
that just when we think that the climax is going to be reached, we have the suspense 
of an unexpected contretemps : Saul having volunteered to give David his elder 
daughter, breaks his promise and gives her to some-one eise. But then the contretemps 
is resolved : Saul's second daughter falls in love with David and Saul is finally obliged 
to Jet David marry her. A greater triumph for David, and therefore a greater climax. 
But we have jumped ahead of ourselves. Version 2 does not have David marrying 
the king's daughter after all. lt is Version 1 that gets him married to one of the king's 
daughters. Taken by itself Version 2 tells a very different, and very strange story. lt 
tells first how Saul proposed to give his elder daughter, Merab, to David. This, of 
course, is not surprising in Version 2, for it is Version 2, not Version 1, that tells us 
that before the battle, Saul had promised to give his daughter in marriage to any man 
who beat the champion (17,25). But Version 2 no sooner tells us that Saul announced 
to David his intention of giving him his daughter, than it adds that Saul used the 
prospect of this marriage to stir David to valiant effort in the wars against the Phi· 
listines, in the hope that David would die in battle. Why should Saul want him to die ? 
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Curiously enough, Version 2 has not given us the slightest hint; it is Version 1 that 
teils what first provoked Saul's jealousy and made him realise that David' stunning 
victory (and Saul's evident cowardice) had transferred public popularity from Saul 
to David ( 18,6-9). And similarly without having told us anything that could possibly 
account for it, Version 2 proceeds to teil us that when the time came for Merab to 
be given to David she was given to someone eise (18,19). So, having appeared in its 
three major components to be leading up to a climax, Version 2 ends in a dismal and 
unaccounted for anti-climax :·David is not taken into the royal family after all. 
But again we are making a mistake. We are arguing as if Version 2 originally 
consisted of nothing more than the various bits and pieces which in the MT have 
been interpolated into Version 1. That is, of course, most unlikely. Version 2, if it 
ever existed at all, must have been a complete story that made sense in itself, a story 
which would have explained, for instance, what happened to make Saul, who had 
so recently taken David into his household, basking in Jonathan's admiration, so turn 
against him as to wish him dead, and why having offered him his daughter Merab, he 
should suddenly give her to someone eise. As the fragments stand now, one major 
fragment, 17,54· 18,5 teils us how Saul, apparently in accord with Jonathan's love 
for David, took David into his household; the very next fragment ( 18, 10-11), without 
explaining what provoked it, teils how the evil spirit, which David's playing normally 
calmed and expelled, moved Saul to attempt to assassinate David. This surely cannot 
have been the whole story as originally given by Version 2. 
We must conclude, therefore, that what has happened is that some interpolator 
finding the whole story as given in Version 2, broke it up into pieces, chose out which 
pieces he thought he would, and interpolated them into the text of Version 1. lt is 
to be noted what this implies. Whatever status Version 2 had, or did not have, our 
interpolator had no compunction in thus splitting it up and arbitrarily selecting some 
parts of it and rejecting others. Moreover the pieces of Version 2 that once stood in 
between the fragments which the interpolator selected, must have been different from 
the pieces of Version 1 that now stand between those fragments in their present po-
sition in the MT; for if they had been the same, or almost the same, the original Ver-
sion 2 would already have been virtually the same as the MT, whereas the reigning 
theory supposes that MT =Version 1 plus extracts from another version that by de-
finition was not Version 1. Faced then with two different versions, Version 1 and 
Version 2, our interpolator had no compunction in rejecting more than half of Version 
2 in favour of Version 1. But this raises another difficulty. If the interpolator had 
such scant respect for the authority of Version 2, why did he not feel free to shape 
the pieces he chose from it with just a little more care so that they should fit into 
Version 1 without inconcinnity or discrepancy? Take the notorious verses, 17,12-16, 
that give such offence by introducing the dramatis persanae "as if they had not been 
already introduced" in virtually the same words as have already been used in 16, 1-13. 
With what ease the interpolator could have re-written them so as to smooth away 
the inconcinnity, or eise have omitted them altogether with that same freedom with 
which he rejected the greater part of Version 2. Alternatively, why did he not treat 
Version 1 with the same freedom as that with which he treated Version 2, and excise 
from it the pieces that would seem to conflict with the material which he wished 
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to interpolate from Version 2 ? Perhaps Version 1 already had an authority which 
did not allow it itself to be changed, even if it could be added to. Or perhaps the 
interpolator was simply a bungler, as all OT interpolators are ex hypothesi, otherwise 
they could not be detected. Perhaps he just took the pieces which he happened to like 
from Version 2, and put them roughly into contexts in Version 1 where at first sight 
they seemed to fit more or less, without first carefully considering the detailed though-
flow of Version 1 which he was thus disturbing. Perhaps. But before we so decide, we 
ought at least to examine exactly what he has done, both with the components which 
we have already considered and with the others. 
III. THE POSITIONING OF THE COMPONENTS OF VERSION 2 WITHIN 
VERSION 1 AND THEIR RELA TIONTO THE WIDER CONTEXT 
Let us consider first the context of the book as a whole. lt is a matter that has 
often been remarked upon that there is a vivid similarity between the major theme of 
the opening chapters of 1 Sam. and that of the middle and subsequent chapters. In 
cc. 1-4 the hause of Eli proves unsatisfactory (see 2,27 .28.30.31.32.33.35.36 for the 
emphatic reference to Eli's father's hause, and Eli's own hause); and it is announced 
that it will have to be removed in favour of another (2,35). So in the middle chapters 
as a result of Saul's sin, his dynasty is not established; another hause is destined to 
take its place. Within this general similarity of theme, there are also a number of 
smaller features which the two stories have in common. They are not necessarily exact 
parallels; but the similarity between the second occasion and the first is striking 
enough for the second, when we meet it, to recall the first. 
So, for instance, it is a remarkable thing that in both instances God having decided 
to discipline the unsatisfactory hause, immediately insinuates his new man into the 
very heart and vitals of that hause, before he disciplines it. So not only is Samuel 
chosen to supplant Elias God's mouthpiece to the people (3,1-2), but before all the 
people, or even Eli, realise it (3,20), Samuel is transferred from his own obscure fa-
ther's hause into Eli's own very temple. So also with David. He is destined to supplant 
Saul and Jonathan as the leading warrior in the nation, and therefore subsequently 
as their king; but by the time the people and Saul realise it ( 18,6-9.16.30), David has 
already been transferred into the very household of Saul ( 16, 19-23; 18, 1-4); and sub-
sequently into his family ( 18, 17-28). The transfer of David from his own obscure 
father's hause into the royal hause of Saul is thus shown to be not a merely incidental 
detail : it belongs to the very woof and warp of the book. In view of that, it is surely 
significant that while it is Version 1 that teils us about the beginning of the transfer 
(16,14-23) and about its end (18,20-29), it is, as we have seen above ( p.62), Version 
2 that not only fills in the middle of the process, but concentrates our attention, by 
its simple yet insistent repetitions of phrase, on the two houses, the two fathers, the 
two sons, and the permanent transfer ( 18,2) of David from the one hause to the other. 
At the very least, the interpolator has managed to make his insertions mesh in weil 
with this major theme of the book. 
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But now let us take another common theme. With Samuel, not only do we have 
a contrast between the two houses : Elkanah and Hannah's son versus Eli and his 
sons, but we also have a rivalry within Elkanah's hause : Peninnah, his other wife, 
the first to give him children, scorned and mocked Hannah as being an inadequate 
wife, unable to give Elkanah children (1,1-8). This matter is no incidental detail: 
it carries great prominence as the opening scene of the book; it accounts in great 
part for Hannah's distress, provokes her to prayer and leads to her eventual vindica-
tion. But as with Samuel, so with David. Not only do we have a contrast between the 
two houses : Jesse and his son versus Saul and his son, but we also have a rivalry 
within Jesse's hause: Eliab, David's eldest brother, eldest of the three who as the 
warriors in the family had followed Saul to the battle (see p. 59 above), scorns, mocks 
and rebukes David as being unsuitable even to see the battle (17,26-30). The parallel 
with Samuel is obvious : but this time we are altogether dependent on Version 2 for it, 
for Version 1 lacks the whole of 17,12-31 and the Eliab-David scene along with it. 
Now this lack is usually regarded as a pristine virtue in Version 1, and the presence 
of the whole paragraph in MT is regarded as a discrepant interpolation from Version 2. 
Weil, the parallel which Version 2 thus presents, is certainly not discrepant: it so 
beautifully completes a major pattern in the book, that, if it is an interpolation at all, 
we must think that the interpolator knew exactly what he was doing and did it weil. 
Certainly he was no bungler; and this in turn casts added doubt on the contention 
that verses 12-16 which commence this "interpolation" are a bungling, unnecessary 
repetition of what we have been given in 16,1-13. 
New Jet us proceed to the detailed thought-flow of the major elements in 16, 1 
-17,54. 
The immediate juxtaposition of the two paragraphs which form c. 16 is very 
impressive. God wants a man to replace Saul as king, chooses David and sends Sa-
muel to anoint him. Had Saul known what Samuel was doing, he might weil have 
executed him (16,2). But the very next paragraph teils us that Saul, wanting a com-
forter to soothe his vexed spirit, himself chose - David ! We need not stay to make 
explicit the profound lesson on the ways of God's government which the narrative 
in its artfully artless way teaches by simply juxtaposing the two stories without 
further comment. We might expect, however, that the remaining paragraphs in this 
section of the book were all originally placed in order with similar care and precision, 
so that any interpolation will show up as disturbing the thought-flow. So let us now 
take the MT with its supposed mixture of two conflicting versions, and see if the 
thought-flow is in fact spoiled by interpolations. 
Here are the first three paragraphs : 
1. 16,1-13 God needs a king, and chooses David. 
2. 16, 14-23 Saul needs a comforter, and chooses David. 
3. 17, 1-11 Israel is challenged to find a champion to fight Goliath but for the 
moment none is forthcoming. 
The function of these three paragraphs is at once obvious. Not only do they set 
the scene for the major event, the combat with Goliath : by their progression of 
thought they lead us to the question, Who will the champion turn out to be ? Of 
course, at the same time their progression of thought leads us to expect that it will 
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be David; but for the moment we are left in suspense : how will it come about that 
David is chosen for the task ? In paragraph 1 God wanted a king, and sent Samuel 
to select one; but haw and by what criteria Samuel selected him - and how Samuel 
at first used the wrang criteria and nearly selected the wrang man - this forms the 
heart and interest of the story. In paragraph 2 David, now anointed, enters Saul's 
service; but how he ever got into that position is of course the interest of the story. 
The third paragraph presents a dramatic situation : Israel are faced with enslavement 
unless they can find a champion to fight and defeat Goliath; and with Goliath strut-
ting the field and taunting them, they cannot find one. Will one be found ? Who will 
it be ? Of course, even if we had never read the story before (and that is how we ought 
to read it), we would sense that a champion was going to be found and that the cham-
pion would turn out to be David. And in any case the very next ward in the story is 
'And David'. But once more the interest will be to see how he comes to be put forward 
and selected as champion. 
The narrative, therefore, turns to answer this question. But as it does so it em· 
ploys a very common and very ancient narrative device. lts first three paragraphs have 
led us along one road of thought to a point of unbearable suspense : Israel is in dire 
straits : the giant Goliath is demanding a champion, or eise - and they cannot find 
one. Instead of resolving this suspense at once, the narrative calmly leaves that road, 
and goes back to the beginning of another road to explain how under God's detailed 
providence David, without his intending it, came to the battlefield precisely at the 
right moment (N.B. 17,20); and how after his innocent enquiries, and incredulous 
surprise at everybody else's dismay and cowardice, and in spite of the scornful discou-
ragement of his eldest brother, his words were reported to Saul and Saul sent for him 
(17,31). So the pattern is repeated. No sooner had God had David anointed than Saul 
in his personal need and at the recommendation of his courtiers sent for David ( 16, 
19.22) and appointed him as harpist; now at the moment of the nation's dire peril, 
Saul at the suggestion of the soldiery once more sends for David, this time be the 
nation's champion. Saul would live to regret both these sendings for; but the care with 
which the narrative on the second occasion builds up suspense, then deliberately keeps 
us there asking ourselves, How will David come to be selected, and finally leads us to 
the answer at its climax : "Saul sent for him"; and the emphasis this answer achieves 
by repeating the situation and the phrasing of 16, 18-22, would lead one to think 
that the narrative by its literary skills is making a profound theological point. 
But, of course, the majority see it differently. According to them 17,12-31 
is an interpolation from Version 2. Take these verses away and you get the original 
story. And a very different story it is : for in this story Saul does not send for David. 
All unasked David simply volunteers himself. And then the majority hold that 17, 12-
31 are not only an interpolation; their seif-evident inconcinnity with their context 
exposes them as a very clumsy interpolation. So what I read as an easily recognisable, 
sophisticated - but weit known and in all periods very common - literary device of 
suspense narrative, the majority hold tobe the work of a clumsy interpolator. Perhaps 
it is all a matter of taste. And there's no accounting for taste. 
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But next consider the following series of false valuations of the hero : 
1. 16,1-13 Samuel nearly makes the mistake of anointing Eliab instead of 
David. The reason ? He looks on outward appearance instead of 
looking on the heart ( 16, 7). 
2. 17,25-30 
3. 17,32-37 
Eliab thinks he can read David's heart and says : "I know your 
pride and wickedness of heart" ( 17,28). But Eliab is wrang. What 
moves David is neither pride nor wickedness, but the fact that 
the giant's defiance of the armies of the living God is being left 
unanswered. 
Saul thinks David unable to fight the Philistine, not because he is 
a shepherd (see p. 56 above) but because as a youth he lacks the 
necessary military experience (17,33). Saul is wrang. What is 
needed is not military experience : Saul himself has plenty of that 
and is still afraid to fight Goliath. What is needed is faith in, and 
experience of, God's direct help against impossible odds in situa-
tions of extreme danger. And David has had plenty of experience 
of that as a shepherd (17,34-37). In the confidence born of this ex-
perience he teils Saul : "Let no man's heart fail because of him" 
( 17,32). 
Let us interrupt the series for a moment at this point, in order to notice the pre-
cision of this beautifully structured sequence. Each of the three components deals 
with the attitude of the heart. But none either repeats or contradicts the other; and 
none, not even No. 2, disturbs the thought-flow of the series. The literary analysis 
which would require us to believe that No. 2 is part of a later discrepant interpolation 
inserted by a bungling interpolator is fast losing probability. Indeed, is it not already 
far more probable that the whole passage, 17,12-31, is not a later interpolation, but an 
integral part of a narrative which was constructed, out of whatever sources, by one 
unifying mind ? 
But we must proceed with the remaining item of the series. lt deals with the eva-
luation not of the hero himself but of his weapons. On that point David first disagrees 
with Saul, and then Goliath violently disagrees with David. 
4 (a). 17,38-40. At first Saul, afraid to go and fight Goliath himself, gives David 
permission to go and fight him, and piously (or perhaps even sincerely and fervently) 
adds "and the Lord be with you" ( 17,37). Next, Saul puts his own armour on David 
and gives him his sword. A classicist, at this juncture will recall the similar scene in 
Homer's 1/iad XVI, 65ft, where Achilles, unwilling to go and fight himself (though 
for a different reason from that of Saul) gives Patroclus permission to go and fight, 
and dresses him in his (Achilles') armour. The idea is that the enemy, seeing Patroclus 
in Achilles armour, shall think it is Achilles (lines 40-2), and be scared off [5]. lt is 
different, of course, with Saul and David, but both the similarity and the contrast 
are instructive. David dressed up in Saul's armour might appear as an alter Saul; but 
that would strike no fear into Goliath's heart, when Saul himself was afraid to fight 
Goliath. Secondly, before David came on the scene, the reader has already been told 
( 17,4-7) Goliath's height and the tremendous length and weight of his spear. The 
reader can see, therefore, even while he is watching David put on Saul's armour, that 
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if he goes to fight in it, it will be fatal : before he gets anywhere near the giant, the 
giant with his superior reach, will run him through. But above all, the reason why 
Saul's nerve has failed him is, we know, because as a result of his disobedience in the 
war against Amalek, "the spirit of the Lord has departed from him" (16,14). lt will 
hardly do for David to go out in front of all Israel as their representative to fight the 
champion as another Saul dressed in Saul's armour and virtually indistinguishable 
from him. Our suspense, therefore, in seeing David dress in Saul's armour and try it 
out, is very real; and we are relieved to see David reject it, take it off again, and go to 
meet Goliath with his shepherd's staff, sling and stones, highly unconventional as 
these weapons are in heroic single combat. 
But if this arming scene recalls the ways of classical heroes, so does what follows. 
In a duel between two Homeric heroes, the combatants would first approach each 
other, until they were within earshot. At that point they would both halt and address 
each other. Hera A would address hero B without interruption, and then hero B would 
address hero A likewise without interruption. After one or two rounds of this, they 
would fling a javelin or two at each other, and then, (or alternatively) close in on each 
other and fight hand to hand. And this is what now happens in our narrative. David 
approaches the Philistine ( 17 ,40) and the Philistine approaches David ( 17 ,41 ). Then 
they halt and the Philistine harangues David without interruption (17,42-44). Then 
it is David's turn, and he harangues the Philistine, again without interruption ( 17 ,45-
47). Then the Philistine rushes at David, and David rushes at him, lets fly with his 
sling and brings him down (17,48-50). 
At least, this is what happens in Version 2; Version 1 has it differently in three 
respects. First, it lacks 17,41; and the effect is that when David makes his initial move 
in the direction of Goliath, Goliath does not advance toward him, but stays put. 
This lack could be original, though it is not self-evidently so. Whether in the end we 
think it is or not, will depend on factors to which we shall come later. The other two 
distinguishing features of Version 1, however, are not so innocent : they ruin either 
the sense, or the thought-flow of the passage, or both. We shall see this more easily 
if we first follow the narrative in the MT : it is, we remember, concerned with the 
overall theme of the evaluation of weapons. 
4 (b). 17,42-49. When Goliath caught sight of David's appearance he despised 
him [6] (17,42); when he saw what weapons he was carrying, he was enfuriated: 
"Am I a dog" he protested, "that you come to me with staves ?" (17,43). The reason 
for his fury is clear : David's choice of weapons to fight him with is, in Goliath's 
estimation, an insult to Goliath's status as an hero and champion. Staves were the 
implements a man might take to chase a dog away : he would not need to use a sword 
for that humble operation. But to propose to fight an heroic champion with a staff 
was a dire insult to his status and professional pride : Goliath curses David for the 
profferred insult ( 17,43) and promises that he will return the insult by inflicting an 
David the final indignity that one hero could inflict on another, that is to refuse bu-
rial to the fallen hero's body, and allow it to become a prey to bird and beast (17,44). 
So far Goliath's harangue. 
Now it is David's turn to speak (17,45-47), and he immediately takes up the 
theme of weapons which Goliath has introduced, and explains to Goliath why he does 
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not intend to fight Goliath with the conventional heroic weapons such as Goliath is 
himself armed with (17,45). David is going to win (17,46); but to match Goliath's 
sword with another sword, his spear with another spear, would obscure both what the 
real issue at stake is and the power by which victory is achieved. The issue at stake 
is not which of the two is the better fighter, or has the better weapons, but rather 
whether Israel's God whom Goliath has defied is real or not ( 17 ,45). God will there-
fore bring about Goliath's ignominious defeat ( 17,46). But God will do it in such a 
way as to make it evident that the battle is won not by David's superior use of sword 
or spear, but by direct divine intervention : "the battle is the Lord's and he will give 
you into our hand" (17,47). Thus David answers Goliath's protest at David's humble 
weapons. David is not using these weapons to insult Goliath; but the very inadequacy 
of the weapons in and of themselves will make it clear that the "Lord saves not with 
sword and spear" (17,47). With this the haranguing is over, the battle begun, and 
Goliath slain. 
All this makes excellent sense, but it is Version 2; and we must now consider 
Version 1 's two further special features. Unlike its normal seif, Version 1 has two 
plusses in this paragraph [ 7]. And they are both ruinous ! 
In the first place, instead of Version 2's "Am I a dog that you come to me with 
staves ?" Version 1 has " ... with a staff and stones ?" The addition is an imperceptive 
blunder. Before David set off to meet Goliath (17,40) he took his statt in his hand, 
pul five stones in his shepherd's scrip, and his sling in his hand. When he came close 
enough for Goliath to see what weapons he had, Goliath would see the staff: that 
could not be hidden. But he would not see the stones, for they were in David's scrip; 
and David would certainly not wave the sling in front of Goliath's nose to advertise 
the fact that he had a sling, and was going to use the sling and not his staff ! The 
reader knows, of course, that David had sling-stones hidden away in his scrip and in-
tended to use them. But Goliath did not know that; all he could see was the staff; 
all he expected David to use was the staff; he makes no mention of the sling. lt was 
pedantic enough of Version 1 to change the plural "staves" into the singular "staff" : 
certainly David had only one staff, but Goliath was thinking of the class of weapon, 
"staves", not just the individual and particular staff which David was carrying. But it 
was nothing other than imperceptiveness, and failure to understand the detailed 
thought-flow of the narrative, that led Version 1 to add "and stones" and so make 
Goliath complain about stones which he could not see, and did not know were there. 
lt is of the essence of the original story, as it is of David's tactics, that Goliath should 
concentrate on the staff, and think David is going to use it, and so be utterly taken by 
surprise when David uses a sling. 
Worse is to come. To Version 2's protest by Goliath "Am I a dog that you come 
to me with staves ?", Version 1 adds a reply by David : "No, but worse than a dog." 
The first bad thing to notice about this reply is that it looks uncomfortably like 
an attempt at a joke. At least, it has the form of a type of joke that is quite frequent 
in the ancient comedians, particularly in Aristophanes. In this type of joke, the first 
speaker negatives an idea as being t'?o strong; the second speaker confirms the nega-
tive, as if agreeing with the first speaker, but then, to everyone's surprise, it turns out 
that he is negativing the idea, not as being too strong, but as being too weak. So, for 
instance, in Peace 6-7, Aristophanes has the following sequence : 
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Slave 1. (enquiring about the !arge cake that has just been given to the dung-
beetle) Did he eat it up ? (xatiq,ayEv - implying, Surely he has not 
eaten it all up already). 
Slave 2 No, by Zeus, he grabbed it out of my hands and gulped it down whole 
(au µa tOV ti(• a>.>.' E~apnaoa~ Ö>.l)v E\IE)(Q~E). 
So Goliath's indignant question, "Am I a dog ?", implies the negative : I am not a 
dog, am I ? David appears to agree : "No," and then adds unexpectedly "but worse 
than a dog". 
We cannot, of course, be sure that this was intended as a joke, or even as a smart 
remark; though if it was, the humour is hardly suited to this tense, heroic occasion. 
Joke, or no joke, however, it exposes its author as having failed completely to per-
ceive the thought-flow of the context. And this is true whichever of the two possible 
meanings is given to xdpwv. When Goliath protests "Am I a dog ?", he does not 
mean "Am I an evil, unclean man?" but "Am I such a petty nuisance that you think 
a mere staff is enough to beat me with and send me packing ?" Interpret, then, David's 
reply as meaning "No, but inferior in status to a dog", and all David's subsequent ar-
gument is ruined. For now the implication is that Goliath is such an insignificant 
foe that he could be despatched more easily than a dog. 
On the other hand, we can give the author the benefit of the doubt and suppose 
he meant xdpwv in a moral sense. Then we should have to suppose that when Goliath 
says "Am I a dog = petty nuisance ?", the author has David deliberately play an the 
double meaning of the ward dog and reply "No, (not a dog = an evil, unclean man) 
but worse than a dog (sci/icet, a blasphemer against God)". Yet even so we cannot 
rescue the reply from the charge of being a seif-evident interpolation; for it has David 
interrupting Goliath in the middle of Goliath's harangue, before his own turn to speak 
has come, and doing so briefly, without explaining the meaning of his remark; and 
when his own turn to speak does come, he still does not explain what he meant by 
"worse than a dog". Thus did not heroes ! 
The conclusion is inevitable : Version 1 has an irredeemably inept addition to 
the original story. 
But we have still not quite completed our survey of the sequence dealing with 
the evaluation of the weapons. We must come to 
4 (c). 17,50-51. For this we return first to Version 2. Having told us in 17,49 
that David felled the giant with his sling-stone, Version 2 is going to tel1 us in 17,51 
that David then ran and decapitated Goliath with a sword. But before it tells us this 
new piece of information it interposes 17 ,50 : "So David prevailed over the Philistine 
with a sling and with a stone, and smote the Philistine, and slew him; and there was no 
sword in his hand". The function, or rather, functions of this verse in the thought-flow 
are obvious. The theme of David's deliberate choice of weapons and the reason for his 
refusing to use a sword against Goliath are so important to the thought-flow of the 
narrative, that Version 2 will not allow the Recessity of continuing the story to its end 
to risk misleading us as to where the true climax lies, and what the theological message 
of the story is. David has not only felled the giant, but mortally wounded him : the 
stone has pierced his skull and Goliath will never rise again, not at least to fight. But 
the story cannot now cease, for the two armies standing at a distance are waiting to 
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see what the outcome of the duel will be. From where they stand they cannot, of 
course, see whether Goliath has simply stumbled, or has been momentarily stunned, 
or is in fact mortally wounded. The story must go on to its conclusion. David runs, 
therefore, cuts oft Goliath's head; and the Philistines seeing it ( 17,51), run for their 
lives, and the Israelites seeing it chase after them, wounding and killing as many as 
they can until the Philistines reach the safety of their nearest cities. 
But the decapitation of Goliath and the reut of the Philistines are neither the 
climax, nor the main message, of the story, which is how and by what means the 
giant was overcome; and that was not by the sword which finally cut off Goliath's 
head, but by the sling and stone. Accordingly, as soon as the thought-flow reaches it 
climax and the stone mortally wounds Goliath and brings him down, Version 2 marks 
the climax with its verse 50, and makes explicit the whole point of the evaluation-of-
weapons section, 17 ,38-50. Then the final phrase of 17 ,50, "and there was no sword 
in David's hand" neatly serves a double purpose : it sums up the main message of 
17,38-50, and at the same time it leads on to the next operation [8], the decapita-
tion of Goliath, by explaining why it was that David had to use Goliath's sword to 
perform the operation. Once more, then, Version 2 makes excellent sense, which 
detailed analysis reveals as fitting into the thought-flow perfectly. 
lt is different with Version 1. lt lacks verse 50 entirely. The effect is that without 
the summary comment of verse 50, the narrative sweeps on unchecked and the decapi-
tation of Goliath and the raut of the Philistines instead of being merely the conse-
quence of the great victory, become the climax of that victory. The effect is unfor-
tunate : for now the thought-flow, which has through many verses been building up 
the idea that David is not going to defeat Goliath with a sword, climaxes in the obser-
vation that, while indeed he brought the giant down with a stone, he actually slew 
him (17,51 is now the only verse to mention slaying) with a sword. 
Of course, in lacking verse 50 Version 1 obviates an apparent difficulty that 
Version 2 has. In the latter David seems to slay Goliath twice, once in verse 50 and 
again in verse 51; and every schoolboy knows a man cannot be killed twice. On the 
other hand schoolboys da not necessarily understand carefully constructed epics 
with sophisticated thought-flows. The absence of verse 50 from Version 1 looks all 
too much like a pedantic and ruinous attempt to get rid of an apparent difficulty. 
But more of that later. 
Meanwhile we must consider the final stretch of our narrative. lt extends from 
17,55 to 18,30; and we will start with the combined edition of this part of the narra-
tive. The section is composed of a series of three paragraphs, all of which end with a 
similar refrain, commenting an three things: (1) that David constantly went out 
to do battle for Saul and Israel; (2) that he behaved himself wisely; (3) that he thereby 
gained great popularity with the people. Thus : 
Para. 1. 17,55-18,5. As we have earlier seen, this paragraph is concerned with 
the transfer of David from his father, Jesse's household to Saul's household. Jonathan 
loves David, and Saul sends him an various military forays and appoints him as com-
mander over the men of war. The refrain reads ( 18,5) "And David went out wherever 
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Saul sent him; he behaved himself wisely, and Saul set him over the men of war, and 
it was good in the sight of all the people, and also in the sight of Saul's servants". 
Para. 2. 18,5-16. This paragraph deals with Saul's spasms of suspicion and jea-
lousy. The suspicioni was aroused by the song composed and sung by the warnen who 
welcomed Saul and David back from the battle (18,6-9). lt led to another violent 
attack on Saul by "the evil spirit from God", and a double attempt by Saul to trans-
fix David to the wall with his spear. David's double escape impressed Saul even more 
with the fact that God was with David and had departed from Saul. He feared him 
all the more; but instead of continuing with futile attempts at murdering him, Saul 
removed him from personal attendance on him both as harpist and commander, 
relegating him to the position of a captain over a thousand. The refrain reads ( 18, 
14-16) : "And he (David) went out and came in before the people. And David behaved 
himself wisely in all his ways; and the Lord was with him. And when Saul saw that 
he behaved himself very wisely, he stood in awe of him. But all Israel and Judah loved 
David; for he went out and came in before them". 
Para. 3. 18,17-30. This paragraph, as we have earlier seen, deals with the intro-
duction of David into Saul's family through marriage to his daughter, and with Saul's 
frustrated hope that love for his daughter would induce David to rash attacks an the 
Philistines and so to his death. The refrain reads ( 18,30) : "Then the princes of the 
Philistines went forth : and it came to pass, as often as they went forth, that David 
behaved himself more wisely than all the servants of Saul; so that his name was much 
set by". 
Obviously, then, here three paragraphs form a series with a common theme: 
David's ever increasing popularity in spite of all that Saul could da to the contrary. 
But let us next notice that none of these paragraphs, and none of these refrains, 
needlessly repeats the other. In Para. 1 Saul with Jonathan's approval andin recogni-
tion of David's victory, sets David over the men of war (18,5), i.e. presumably, as 
commander over the elite troops; and the refrain comments that this met with the 
approval of two, rather different, groups: "all the people", i.e. the nation at !arge, 
and "Saul's servants". The approval of the former group is understandable: the nation 
at !arge doubtless idolised David for his victory. That Saul's officers, both civil and 
military, approved of the appointment of young David to this exalted position, is, 
however, more noteworthy since they might have been expected to resent it out of 
jealousy. 
The refrain in Para. 2 ( 18, 16) makes a different and additional point. In order to 
get David out of the court, Saul appoints him ( 18, 13) a captain over a thousand. 
Compared with what he had been hitherto, "over the men of war" i.e. presumably, 
captain of the elite corps of troops, this new post may have been a demotion. But 
whether it was so thought of or not, it obviously brought him much more in contact 
with the general soldiery as the very next phrase observes : "and he went out and 
came in before the people". The result was the opposite of what Saul intended. Ta 
have him as their own commander widened David's popularity with the army in ge-
neral and the army's devotion to him increased : "all Israel and Judah loved David, 
for he went out and came in before them" ( 18, 16). 
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The third refrain ( 18,30) makes yet another and distinct point : in the numerous 
battles in the ongoing war against the Philistines David gained the reputation of 
being the cleverest commander in all Saul's army : "David behaved himself more 
wisely than all the servants of Saul, so that his name was much set by". In Para. 1 
David owes his appointment as captain of the elite corps to his prowess as a fighter 
in single combat : now in Para. 3 he excels in the very different rote of a regimental 
commander. 
We find, therefore, that the three paragraphs present a picture to the complete-
ness of which all three are necessary. There is no hint of unnecessary repetitiousness 
that might suggest that an originally shorter account has been filled out by an expan-
sionist addition. And the same is true of the two marriage stories (18,17-29). At first 
sight it might seem odd that having made two attempts to murder David ( 18, 10-12) 
Saul should then take the initiative [ 9] and suggest to David that he marry his daugh-
ter Merab. But closer inspection removes this apparent inconcinnity. First, both the 
assassination attempts and the offer of marriage to Merab come from Version 2. If 
there is any inconcinnity, it existed already in Version 2 : it is not the accidental 
result of a clumsy merger of Version 2 with Version 1. lndeed there is no inconcin-
nity in the combined version as it now stands [ 10]; inconcinnity only arises when one 
divides the narrative into two separate versions and then takes each version·s story 
separately, since in that case, as we have already noticed (p. 62), the double assassina-
tion attempt (18,10-12 = Version 2) would lack adequate explanation (the women's 
praise of David, 18,6-9, = Version 1) and the promise that whoever killed Goliath 
would get the king's daughter in marriage ( 17 ,25 = Version 2) would remain unful-
filled, since the offer of Merab ( 18, 17-19 = Version 2) is w ithdrawn and the marriage 
to Michal comes only in Version 1. But in the combined narrative, the narrative-se-
quence is perfectly intelligible. Saul, in the hearing of all the army promises his daugh-
ter in marriage to any man who kills Goliath. The intervention of the women's sang 
and of Saul's suspicions accounts for the delay in the fulfilment of the promise and for 
the private attempt to assassinate David. But that attempt having failed, Saul cannot 
postpone fulfilment of the promise indefinitely without losing face with the people, 
with whom David's popularity continues to increase. So presently it occurs to him 
that he could turn the obligation to his own advantage and get rid of David by a much 
more sophisticated way than murder. He would fulfil the promise, hold out to David 
the prospect of the marriage, laying down the apparently reasonable requirement 
"only be valiant for me and fight the Lord's battles (it even sounded pious)" and 
hoping that David's excess of zeal, sharpened by prospect of royal marriage, might 
betray him to death at the hands of the Philistines ( 18, 17). The scheme does not, 
however, work. David not only responds in a self-depreciating way ( 1 B, 18) - he 
does that an the second occasion too ( 18,23) - but he shows no enthusiasm for 
Merab such as he subsequently shows for Michal ( 18,26). Saul is therefore once more 
frustrated, until the rise of Michal's love for David ( 18,20) allows Saul to withdraw 
Merab, substitute Michal and thus still fulfil his promise, yet, because of the ardour 
of the young romance which is now involved, to substitute a much more vigorous 
and particular, in fact a seemingly suicidal, condition ( 18,25). In this connection, it 
is important to notice this difference between the generality and reasonableness of 
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Saul's request in 18, 17, and the particularity, unreasonableness and patently mur-
derous intention of his demand in 18,25. The narrative is progressive, not repetitious. 
The thought-flow is describing Saul's ever mounting frustration both in his attempt to 
stop David's ever increasing reputation with the army and the nation at !arge as we 
have already seen, and now in his efforts to avoid the necessity of fulfilling his promise 
and giving David one of his daughters to wife. And when David against all Saul's ex-
pectations and calculations succeeds in paying the impossible dowry twice over, the 
theme of Saul's mounting frustration in these two respects is brought neatly to its 
climax by two general statements : the first, summing up the marriage concerns of 
Paragraph 3, comments appropriately on the embarrassment to Saul of Michal's con-
tinuing and increased (by the dowry incident) love for David, and of the further evi-
dence provided by the dowry exploit that the Lord was with David ( 18,28-29); and 
the second, as we have already seen (p. 71), sums up the message of all three para-
graphs (18,30). And so Saul's mounting frustration at his failure to get rid of David by 
private and devious means leads on naturally to 19, 1 where he issues an explicit, 
official, public command to all his officers that David must be executed. 
The combined version, then, shows that it knows how to build up a story of 
mounting tension and frustration, and to develop a theme by repetition with variation, 
without falling into repetitiousness. What, then, of Version 1, taken by itself? 
Ta start with, it Jacks the whole of Paragraph 1, 17 ,55-18,5. The effect is that it 
has no initial welcome and acceptance of David by Saul after the battle, to act as a 
foil to the subsequent jealousy and growing hostility. Instead, it proceeds at once from 
David's success in the battle ( 17 ,54) to Saul's suspicion of him ( 18,6-9) and then, as 
a consequence of the further lack of 17, 10-11, to the immediate removal of David 
from attendance upon Saul to become a captain of a thousand ( 18, 12-13). The story 
is unlikely in itself. However jealous of David's success Saul was, initially he must, 
outwardly at least, have made some display, however insincere, of welcome and 
acceptance of the great new hero. Moreover, Version 1's lack is textually suspicious. 
lt has at 18,9, xal. DV Caou>. unoß>.e:n6µe:voc; tOV Aaue:lö ano tijc; l}µEpac; EXElVT)c; 
xat ETIEXELva which is a very apt description of the result of the warnen' sang, viz. 
angry suspicion. But then it immediately adds ( 18, 12) xat. Etpoß11811 Caou>. &no npoow-
nou ßOU(LÖ, ( 18, 13) J(Ql <ITIEOtl)O(V aÖtov an' auioü. This gives US two results, suspi-
cion and fear together, which goes against the normal practice both of Version 2 and 
of Version 1 itself elsewhere: 18,9 suspicion; 18,12 (Version 2) fear; 18,15 awe; 18,29 
increase of fear leading to permanent enmity (Version 2), or increase of awe (Version 
1). The reason why Version 1 has two results, jealousy and fear, coming one directly 
after the other at 18,9/12 becomes clear when one looks to see what Version 2 has in 
this position: between 18,9 and 18,12 Version 2 has Saul's double attempt at mur-
dering David,and it is David's double escape from what Saul thought would have been 
certain death, that makes Saul aware that the Lord is with David and has deserted 
Saul, and that, therefore, makes him not only suspicious of David but now in addition 
afraid of him. lt looks very much, therefore, as if Version 1 's lack at this point has 
telescoped its narrative. 
At any rate, the absence of Para. 1 from Version 1 means of course the absence 
of the first refrain ( 18,5). Version 1 nevertheless has the second refrain ( 18, 14-16) 
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but lacks the third refrain completely (18,30). The progression, therefore, that we 
found in Version 2 (first refrain : David's appointment as a result of his victory over 
Goliath, popular with the nation and with Saul's officers; second refrain : all Israel and 
Judah love David as their own military commander; third refrain : David gains reputa· 
tion as the cleverest commander in the army) is ruined (or simply non-existent) in Ver-
sion 1. Version 1 's summary of the dowry exploit in Para. 3 ( 17,28-29) is both shorter 
and less satisfactory than Version 2's summary. They both begin "And Saul saw and 
knew (Version 1 omits 'and knew') that the Lord was with David"; but while Version 
2 continues "and Michal Saul's daughter loved him", Version 1 continues "and all 
Israel loved him". But this is inept. Para. 3 has been talking of Michal's love for David, 
not lsrael's, and how Saul tried to use it to get David to undertake a suicide mission, 
and how David to Saul's embarrassment succeeded, and thus obliged Saul to give him 
Michal. And now the crowning embarrassment for Saul is that Michal loves David all 
the more for the courageous exploit he has performed in order to get her; and this 
love of Michal for David will later ( 19, 11-17) prove ruinous to another of Saul's mur-
derous schemes. To introduce Israel's love for David as the summary of Para. 3 shows 
Version 1 again as imperceptive of the thought-flow. Similarly, the conclusion of the 
summary in Version 2 : "And Saul was yet the more afraid of David, and Saul was 
David's enemy continually" : presents a logical progression. Saul's dowry-ruse has 
had the opposite result from what he intended, having led to a spectacular feat of arms 
on David's part, and having made Michal more in love with him than ever. Saul is 
understandably yet more afraid of David; and the increased fear leads to permanent 
hostility. Version 1's conclusion of the summary has simply "And Saul was still more 
wary of David". lts brevity is a mark of poverty more than of grace. 
Moreover, in lacking two out of the three refrains not only does Version 1 show 
itself imperceptive of the narrative progression, but, lacking the initial acceptance -
scene (17,55-18,5), the two mad but unsuccessful murder attempts(18,10-11) and the 
abortive offer of marriage to Merab ( 18, 17-19), Version 1 scarce has any narrative-
progression worth talking of. 
Now let us sum up our findings so far : 
In Section I we observed that certain features which, superficially understood, are 
commonly cited as evidence that Version 2 is discrepant with Version 1, do not in 
fact evince discrepancy at all. In themselves they give no ground for thinking that 
there were originally two versions, let alone that those versions were mutually dis· 
crepant. 
In Section II we studied the major components of Version 2. We found that these 
portions of narrative dealt with a common theme, and showed evidence of forming a 
narrative-progression; but that to bring out their full significance they needed to be 
placed in the context of a story strangely like the story as found in Version 1. lndeed, 
without the context of that story, Version 2's story would in the end be inexplicable. 
In Section III we have been looking at the combined (Version 1 plus Version 2) 
story, i.e. the story as it now stands in the MT, and trying to trace its thought-flow. 
Our idea was that if Version 1's original thought-flow had been infiltrated by later, 
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ill-adapted, elements from another version, those elements would show up as distur-
bances within an otherwise smooth-flowing narrative-sequence. We have discovered 
no such disturbances. On the contrary, we have found that the combined version 
as it stands is a highly-wrought, sophisticated, narrative-sequence, that everywhere 
makes excellent sense. The only unsatisfactory features we have found have been 
features peculiar to Version 1. 
IV. 
We must now make some attempt to interpret these observations. In this sec-
tion we shall do so from the point of view of literary history. In a final section we 
must briefly attempt the same thing from the point of view of textual history. 
The question of literary history is : How have these two versions, the shorter 
and the langer, come to be? Having so much in common they cannot be unrelated. 
Is then Version 1 an earlier version of the David-Goliath story, into which some 
later interpolator has inserted elements from some other version, so producing the 
MT ? Is the brevity and thinness of Version 1 a mark of primitiveness, even perhaps 
of classical restraint and good taste - compared with which the insertions from 
Version 2 stand out as a later and better stage in the evolution of the story, or alter-
natively as expansionism and bad taste ? Is the consistency of Version 1 a sign of the 
unifying mind of the original author, and the apparent inconsistencies introduced by 
Version 2 the tell·tale mark of an inept interpolator? Or does the brevity of Version 
1 show it to be a truncated version of the original story ? ls its consistency the result 
of a pedantic correction of the apparent inconsistencies of the combined version ? 
Is its thinness an impoverishment of the original story ? 
If the observations of III above are at all, or for the most part, sound, they must 
already have inclined us towards the second alternative. In so saying, I am basing my-
self an the same axiom as that adopted by the (completely opposite) majority view, 
namely the assumption that the original version of a story makes sense, and thus 
later alterations can be detected because they disturb the original thought-flow and 
mar the sense. Time and time again we have found that the combined version presents 
a thought-flow that makes excellent, detailed, well-constructed, sustained sense, in 
comparison with which Version 1 is inferior; while its two additions are ruinous to 
the thought-flow. lt is not likely that the combined version's richer and beautifully 
constructed narrative is the result of interpolations. 
But if the combined version is tobe regarded as the original form of the narrative, 
we are faced with the question why Version 1 has so many "omissions". Two observa-
tions are relevant to the question : ( 1) there is in our three chapters and their imme· 
diate context a whole series of apparent doublets in the combined version of which 
Version 1 consistently lacks one member; (2) in some instances the lack of one mem-
ber of the doublet obviates an apparent difficulty. 
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And the Philistine came on and drew near to David; and the man 
that bare the shield went before him. 
11,48 And it came to pass, when the Philistine arose, and came and drew near 
to meet David, that David hastened and ran toward the army to meet 
the Philistine. 
Version 1 lacks 17 ,41, and so avoids an apparent doublet. But, as we have seen above 
(p. 67), these two verses are not in fact doublets at all, for 17,41 does not duplicate 
the information given in 17,48. Along with 17,40 ( " ... and he (David) drew near to 
the Philistine") 17 ,41 describes the initial approach of the two heroes towards each 
other before they halt to interchange harangues; 17 ,48 describes the closing in on each 
other for the actual combat. Even if 17,41 is an addition in Version 2, it is not a 
doublet. But to be fair to Version 1, we must at this point notice a feature which we 
have so far neglected: Version 1 lacks not only 17,41 but part of 17,48 as weil, and 
has the rest of 17,48 differently phrased into the bargain. Its actual description of the 
heroes's approach to each other is : 
17,40 "And he (David) drew near to the Philistine" 
17 ,48 "And the Philistine arose and went to meet David". 
This implies that when David initially advanced towards Goliath, Goliath stayed put 
[ 11 ], and that similarly when Goliath eventually closed in on David, David stayed 
put, and simply used his sling from a standing position against the oncoming giant. 
In itself this neater version makes sense. Perhaps it is original. But against it so being 
stands the fact that by its simpler phrasing and its twin omissions it obviates an appa-
rent difficulty. When Version 2 says in 17,48 "And it came to pass that when the Phi-
listine arose and came and drew near to meet David ••• ", it might at the first reading 
seem to be referring back to the giant's approach in 17 ,41 - at least, it might so seem 
to someone who did not perceive the flow of the narrative too weil; and in that case 
Version 2 would appear to contradict itself. Its verses 41ft. would say that on the Phi· 
listine's approach he harangued David and David harangued him, whereas its verse 48 
would say that on the Philistine's approach David hastened, ran and felled him with a 
sling-stone. The solution of this difficulty would be simple : remove from 17 ,41 the 
approach of the giant altogether and simplify the statement of his approach in 17,48; 
then 17,48 will not appear to refer to 17,41; and remove David's approach to the 
giant from 17,48, and it will not then be confused with his approach in 17,40. If this 
then were a true account of the genesis of Version 1 here, Version 1 would be secon-
dary. Version 1 has in fact elsewhere already (p. 69) given evidence of not perceiving 
the true narrative-flow; but let us on this occasion reserve our decision for the time 
being. 
2. 17,50 "So David prevailed over the Philistine with a sling and with a stone, 
and smote the Philistine, and slew him; and there was no sword in 
David's hand." 
11,51 "And David ran and stood over the Philistine and took his sword, and 
drew it out of its sheath, and slew him and cut off his head." (Version 
1 omits "and drew it out of its sheath") 
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Again Version 1 Jacks the first member of the pair, and we have already considered 
(p. 70) what a disastrous shifting of the climax of the story this Jack produces. But 
here Jet us consider the nature of the difficulty that is obviated by this Jack in Version 
1. Version 2 has David apparently slay Goliath twice; once in verse 50 with a stone, 
and once in verse 51 with a sword. Now a man certainly cannot be killed, and then 
when dead, be killed all over again; and if Version 2 implies Goliath was so treated, 
Version 2 must stand convicted of the most incompetent bungling, while Version 1 's 
Jack is nothing but virgin innocence. But Version 2 does not necessarily imply any-
thing of the sort. A man may deliver his foe a mortal wound from which he would 
never recover even if he received no further wound : and in that sense the man may 
rightly be said to have killed his foe. But then if as the foe lies dying the man des-
patches him with a second mortal wound, this second act could also rightly be descri-
bed as killing the foe. And this is all Version 2 means; there is no real discrepancy 
between its verses 50 and 51. On the other hand a pedantic interpretation rnight weit 
assume a discrepancy and attempt to remove it. And that is what Version 1 seems to 
have done - at what cost we have already seen. 
J. 18, 10-11 Saul twice tries to transfix David to the wa/1 with his spear and David 
twice escapes. 
19,8-10 Saul attempts to transfix David to the wa/1 with his spear and David 
escapes. 
Yet again Version 1 Jacks the first member of the pair, and we have already seen 
(p. 72) the unsatisfactory state in which it leaves the narrative by this lack. Nor is 
Version 1 self-evidently better as a story or truer to life in having only one attempt. 
In fact by this criterion Version 2 is much more true to life. lt is a very common thing 
with mentally disturbed people of homicidal or suicidal tendencies, that after the first 
incident they will repent and promise improvement, and then when circumstances 
repeat themselves they will attempt to commit the same violent deed again. So here. 
The circumstances on both occasions were very similar : David had just won a re-
sounding victory over the Philistines ( 18,6-9 and 19,8) : Saul, in consequence, had 
just had one of his "attacks" ( 18, 10 and 19,9); and David was trying to soothe him by 
playing (18,10 and 19,9). After the first occasion, according to Version 2, Saul had 
removed David from him (18,13), that is David ceased to be a courtier in personal 
attendance upon Saul. Obviously, when the official order went out for his execution 
(19,1) David was not at court. But when Jonathan reasoned with his father, Saul re-
lented and professed he would not kill David. And so "Jonathan brought David to 
Saul and he was in his presence as beforetime" (19,7), and David had resumed his 
office as harpist which had been interrupted so rudely on the first occasion. And 
then it happened all over again. This is not only a true to life feature; it was apparent-
ly a recurring feature in Saul's illness : chapter 24 records Saul's attempt to find and 
destroy David, and then his professed repentance; but there presently follows in 
chapter 26 another almost identical attempt on David's life. 
Version 1 's Jack, then, can scarcely claim to present a self-evidently better nar-
rative; but it could easily be the result of a dislike of apparent doublets. 
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4. 18, 17-19 Saul affers his daughter Merab ta David ta wife, then gives her ta 
sameane eise. 
18,20-29 Saul gives his daughter Micha/ to David ta wife. 
Once more Version 1 omits the first member of the pair; but we have already shown 
(see above p. 72f) that these two incidents are not doublets: they differ significantly, 
and fit superbly weit into a very carefully constructed narrative-sequence in Version 2. 
There is no obvious reason for preferring Version 1's paler and thinner story. Its lack 
is much more likely to result from its typical dislike of apparent doublets. 
5. 18, 1-4 Jonathan Javes David as his awn sau/ and expresses it by gifts and a 
cavenant. 
20, 16-17 Jonathan Javes David as his awn sau/ and expresses it in an aath. 
Yet once again Version 1 lacks the first member of the pair. Its lack seems tobe bound 
up with its lack of the immediately preceding verses, 17,55-58, and is part of its com-
plete lack of any favourable "reception-scene" after David's victory over Goliath. 
On the general unsatisfactoriness of the absence of such a scene from Version 1 
we have already spoken (p. 73) and must presently speak again. For the moment we 
should notice that in Version 2, Jonathan's love for David expressed in 18,1-4, is the 
first member of a progression (see next 19,1-7; 20,1-42) which climaxes in Jonathan's 
championing of David before Saul and in Saul's declaration: " ... da I not know that 
you have chosen the son of Jesse to your own shame ... as lang as the son of Jesse 
lives ... you will not be established, nor your kingdom (20,30-31)". This matter is, of 
course, supremely important to the major theme of 1 Samuel : the eclipse of the 
hause of Saul by the hause of Jesse. Jonathan the crown-prince's love for, and preser-
vation of, David, would, as Saul shrewdly saw, speit the eventual demise of the dynasty 
of Saul. Therefore the point at which the narrative will place the rise of this love for 
David on the part of Jonathan is exceedingly significant in the development of the 
book as a whole. 
According to Version 2, the very moment David returned from the field with 
the head of Goliath in his hand ( 17,58), Jonathan was there, along with Saul, to wel-
come him ( 18, 1-3); and so filted was Jonathan with admiration for David as a single-
combat warrior that he gave him his own royal warrior's weapons in recognition of 
his exceltence, and made a covenant with him. And this is very natural. [A classicist 
will think of the exchange of armour and the making of a pledge by the warriors 
Diomedes and Glaucus in Homer, I/iad VI 212-236 and of the gifts of armour 
between Ajax and Hector in I/iad VII 303-305.] The earlier chapter, 14, has shown 
that Jonathan, as a single-handed warrior, was far superior to his father. By the time 
Goliath challenged Israel, Jonathan was Israel's chief hero; and when David did, what 
even Jonathan was afraid to da, it is only to be expected that Jonathan would be the 
very first, after the king, to welcome him, and to acknowledge his prowess by giving 
him a set of hero's armour, his own in fact. This gesture eventualty proved more signi-
ficant than Jonathan realised at the time; but Version 2 is surely right in beginning 
the progression of the Jonathan-David theme at this point. 
Compared with this Version 1 is incredible. According to it Jonathan, Israel's 
leading single-combat warrior, might as weit not have existed. When David returns 
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from killing Goliath, Jonathan is not there to meet him; nor is any reaction from 
Jonathan heard of throughout the whole of chapter 18. All Israel and Judah love 
David (18,16), but what Jonathan feit we are not told. Saul was suspicious of David, 
and removed him to be a captain over a thousand; but still nothing about Jonathan. 
Even Saul's daughter Michal is reported as falling in love with David, and marrying 
him, before anything is heard of Jonathan's reaction ( 18,20). And when at last Jona-
than's delight in David is mentioned (19,2), it is mentioned almest casually, by way of 
explaining why Jonathan warned David of the execution order. One can only repeat 
that after the build-up of Jonathan as Israel's finest hero in chapter 14, Version 1 's 
complete lack in the immediate post-combat scene in chapter 18 of any reaction an 
Jonathan's part to David's stunning victory is, if original, incomprehensible both as 
history and as epic. But it surely is not original. Version 1's typical dislike of doublets 
has doubtless been at work here too; but perhaps other factors have been involved, 
and to their consideration we must now turn. 
In the first place we notice that the "welcome-scene"(18,1-5) is introduced by 
the famous (or notorious) verses, 17,55-58 in which Saul enquires who David's father 
is, so apparently contradicting 16, 18-22 which represent Saul as knowing full weil 
who David's father is. 17,55-58 moreover are inseparably connected with the "wel-
come-scene", because 18, 1 explicitly makes the point that it was while David stood 
there with the head of the giant in his hand, answering Saul's questions about his 
father, that "the soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of David". If, therefore, 
17,55-58 were feit to be discrepant with 16, 18-22 by some ancient editor (as they are 
by most modern commentators) and an that score removed, they would be almest 
bound to take 18,1-5 with them. 
F or that reason we must turn aside here to consider this alleged discrepancy 
which has convinced so many scholars that 17,55-58 are a secondary interpolation. 
This discrepancy depends an the insistence that 16, 18-22 must mean nothing less 
than that Saul informed himself fully an everything to da with David's father, and an 
a similar insistence that 17 ,55-58 must not mean anything more than that Saul was 
interested to know the name of David's father. Neither insistence is necessary, nor, 
in the light of the narrative thought-flow, reasonable. Having been supplied by his 
servants with an acceptable harpist, it was natural for Saul to "request" (i.e. com-
mand) his father to !et the young man stay at the royal hause. lt is not true to life 
to imagine that that means that Saul sent the message directly himself - he would 
have left that to one of the officers who had found and suggested David. lt is not even 
true to life to imagine that Saul thereafter necessarily remembered the name of David's 
father, or cared twopence about him, let alone investigated his background, family 
and all about him. Similarly, it is not true to life to imagine that in 17,55-58 Saul is 
simply concerned to know the name of David's father. Saul has just promised to give 
his daughter in marriage to the man who kills Goliath, and to make his father's hause 
free in Israel ( 17,25). Naturally, when Saul sees David actually going out to meet 
Goliath, and even more so when he sees him returning triumphant, Saul will be con-
cerned to know not just the name of, but everything about, David's father and the 
family which, if he keeps his promise, is now to be allied by marriage to the royal 
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family. And we as readers must at this point be made aware that David is of the hause 
of Jesse, for it is the hause of Jesse that has at this moment eclipsed the hause of 
Saul in military prowess, and is destined eventually to supplant it as the reigning 
hause. 
The discrepancy then is far from irreconcilable, and when we consider the last-
mentioned literary considerations that made necessary at 17 ,55-18,6 a heavy emphasis 
on the fact that David was the son of Jesse (see also p. 60), we cannot allow that the 
apparent discrepancy proves 17 ,55-58 a secondary interpolation. But if modern 
scholars hold 17 ,55-58 to be an irreconcilable discrepancy, so may an ancient editor, 
and he may have removed the whole section 17,55-18,5 in consequence. 
But there are more pressing reasons why an ancient editor may have removed this 
section. To understand them we start with another apparent doublet: 
17,57 And as David returned from the slaughter of the Phi/istine ••• 
18,6 And it came to pass as they came, when David returned from the 
s/aughter of the Philistine ... 
The point here is that these almest (but not completely) identical time notes intro-
duce very different, and at first sight incompatible, incidents. The first time-note 
says that on David's return from the slaughter of the Philistine Jonathan feit into 
deep admiration for David, Saul would not let him go harne any more but took him 
into the royal hause, Jonathan gave him his armour and made a pledge with him, and 
Saul set him over the elite corps of soldiers. The second time-note says that when 
David returned from the slaughter of the Philistine, the warnen sang a sang that en-
furiated Saul ( 18,8) and made Saul suspicious of David from that day onwards. 
Version 1 has apparently feit that these two reactions on Saul's part to David's 
victory are so incompatible that they could not possibly have both happened at the 
same time. lt has, therefore, removed the whole of 17,55-18,5, and since this excision 
brought the dancing-women episode to stand immediately after David's victory ( 17, 
54) there was no need for the introductory time-note in 18,6; it excised that as well. 
But it excised more, for the same reason. Version 2 says that the day after ( 18, 10) 
the warnen sang the sang that caused Saul such anger and suspicion, David was playing 
to Saul in the palace when Saul tried to murder him (18,10-11) and having failed, 
removed him from him. Version 1 will have none of that, and its sequence shows 
why : "And Saul was suspicious of David from that day onwards, and Saul was afraid 
of David and removed him from him", that is to say, Version 1 feels 1that if Saul was 
suspicious of David, he could not have taken David into the palace, let alone have 
him play to him; he must remove him from his presence at once. 
New this results in the most unlikely story as we have already remarked, that 
David should not only get no welcome from Saul and Jonathan after the battle, but 
should instead be almest at once removed from the royal presence; and it springs 
from a pedantic attjtude to the two time-notes, a false sense of psychology, and a 
failure to understand the narrative technique of 1 Samuel. 
The fact that both incidents are described as taking place "as David returned 
from the slaughter of the Philistine" does not imply that they happened at the same 
hour. The first happened immediately after the victory, on the battlefield, just outside 
the royal tent. David still had the giant's head in his hand, and Jonathan being still 
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armed, naturally strips himself of his armour and gives it to David. The second inci-
dent, though still happening as David returned from the slaughter of the Philistine, 
would not have happened until hours, or maybe days, afterwards. 
Secondly, it would be simplistic psychology to imagine that when the women's 
sang provoked Saul's resentment and suspicion, Saul could not have proceeded with 
his earlier decision to keep David at the palace, but must have immediately removed 
him from the royal presence. Version 2 is much truer to life in relating that though 
suspicion was sown in Saul's mind by the sang, it did not break out into open hosti-
lity until later [ 12]. 
Thirdly, there is another apparent time-table difficulty. Version 2's apparent suc-
cession of events is : at the return from the victory Saul appoints David to the com-
mand of the men of war, and David fulfils all the commissions Saul gives him wisely 
( 18,5); at the return the warnen sing and Saul grows suspicious of David : next day 
he tries to murder him (18,11); failing, he grows afraid of David (18,12) and removes 
him from him, and appoints him captain over a thousand ( 18, 13). 
Now, if this succession is intended in strict chronological order, with each item 
happening immediately after the other, then certainly Version 2 has blundered ap-
pallingly. To see how appallingly, Jet us be pedantic ourselves for a moment. On his 
return from the slaughter of the giant David is appointed commander of the men of 
war and goes on several successful errands; at the same time, on his return from the 
slaughter, the warnen sing and Saul becomes suspicious. The very next day Saul tries 
to murder David, fails, and becoming afraid immediately sends him away to become 
a captain of a thousand. How then would David have gone on errands as commander 
of the men of war, and gained great popularity thereby, as 18,6 says, if the very next 
day after being appointed commander he was in fact exiled from the palace and 
given a different post as captain of a thousand as 18, 10-13 says ? 
But to suppose that Version 2 has constructed its narrative after such a pedantic 
sense of time-table is to miss an important feature of its narrative technique. To il-
lustrate that technique Jet us cite an analogous case from a much later author. In 
chapter 3 of his Gospel Luke the Evangelist describes the ministry of John the Baptist, 
beginning with its inception in verses 1-2 and ending with its close when John is 
imprisoned in verse 20. And then in verse 21 Luke proceeds to teil of the baptism of 
Jesus. Now we know from the other Evangelists (1) that John in fact baptised Jesus 
before John was imprisoned, and (2) that John was not imprisoned until some consi-
derable time alter the baptism of Jesus. lt would be absurdly pedantic to demand that, 
because Luke has John imprisoned in verse 20, and only begins to mention Jesus' 
baptism in verse 21, Luke means to teil us that Jesus' baptism happened after John's 
imprisonment and that John did not baptise Jesus. The fact is that Luke's narrative 
is not strictly chronological, and was not intended to be. By a narrative device, very 
common in all ages, Luke has decided first to deal with John's ministry from begin-
ning to end in one sweep, concentrating attention on the manner and content of 
John's preaching, the people's reaction to it and finally Herod's reaction to it. That 
done, Luke with his next verse goes back in time, without saying so, to describe an 
incident, Jesus' baptism, which in fact took place before John's imprisonment; and he 
does it this way because in his train of thought the baptism of Jesus is linked not so 
much with John the Baptist as with other things. 
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And so with Version 2's account of what happened "as David carne frorn the 
slaughter of the giant". The first narrative-succession says he was irnrnediately wel-
comed by Saul and Jonathan on the battlefield. And then it carries an that therne 
and relates how he was subsequently appointed comrnander of the rnen of war and 
went out on sundry successful errands for Saul and became very popular as a result. 
And so this narrative-succession follows its therne to its proper climax which it marks 
with the first "refrain" ( 18,5). 
Then the narrative back-tracks, not all the way to the point of Saul and Jona-
than's welcorne on the battlefield, but to a somewhat later point when Saul and 
David were returning harne and were welcorned by the singing warnen. Though Saul at 
once becornes angry and suspicious, he carries on with his intention of taking David 
into the palace. But the next day he tries to murder hirn. F ailing, he becomes afraid 
of David; and then he rernoves him and rnakes hirn a captain of a thousand. But again, 
the fact that verse 11 reports the failed rnurder atternpt, verse 12 Saul's fear, and verse 
13 the rernoval of David to the different post, is not necessarily rneant to imply that 
the removal happened the very nex t hour, day, week or rnonth after the murder at-
ternpt. Version 2 is sirnply continuing with the anger-suspicion-succession in the nar-
rative and describing what it eventually led to. In strict chronology there rnay weil 
have been a considerable time between the failed murder attempt and Saul's eventual 
decision to remove David frorn the palace, during which interval David would have 
gone an his forays as comrnander of the elite rnen of war. But this narrative-succes-
sion is no langer interested in that interval; rather it pursues its own interest (see 
p. 71 above) until it too arrives at its own clirnax which it rnarks with a "refrain" 
(18, 16). 
That done, it turns itself to another narrative-succession, concerned with the 
reward of David after his victory over the giant, narnely the marriage-to-the-king's• 
daughter-succession ( 18, 17). At what exact chronological point after David's re-
turn from the slaughter of the giant, these rnarriage proposals began to be rnade, 
we are not told, nor is any atternpt rnade to relate them chronologically to the detailed 
events of the first two narrative-successions. Version 2 is not interested in such matters 
of time-table. This is its third picture of the different reactions to David's victory : 
like the other two it is told as a self-contained unit, leading up to its own conclusion 
(18,28-29) and then followed by a general refrain (18,30) which indicates that it too 
belongs to, and now completes, the series of three sketches which describe the results 
and repercussions of David's victory. 
Now Version 1 's narrative sequence is far more simple and chronologically 
straightforward than this; but the sirnplicity is not a sign of originality; rather is 
it an indication that Version 1 has failed to appreciate the more sophisticated narra-
tive-technique of Version 2, and, seeking to correct Version 2, has reduced it to its 
own simplistic and impoverished story. 
In general, therefore,we conclude that Version 1 is not sorne earlier independent 
version which has subsequently been interpolated by an inept reviser. The combined 
version is the original version, which someone with a very literalistic, unimaginative 
mind has truncated, thinking thereby to improve it by removing doublets and discre-
pancies. lt may not be without significance that a pedantic sense of time-tabling has 
contributed to the truncation. 
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V. 
The final question is one of textual criticism : at what point in the transmission 
of the original story did the truncation take place ? On this question I do not feel 
at all certain, and I would in fact like more time than I have recently had at my dispo· 
sal, in order to investigate the textual question in its wider contexts. For the moment I 
reserve my opinion. 
Nevertheless I feel it important that we should recognise all the theoretical possi-
bilities. The truncation could have happened : 
(i) at the level of the transmission of the Hebrew text; 
(ii) at the level of the translators into Greek; 
(iii) at the level of some reviser of the Greek. 
As for (i), ps.-Aristeas (Section 30) is witness, if we need one, that in his day 
there were carelessly edited Hebrew texts in circulation. And we should not forget 
what Zuntz pointed out long ago, namely that the verb OT)µa111w which ps.-Aristeas 
uses is also used by Aristobulus to describe his re-writing of Aratus' poem in which 
he deliberately changes what Aratus originally wrote in order to make the poem say 
what Aristobulus thought Aratus meant - or ought to have meant. 
As for (ii) I take ET's point ( TCUS p. 52) that if a book is in general translated 
literally, it makes it less likely that the translator omitted !arge sections which were 
found in his Vorlage. But I do not think that this should be exalted into an absolute 
rule. Just as you cannot say that a translator who 95 o/o of the time translates faith-
fully will never indulge in a Targumic paraphrase which completely changes the sense 
of a passage which he finds unacceptable - the translator of, say, Exodus, does preci-
sely that; so you cannot, it seems to me argue, that a translator who translates fully 
all he finds acceptable will never omit passages that he finds unacceptable or unintel-
ligible. 
There is, of course, evidence that the translator did not perceive some of the 
finer details of the story. At 17,6 he took ll"PJ to be a shield, perhaps because it is 
said to be between Goliath's shoulders, and because Goliath's spear is mentioned in 
the next verse. 111'.l is, of course, a dart, and this detail, that a single-combat hero 
would have both a spear and a dart, is true to the mode of ancient warfare. But having 
mistaken 111'.l for a shield in verse 6, when he comes to the real shield ( the big full 
length n!~, which, again true to life, the Hebrew says the hero's squire carried for 
him) in verse 7, he simply paraphrases it vaguely as ta 011>.a. Repeating the mistake 
in 17,45 he spoils the sense, though doubtless unwittingly : mention of a defensive 
weapon is out of place in a !ist of offensive weapons by means of which Goliath 
hopes to kill David. 
This shows the translator ignorant of the exact meaning of technical terms, and 
imperceptive of the finer details of the thought-flow : but this is not the same thing 
as showing that he would have deliberately omitted passages. Certainly, as we have 
shown above, the person who made the additions in 17,43 was disastrously imper-
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ceptive of the narrative thought-flow; but again that does not prove that he was the 
same person as the translator. 
As for (iii) ps-Aristeas says that when the translation of the Law was finished, 
curses were pronounced on any who should revise the text by adding or transposing, 
or excising anything (Section 311). This certainly shows that ps-Aristeas regarded it 
as all too possible that people might revise the Creek by addition, omission and 
change of order. He may even have known of editions that had in fact suffered these 
things. Not all revisions of the Greek were aimed at bringing the Greek closer into line 
with the Hebrew of the prolo-MT. The person responsible for the editorial remarks 
at. 1 Kings 2,35e and 2,35k knew of the order which we now have in the MT and 
disapproved of it. At any rate, believing, as I do, that a pedantic sense of time-tabling 
lies behind some of the peculiarities of order in the Greek of 1 Kings, I am naturally 
suspicious that a similar pedantic sense of time-tabling, which seems to have contri-
buted to the truncation evident in Version 1, may have arisen in the same quarter. 
But, as I say, for the moment I reserve my opinion. 
And now I apologise for the length of this paper and for its discursiveness. But the 
time necessary to make it more concise would have delayed it even further; and I 
have already delayed it for an unconscionably lang time. I thank you all for your 
great patience. 
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NOTES 
In the course of producing this working paper I have profited greatly from lengthy 
discussions with my colleagues, Dr. M.J. Aiden of the Greek Department and Mr. 
D.F. Payne of the Semitics Department, of The Queen's University of Belfast. I 
thank them both. 
The famous Irish single-combat hero, Ct'.ichulainn, was a beardless youth; on first 
encountering him older heroes feit it an insult to their skill and status to be asked 
to fight him. See T. Kinsella, The Tain, Oxford University Press, 1970, pp. 119, 
127. I owe this reference to Dr. Aiden. 
My readers at this stage will be conversant with the scholarly literature on the 
literary criticism of these chapters and will readily perceive where I differ from 
the majority view. I shall, therefore, refrain, at this stage, from burdening this 
working paper with detailed references to the scholarly literature. 
There are, of course, translational and, possibly, textual difficulties in this verse; 
but they do not materially affect the argument at this point. 
I owe this observation to Dr. Aiden. 
As Etarcomol does Cuchulainn, The Tain, p. 119. Similarly, "Cur went forth, 
but he drew back when he saw a beardless boy opposing him. 'This is unfitting' 
he said. 'You pay my skill a great compliment ! If I knew this was the one I had 
to meet, I would never have come. 1'11 send him a boy of his own age from among 
my people."' ibid. p. 127. 
Strictly speaking according to ET's definition of Version 1 (Version 1 = LXX & 
MT, Version 2 = MT alone) these two plusses are not Version 1, since they are not 
shared by the MT. What then are they ? They are deliberate enough, the second 
particularly so. Are we to regard them as deliberate alterations of Version 1 ? 
Dr must we speak of a Version 3? Actually ET's definition does not mean to 
imply that the LXX got Version 1 from the MT; it got it from some other Hebrew 
text. That other text might weil have had these plusses - indeed, if ET is correct 
in claiming that the LXX translators were faithful to their Vorlage, that other 
text which was the LXX's source of Version 1 did have these plusses. F or that 
reason, therefore, I attribute these plusses to Version 1. 
I owe this second observation to Mr. Payne. 
lt is to be noted that Michal feil in love with David, and that only when Saul had 
been told of it ( 18,20) did he grasp the opportunity with which this budding 
romance presented him, and suggest her marriage to David. There is no suggestion 
that Merab feil in love with David. In her case Saul took the initiative, prompted 
solely by the promise made before the battle ( 17,25). 
10 I refer here simply to the marriage stories and their immediate context. 
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11 Subsequent rabbis had their own reasons for maintaining that Goliath was in fact 
unable to advance towards David. A propos of 17 ,44, "R. Abba b. Kahana said : 
The earth held him fast. R. Tanhuma remarked : I will state the reason. lt does 
not say, 'And I will come to thee', but 'Come to me', teaching you that the earth 
held him fast" (Midrash Rabbah, Leviticus, XXI.2. transl. by J.J. Slotki, Soncino 
Press, 1951). 
12 Classicists will recall how differences between Alexander and his foster brother 
Clitus which had been rankling in the latter's mind for some time, eventually 
erupted at a dinner·party when both men were drunk and led to Alexander's 
running through Clitus with his spear. 
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SECOND THOUGHTS ON DAVID AND GOLIATH 
A comparison of the four papers on the differences between the LXX and the MT 
in 1 Sam 17-18, written respectively by DB, DG, ET and myself, is most challenging. 
Dur approaches to the problems and the proposed solutions are to a (arge extent 
divergent. lt seems to me that further discussion among the four authors will not lead 
to an agreement in as far as the solutions are concerned. On the other hand, some 
additional thoughts on the methods used in the analysis of the problem might be 
appropriate. In this short paper, these methodological comments will be followed by a 
few remarks on particular details in 1 Sam 17-18. 
I. METHODS 
On the level of methodology, some agreement seems to exist : in the discussion 
of the model case concerning the differences between the LXX and the MT in 1 Sam 
17·18, textual criticism should be complemented with literary criticism. Neither 
method in question can be strictly separated from the other. In the literary critical 
approach a historical investigation concerning the origins and the growth of the text 
should be included. Thus far, everybody appears to agree. A first point of discord 
can be found in the sequence in which the different methods are applied. DB and DG 
begin with some sort of literary criticism, whereas ET and I start with textual cri-
ticism. 
A. Textual criticism 
A close reading of the four papers strengthened my conviction that the data and 
questions of textual criticism should be handled first. To a certain extent, they present 
facts, providing a sound basis for further more hypothetical theories. The differences 
between the Hebrew and the Greek texts should be noted carefully, including both 
pluses and minuses (cf. ET). The witnesses should be taken seriously, not overlooking 
the evidence from Qumran and from patrological sources such as Hippolytus. Once 
these data are listed and checked, one should ask whether the difference between the 
Greek and the Hebrew texts are intentional or unintentional and whether they are 
due to a scribe, an editor or a translator. lt is not to be taken for granted that all of 
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the differences are due to one and the same cause. In order to define the responsi-
bilities of the translator, attention should be paid to the degree of literalness of his 
translation. The text value of so-called Hebraisms in the pluses of the Greek text 
should not be overestimated, however tempting this may be. Indeed, it is not always 
easy to make a sharp distinction between Hebraisms on the one hand and idioms 
proper to the style and language of the translator on the other. Moreover, when a 
translator added his remarks, he often took his inspiration from the context, so that 
his own Greek could hardly be distinguished from his translation-Greek. An example 
can be found in verse 36. The langer Greek plus is stuffed with Hebraisms. However, 
this does not prove that the translator simply followed his Hebrew Vorlage. Theoreti-
cally at least, he might have been inspired by verse 26, where similar expressions 
occur. 
When no priority is given to textual criticism, the hypothetical character of the 
discussion is likely to be too obvious from the outset. This might be the case in the 
paper of DB which from the IJeginning distinguishes between three stories in 1 Sam 
16-18. The approach of DG might seem less hypothetical. He reads the final text 
presented by the MT as a self-contained unit. He considers it a beautiful narrative 
with a good plot. Though this approach may be interesting, one wonders whether it 
is appropriate when attempting to explore the difference between the MT and the 
LXX. When, for the sake of argument, he supposes that at one stage there were two 
independent versions, he forgets to take into consideration that the final editor may 
have adapted the stories. The editor's effort might explain some repetitions as weil 
as some similarity in style and expressions. 
B. Literary criticism 
The textcritical study soon reveals that the differences between the Hebrew and 
the Greek texts can hardly be attributed solely to a copyist. If copyist it be, then this 
copyist must also have been acting as an editor, reworking the text and not purely 
transcribing it. A similar reasoning applies to the translator. When one accuses him of 
having shortened the text, then one considers him not merely a translator but an 
editor as weil. In both cases we are entering the realm of literary criticism and more 
specifically the realm of the history of the redaction. When the editorial activity was 
due to the translator, then it probably should be characterized as an attempt towards 
harmonization with the context. When it was due to a copyist of the Hebrew text, 
then it most likely implied a combination of two originally independent stories, or 
a reworking and a framing of one older independent narrative. 
Unambiguous traces of editorial activity are not always easy to be found. The 
editor was not necessarily pedantic, or stupid, or both. He may have done a good job 
and produced a hight quality final product. When the langer Hebrew text proves to 
be a nice piece of literature, to be preferred over the Greek text, it does not necessa-
rily follow that it preserved the more original version. On the other hand, when one 
prefers the shorter Greek text over the Hebrew with its many tensions and alledged 
contradictions, one should not hastily conclude that the Greek version is the more 
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original one. Contradictions, tensions and doublets are sometimes less obvious than 
they are thought to be often. Moreover, tensions and doublets may be part of an 
original, fine literary composition, and contradictions may be original ingredients 
of a less refined literary product. On the other hand, the occurrence of expressions 
or even sentences in several parts of a text does not necessarily prove the original 
unity of the narrative. The final editor may have used and reused these terms and 
turnings in order to produce a better unity between several originally independent 
sections. 
II. PARTICULAR DETAILS 
After these rather general remarks on methods and methodology, we come to 
some particular problems proper to the present case. We have to single out a couple 
of them since it is impossible here to react to all the arguments brought to the fore 
by the other authors. We will first deal with the passages on Merab and Michal in 1 
Sam 18,17-19 and 20-27 and second, with the introductory verse in 17,12. 
One of the reasons why I pay special attention to the stories of Merab and Michal 
here is that I neglected them in my first paper where I confined myself inasmuch as 
possible to the battle of David and Goliath in 1 Sam 17,1-18,5. In his paper, ET mere-
ly remarks that in both versions (18,17-19 and 18,20-27) Saul offers David one of his 
daughters without giving any cross reference (p. 41). According to him, this juxtapo• 
sition creates serious problems (p. 42). The views of DB and of DG are more detailed 
and more unusual. According to DB, the notice about Merab in 18,17-19 collides 
with 2 Sam 21,8 (p. 52). The LXX omitted the section in order to avoid the contradic-
tion. DG on the other hand, insists on the perfect harmony of the MT (p. 72-73, 78). 
According to him, him, the narrative in 1 Sam 18,17-27 is progressive and not repetitious 
(p. 73). One wonders how he solves the problem brought up by DB. Does 2 Sam 
21,8 fit the harmonious presentation of the MT ? Other objections and questions may 
disturb his views. Are the sections on Merab and Michal still part of the story (stories) 
on David and Goliath ? Contrary to DG's opinion, they have not connection with 
Saul's promises in 17,25 : "The king will enrich (him) with great riches, and will give 
him his daughter, and make his father's house free in Israel". When one wishes to 
connect the gift of Saul's daughter with the promise in question, then one should be 
able to show how the other aspects of the promise were kept. However, this may be 
difficult. Nothing is said about the riches bestowed on David nor about the freedom 
given to his father's house. Moreover, the story does not present the stories of Saul's 
daughters as a fulfillment of the promise but rather as apart of Saul's plan to remove 
David. 
I agree with DG in saying that the two episodes on Merab and Michal respectively 
can be seen as successive steps in Saul's plan. However, this does not allow us to con-
clude that the original story had both episodes. The present MT version may be due to 
an editor who knew different stories about David and Saul's daughter(s). The LXX 
knew only the one on Michal. If his Vorlage had attested to Merab's story as weil, 
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the translator might not have omitted it in order to avoid the contradiction with 
2 Sam 21,8. He might rather have changed Michal's name into Merab's in 21,8. This is 
indeed the solution proposed by many of the Greek manuscripts having the section an 
Merab in 1 Sam 18,17-19. A similar solution is found in 2 Sam 21,19 where the MT 
states that Elhanan slew Goliath, which obviously is in contradiction with 1 Sam 17, 
where David kills Goliath. The LXX simply changed Goliath into Godolias. Or was 
it the author of the Vorlage of the LXX ? The name Godolias ('71iA) as a Hebraism 
pleads in favor of this supposition. 
The reasons for turning once more to 17, 12 are different. When one does not 
accept the MT of 1 Sam 17-18 as an original unit, then 17, 12 most likely presents a 
suture in which editorial activities may be expected. As far as I could see, DG merely 
notes that the verse in question and the following ones, if taken as the very commence-
ment of a story, teil us both too much and too little to function as the introductory 
presentation of the dramatis personae. He compares the verses with the usual intro-
ductory lines found in 1, 1; 9, 1 and 25,2-3 without however working out the compa-
rison and without weighing the possibilities of editorial reworking of 17, 12ss ( p. 5 7). 
DB notes that verses 12.15 betray traces of a redactional adaptation, suggesting that 
the MT combined several originally independent stories (p.48). ET does not seem to 
pay much attention to the verse. 
In my opinion, 17, 12 and the following verses have been reworked by an editor. 
Moreover, the original form of the verse and even its present one appear to show many 
similarities with the incipits in 1 Sam 1, 1; 9, 1 and Judges 13,2. The stories following 
upon these incipits also display striking similarities in their composition. 
The grammatical structure of verse 12 is odd. With S.R. Driver we may say that 
nm added to ,n,gl( is contrary to grammar. "The Ephratite" would be nm ,n,!>Ni1 lll'Nil. 
An editor may have added mn in order to connect verse 12 and following with chapter 
16 : "Now David was the son of an Ephratite, this very one (mn) from Bethlehem in 
Judah, named Jesse" (cf. P. Kyle McCarter, p. 301). Further, the final part of the sen-
tence D'llllN.l N.l does not seem to make sense. Same other details in 17,12 are most 
unusual and even incongruous. When David is in evidence in the beginning of the 
sentence one expects him to be the subject of some major feat. Sentences with a si-
milar structure, "X, son of Y, a Z-ite", confirm this expectation : compare with 
1 Kings 11,26 : "Jeroboam, the San of Nabat, an Ephraimite of Zeredah ... lifted up 
his hand against the king"; 2 Sam 21,20 : "Elhanan the son of Joareoregim, a Bethle-
hemite, slew Goliath ... ". In 1 Sam 17,12, one finds nothing of the sort. Not David, 
but Jesse, his father, is focused upon. Moreover, hardly one of the sentences begin-
ning with "X, son of Y, a Z-ite", show the variant given in 1 Sam 17,12: "X, son of 
a man (a Z-ite) from W whose name was Y". The only instance coming close to it is 
to be found in 2 Sam 17 ,25 : "Amasa, son of a man whose name was Ithra, the lshma-
elite". However, this notice follows upon a sentence in which Amasa was brought to 
the fore by the narrator. The reader of this sentence expects further information 
about him. No similar context is given in 17, 12. David enters the scene unexpectedly. 
The verse appears to have been tampered with. The comparison with 1 Sam 1, 1; 
9, 1 and Judges 13,2 invites some minor reconstructions : 
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V.2 l!,llr,( 1nl1 
(locality) ll 
J. Lust 
1 Sam 1,1ft 
V, 1 l!,llr,( 1nl1 
(locality) Jll 
1 Sam 9,1ff 1 Sam 17,12ss 
l!,llr,( ,n,, V .12 l!,llr,( [ ,n,,] 
(locality) ll (locality) D 
1Dl!l1 11l1!11 11l1!11 1Dl!l1 
(his wife) , (2 wives) 1'11 v.2 (a son) 1'11 (8/4?sons) 1'11 
The subject of all these introductory verses is the father of the hero. This entails that 
17, 12, like the parallel verses had ,n,, at its beginning and not David. The father in 
question probably had four sons only and not eight. Indeed, 17 ,20.28 strongly sug-
gests that David had only three brothers and they had followed Saul to the battle. 
When David had to leave as weil, the sheep had to be left with a keeper, no brother 
being available to tend them. The final redactor gave the father eight sons in order 
to harmonize the story with 16, 1ff. 
Verse 12 must have been reworked in a period in which it had become customary 
to associate Ephrata with Bethlehem and with the hause of David. Compare with 
Micah 5, 1; Ruth 1,2; 4, 11; Gen 35, 19; 48, 7. The insert of Ephrata suggested a link 
with Rachel and Jacob and their sons (cf. Gen 35,19; 48,7). Verse 12 in its reconstruc-
ted form was undoubtedly the opening line of a tale : "There was a man .. :•. lt could 
not have been an original part of the story beginning in 17, 1. The editor who inserted 
the tale had to adapt it a little to its context. 
Not only the opening lines but also the pattern of the narrative in 1 Sam 17, 12ff 
have much in common with 1 Sam 1, 1ff; 9, 1ff. The three anecdotic stories explain 
how the child who was to become the main character and hero of the following epi-
sodes, arrived at the court. Especially are 1 Sam 9, 1ff and 17, 12ff closely related. 
The theme of both sections is as follows: A man has a son : 17, 12 and 9, 1. He sets a 
task to his son : 17, 17-18 and 9,3. The task is a rather minor one, but the quest for 
its fulfillment brings the hero into contact with the leader of his country : 17,55-58 
and 9, 17ff. lt is remarkable that both stories have been framed into another story : 
1 Sam 9,1-10,16 has been taken up into the dtr composition of 1 Sam 8,1-22 end 
1 D, 17ft; and 1 Sam 17, 12ff has been intertw ined with a more systematic description 
of David's victory over Goliath. 
If our reasoning concerning 17, 12ff is correct, then it follows that 17, 12ft can 
hardly be a subsection of a !arger story beginning, say, in 17, 1. Verse 12 must be re-
garded as the opening line of an independent story. lt follows very weil upon 14,52 
with its concluding statement of the foregoing section : "There was a hard war against 
the Philistines all the days of Saul, and when Saul saw any strong man, or any valiant 
man, he attached him to himself". Dur story beginning in 17, 12 uses some of the 
same terms : it explains that in the days of Saul Jesse had grown old, too old to be 
a soldier. However, he had sons who could follow Saul to the war ... lf one goes on 
thinking along these lines, 1 Sam 17, 12ft must have belonged to the early layers of the 
book. lt remains difficult to explain why exactly this story is not attested by the LXX. 
My views on this problem and an the convergence between the text-critical and the 
literary critical data have not changed and can be found in my earlier paper. 
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With great pleasure and interest I read the articles by my three colleagues. I think 
the procedure suggested by DB was correct, because all of us have independently 
examined the material and weighed the evidence. I find it very interesting that there 
is not much duplication in the four articles, and we even used different scholarly 
works. lt would, in fact, be helpful if someone would take the effort to produce one 
synthesis out of our four papers. Ta produce such a synthesis, however, is not easy, 
and by the same token the four papers could be reproduced without change, or 
possibly only with stylistic changes, but without cross-references. 
The purpose of the undertaking was that our respective papers would reach 
different conclusions. This has, indeed, happened, and it causes therefore no surprise 
that JL and I took the LXX as point of departure, accepting the short Greek text 
as evidence for a short Hebrew text, which preceded the MT. DB and DG an the other 
hand, rejected the evidence of the LXX as secondary and hence irrelevant to the litera-
ry development of the story of David and Goliath. We should, of course, react parti-
cularly an those papers and aspects with which we disagree, and this makes me almest 
skip the paper by JL. However, I wish to emphasize how much I learned from that 
paper which stressed different matters than I did myself, yet we reached similar con-
clusions. lt is important to sketch the textual witnesses in detail as JL did an pp. 6-8. 
lt would be ideal if indeed 4QSam-a can be explained as witnessing to the text of the 
LXX (JL, p. 8) but I believe that JL too much stressed one detail in that scroll which 
is not related directly to the issue of the shorter text of the LXX. The literary argu-
ment, which indicates the special places of vv. 12-31 in the context (p. 11), is very 
enlightening. 
I also learned much from the papers of DB and DG, from their distinction bet-
ween textual and literary issues and from the detailed literary analysis, especially in 
the paper by DG, which many a biblical exegete would be proud to present to his 
readers. I feel uneasy with regard to both papers, because I disagree with some of their 
basic presuppositions and this disagreement relates to matters so fondamental that I 
can hardly react an the detailed arguments presented in the papers which deserve a 
more extensive reaction than I present here. I feel also uneasy because my reactions 
to both papers da not go much beyond what I have already said in my own paper. 
I shall therefore have to repeat myself somewhat, but I shall remain as brief as pos-
sible. I might add that the arguments which I use below with regard to DB and DG 
refer to most of the treatments of this story, and not only to theirs. 
For the story of David and Goliath we possess two main sources, MT and the 
LXX, and these are by implication textua/ sources, witnessing that abstract entity 
which we call the biblical text. In our discussion we must attempt to approach these 
sources as impartially as possible. This means by implication that we should not speak 
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first about the Iiterary problems of the story nor about its textual difficulties, but we 
should first assess the value of the LXX because the LXX is one of the sources which 
contain the story. Now, the Greek translation can only be assessed from its own back• 
ground, that is, as a Greek translation of the Hebrew book, of a Hebrew original. We 
all know, there are different levels at which the data in the LXX should be taken into 
consideration; if it is Iikely that the Greek translator omitted the sections under con• 
sideration, the omission is of interest only for our understanding of the translator's 
techniques and his exegesis, and not at all for the Hebrew text. On the other hand, if 
it can be made Iikely that the translator used a short Hebrew text, not the translation 
technique and exegesis are the center of our interest, but all at a sudden the Hebrew 
text behind the translation becomes the focus of our interest, and subsequently also 
the relation between that Hebrew text and MT. This being the situation, the starting 
point of the discussion of the Greek version of David and Goliath should be the trsns· 
Jstion technique of the Greek translator and the question whether or not that transla• 
tor would have omitted these sections. In my paper I addressed these issues and the 
approach presented there may be correct or not, but at least it starts off with a discus• 
sion of the evidence. As lang as the value of the data in the LXX is not discussed tho· 
roughly, these data do not yet present evidence in one way or another. 
How then should we evaluate the minuses of the LXX ? I, as you know, followed 
the principle that the very existence of these minuses must be examined within the 
framework of translation technique and I appealed to logics when referring to that 
translation technique as one entity. As the translation technique is approached as one 
entity, certain conclusions can be drawn from its analysis which are relevant to the 
minuses. I feel that this examination is as objective as possible under the circum• 
stances. I also sense that other types of examination may lead to a petitio principii, in 
particular the examination of the minuses themselves. The papers by DB and DG exa· 
mine the logic of the minuses, the logic and feasibility of the lang text and the feasi• 
bility of the short text. In my view, this examination leads to a petitio principii. 
Indeed, the probability of the existence of a short Hebrew text does not have to be 
investigated. That short text either existed or it did not. I regard the reconstructed 
short text as I regard all reconstructed variants : they can be improbable, unlikely or 
secondary, but such improbable variants also existed in Hebrew, both as individual 
variants and as complete sections. lt is well-known that there are many sections in 
MT which are rewritten, revised, and which contain duplications, truncated stories etc. 
All these types of secondary literary documents ex ist in Hebrew, so that in our case 
the secondary nature of either the short or the lang text is not relevant to the discus-
sion at this level. At the initial stage of our discussion there is, in my view, only one 
question : does the deviating Greek text reflect a deviating Hebrew text or not ? 
There is one further reason why I donot favor an investigation of the minuses 
themselves in order to determine whether they reflect Greek or Hebrew minuses. The 
type of arguments used in such an examination are highly subjective. The arguments 
used concerning the feasibility of the short and lang text in their context are ne• 
cessarily personal. Two scholars may reach directly opposed conclusions, and I believe 
that it is therefore better to follow a course which I consider more objective. 
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My point of departure, therefore, is the textual level and only the textual level. 
If certain conclusions are reached, we have to evaluate them later on the literary level. 
If the textual data are discarded because in our view the translator omitted !arge sec-
tions, there is no need at all to embark upon a literary analysis for these omissions do 
not bear on the Hebrew text. On the other hand, if the textual data are accepted as 
trustworthy, that is, if it has been made likely that the translator did not omit them, 
all at a sudden these textual data become evidence, which is as important as the 
evidence contained in MT. There is no middle course, I believe. Now, if the short 
Greek text is taken as evidence, it has to be taken as it is, with all its difficulties. 
Among other things, these difficulties refer to contradictions within version I (cf. n. 22 
in my paper) and the assumption of harmonizations between version 1 and 2 after 
their combination (see p. 43 in my paper). These difficulties have been discussed 
more extensively by my colleagues, so I need not dwell on them here. 
lt must, however, be stressed that these difficulties are part and parcel of the text, 
as stressed above, and they cannot be taken as proof against the theory that the LXX 
knew a short text. The analysis of that theory belongs to a different level of discus-
sion. 
As stated above, my approach differs fundamentally from those of DB and DG. 
I therefore refrain from drawing conclusions on the very existence of versions 1 and 
2 on the basis of a literary analysis of the story. I deal with these issues at a different 
level. Naturally, if my analysis of the translation technique is incorrect, the whole 
picture changes. Indeed, DG (p. 83) questions the logic behind my view, and this 
point should be discussed further. 
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J'ai trouve un grand interl!t a lire les contributions de JL, ET et DG. Un grand 
nombre de leurs remarques me semblent complementaires, plutöt qu'opposees. Lors-
qu'elles paraissent se contredire, c'est souvent parce que l'un des participants, trop 
preoccupe par un aspect de Ja problematique, liquide de fa1,on hätive une autre 
question qui etait justement Je point qui preoccupait Je plus son partenaire. II est evi-
dent, par exemple, que DG, par les mots "out of whatever sources" (p. 66), liquide 
taute une prtfüistoire litteraire qui a preoccupe beaucoup ses trois collegues. A )'in-
verse, ceux qui voient dans Je texte lang une production complexe se sont attaches 
a preciser si Je texte bref atteste par *G peut avoir ete l'une de ses sources, mais n'ont 
pas attache a l'analyse litteraire du texte lang Je dixieme de l'attention que DG lui a 
consacree. 
Commen1,ons par eviter les termes "version 1" et "version 2", mis en circulation 
par ET ( TCUS 298). Dans une argumentation ad hominem, DG en fait usage (p. 55), 
mais il remarque (n. 7) que cela l'amene a des inconsequences. En effet, ces termes 
presument deja d'une certaine option dans Je domaine de Ja critique litteraire : a sa-
voir, que les 'plus' de *M aient constitue autrefois un recit autonome. Parlons donc 
plutöt seulement de *M, de *G, ainsi que des 'plus' et des 'moins' qui les caracterisent. 
On peut alors resumer ainsi ce qui fait a mes yeux l'interl!t principal des contributions 
de ET et de DG: 
ET a consacre Ja plus grande partie de son etude (pp. 19 a 39) a etudier Ja relation 
existant entre Ja traduction grecque et la Vorlage a partir de laquelle eile a ete faite. 
La conclusion qu'il en tire est que le traducteur a eu pour base un texte qui etait 
d'environ 45 o/o plus court que le *M. ET est arrive a cette conclusion par une etude 
detaillee de Ja maniere dont Je traducteur s'est comporte a l'egard de sa source dans 
les passages que *G et *M possedent en commun et ou l'on peut constater en effet 
(p. 23) que le traducteur a traite sa source avec soin en n'introduisant que peu ou pas 
d'options exegetiques personnelles. ET conclut de cela a juste titre qu'il est invrai-
semblable qu'un traducteur, par ailleurs respectueux des donnees de sa Vorlage, ait 
pris !'initiative d'omettre en certaines pericopes pres de 45 o/o du texte. 
DG a consacre Ja plus grande partie de son etude (pp. 59 a 75) a une double etude 
litteraire. II montre d'abord (pp. 59 a 63) que les 'plus' principaux de *M ont un theme 
central qui progresse en trois etapes et postulent un climax du type de celui qu'offre 
ensuite 18,27b (commun a *M et a *G). Ensuite (pp. 63 a 75), il montre que les 'plus' 
de *M ne peuvent l!tre l'oeuvre d'un interpolateur maladroit, car ils s'inserent comme 
des etapes requises dans Ja progression naturelle du recit. Une analyse litteraire pa-
tiente conduite avec sympathie montre que plusieurs elements textuels que Ja cri-
tique litteraire classique a pris l'habitude de considerer comme des interpolations qui 
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sont en dissonances avec leur contexte sont en realite les parties integrantes d'un recit 
qui a ete construit a partir de quelques sources par un homme doue d'un reel esprit de 
synthese. Par contre *G (ou sa Vorlage) en est un reliquat qui a ete tronque par 
quelqu'un qui - faisant preuve d'une tournure d'esprit tres litteraliste et fort peu ima-
ginative - a pense ameliorer Je recit en supprimant ce qu'il considerait comme des 
doublets et des dissonances. Deux petits 'plus' de *G en 17 ,43 ( "et de pierres" et 
"et David dit : 'non, mais pire qu'un chien"') montrent d'ailleurs une profonde in-
comprehension a J'egard de Ja progression du recit. 
Je suis pr@t a accepter le resultat de la partie Ja plus poussee de l'etude de ET : 
il ne faul pas accuser Je traducteur grec d'avoir mutile sa Vorlage en Ja traduisant. II 
a respecte Je contenu d'une forme textuelle hebra"ique breve qui lui servait de base. 
Je suis egalement pr@t a accepter Je resultat de Ja partie la plus poussee de l'etude 
de DG : le *M n'est pas l'oeuvre d'un interpolateur stupide et maladroit. C'est l'oeuvre 
d'un redacteur aux vues amples et synthetiques. Des balancements et des progres-
sions subtiles lui donnent une remarquable unite qui a ete meconnue par ceux qui 
voudraient y voir l'assemblage maladroit de morceaux heterogenes. 
Je reconnais volontiers que, partant de "l'analyse litteraire orthodoxe courante" 
et influence par eile, j'ai d'abord ete trappe par !es "pretendues dissonances que l'on 
releve d'ordinaire" et que, !es considerant comme un fait bien etabli, j'ai raisonne 
a partir de la. Mais j'ai ensuite (pp. 49 et 50) ete trappe par Je fait que Ja forme tex-
tuelle hebra"ique breve qui a servi de Vorlage a *G ne peut constituer un recit origi-
nairement independant, plusieurs de ses elements ne trouvant leur vrai sens qu'en re-
ference aux 'plus' de *M. Cela m'a amene (p. 50) a considerer la Vorlage de *G 
comme issue de *M par voie de mutilation. J'estime d'ailleurs que l'un des resultats les 
plus importans de l'analyse litteraire de DG est de montrer que cette solution s'impose. 
La partie Ja plus poussee de man etude (pp. 50 a 54) a donc consiste a refuter les 
objections (bien detaillees par George B. Caird) que certains ont elevees contre cette 
vue que la forme textuelle breve serait issue de la forme longue par voie de mutila-
tion. Or je constate que JL (p. 9) et ET (p. 40) ont repris brievement certaines de 
ces objections sans leur apporter de developpements nouveaux. Ils insistent cependant 
tous deux sur le fait que l'on manque de paralleles montrant qu'en d'autres parties 
du premier livre de Samuel un *M senti comme dissonant ou surcharge aurait ete 
abrege par la Vorlage de *G. Pour ce qui est des dissonances, j'ai releve (p. 52) des 
donnees chronologiques (en 1 S 13, 1 et 2 S 5,4s) qui ont ete omises par la Vorlage du 
*G ancien pour ce motif. 1 S 30,7b a pu egalement @tre omis par eile (ainsi que le 
complement au datif du verbe precedent) parce qu'il semblait anormal que l'ephod 
que portait le pr@tre soit apporte a David. 1 S 4,21aß et la plus grande partie de 2 S 
23,23a ont pu @tre omis parce que la Vorlage de *G !es considerait comme des sur-
charges inutiles. II est evident que ces omissions n'ont pas la m@me ampleur que 
celles que la Vorlage de *G presente dans !es chapitres 17 et 18. Mais il n'est pas sur-
prenant que, dans le texte lang de ces deux chapitres, l'abreviateur ancien ait cru 
deceler !es m@mes dissonances et surcharges que l'analyse litteraire aujourd'hui clas-
sique a elle aussi cru deceler justement en ces m@mes chapitres. Ajoutons que l'argu• 
ment du manque de paralleles peut egalement se retourner contre l'hypothese inverse 
selon laquelle *M serait issu de larges interpolations relativement tardives. 
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JL a releve (p. 7) dans Je sermon d'Hippolyte sur David et Goliath qu'Hippolyte 
faisait usage d'un texte grec qui omettait 17, 12-31 mais qui connaissait 18, 1b.(3).4. 
II suggere ensuite (pp. 9 et 12) que Ja Vorlage de *G contenait 18,1b.(3).4 qui au-
raient ete omis ensuite dans Ja transmission textuelle de *G par une parablepsis. 
Cette conclusion me semble tres fragile. En effet, m@me si nous admettons qu'ici 
Ja traduction georgienne (et Ja traduction armenienne dont elle emane) reproduit 
fidelement Je grec du sermon d'Hippolyte, i1 reste que l'on est en droit de douter 
qu'Hippolyte temoigne exclusivement ici pour Je *G ancien. En effet, J. Ziegler (Syl-
loge 390s) a releve dans le commentaire de Daniel d'Hippolyte "solche Stellen, die 
abweichend von o'- und 0'-Text eine bisher nicht erkannte Wiedergabe der Hebr. (oder 
aramäischen) Vorlage darstellen". Dans ce m@me commentaire (conserve en grec), i1 
a releve (ibid. 384) une citation d'Ez 9,2 "das ... deutlich auf Aquila und Theodotion 
zurückgeht". II serait donc imprudent de conclure, a partir du resume de 18,1b.(3). 
4 donne par Hippolyte, a Ja presence de ce passage dans Je *G ancien auquel i1 avait 
acces. Hippolyte connaissait en effet encore d'autres formes textuelles bibliques. II 
en va d'ailleurs de m@me pour Flavius Josephe qui, un siede plus töt, faisait usage en 
ses Antiquites de certains elements du texte qui sont attestes seulement par *G (par 
exemple, Ja reponse de David: "pire qu'un chien !" en 17,43 est citee en Ant VI 
§ 186) et d'autres elements attestes par *M seul ( par exemple, Ja repetition du defi 
du Philistin durant 40 jours, seien 17, 16, est mentionnee en Ant VI § 174). 
II est tres interessant de comparer la breve analyse litteraire que JL offre aux pp. 
11 a 13 a l'analyse plus developpee de DG que nous avons mentionnee ci-dessus. Ces 
deux analyses aboutissent a des conclusions opposees. Faut-il accueillir ce resultat 
avec resignation en se disant que le gout personnel de l'analyste est determinant en 
ce domaine ? Je me demande cependant si l'on ne pourrait pas integrer certaines des 
conclusions en apparence opposees de JL et de DG en les situant a deux niveaux dis-
tincts : JL, ET et DB ont releve (a Ja suite de nombreux critiques) certaines hetero-
geneites qui font ressortir que Je redacteur a utilise des sources diverses ( ce que DG 
reconna1t aussi, comme je l'ai signale au debut de cette reponse) et qu'il a respecte 
certaines caracteristiques de l'heterogeneite de ses sources, si bien que l'analyste 
litteraire classique (comme deja l'abreviateur qui a produit la Vorlage de *G) n'a pas 
tort d'en deceler des traces dans Je recit actuel. Cependant DG a bien montre que Je 
redacteur n'a rien d'un interpolateur maladroit et stupide. A partir de sources diverses, 
i1 a construit un recit tres bien balance. Par exemple, de 16, 1 a 17,54 i1 a menage un 
remarquable suspense sur l'identite du champion d'Israel, suspense suivi d'une mise 
en valeur (par Je contraste entre les armes des deux champions) de Ja ma1trise du 
"Seigneur Sabaoth, Dieu des lignes d'Israel" (cf. DG, pp. 64s et 67 a 70). Ou encore, 
de 17,55 a 18,30, i1 a menage une progression rythmee de refrains, progression qui 
aboutit a un climax en surmontant un contretemps (cf. DG, pp. 59 a 61 et 70 a 74). 
Ces analyses tres fines de DG m'ont confirme dans la conclusion que la Vorlage de 
*G ne peut avoir precede *M, mais qu'elle doit en @tre issue par elimination de nom-
breux passages et par deux gloses inintelligentes en 17,43. 
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En resume 
je suis d'accord avec ET pour penser que *G est fidele a sa Vorlage. C'est donc a 
celle-ci (et non au traducteur ni a des accidents plus tardifs) qu'il faut attribuer la 
plupart des caracteristiques qui distinguent *G de *M. 
je suis d'accord avec DG pour reconna1tre au redacteur qui a produit *M des 
qualites litteraires de premier ordre. 
j'estime avoir refute les objections que l'on a coutume d'elever contre l'hypo-
these que la forme textuelle breve serait issue de la forme longue par voie de 
mutilation. 
je suis d'accord avec DG pour considerer que les resultats de son analyse litte-
raire "non-orthodoxe" rendent cette hypothese beaucoup plus vraisemblable que 
l'hypothese contraire. 
je suis d'accord avec ET et JL pour estimer que la forme textuelle longue a ete 
construite par son redacteur a partir de plusieurs recits-sources preexistants. Mais 
je place cette diversite au niveau de la prehistoire litteraire (c'est-a-dire de l'his-
toire des traditions), estimant que l'analyse litteraire nous permet seulement de 
l'inferer mais ne peut nous y faire acceder directement, les elements des recits-
sources ayant ete savamment integres dans l'oeuvre remarquable du redacteur. 
Notons d'ailleurs combien different les prtfüistoires litteraires qu'ebauchent JL 
(p. 13s), ET (p. 41s) et DB (p. 54). Ces reconstitutions risquent de nous entra1ner 
en des sables mouvants. 
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Reading my colleagues' papers has for me been very pleasurable and instructive. 
ET's magnificently thorough study of the LXX's translation-technique has a value 
which quite transcends its relevance to our present purpose. Especially valuable, too, 
is JL's citation of the evidence of the Sermo Hippolyti and of Josephus, while DB's 
discussion of Caird's six objections strikes me as a particularly fine piece of argumen-
tation. 
My further response to the three papers is as follows. 
I. UNDUE LIMITATION OF THE THEORETICAL POSSIBILITIES 
A. On the Greek side 
ET seems to hold that if the Greek translator cannot be thought to have been 
responsible for the LXX's minuses, then the only alternative is that the minuses must 
be credited to some Hebrew ms. JL allows that some minuses could have happened 
accidentally in the course of the Greek scribal transmission; otherwise he seems to 
agree with ET. This is too narrow. We must consider at least the following possible 
levels of activity : 1. the original translation; 2. ordinary scribal transmission; 3. lear-
ned criticism of, and interference with, the text; 4. revisions aimed at bringing the 
text nearer to the Hebrew. Activity at Level 2 could lead to considerable changes, 
as we see at the comparable level of early NT papyri, or "wild" texts of Homer. But 
Level 2 activity is not tobe confused with Level 3 activity. With Homer Level 3 would 
be represented by the learned criticism of Alexandrian scholars (marking of supposed-
ly spurious passages, criticism and changing of Homer's vocabulary and word-order, 
etc.). With the LXX the counterpart would be the work of Jewish scholars like De-
metrius, who tried to deal with apparent contradictions in the text and other aporiai 
[ 1 ]. lt is perfectly possible that such criticism Ied to the edition of texts, rearranged, 
or shortened in order to remove difficulties and doublets, etc. In this connection 
JL's observation that Josephus followed a text which while it omitted much of that 
which LXXB omits, nevertheless contained 17,12-31, is highly suggestive. The fact 
that Josephus has some minuses suggests that he was not following a Greek text 
which had been revised to make it conform to the proto-MT; and it is far from certain 
that he was following a Hebrew text. lt is a distinct possibility that he was following 
a basically OGr text which had suffered some excision, but not so much as we now 
find in LXXB. 
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ET's argument that, because the OGr translator normally translated faithfully, 
we cannot suppose that he introduced any minuses, seems not to be 100 o/o valid : 
DB, (pp. 52f}, it seems to me, has cast serious doubt on that. But even if it were valid, 
it still leaves open the possibility that the OGr translator translated, with equal faith-
fulness, the passages that are now wanting in LXXB, and that they were later removed 
by learned scholars. 
B. On the Hebrew side 
Here it seems generally to have been assumed that if the major minuses/pluses 
must be traced to the Hebrew, they must have occurred at the level of the constitu-
tion of the texts. But the theoretically possible levels of activity are surely not less 
than three: 1. constitution of the texts - however lang or short this process was -
comparable to the composing of the l/iad in its present form; 2. normal scribal trans-
mission with its accidents and minor changes; 3. learned, secondary, revision of the 
text from a literary, historical or exegetical point of view. 
As a possible example of Level 3 activity, I eile the OGr chronology in 1 Kings. 
I myself think that the probability is that this chronology arose at the level of the 
Greek. But many, perhaps the majority, think that the OGr derived this chrono-
logical system from some Hebrew Vorlage. Let us suppose it did, and work out its 
implications. 
Neither chronological system can be thought to have arisen from mere scribal 
activity (Level 2). Equally the difference between the two systems cannot be thought 
to have arisen at Level 1, since the OGr system presupposes the MT system. Both 
systems share the same characteristic, alternating pattern for recording the history 
of the Judaean and lsraelite kings. Now if one adopts the MT's synchronism for Je-
hoshaphat (= 4th Ahab), then the rules of the pattern demand that when Jehosha-
phat's turn comes to have his history told, that history should come after Ahab's and 
should receive a mere summary, the major part of it having already been told in con-
nection with Ahab. And that is of course what happens in the MT (1 Kings 22,41-50). 
If one adopts the OGr's synchronism för Jehoshaphat (= 11th Omri) the same rules 
would demand not only that Jehoshaphat's history be told before Ahab's, but that it 
be told in full, with the details of Ahab's story being told simply as incidental to 
Jehoshaphat's story. But what in fact we find in the OGr is that while Jehoshaphat's 
history has indeed been placed before Ahab's (1 Kings 16,28a-h), all it receives is a 
summary, basically the same summary as the MT has in eh. 22. But this breaks the 
rules of the pattern. Whoever is responsible for this chronology, obviously realised 
that it necessitated a consequential change in the positioning of Jehoshaphat's history 
from eh. 22 to eh. 16, but failed to realise that the change in position also demanded, 
according to the rules of the pattern, a re-writing of the history itself so as to give 
Jehoshaphat's history the proper priority of proportion that it now required. No 
original composer, working at Level 1, would have committed such a mistake. Who-
ever was responsible was a reviser working at Level 3. 
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In this connection JL's observation (p. 10) that some manuscripts of the Targum 
Jonathan have suffered lengthy expansion at 1 Sam. 17,8 is a further reminder that 
not all expansions are necessarily to be traced to Level 1. If, for instance, the MT's 
pluses are indeed expansions they could have arisen at Level 3. And if expansions 
could, so could reductions. 
II. PRINCIPLES OF LITERARY CRITICISM 
A. The need not to confuse historical criticism with literary criticism 
The use now of historical now of Iiterary criticism is inevitable when dealing with 
a sophisticated narrative of historical events. I have myself made use of both types of 
criticism (e.g. p. 77). My point here is that we must be on guard against logically con· 
fusing them. 
1. ET (p. 41) for instance, says "version 1 presents a continuous and internally 
consistent story, and if version 2 would not have been known, we would not have 
lacked any crucial information in chapters 17 and 18". 
Crucial for what ? Is this a literary judgement or a historical judgement ? 
Suppose historical. Then we could use the analogy that an account of the last 
World War that presented a coherent and self-explanatory story would not necessa-
rily be an original story : it could be an abridged account, or, even worse, a simpli-
fied story. A full, real-Iife story is often more complicated and difficult to understand 
than abridged stories make out. 
Suppose literary. What then does "crucial information" mean? Does ET mean 
to imply that the story in the MT is an example of what Aristotle would have regarded 
as a bad plot, because it has, or is alleged to have, a number of elements which are 
not essential to the plot, and which can be removed without damaging the dramatic 
action or the 'message' it conveys ? I have argued at length that the so-called pluses 
are in fact necessary to the thought-flow and 'message' of the story. ET may weil 
disagree. But to prove his claim that the pluses are not crucial to the thought-flow, 
he would need to demonstrate it in detail; his skeleton-outline (pp. 40-41) is hardly 
sufficient to do that. 
2. On the ground that 17 ,4 ( "Goliath steps forward") can be construed as the 
counterpart of 17 ,40b ("David steps forward") in a literary symmetry, JL (p. 11) 
suggests that verse 41 is undoubtedly redundant. But this literary judgement seems 
to ignore certain historical features and conventions of ancient single-combat, at 
least as far as Homer is witness to them. 
(a) lt was not always the case in the ancient world that, a challenge to single-
combat having been offered by one side, the other side at once put up a hero and the 
duel took place immediately. In 1/iad VII after Hector issues his eh all enge ( 66ff) 
there is a long interval of frightened debate among the Greeks before their Ajax 
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strides forth to fight Hector (206ft). Similarly in Iliad III, there is a lang interval of 
truce between Hector's formal announcement that Paris is prepared to meet Mene-
laos in single-combat (76) and the actual striding out of the heroes to fight each other 
(340ff). Whether the "40 days" of the interval in 1 Sam 17 is a round number or 
not, there is nothing improbable in the story that after Goliath's initial challenge 
there was a lang interval of truce before the lsraelites in their fright could put forward 
a champion. 
(b) When a hero offered single-combat he did not necessarily stand still in the 
same place until the hero from the other side came out to meet him. The first hero 
could retire while he waited, and there could be many toings and froings before his 
foe emerged and he finally advanced to meet the foe to begin the duel. Witness again 
the duel in /liad III. 16ff. So Goliath in 17,4 steps forward to deliver his challenge. 
Then comes an interval. 17 ,41 describes a different thing altogether : here after the 
interval ( 17, 16) Goliath steps out to meet David as David advances to begin the 
fight ( 17,40b). 
(c) When JL further says (p. 12) "Verse 48b is an unnecessary repetition of verse 
40b", he is again surely confusing two different things : vv. 40b-41 are describing the 
heroes' advance towards each other before they halted to taunt each other; v. 48a 
and bis describing how after the taunting they closed in on each other. 
(d) JL (p. 12), "One does not expect panic-stricken Israel : v. 11, to draw up for 
battle : v. 21 ". But why not? What they were afraid of was not fighting the Philistines 
with their whole army, but single-combat with Goliath. The situation is exactly the 
same in I/iad VII : the Greek army has lang been fighting the Trojan army without 
fear until Hector offers single-combat; then the Greeks are afraid (92ft), and take a 
lang while to pluck up enough courage to put forward a single-combat fighter ( 175). 
(e) JL (p. 12), "Goliath may come out of his camp (v. 4), down the hill, he can-
not come up as is said in v. 23". Why not ? When a hero proposed single combat, 
he would first make his own army stop fighting and sit down, as Hector does, Iliad 
VII 55-56, or again, III. 77-78. The other side might continue shooting for a while, 
but then their commander would stop them too. So Agamemnon, /liad III. 79-84. 
And then there would be a truce : there had to be, or eise the ensuing duel would 
not be a single-combat. During the truce the challenging hero might go as near the 
enemy's walls as he liked, for normally there would be no danger. So, for instance, 
after Paris mysteriously vanished half-way through his duel with Menelaos, Menelaos 
went searching for him right up to the Trojan lines (III. 449-52), until a Trojan soldier 
broke the truce by shooting Menelaos (IV .104) which led to the armies resuming the 
battle (IV. 220ft). Goliath, likewise, having offered single-combat would not have 
been afraid to come up the hill, as far as he needed, towards the Israelite camp during 
the truce. 
( f) JL (p. 12f) notices that in 17 ,24 it is the sight of the champion that frightens 
the soldiers, whereas in 17, 11 it is his ward that frightens them. JL seems to see some 
disharmony here, and later (p. 14) takes this as evidence not only of two different 
sources, but of two different genres. But if this were valid, what should we make of 
the duel in /liad VII? Within the space of a few lines (214-236) Ajax first rejoices the 
Argives and scares the Trojans with his appearance, and then in his taunting of Hector 
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tries to scare him by assuming superiority and offering Hector the chance to shoot 
first. First frightening appearance, then frightening words : but no evidence whatever 
of different sources, Jet alone different genres. 
3. When DB (p. 48) says that eh. 17 presents the duel between Goliath and David 
( 17,9.11.32) "en surimpression sur une victoire de l'armee d'Israel contre celle des 
Philistins ( 17 ,20-21.52)", I wonder whether he would describe the duels in 1/iad 
III and VII (mutatis mutandis) any differently. 
T o me it is instructive to find modern scholars, on the ground of the supposed 
difficulties discussed above, deciding that the MT's account contains serious discre-
pancies. lt strengthens me in my view that in Hellenistic times similar unfamiliarity 
with the conventions of ancient heroic single-combat led other learned scholars to feel 
similar difficulties and to attempt to eliminate them by excision. 
B. On conjecturing the purpose of any section of narrative 
Two senses of 'purpose' should be distinguished : Purpose 1. Internat. Answers 
the question : how does this paragraph fit into its narrative-sequence ? What contri-
bution does it make to the work as a whole ? Purpose 2. Externat. Appropriate 
answers to the question, "Why did the author write this paragraph (and the rest of 
the work) ?" would be : to further his political ideas, to make money, to flatter his 
friends, etc. 
Now DB (pp. 47ft), having observed that "1 S 16-17 nous offre trois entrees en 
scene de David", (Stories A, B and C), conjectures that each of these three sections 
of narrative once had separate, independent existence and that the Purpose 2 for 
which each was written was to legitimise David's claims to royalty. DB then suggests 
that Story A achieves its Purpose 2 so much better than Stories B and C, that Story 
A must have been written last; for had the authors of Stories B and C known Story A, 
they could have abandoned their own less convincing efforts to achieve this purpose. 
But (a). In the course of a play a character may have a number of "entrees en 
scene"; but that does not mean that the play was made up of a number of pre-existent 
passages each written by a different author for the same purpose. 
(b). The Purpose 2 attributed to Story B is highly questionable. Would anyone 
ever have seriously attempted to base David's claim to the throne on the fact that 
he had been a court-musician and one of Saul's armour-bearers ? DB himself describes 
this alleged attempt as not very convincing (p. 47). But it is surely unfair to the author 
of Story B to attribute to him a Purpose 2 which he nowhere claims to have had, 
and then to criticise him for not achieving that purpose very convincingly. The real 
unconvincingness lies in the attribution to him of this conjectured purpose in the 
first place. And if my criticism is valid, DB's case falls. 
My contention is that true criticism should start the other way round. If an 
author has not told us what the Purpose 2 of a passage is, and we have to deduce it 
ourselves from the narrative, we must start by studying the Purpose 1 of the passage. 
Otherwise we run the risk of not fully understanding the detail of the passage; and if 
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we fail to understand that, how shall we rightly discern its Purpose 2, either at its 
present level, or at the hypothetical level of its hypothetical pre-existence ? If we 
accepted DB's conjectured original Purpose 2 for Story B, we should then have to 
assume that the eventual compiler either had no Purpose 1 or 2 of his own for incor-
porating the story into his narrative, or had both, but was so undiscerning that he did 
not realise that the original and continuing Purpose 2 of Story A ruined the effect 
both of Purpose 2 and of Purpose 1 of Story 8. Must it be an axiom of OT literary 
criticism that the compilers of the OT were so incompetent ? 
C. On Reading the Story of David Against its Wider Context 
JL 's remarks an this score (p. 12) are very helpful. All l would add here is that the 
emphasis an the "father/son" theme thus secured for 17,12 continues through 17,55-
58 and 18,1-4, and thus binds the last two passages together (contra JL, middle of 
p. 12; but see my pp. 60-61). 
On the other hand I da not see the force of DB's argument (p. 48) that Eliab's 
criticisms of David in Story C show that its author did not know of David's anointing 
by Samuel. Analogy with the story of Joseph who was criticised and maltreated by his 
brothers because they knew of his prophetic dreams, suggests the very opposite. Even 
Samuel's public presentation of the anointed Saul ( 1 Sam 10, 17-27) did not stop all 
criticism. (See also ET p. 43.7) 
D. Some Detailed Points 
1. ET p. 42 "David is depicted in different ways in the two versions. In version 1 
he is Saul's armour-bearer (16,21) andin that capacity he fights Goliath. Inversion 2 
he is an unknown shepherd ••• ". See also DB p. 49. 
But 16,1-13 is Version 1 and here David is with the sheep (v. 11) when he is 
called and anointed. 16,14-23 is Version 1 and here David is with the sheep (v. 19) 
when he is called to be harpist and, subsequently, armour-bearer. 17,32-54 is Version 
1 and here David, far from fighting Goliath in his capacity as Saul's armour-bearer, 
refuses to take Saul's armour, or even any armour at all, not even a sword, takes only 
a shepherd's staff and sling, and explains in detail and at length (17,32-37) that his 
courage to fight Goliath comes from his experience of God's protection and enabling 
which he experienced as a shepherd. 
Where is the contradiction between version 1 and version 2 ? And how, after ver-
sion 1 's repeated statements, can anyone claim that version 1 depicts David fighting 
Goliath "in his capacity as Saul's armour-bearer" ? 
Moreover, 17, 15 is not an embarrassed, harmonising, addition, but a perfectly 
reasonable explanation. To start with, are we to suppose that 16,21 means that David, 
there and then, immediately became Saul's armour-bearer? Thal from then on other 
experienced armour-bearers were all dismissed and David became Saul's only armour-
bearer? And that, if the campaign of ch.17 took place soon after David's appointment 
as musician/armour-bearer, Saul would have taken the inexperienced (see 17,33) David 
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to the battle in preference to some seasoned and experienced armour-bearer? If David 
was in fact left behind as being too inexperienced, it is perfectly reasonable that in his 
off-duty from the court, he should go harne to the farm (cf. 1 Sam 20,28). 
2. With reference to ET p. 38. 2b and 43. 3., the phrase "Michal the daughter of 
Saul" ( 18,20.27) does not necessarily imply that Saul had only one daughter. lt may 
equally weil be meant to explain which Michal (among the many Michals in Israel) 
it was that feit in love with David, i.e., Michal the daughter of Saul. 
3. ET's claim (p. 42) that "in fact, the sequence of events in the short version is 
more logical ... " has been weil dealt with by DB (p. 53f). See also my pp. 72-73. 
4. ET p. 43.5 "The detail in version 2 that Goliath paid a daily visit to the camp 
for forty days (17,16) is apparently not known to the author of 17,11 (version 1)". 
But this judgement depends an the prior judgement that 17, 16 is by a different author 
from 17, 11. There is no seif-evident contradiction between the two verses. 
5. ET p. 43.6 The point is answered an my pp. 72-73. 
6. ET p. 43.8 "Twice David is made an officer in Saul's army." How is this a diffi· 
culty ? "Over-the-men-of-war" ( 18,3) and "captain-over-a-thousand" ( 18, 13) were in 
fact two different posts as is evident from the fact that the first was held by David 
when he was near to Saul's person, whereas to occupy the second he had to be remo· 
ved from Saul's presence ( 18, 13). 
7. JL p. 14 claims that 17 ,28 strongly suggests that Jesse had only four sons ( see 
also DB p. 48f). Surely not! First, Eliab's remark is sarcastic. Secondly, the fact (17, 
20) that David "left the sheep with a keeper" suggests, what 16,5-11 implies, that all 
David's older brothers were considered to be superior to the chore of looking after 
the sheep. 
8. The fact that 17 ,25 reports that some soldiers asked David if he had seen Goliath 
does not logically imply (pace JL p. 14) that David had not yet heard Goliath. If a 
Londoner asked a foreign visitor, "Have you seen the Queen?", it would not imply 
that the visitor had not seen or heard the Queen yet. 
9. The numbers used by the warnen in their sang (18,7) are hardly meant tobe ta-
ken literally, are they ? Surely they are a poetic, hyperbolic, figure of speech, that 
could easily refer to David's superiority over Saul, demonstrated by his victory over 
Goliath, which overshadowed all Saul's other achievements : pace DB p. 49f. 
III. MY OWN POSITION 
While I da not pretend that the MT is without difficulty, I adhere to my view 
[2] that the MT's account represents a coherent story with an intelligible, carefully 
constructed, detailed, thought·flow, which has been mutilated to give the truncated 
story in LXXB. I da not see how, given the present state of the evidence, we can be 
sure at what level the truncation took place, though considering the evidence of 
Josephus' text and of the Sermo Hippolyti to which JL has called attention, I incline 
to the view that it took place at the Greek level, probably at some time after the 
OGr translation. 
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NOTES 
1 See especially GCS 43 1 p. 528 and p. 538. See also my p. 84 (iii). 
2 On my p. 73 'dowry' should be 'bride-price'. I owe this observation to my col-
league, Dr. M.J. Aiden. 
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RELATION DE LA SECONDE ETAPE DU TRAVAIL COMMUN 
(D. Barthelemy) 
En communiquant /es quatre reponses aux participants, je Jeur ecrivis, Je 2 9 de-
cembre 1982: 
Le 6 octobre 1980, dans une lettre a DG (dont JL et ET ont re,;u copie), je pro-
posais le planning de travail suivant : 
"Chacun de nous quatre redigerait une petite contribution sur le ml!me sujet : 
'Comment faut-il juger les grands 'moins' de la LXX en 1 Sam 17,12-31 et 17,55 a 
18,5 ?' II s'agit essentiellement de formuler et de peser des arguments ... Puis chacun 
d'entre nous redigerait une prise de position sur l'ensemble des contributions, en visant 
a degager une methode pour aborder les problemes ou interfärent la critique litteraire 
et la critique textuelle." 
L'envoi que je vous fais aujourd'hui des quatre prises de position constitue l'a-
chevement de la seconde etape alors prevue. 
Que faire maintenant? En vous communiquant, le 11 mai dernier, les contribu-
tions initiales, je vous disais : "il s'agira de voir si nous estimons utile de tenir ensemble 
un colloque (ici par exemple) ... ou si nous publions ensemble le resultat de ces deux 
"etapes" d'etudes ••• ou si chacun tire personnellement de ce parcours realise ensemble 
!es consequences qu'il estime utiles. 
Pourriez-vous m'ecrire sans tarder vos reactions a ces propositions." 
A cette question, j'ai re,;u les reponses suivantes : 
de DG : "Thank you too for your letter of 11th May. I may say at once that my re-
action to its propositions is that I shall be happy to agree to whatever procedure my 
colleagues wish to adopt. In particular, I can quite understand that in view of the delay 
which has occurred - and the delay is altogether my fault - JL should wish to publish 
his contribution independently. I certainly would have no objection to his doing so. 
On the other hand, my original understanding was that our initial contributions 
were to be in the nature of working-papers and not polished articles ready for publica-
tions; and that these working-papers were to be the basis of a thorough-going viva-voce 
discussion when all four of us should meet; and that after that discussion we were 
each to produce our final viewpoints. 
I am still happy to proceed on these lines; but if my colleagues feel that it would 
take too much time and effort, then we can adopt the suggestion that now seems 
to be advocated, namely that we should now simply, each one of us, write a further 
article containing his reactions to the working-paper submitted by his three colleagues, 
and that the whole ( that is to say, the original working-papers and the four articles 
of reaction) should then be published." 
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de ET : "The suggested procedure is certainly desirable. lf no other date is suggested, 
I propose that we meet in connection with the meeting in Salamanca, but !et us dis-
cuss this only after we send our second series of remarks." 
de JL : "J'espere qu'on n'envisage pas de discuter nos problemes au congres de Sala-
manque puisque nous avons !es 'Journees bibliques' a Leuven la semaine du 15 aoüt 
et puisque j'ai une communication a faire dans le grand congres de Salamanque la 
semaine du 29 aout." 
La premiere question a regler me semble etre de determiner si la prochaine etape 
de notre travail doit etre : 
1) une discussion viva-voce entre nous quatre, 
2) un colloque plus !arge Oll seraient invites (par exemple) ceux des membres de 
la IOSCS qui le souhaiteraient, 
3) une nouvelle etape ecrite en nous concentrant sur un (ou plusieurs) point(s) 
de methode que nous choisirions, 
4) une publication de nos productions dans l'etat Oll nous nous les sommes com-
muniquees. 
La solution (4) est la plus simple. Ce serait une realisation assez unique dans l'his-
toire de la recherche. Nos contributions ne font pas double emploi et nos quatre re-
ponses revelent des accents qu'il est important de souligner. Je crains que nous ne puis-
sions aboutir a une position commune. En ce cas, il est utile de livrer au public le 
point Oll nous en sommes, et cela sans modifier, dans les contributions de base, les 
points qui ont fait reagir ensuite tel ou tel autre d'entre nous. 
Cependant, meme sans aboutir a une position commune, je crois qu'il nous est 
possible de serrer un peu plus certaines questions de methode qui se degagent de nos 
reponses. Si nous nous engageons sur cette voie, je craindrais de choisir comme pro-
chaine etape la solution (2). En effet, lorsque nous discutons a quatre, nous risquons, 
certes, de nous disperser ou d'affronter des positions trop unilaterales; mais, du moins, 
nous avons l'oreille et l'esprit habitues a tels ou tels arguments de nos partenaires, 
arguments qui commencent a faire leur chemin dans notre reflexion. Si, par contre, 
nous nous trouvons, des notre premiere rencontre, integres dans un groupe de discus-
sion plus large, nous risquons de nous contenter de quelques echanges superficiels, 
en faisant appel, m@me involontairement, aux reactions d'un public qui ne se sera pas 
initie laborieusement a Ja question comme nous l'avons fait jusqu'ici. Je crains donc 
que l'effort que nous avons fait jusqu'ici, de maniere plus ou moins reussie, pour de-
finir les difficultes ne se trouve reduit a neant, si nous optons actuellement pour la 
solution (2). 
Personnellement, je donnerais donc la preference a la solution ( 1) ou a la solution 
(3). Je suggere m@me que nous les choisissions toutes les deux : d'abord (3), puis (1), 
et enfin, si nous en avons alors le courage, chacun redigerait son point de vue final 
sur la question ... ce qui irait dans le sens du "original understanding" de DG. Qu'en 
pensez-vous ? 
En ce cas, je vous suggererais deja les point suivants qui pourraient faire l'objet 
de notre prochaine "etape ecrite" ( = 3) : 
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a) ET formule de fai;on precise, de Ja p. 93, 1.37 a Ja p. 94, 1.8 en sa reponse, un 
probfäme de methode (depuis: "At the initial ... " jusqu'a " ... I believe.") Je suggere 
que chacun se prononce la-dessus, en tenant campte du § I.A de Ja reponse de DG 
(depuis Ja p. 99, ligne 11: "ET seems ... " jusqu'a la p. 100, ligne 6: ".,, by learned 
scholars.") et du premier alinea du §I.A de JL (depuis la p. 87, ligne 22: "A close 
reading ... " jusqu'a la p. 88, ligne 12: " ... occur."). 
b) Dans nos contributions initiales, nous avons tous releve certaines dissonances 
(= discrepancies) et certaines redondances a l'interieur du texte lang (= *M) ou bien 
nie qu'il s'agisse de dissonances ou de redondances. DG, dans le §11.A.2 de sa reponse 
(depuis Ja p. 101, ligne 30: "On the ground ... " jusqu'a la p. 103, ligne 12: " ... by 
excision."), discute certaines remarques de JL et de DB en se r1Herant aux "conven-
tions of ancient heroic single-combat", ce qui l'amene a preciser !es rapprochements 
avec Homere qu'il avait esquisses en sa premiere contribution. Que pensons-nous de 
cette reference et de l'usage qui en est fait ici, ainsi que des consequences que DG en 
tire dans Ja derniere phrase ? 
c) JL, dans sa reponse, p. 89, depuis Ja ligne 15 ( "one of the reasons ... ") jusqu'a 
Ja p. 90, ligne 8, traite des passages sur Merab et Michal en essayant d'expliciter cer-
taines problematiques impliquees. II s'agit Ja d'un exemple d'ampleur limitee, mais 
assez caracteristique. Que pensons-nous de Ja maniere dont il traite cet exemple ? 
d) DB, dans sa reponse, p. 96, depuis Ja ligne 26 ("La partie ... ") jusqu'a Ja ligne 45 
(" ... relativement tardives.") fait allusion aux objections formulees par ET et JL contre 
l'hypothese que la forme textuelle breve serait issue d'une abreviation de Ja forme 
longue. II mentionne aussi sa propre tentative pour refuter les objections formulees 
par G.B. Caird. Que pensons-nous de ces objections et de leur refutation ? 
Ces quatre points placent chacun l'accent sur le travail de l'un des participants. 
Certains de ces points sont plus theoriques et d'autres plus concrets. Je propose que 
chacun d'entre nous prenne position sur !es trois points ou ses partenaires ont !'ini-
tiative. II peut d'ailleurs ajouter une eventuelle mise au point, 1a ou c'est lui qui a l'ini-
tiative. Je crois en effet que la "discussion viva-voce" sera plus profitable si nous 
avons essaye de nous faire un jugement plus precis sur chacun de ces quatre points. 
Je voudrais finir en vous proposant deux questions precises : 
I. Preferez-vous comme prochaine etape l'une des solutions (1), (2), (3) ou (4) 
que j'ai formulees, ou la succession (3) + ( 1) que j'ai suggeree, ou une autre solution ? 
II. Au cas ou vous opteriez pour une solution autre que ( 4), acceptez-vous que 
nous concentrions nos efforts sur l'un des quatre points que j'ai formules ou sur les 
quatre, ou suggerez-vous un autre point ? 
Si vous optez pour les solutions ( 1) ou (2), il faudra trouver une date et un lieu 
de rencontre qui conviennent a chacun de nous. Je crois que rien ne presse trop. 
Je propose cependant (au cas ou vous choisissez ( 1)) que nous nous reunissions ici ou 
je vous recevrai volontiers, apres Salamanque, pour trois ou quatre jours. Nous aurions 
l'avantage de disposer d'une bibliotheque assez complete et de pouvoir entrecouper 
Je travail de quelques excursions agreables. Cette rencontre pourrait nous permettre 
d'aborder une derniere etape de redaction finale. 
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Des que je recevrai vos reponses a ces questions, je vous les communiquerai. 
Au cas Oll vos reponses s'accordent, je suggererai le mode de realisation de la solution 
qui aura eu votre agrement. 
Le 12 mai 1983, je leur ecrivis a nauveau : 
Je viens de recevoir ( 11.5.83) la derniere de vos trois reponses aux questions que 
je vous avais posees le 29.12.82. 
Vous etes tous d'accord pour envisager une certaine forme de publication com-
mune de nos contributions et reponses. Vous etes aussi tous d'accord pour estimer 
utile une discussion viva-voce auparavant. Les salutians ( 1) et ( 4) sont donc acceptees 
en principe. 
La salutian (2) n'a pas recueilli une adhesion nette : 
JL : .. Je n'ai pas d'objections absolues, m@me pas contre l'option (2)." 
DG : "I do not think that Suggestion 2 is wise." 
ET : "The meeting may be attended by some colleagues, but they would first have to 
do the homework of reading our papers." 
Sur la salutian ( J) les avis divergent : 
JL : "Si nous optons pour la solution ( 1), i1 serait possible de preparer d'avance 
des reponses a des questions dans le genre que vous proposez. Ces reponses n'impli-
queraient pas necessairement une nouvelle etape ecrite. On pourrait les donner 'viva-
voce' a Fribourg. Je demanderais alors d'ajouter une question a la liste. Qu'est-ce qu'on 
pense de la comparaison entre 1 Sam 17,12ft et 1 Sam 9,1ff; 1 Sam 1,1ft; Jud 13,2ft 
(JL reponse p. 90, 1.20 'In my opinion' a p. 91, 1.30)". 
DG : "lt does seem to me that this stage 3 would be very helpful, because a quick read 
through the responses by ET and JL suggests to me that ET at least has not quite un-
derstood my attitude towards his methodology. I agree with him more than he thinks." 
De fait, DG m'a envoye (8.4.83) sa contribution ecrite pour cette etape 3 Oll il traite 
des points qui le concernent (a,c,d) parmi ceux que j'avais proposes. 
ET : "I am not in favor of a continued discussion through correspondence, as outlined 
in (3) as I don't know whether we will be able to advance the discussion much through 
correspondence. We have reached some basic difficulties which must be ironed out in a 
face-to-face discussion." 
Etant donne l'accord de principe sur la salutian ( 1), quand pourrions-nous la 
realiser? 
Ni DG, ni DB ne seront a Salamanque. JL et ET y seront. Mais ET ecrit: "After 
Salamanca I must immediately return to J'lem. I am Grinfield Lecturer in Oxford, 
so I will be in the UK this fall, but I am afraid I cannot combine a meeting with that 
event. As far as I am concerned, we may have to wait until early next summer, late 
next summer or Oct. 1984." 
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Options essentielles ä prendre 
J'hesite entre deux options : 
Option A : Une discussion face a face est necessaire pour avancer. Puisqu'elle ne 
pourra avoir lieu qu'en 1984, fixons des aujourd'hui sa date parmi celles que ET en-
visage comme possibles. 
Option B : Avec nos quatre articles et nos quatre reponses, nous avons deja une ma-
tiere publiable. Puisque Ja discussion n'est pas possible cette annee, envisageons de pu· 
blier cela sans plus tarder et de nous mettre d'accord sur Je mode de cette publication. 
J'attends donc de vous trois que vous me disiez par retour du courrier si vous 
preferez l'option A au l'option B. Je ne prendrai pas position personnellement. Celle 
de ces deux options qui aura ret;u au moins deux voix sera consideree comme adoptee. 
Deux questions annexes 
1. Eventuelles publications particulieres : 
JL a retouche sa contribution initiale (avant d'avoir pris connaissance des trois 
autres) pour publication dans les E.T.L. II en a communique une photocopie a ET et 
a moi et m'a demande d'en communiquer une a DG, ce que je fais par ce courrier. 
ET campte publier sa contribution initiale. Je copie ici ce qu'il m'ecrit sur 
ce projet : "There is one further matter connected with the publication of our 
work in outside sources. I have been asked to submit my article to a book - edited 
by J. Tigay, of U. Penn., - "Empirical models for the development of the Hebrew 
Bible". The manuscript for the book, composed of individual articles, will be submitted 
this fall to the publisher, and we don't know when the book will be published. I have 
agreed to the proposal, realizing that also Lust's article will be published, and knowing 
that this publication will not disturb our continued discussion nor the joint publica-
tion of our work. In this book I also include a description of my work an the LXX of 
Jeremiah, and the two articles, together with contributions by others, help Tigay to 
develop his own ideas in the book. The form which will be published in this book is 
more or less my original article with my own stylistic improvements and with editorial 
intervention by J. Tigay. So far I have not added references in the footnotes to the 
contributions of my three colleagues, because I cannot da this without the consent 
of the three of you. I stress that I speak only of the footnotes, as I donot want to 
tauch the text itself. The whole matter is not very crucial forme, and if my colleagues 
are not so happy about these cross-references, I will not include them. I can also limit 
myself to a general reference merely mentioning the existence of our discussion. I 
would Iike to have the opinion of my colleagues an this matter. JL has a similar 
problem in his article in ETL, of which he has kindly sent me a pre-print. He has 
written to me, upon my request, that he will incorporate cross-references when 
needed." 
Je comprends que JL et ET souhaitent ajouter en note des cross-references a 
l'etat dans lequel ils vont publier leurs deux contributions. Mais je crois qu'il ne faut 
pas aller plus loin. En effet, aussi longtemps que les contributions de DG et de DB 
demeurent inedites (comme nos quatre reponses), il est impossible d'y referer de 
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maniere objective. Chacun est cependant libre de mentionner l'existence d'une discus-
sion entre nous sur ce sujet. 
2. Que faire de Ja troisieme contribution de DG ? 
Etant donne que j'ai re~u une contribution de DG en vue de Ja 3e etape ecrite 
que j'envisageais comme possible (solution 3), je propose de Ja communiquer des 
maintenant a ET et a JL en suggerant que nous repondions tous /es trois a DG avant 
fin 1983. Avoir a reagir sur un meme texte peut aider a clarifier les points de vue, 
aussi bien dans Ja perspective de l'option A que dans celle de l'option B. Que ET et 
JL me disent s'ils sont d'accord sur ce point. S'ils ne sont pas tous deux d'accord 
sur ce point, je garde cette derniere contribution de DG jusqu'a ce que ET et JL se 
rencontrent a Salamanque et se mettent d'accord sur I'une des solutions suivantes : 
1) au bien nous realisons chacun independamment des autres la 3e etape ecrite teile 
que je la proposais dans ma lettre du 29.12.82. 
2) au bien nous prenons connaissance, tous trois, de Ja 3e contribution de DG a sim-
ple titre informatif. 
Le 10 aoOt 1983, je Jeur ecrivis encore: 
Merci d'avoir repondu a ma lettre du 12/5/83. 
Deux d'entre vous (ET et JL) sont favorables a man option A, alors que DG 
prefere nettement l'option B. 
Aucun d'entre vous n'ayant fait objection au modus procedendi que j'avais pro-
pose, j'en conclus que nous choisissons l'option A et je vous invite a venir ici pour un 
colloque de 3 jours, du 20 au 23 aoQt 1984. Au cas ou l'un d'entre vous ne serait pas 
libre a ces dates, dites-moi aussi si vous seriez libres la semaine suivante (du 27 au 30). 
ET, JL (et DB) sont prets a reagir avant Je 31 dec. (ou un peu apres: JL) par ecrit 
sur la 3e contribution de DG (que je leur communique par ce courrier). Je rappelle que 
j'avais propose d'ecrire directement a DG. Je serais reconnaissant a DG de communi-
quer a chacun des "reacteurs" une photocopie des deux autres reactions qui lui ont ete 
adressees. Cela pourra faciliter notre rencontre de 1984. 
Le 5 fevrier 1984, je Jeur ecrivis enfin : 
Excusez-moi d'avoir attendu si longtemps pour vous ecrire a nouveau depuis 
aoat. J'attendais d'avoir re~u vos trois reponses a ma lettre du 10 aoQt dernier. Quoi-
que n'en ayant re~u directement que deux, je crois necessaire de fixer definitivement 
nos projets de rencontre pour l'ete prochain. 
A. D'apres ce que je sais directement au indirectement de vos reactions, je consi-
dere que vous pouvez vous trouver ici du 20 au 23 aoQt prochains. Si ce n'est pas le 
cas, ecrivez-moi d'urgence. Si donc vous ne receve2 rien de moi avant la fin de fevrier, 
considerez que cette date est definitivement fixee. 
De man cote, je considere 
1) que vous etes decides tous les trois a etre ici du 20 aoQt au soir jusqu'au 23 aoQt 
au soir (avec possibilite de rester un au deux jours de plus, si cela arrange l'un au 
l'autre d'entre vous), 
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2) que si l'un d'entre vous est retenu par un empechement imprevu, il defägue a ceux 
qui seront ici le droit de decider du mode de publication des documents qui m'ont 
ete envoyes et que je vous ai communiques a propos de notre recherche commune. 
B. Dans ma lettre du 10 aoat, je vous disais que "ET, JL (et DB) sont prets a 
reagir avant le 31 dec. (au un peu apres: JL) par ecrit sur la 3e contribution de DG". 
Cependant, en une reponse du 28 aoat, ET m'a ecrit ceci que je crois utile de vous 
communiquer : "What is more of a problem is to decide what exactly we shall dis-
cuss in Fribourg. I discussed this, too, with JL. I suggest that we shall start out to 
discuss the methodological background of each of our contributions, each one spea-
king for himself. In my case that would involve the other books I have dealt with in 
the past and the same refers to the other participants. Each of us will speak up, not 
necessarily from a written paper, and at some point in the discussion we will reach 
the story of David and Goliath. This could, I think, be very fruitful indeed •••• Because 
of this proposal I suggest not to discuss DG's reaction. I prefer to leave that to the 
meeting itself, even if this differs from my previously expressed views. I think that 
JL agrees with this, but he'II speak for himself." [J'espere ne pas avoir deforme les 
paroles de ET en les dechiffrant.] 
Etant donne cette prise de position de ET (et de JL ?), je n'ai pas redige de re-
ponse a la 3e contribution de DG. J'aimerais avoir les reactions de DG et de JL au 
"point de depart" propose par ET pour notre rencontre de l'ete prochain. De man 
cote, je proposerais que chacun redige (meme brievement) une contribution metho-
dologique (chacun l'apportant avec lui, mais des propositions ecrites aidant a accro-
cher la discussion). 
De fait, seu/ JL formula par ecrit des "Methodological Remarks' qu'il communi-
qua aux participants au debut du colloque qu'ils tinrent a Fribourg du 20 au 23 aoDt 
1984. Lars de cette rencontre, l'entretien porta surtout sur /es problemes de methode 
qui s'etaient fait jour a /'occasion de notre travail commun. 
II fut decide que chacun redigerait ensuite un dernier 'papier' au il tirerait /es 
conclusions de notre seminaire de quatre ans. 
Le 2 1 janvier 1985, ces quatre derniers papiers furent communiques a tous /es 
participants, chacun ayant Ja possibilite d'envoyer encore un 'appendice' si quelque 
chose lui paraissait manquer. 
Nous publions ci-apres : 
D'abord Ja Je contribution de DG (qui fut communiquee aux autres partici-
pants, Je 10 aoOt 1983). 
Puis /es remarques methodo/ogiques que JL communiqua aux autres au debut du 
colloque de Fribourg. 
Enfin /es conclusions tirees, apres Je colloque, par chacun des quatre participants : 
Celle de ET dont Ja premiere partie (pp. 129-137) etait deja redigee avant Je colloque. 
Celles de DB et de DG. 
Celle de JL qui servira d'epilogue a ce travail commun. 
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THIRD ST ACE B Y D. W. GOODING 
lt has once again been both pleasurable and profitable to study the responses 
of my three colleagues to the initial Contributions. I will now attempt to comment 
on those three of the four issues raised by DB on which it is appropriate for me to 
comment. 
I. THE METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES RAISED BY ET 
I am particularly glad to have this opportunity of clarifying my position. I agree 
with ET more, perhaps, than he realises, and I am sorry if the order in which I at• 
tacked the problem in my Contribution has confused the issue. 
ET in his Contribution dealt first with textual matters (pp. 19-39) and then with 
literary questions (pp. 39-43). In my Contribution I dealt first with literary questions 
(Sections 1-IV) and then with textual matters (Section V). ET feels that my order 
exposes me to one serious weakness, undue subjectivity, and then to one serious 
fault,petitio principii. How valid are these criticisms? I answer as follows: 
A. The Presuppositions Behind My Order 
1. My Response shows that I am still not as ready as my colleagues to state with 
certainty at what level the minuses/pluses came ab out. Sections 1-IV, however, of my 
Contribution were based on the working hypothesis which I stated in Textus VII, 
1969, 1 : "Given a peculiarity in the LXX, we may not be able to say definitely whe-
ther it is, or is not, founded on a Hebrew text differing from the MT. But if for the 
argument's sake we suppose it is, we can proceed to consider whether this supposed 
Hebrew Vorlage, or the MT, better represents the original story. And at this level de-
cision is often possible". 
Now ET feels that his translation-analysis proves that the short text of *G in 
I S. 17-18 is based on a short Hebrew text. I am not so sure that it proves it (see B be-
low); but throughout Sections 1-IV I assumed it, without argument or proof, as a 
working hypothesis. I even went further in ET's direction : as a working hypothesis 
I assumed, with ET, that *G and *M represented two Hebrew versions of the David-
Goliath story. The advantage of adopting these hypotheses was that it allowed me to 
proceed at once to consider the two supposed "versions" of the story as stories (just 
as ET does in his second section, pp. 39-43), in order to determine, if possible, whe-
ther one version derived from the other by expansion or abbreviation, or whether 
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they were completely independent. My conclusion was that one version was a trunca-
tion of the other; and that, therefore, if the working hypothesis was true, that the two 
versions were once represented in different Hebrew texts, the conclusion would be 
that the shorter Hebrew text was a truncation of the langer Hebrew text. 
Now admittedly this conclusion is the direct opposite of ET's; but I do not see how 
my methodology involves significantly more subjectivism than ET's. Granted that many 
of my literary arguments are subjective, but equally so are his (in his paper 39-43) -
indeed since his case in his Section II is argued in a very briet and summary manner, some 
of his claims and conclusions seem (to me) tobe somewhat more arbitrary than mine. 
But be that as it may, I cannot see either how my order of approach to the pro-
b lern this far led me to a petitio principii. My presupposition was that both "versions" 
may have been represented by Hebrew texts; I did not suppose that my subsequent 
argument proved that presupposition. All I was seeking to prove in Sections 1-IV of 
my Contribution was that even if the two "versions" once existed in two different 
Hebrew texts, the shorter version was a truncation of the langer. 
2. Nor can I see that I feil into the trap of petitio principii when in Section V of 
my Contribution I turned to textual matters. Having concluded in Sections 1-IV 
that one version was a truncation of the other, I proceeded to ask in Section V at what 
level the truncation was most likely to have taken place, at the level of the Hebrew 
or at the level of the Greek. This did admittedly involve questioning my original 
working hypothesis, and in the end rejecting it. But that did not logically invalidate 
the conclusion I reached in Sections 1-IV. That conclusion was, I repeat, "even if the 
two versions once existed in two Hebrews texts, the shorter version was a truncation 
of the langer". The conclusion still stands even if further consideration makes it seem 
likely that the two versions did not at one stage both exist in Hebrew texts. 
I agree with ET that the shorter text was probably not the result either of the 
translator's, or of some scribe's, activity. I consider it, however, to be the result of 
abridgement, and that at a much more deliberate, exegetical and scholarly level, 
whereas ET apparently is only prepared to envisage the possibility that an originally 
short version has been added to at some stage in the literary process. Is this because 
of some unspoken assumption on ET's part that literary works in antiquity always 
evolved and grew by accretion ? If short texts could be lengthened, why should langer 
texts not sometimes be shortened ? (See also DB Reponse p. 96, "Ajoutons que ... :). 
Be that as it may, I still think it is possible that the truncation took place at the 
level of the Hebrew, though I hold it to be more likely that it took place at the level 
of the Greek. But whatever conclusions we adopt on this issue, I think that what I 
have said in my Response pp. 99ff bears repetition : we should not unduly limit in 
advance the theoretical possibilities. 
B. The Strength (and Weakness) of ET's Case 
The strength of ET's case is that decisions based on a study of translation-tech-
nique are less subjective than those based on literary criticism; but it is important to 
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distinguish between what ET has demonstrated beyond doubt, and the further de-
ductions he has made with rather less certainty. 
What his analysis of translation-technique has shown beyond all doubt is that 
what the translator translates, he translates reasonably faithfully and literally, i.e. 
he does not indulge in wild paraphrase or precis. But strictly speaking it does not logi-
cally follow from the observation that what he translates he translates literally and 
accurately, that he must therefore necessarily have translated the whole of the docu-
ment before him. lt may create a high probability that he did : it does not logically 
prove it. 
This admittedly is a small point. Much more important is the consideration 
(see my Response p. 99f) that if the translator had had before him a langer Hebrew 
text, and had translated it all faithfully and fully, and some later scholar subsequently 
truncated his translation, then a study of what was left of the translation would 
certainly reveal that the translator was faithful to the Hebrew as far as his translation-
technique was concerned; but it would be quite false to deduce from the fact that 
the translation-technique was faithful, the conclusion that the translator must have 
had before him a short Hebrew text. 
How Iikely is it, then, that the original Greek translation has been truncated by 
some subsequent critical scholar ? Weil, ps.-Aristeas (Sections 310-311) anticipates 
the possibility of such a truncation, and purports to teil of a precaution taken against 
it; and the fragments of Demetrius show him aware of the sporisi in the Greek transla-
tion. Against this it will be argued that there is no extant Greek manuscript-evidence 
to show that there was ever a langer Old Greek text than we now have. And that is 
true. But it is also true that there is no extant Hebrew manuscript, Qumranic or 
other, that presents a short Hebrew text of our chapters. In this situation, if we were 
to dismiss in advance the possibility of subsequent truncation of the Greek; and if we 
were to allow only the possibility of a hypothetical short Hebrew text; then if star-
ting from this assumption we argued that a study of the translation-technique of the 
Greek proved that the Greek was based an a short Hebrew text, would we not be in 
danger of a petitio principii ? 
II. JL's TREATMENT OF THE MERAB/MICHAL PASSAGES 
Here my chief concern would be to enquire as to the validity of some of the 
axioms which JL lays down for the Iiterary criticism of these passages. 
A. Are the sections on Merab and Michal part of the story of David and Goliath ? 
JL's answer to this question is no. The reason he gives is: "When one wishes to 
connect the gift of Saul's daughter with the promise in question [i.e. with the tri-
partite promise in 17,25, DG], then one should be able to show how the other aspects 
of the promise were kept." (p. 89). How valid is this claim ? 
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lt is, one might have thought, a very common thing in life and in Iiterature that 
a man, X, being in difficulty of some kind, will make another man, Y, various pro-
mises if Y will da this or that, and then when Y, against all expectation, manages to 
da the set task, X conveniently forgets his promises or eise partially or completely 
refuses to honour them. So, for instance, in the classical myth, Pelias, being afraid 
of Jason, promises that if Jason captures the Golden Fleece, Pelias will hand over the 
kingdom to him. Jason captures the Golden Fleece; but then Pelias refuses to hand 
over the kingdom. 
Theoretically, then, it is conceivable that a biblical narrator should have wished 
to convey the idea that Saul, having made the tripartite promise of 17 ,25 thereafter 
went back on part or all of it. The question at issue for us is, how must such a narra-
tor have gone about the telling of the story if he were going to make it evident to his 
readers that the portion which relates the failure to keep the promise is part of the 
same story as recorded the making of the promise ? Will it be enough if when it comes 
to the point where the promise should be fulfilled, the narrator describes at length 
and in detail how Part A of the promise was fulfilled only begrudgingly and after a 
false start, a withdrawal, and the adding of further, seemingly impossible, condi-
tions; and then, by making no further reference to the fulfilling of Parts B and C of the 
promise, leaves the reader to conclude that those two parts were not fulfilled ? JL 
answers No to this. He lays it down (p. 89), that the narrator must explicitly mention 
how all three parts of the promise were kept (or, presumably, not kept). If he does 
not explicitly say what happened to all the parts of the promise, the connection bet-
ween the two parts of the narrative will be completely lost upon his readers. 
To some of us this axiom would seem to be a recipe for a very dull and wooden 
narrative style. But this is a matter of taste, and therefore of personal preference. 
What I find disconcerting is what happens when one puts this axiom together with 
another axiom which he enunciates on p. 89 of his Response : "On the other hand, 
the occurrence of expressions or even sentences in several parts of a text does not 
necessarily prove the original unity of the narrative. The final editor may have used 
and re-used these terms and turnings in order to produce a better unity between se-
veral independent sections." Logically, JL 's case is irrefutable; but put his two axioms 
together and apply them to our problem, and the result seems to be : 
a) because 18, 17ff mentions only Part A of the promise, and not Parts B and C, 
it cannot be considered part of the same narrative as 17,25; 
b) even if 18, 17ff mentioned all three parts of the promise, it still could not be 
regarded as necessarily part of the same narrative as 17 ,25. 
On the basis of these two axioms few, perhaps no, ancient narratives (or modern 
ones either) could in strict logic be confidently regarded as literary unities. If we do 
regard them as unities, it must be on the grounds of personal taste and presupposi-
tion. Perhaps here, then, we can get no further than declaring our presuppositions. 
To me JL 's presupposition seems to be that a biblical narrative must be presumed to 
be composite unless it is in strict logic proved otherwise - and the proof will be diffi-
cult, if not impossible. My presupposition would rather be that a biblical (or classi-
cal) narrative should be presumed to be a unity unless indisputable evidence is adduced 
for considering it composite. 
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B. 1s it true that "the story does not present the stories of Saul's daughters as a ful-
filment of the promise but rather as a part of Saul's plan to remove David" 
(JL Response p. 89) ? 
Theoretically, the daughter-stories do not have to be either a fulfilment of the 
promise or a part of the removal-plan. They could be both. Real life can really be as 
complicated as that ! Whether they are, or are not, regarded as both will depend an 
the prior judgement as to whether 18, 17ff is part of the same narrative as 17 ,25, 
or not. If one knows an other grounds that it is not, then it is fair enough to point 
out that 18, 17ff does not explicitly mention the promise, but only the wish to remove 
David. If on the other hand 18,17ft were part of the same narrative as 17,25, it would 
be impossible to read 18, 17ff as something completely unrelated to the promise of 
17,25. 
So here again, JL seems to me to be opting for one presupposition rather than 
another. A further example of this is his remark on p. 90 of his Response: "No si-
milar context is given in 17, 12. David enters the scene unexpectedly". One might 
protest, of course, that David's entry is not all that unexpected, since he has been 
mentioned a mere twelve verses earlier in 16,23 in such a way as might lead the reader 
confidently to expect his re-appearance (see my Contribution pp. 64ft). But this 
protest is ruled out in advance by JL's presupposition announced on p. 90: "When 
one does not accept the MT of 1 Sam 17-18 as an original unit then •.. " (and if not 
17-18, a fortiori not 16-18, presumably). In other words the non-acceptance of 17-18 
as a literary unit is the prior judgement. 
Now on p. 89f JL remarks that "the present MT version may be due to an editor 
who knew different stories about David and Saul's daughter(s). The LXX knew only 
the one on Michal. If his Vorlage had attested to Merab's story as weil, the translator 
might not have omitted it in order to avoid the contradiction with 2 Sam 21,8. He 
might rather have changed Michal's name into Merab's in 21,8". My comment on this 
can be briet : first, DB (Reponse p. 96) no langer thinks that the translator would have 
omitted large portions of his Vorlage; and I have never thought it likely that the 
translator was responsible for the omissions. And secondly, my remarks on the danger 
involved in failing to consider the possibility that the omissions took place after the 
LXX was made (see above p. 116) apply here too. 
III. COMMENT ON DB's REFUT ATIONS OF CAIRD's OBJECTIONS 
A. A General Analogy 
Though in matters of detail I disagree with DB, I support his general thesis, and 
wish first to cite an analogous case which in several points supports DB against 
Caird. 
lt has been argued by Caird and others : 
1. that the disputed sections in the David-Goliath story contain some details which 
are not inconsistent with the rest of the story, and these cannot be said to have 
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been omitted from the Septuagint for harmonistic reasons (Caird : Objection 
1.). 
2. that we cannot think it likely that an editor would have made harmonistic omis-
sions if he did not da it consistently (Caird : Objections 2 and 3). 
3. that the size of the alleged harmonistic omissions is unique and makes harmonis-
tic omission an unlikely explanation. 
As an analogous case I cite the complete absence from OGr. of the summary 
of Jeroboam's reign and the announcement of his successor : "And the rest of the 
acts of Jeroboam ... and Nadab his son reigned in his stead". In the MT this stands 
at I Kings 14, 19-20. A summary of this kind is standard in this position throughout 
the Bocks of Kings, and the LXX normally has such summaries: cf. 1 K. 14,29-31; 
15,7-8; 15,31-32; 16,14; 16,20; 16,27-28. Where KR duplicates OGr. a summary is 
found in both (though not equal in extent) : see I K. 16,28c-h and I K. 22,45-51. 
1. First notice the length of the summary omitted by OGr at I K. 14, 19-20. lt 
consists of two longish verses, easily the equivalent of many of the omissions in I S. 
17-18. Cf. DB's answer to Caird's 3rd Objection, Contribution pp. 52s. 
2. Notice that the summary would not itself conflict with anything in the context 
of the LXX. The reason for its omission is as follows : it forms the last two verses of 
the lang paragraph I K. 14,1-20. The first 18 verses of that paragraph teil of the 
visit of Jeroboam's wife to the prophet Ahijah; but in the LXX this same story has 
already been told in the course of the duplicate Jeroboam story inserted at I K. 12, 
24a-z (it occupies 24g-n), and the story at 14,1-18 conflicts in several important 
respects with the story as told in 12,24g-n. The story of 14,1-18 was therefore omitted 
for harmonistic reasons; but when it was omitted it unintentionally dragged with it 
the last two verses of the paragraph which had nothing to da with the Ahijah story. 
This is the same kind of point as DB makes in his Contribution p. 51. 
3. Notice that the LXX in I K. is not consistent. lt omits the Ahijah story from 
eh. 14 because that story would duplicate, and conflict with, the story in 12,24g-n. 
But at 12,24a-f and o-z it retains (or inserts) a story of Jeroboam's rise to power 
which duplicates, and conflicts with, the story of his rise to power given at 11,43-
12,24. lt is important to notice that this kind of atomistic and inconsistent criti-
cal activity is what we find both in the Talmud and Midrashim, and in scholars like 
Demetrius. 
4. Notice that these points 1-3 all apply equally whether the omissions (and ad-
ditions) in I K. 11-14 were made at the level of the Hebrew, at the level of the transla-
tors, or at the level of the subsequent critics and editors of the Greek translation. 
B. Some Details in DB's Refutations 
1. In his answer to Caird's Objection 2 ( Contribution p. 51f) DB argues that *G 
has eliminated inconsistency. 1 hold (see my Contribution p. 56) that there was no 
inconsistency to start with. In the second instance cited by DB, it seems to me that 
afpwv ta OXEUT) does mean 'armour-bearer' and not just 'coolie' : cf. 2 S. 18, 15 and 
23,37(36). A mere coolie would surely not be mentioned in the Iist in 23, 17. But, as is 
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evident from 3. above, I da not think it necessary to claim that the harmonistic omis-
sion has been carried out consistently throughout the whole book. The Merab/Michal 
question is a case in point. If the omission of the Merab section from eh. 18 is meant 
to harmonise eh. 18 with 2 S. 21,8, the fact remains that 2 S. 6,23 and 2 S. 3,14-16 
appear to conflict with 2 S. 21,8 in one way or another, and yet *G does not omit 
these passages. 
2. On DB's observation (Contribution p. 53) that many of *G's omissions concern 
"simples repetitions inutiles", I would comment by referring to my Contribution 
pp. 75ff. The point with many of these small and seemingly useless repetitions is that 
while at first sight they da seem to be needless, and their omission sometimes even 
appears superficially to obviate apparent difficulties, closer study shows that their 
presence was necessary for the precise thought-flow in their context, and that their 
omission is harmful and secondary. 
3. I agree totally with DB's answer to Caird's Objection 4 (DB, Contribution 
pp. 53f). 
4. What I think about Caird's Objections 5 and 6 will already be apparent from 
my Contribution. 
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DAVID AND GOLIATH IN THE HEBREW AND GREEK TEXTS 
1 learned much from my distinguished colleagues : from the predominantly 
textcritical approach of ET, the mainly literary historical remarks of DB and the 
chiefly rhetorical critical observations of DG. The differences in their respective 
methods appear to lead to divergent conclusions. Therefore, some methodological 
consideration may be to the point. 
Although textual and literary criticism ought to be clearly distinguished from 
each other, they should not be separated. They are complementary. This is especially 
the case when major differences occur between the textual witnesses. There appears 
to be a growing consensus an this point not only in our papers an the David and Go-
liath story but also in other scholarly work. We may perhaps refer to the recent 
research on the topic by J. Trebolle Barrera [ 1 ]. lt should be clear that, when we use 
the term literary criticism, we use it in its !arger meaning, implying all kinds of histori-
cal criticism analysing 'the biblical books up to the stage where they reached their 
final form' [2] as weit as rhetorical criticism and structuralism analysing nothing 
but the final form. 
Discussions may arise concerning the sequence in which the respective critical 
methods should be applied. lt is probably preferable to start with textual criticism. 
lndeed, when one tries to define the relation between different forms of a text, in 
casu the story of David and Goliath, one deals with the history of the text. Such a 
historical study is not the first aim of rhetorical criticism or of structuralism. These 
methods may find rhetorical and structural qualities in the text at any stage of its 
development or of its transmission. These qualities may have improved or deteriora-
ted in the course of the history of the text. One. form of the text, for instance the 
Hebrew, may have better rhetorical qualities then the other, i.e. the Greek. However 
this assesment does not allow direct conclusions concerning the historical priority 
of one form over the other. On the other hand historical literary criticism tries to re-
construct the earliest and most hypothetical stages in the history of the text whereas 
textual criticism focuses an its latest and partly still extant forms. One must admit 
that textual criticism most often leads to the reconstruction of a no langer existing 
'original text·. lts conclusions are often hypothetical. Nevertheless, literary criticism 
is to be based an a 'critical text•, i.e. a text which has been submitted to a textcritical 
analysis. For these reasons textual criticism seems to offer the best entrance to the 
study of the textual phenomena in question. 
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Whatever method is chosen as a starting point, one should first record the formal 
or factual characteristics of the text. Judgements of value or evaluations should be 
postponed as lang as possible, since at this stage the risk of subjectivity is higher [3]. 
I. TEXTUAL CRITICISM 
a) First of all, the textual witnesses both of the Greek and of the Hebrew versions 
should be weighed carefully. Everybody agrees upon this. However, in cases such as 
the David and Goliath story, one might all too easily neglect this part of the investi-
gation since the data seem to be weil known and no new information seems to be 
available. lt is true, the new data are not overabundant. In as far as the Hebrew text is 
concerned, the excavations of Qumran produced no more than a scrap of 1 Sam 
18,17-18 and a langer segment of 1 Sam 17,3-6. Nevertheless the Qumranic fragments 
may prove to be relevant especially when they are considered in a !arger context. 
lndeed, the fragment of 1 Sam 17 ,3-6 belongs to a scroll 4Q 1 Sam-a representing a 
non-massoretic type of text. As for the Greek text no new data seem to have been 
discovered recently. The version of Hippolytus remains interesting but it should not be 
overburdened. Perhaps the iconographical lead procured by the 'David plates' from 
Cyprus should be followed somewhat further. These plates which probably reflect a 
short text similar to the Hippolytus version are obviously inspired by older models 
[4]. 
b) When the witnesses are duly recorded one should turn to a characterisation of 
the translation techniques used in the section under discussion and in its context. 
This step is fully developed in E. Tov's Handbook [5] and in his papers on 1 Sam 17-
18. A critical note may be brought up concerning the evaluation of 'semitisms' [ 6 ]. 
A first conclusion of this step in the inquiry is that the section in question is 
translated rather literally. A second conclusion is slightly more hypothetical. Since the 
translation is rather literal it is unlikely that the translator would have omitted !arger 
sections which were found in his Vorlage. The absence of omissions in 1 Sam (LXX) 
comparable in length with the 'minuses' in 1 Sam 17-18, confirms this point. One 
might object refering to the 'minus' 1 Sam 13, 1 (LXX). However it is not at all certain 
that this 'minus' is an omission [ 7]. Thus we may accept as a probability that the 
'minuses' in 1 Sam 17-18 are not due to the translator but rather to his Vorlage. We 
have to admit that 'probability' does not mean 'certainly'. Other data will have to 
weaken or to strengthen the argument. 
c) After having traced the Septuagint back to its Vorlage, as far as possible, one 
should turn to a comparison of the MT with the Septuagint and with its hypothetical 
Vorlage, in order to reconstruct the 'original form' of the text. However, here two 
preliminary problems arise. The first one concerns the identification of the 'original 
form' and the second the relation between textual and literary criticism. 
What is the 'original form' of the O.T.? With E. Tov one may identify it with 
its finished composition [8]. However, when da we have a finished composition of a 
biblical text ? In the given example, is it the shorter or the langer one ? Where are the 
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criteria ? One may be inclined to prefer that form of the text which explains the other. 
In the David and Goliath case one may suggest that the Septuagint or its Vorlage 
omitted some sections because of harmonising and pedantic tendencies. In this view 
the MT stands closer to the original form. Dr one may be convinced that the MT in 
a midrashic way expanded on the Vorlage of the LXX. In both cases the argument is 
built on the presupposition that only one finished composition can be accepted. But, 
is this a necessary and correct presupposition ? Several forms of the same Book of the 
Bible appear to have functioned alongside each other in the congregation of Qum-
ran [ 9 ]. A decisive factor in this situation is the recognition of the respective texts 
or forms of the text by the religious community to which they belang. 
Applied to the David and Goliath story this means that both the Septuagint 
and the Massoretic text may have preserved 'a final form' of the narrative. 
This leads us to a second preliminary question : are these different 'forms· of the 
text to be considered as distinct editorial compositions or simply as successive pro-
ducts of the transmission of the text ? In the David and Goliath case the divergences 
between the Greek and the Hebrew texts are so important that they can hardly be 
adscribed to accidental errors of scribes or translators. They must be due to deliberate 
interventions. If this is true it will be hard to decide whether these took place in the 
course of the formation of the text or of its transmission. Theoretically, literary criti-
cism deals with the formation of the text and textual criticism with the finished com-
positions and their transmission. In practice, the borderline between both areas tends 
to blur. Moreover the methods used on both levels largely coincide, once the probabi-
lity of accidental errors is outruled. 
II. LITERARY AND TEXTUAL CRITICISM 
How shall one proceed in the evaluation of cases where two forms of the text 
show major differences ? In general, formal criteria should be given precedence over 
arguments based on possible biases in the context of the text or on its artistic quali-
ties. Among the formal criteria we may mention patterns and literary genres as weit as 
the vocabulary of the text and its context. 
a) Stories or parts of them are often constructed according to fixed forms or 
patterns [10]. Features disturbing these patterns may be significant and reveal traces 
of the history of the text. In 1 Sam 17, 12ff several characteristics can be found of a 
pattern similar to the one in Judges 13,1ft; 1 Sam 1,1ft and especially in 1 Sam 9,1ft. 
The formal correspondances are striking. 
X llll/.l ... ll 11.1' -
p ,~,-
lll Y ~M X 1llM'1 -
Ml nj7 -
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In the introductory sections both of 1 Sam 9,1ff and of 1 Sam 17,12ft not only the 
terminology but also the sequence of the data are almest identic. One of the special 
characteristics of these sections is that they da not presuppose an earlier introduction. 
They begin an independant story bringing a young hero an the scene [ 11 ]. This means 
that the narrative in 1 Sam 17, 12ft does not presuppose the data given in 1 Sam 
16,1ft andin 17,1ft. Obviously the text of 1 Sam 17,12ft has been tampered with in 
order to adapt its story to the pericopes prefixed to it or with which it had been 
combined [ 12]. · 
Similar formal remarks can be made concerning 17, 1-11 and its relation with 
17,32ft. As far as Goliath and his taunt is concerned a comparison with biblical 
parallels, especially with the Rabshakeh, and his speech in 2 Kings 18.19 should be 
preferred over a comparison with the 'classical heroes'. The striking similarities in the 
terminology strenghten the connections between the two cases (camp. 2 Kings 18,7 
with 1 Sam 18,(5)14-15 and 2 Kings 19,4.16 with 1 Sam 17,(26)36). lt should be 
noted that the interruption of Goliath's speech in 1 Sam 17 ,43 LXX is not exceptio-
nal. The Rabshakeh is equally interrupted by his opponents (2 Kings 18,26ft). 
b) The contacts with the context are important. They offer objective data. 
However the threat of subjectivity menaces their interpretation. In the case of a 
lengthy 'plus' one should check whether or not its terminology is in agreement with 
that of its context and whether or not it presupposes its context. One should also 
consider the textual unit to which the 'plus' belongs and see whether the context of 
this unit presupposes the langer or the shorter form of the unit. 
The evaluation of the correspondences in the terminology is difficult. They may 
be due to the topic or to the unity of the authorship or to the editorial adaptation of 
an insert to its context. The latter interpretation is most likely to be preferred when 
repetitions occur which disturb or interrupt the flow of the narrative. Thus 17, 12-13 
repeats the information concerning the eight sons of Jesse, given already in 16, 10-11. 
In 17, 12ft this information disturbs the logic of the story which asks for four sons 
only. 
On the other hand some of the expressions in 17, 12-31 agree very weil with those 
of 17,32-54. In both sections David is presented as a boy and pastor. Goliath is typi-
fied as the uncircumcised Philistine who defies the armees of the living God both in 
17,26 andin 17,36. According to DB the conclusion must be that 17,32-54 was com-
posed as the continuation of 17,12-31. Moreover, the editor of 16,1-14 seems to have 
borrowed materials both from 17,12-31 (the names of the elder brothers) and from 
17,32-54 (the description of David, ruddy and handsome). According to DB this 
proves that the editor of 16,1-14 found 17,12-54 as a unity. However, it should be 
noted that the description of David in 16, 12 does not fit the context very weil. lt may 
not be part of the original story according to which the Lord does not look an the 
out ward appearance : 16, 7. The core of the story of 17, 12ft may have mentioned 
the name of the oldest brother of David only. The names in 17,13 may have been 
inserted in order to strengthen the link with the context. Verse 17,13 is certainly 
redundant and overburdened. As for the description of the Philistine in 17 ,26 and 36 
its original 'Sitz' may have been in 17,36 in the version preserved in the LXX [13]. 
F rom there it may have been inserted into 17 ,26. 
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The disagreements in the terminology of the 'plus' and of its context may be 
more relevant. However, differences in the terminology are not necessarily disagree-
ments. When in our example the author uses n7Aylln in v. 17,20 referring to lsrael's 
'encampment' whereas elsewhere he uses n.J1y1Jn or mnll, this may be a synonym and 
nothing more. However, when in v. 23 the Philistine 'comes up' (n7y) out of the ranks 
of the Philistines, this hardly fits the scene described in 17, 1-11 where both armees 
are encamped on two sides of a valley and one has to come down out of his own 
ranks toset out towards the enemy (i1' v. 4). 
Before these complex data are evaluated a further analysis of the language and 
terminology should be given. 
c) In the comparison of two divergent textforms the exploration of the early 
or late character of the Hebrew language is important. If the Hebrew idioms used 
in a text prove to be late, then this text must be a late composition. The variants 
in the Greek version may then easily preserve traces of an older or alternative phase 
in composition rather than a reworking or a free translation. S.R. Driver detects 
several characteristics of late Hebrew in 1 Sam 17 .18. Of course, in this context, 
'late' is an ambiguous notion. In Driver's view it appears to refer to the Hebrew of 
Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah and of 'late' Psalms [14]. A. Rot~ further developed 
this argument in an article which was not available to me. 
Most of the symptoms betraying a late Hebrew signaled by S.R. Driver occur 
in 17,32ft: ... 7 7Yll in 17,39; yitm & plural verb in 17,46; Y'l:!lln' with its retention 
of the n in 17,47; 771Jn 7U<l:!I in 18,6 [15]. 
These data suggest that at least 1 Sam 17 ,32ff does not belang to the early layers 
of the Book of Samuel, or, that the section in question has been reworked at a late 
stage of the redaction. 
At this stage of the inquiry a hypothesis could be formulated allowing all or most 
of the data to fall into place. In our example the data appear to suggest that 17, 12ft 
in the MT preserved the beginning of a story on David's accession to the court of 
Saul. lt is probably older than its present context. The scene of the anointment in 
16, 1ft is likely to be a younger prophetic introduction to the story. Together with 
17, 1-11.32ff it looks like an alternative presentation of the David story. The MT 
combined both forms of the narrative; the Septuagint preserved the younger alterna-
tive only. In a further stage one may then try to demonstrate that the redactor for the 
massoretic text type did a very skilfull job. To me this seems to be a question of taste. 
One may also try to prove that the Septuagint did not simply preserve an alternative 
form of the text but rather truncated its langer form. For our problem this step in 
the precedure could be important as a counterproof. 
d) We should repeat here that the rhetorical qualities of a text are not neces-
sarily a criterium of its originality. The original author may have been more 'clumsy' 
than a later more skilfull redactor, or vice versa. The proof of a truncation by a re-
dactor, translator or copyist will have to be based on formal criteria. Let us take 
1 Sam 18,5 as an example. According to DG this is the first occurence of a refrain 
with as theme : David's increasing popularity [ 16 ]. Its three occurences present 
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a picture to the completion of which all three are necessary. There is no hint of un-
necessary repetitiousness that might suggest that an originally shorter account has 
been filled out by an expansionist addition. Thus DG. One may accept that verses 
6.16.30 display some sort of a refrain. Is this a sufficient reason to conclude that 
they are part of an original composition ? DG gives the impression that there is an 
escalation in the repeated refrains describing David's 'ever increasing popularity', or 
at least that the three refrains are necessarily complementary. Both assertions seem 
to be rather subjective. Turning to more formal matters we notice that according 
to DG the 'men of war' in v. 5 presumably refers to the elite troops. A comparison 
with the other attestations of this expressions shows clearly that. it simply denotes 
all the soldiers and not the elite troops. (Num 31,49; Deut 2,14.16; Josh 5,4.6; 6,3; 
1 Sam 18,5; 1 Kings 9,22; 2 Kings 25,4.19; Jer 38,4; 39,4; 41,3.16; 49,26; 51,22; 
52,25; Joel 4,9.) More intriguing is the fact that this phrase appears to occur in late 
texts only. A further analysis would argue in favour of a postexilic date of all of these 
texts. The idiom expressing David's success, also in 1 Sam 18,5, finds its most literal 
parallel in the dtr summary of Hezekiah's deeds and their evaluation in 2 Kings 18,7 : 
~,Jl!/7 ... 11!/M ~J l. This appears to confirm the late date of composition of 1 Sam 18,5. 
The summary in 2 Kings 18,7 deals with the correct relation between Jhwh and the 
king as weil as with the resulting successful life of the king. A similar pattern may be 
found in Jos 1,7.8; 1 Sam 18,14.15; 1 Kings 2,3 and perhaps in Is 52,13 and Jer 10, 
21. In each of these cases the verb ~,Jl!lil is used in order to express the success of 
a leader based on a correct relation with Jhwh. In 1 Sam 18,5 this pattern is slightly 
distorted. The relation between Jhwh and his king is replaced by the relation between 
king Saul and his officer David. David is successful not directly in what he does but 
in what he is sent to do. The editor probably adapted the pattern which he found in 
18,14.15 in order to link verses 17,55-58 and 18,2 (or 18,1-4) with the context in 
which he wished to insert them. 
This brief attempt towards a counterproof, based on DG's observations concer-
ning 1 Sam 18,5, and its examination relying on formal criteria, does not contradict 
the earlier argumentation. The verse in question is part of a late editorial composition 
taken up in the MT. The artistic evaluation of this composition does not offer any 
arguments in favour of its priority. 
Concluding these methodological remarks we suggest that in cases where major 
differences occur between the Septuagint and the MT : 
1. Textcritical and literary critical methods should complement each other; 
2. Format criteria should be given precedence over criteria based on matters of 
contents. 
Following this procedure one may reach a firm conclusion concerning the history 
of the formation and of the transmission of the text. This conclusion does not neces-
sarily lead to a choice, giving preference to one text, for example the Septuagint, over 
the other. Both the MT and the LXX, or its Vorlage, are final texts with typical cha-
racteristics. Both have been accepted by and functioned in religious communities. 
There is no reason to discard one and to keep the other. A comparison could be made 
here with the synoptic gospels. 
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NOTES 
1 See the interesting investigations by J.C. Trebolle-Barrera, Salomon Y Jeroboam 
(1 R 2-12,14). (Bibliotheca Salmanticensis), Salamanca, Jerusalem, 1980; Re-
daction, Recension, and Midrash in the Bocks of Kings, Bulletin of the IOSCS 
nr. 15 ( 1982) 12-35. And more recently : La primitiva confesion de fe Y ahvista 
( 1 Re 18,36· 37). De la critica textual a la teologia biblica, Salmanticensis 31 
( 1984) 181-205; Jehu y Joas. Texte y composicion literaria de 2 Reyes 9-11, Va-
lencia, 1984, with further bibliography. 
2 See E. Tov, The Text-critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research. (Jerusa-
lem Bibi. Studies, 3), Jerusalem, 1981, p. 33. 
3 Compare with J. Trebolle-Barrera, Salomon y Jeroboam, p. 36ff., esp. p. 42. 
4 See The Story of David & Goliath in Hebrew & Greek, note 28. 
5 See the reference in note 2. 
6 Retroverted 'pluses• of the Greek text may reveal •semitisms'. One might be in· 
clined to appreciate these phenomena as proofs of a Hebrew Vorlage differing 
from the MT. However, this argument is a rather weak one. lndeed, the transla-
tor's Greek style may have been influenced by the Hebrew language even when he 
was freely composing. Moreover, when translators added inserts to the text they 
often took their inspiration from the context. The result was that their own 
Greek could hardly be distinguished from their translation-Greek. Camp. our 
Second Thoughts an David & Goliath, p. 88. 
7 Similar chronological remarks indicating the age of a king when he began to reign 
and the number of years he reigned over his country are to be found in 2 Sam 
2,10 (lshbosheth, Saul's son); 2 Sam 5,4 (David); 1 Kings 14,21; 22,42; 2 Kings 
8,17.26; 12,1; 14,2; 15,2.33; 16,2; 18,2; 21,1.19; 22,1; 23,31.36; 24,8.18 (kings 
of Judah). For the kings of Israel a different formula is used in which the age 
of the king is not given. lt is possible that the notes an Saul in 1 Sam 13, 1, an 
lshbosheth in 2 Sam 2,10 and an David in 2 Sam 5,4 were coined after the stereo-
type formula used for the Southern kings in 1 Kings 14,21 etc. 
8 Op. cit., p. 31. 
9 See E. Tov, A Medern Textual Outlook Based an the Qumran Serails. (HUCA, 
53.) Cincinnati, 1982, pp. 11-27. 
10 See J. Trebolle-Barrera, Redaction, Recension, and Midrash in the Bocks of 
Kings, Bulletin of the IOSCS nr. 15 (1982) p. 14ft. and the other works men-
tioned in note 1. 
11 An other special feature of the story in 1 Sam 17, 12ff is the test of the hero and 
his reward. A similar pattern can be found in Judges 1, 12; Joshua 15, 16. The king 
or chief promises to give ( 1m) his daughter to the one who slays (n.Jl) the ene-
my. Once the deed accomplished, the daughter is given ( 1m). In the David and 
Goliath story the major elements of this pattern are to be found in 1 Sam 17,25 
and in 18, 17. Notice the use of the verbs 1m and n.J l. 
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12 Notice that both the stories of 1 Sam 9,1ft and of 17,12ft have been reworked 
in function of the royal anointing of the hero. Camp. L. Schmidt, Menschli-
chen Erfolg und Jahwes Initiative, Neukirchen, 1970, p. 63ff.; F. Crüsemann, 
Der Widerstand gegen das Königtum, Neukirchen, 1978, p. 57. 
12. Compare with DG's first paper, p. 73ft. 
13 In verse 36 the LXX has the langer text and is more convergent with v. 26. The 
shorter version of the MT can easily be explained as a case of parab/epsis. Camp. 
N. Peters, Beiträge zur Text und Literarkritik sowie zur Erklärung der Bücher 
Samuel, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1899, p. 13. 
14 S.R. Driver, Notes an the Hebrew Text and the Topography of the Bocks of 
Samuel, Oxford, 1913, pp. 146ft. 
15 Further 'late' elements are: a,,J. IJ1'J in 18,10; ,3g'713 in 18,12; 11!11!< for the 
usual 'J in 18, 15. 
16 See DG's first paper, p. 71f. 
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THE STORY OF DAVID AND GOLIATH IN THE MT AND LXX 
A. WRITTEN BEFORE THE MEETING (WITH MINOR CHANGES) 
As some of you have said in the past, we are probably closer to each other's 
views than I thought we are. Now is the time to find this out, and there is no better 
way to do so than to turn to a description of our respective methods. Sometimes we 
are aware of our methods, but often we are not. Sometimes one only gets to formu-
lating his methods when he sees the descriptions of others, and the disagreement with 
their views turns out to be the best guide to such a description. I don't know exactly 
what it implies to describe your own method, but we can at least do our best to do so. 
I wand to stress how much I have enjoyed our common enterprise. In a scholarly 
world in which our colleagues are used to do their own thing in the splendid isolation 
of their studies it is rare that four colleagues should address exactly the same topic 
in order to better understand the topic, themselves and their colleagues. 
Often we are not aware of our own methodological presuppositions, and there-
fore it would be a good idea to examine some issues in which such presuppositions 
come to light. I believe that this is the case with the sequence of the components of 
our discussion. After all, we agree with regard to the facts, but we discuss them in a 
different sequence, and it seems to me that this very sequence determines our con-
clusions. 
Johan and I started off by discussing the text-critical problem, and while each of 
us has different emphases, we thought both that it was important to commence with 
this aspect. In this sequence, in which I started with the text-critical issues, I stressed 
the importance of the analysis of translation technique. Only afterwards we turned 
to the literary analysis of the story in its two versions, that is, MT and the LXX. 
David, on the other hand started off with the literary analysis, and this applies also to 
Dominique. In the subsequent discussion, the very sequence of the analysis became 
an issue of discussion, addressed in great detail by David in the second series of respon-
ses, or, if you wish, in the third series of contributions. 
David writes : "I agree with ET more, perhaps, than he realises, and I am sorry 
if the order in my Contribution has confused the issue." 
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He then continues : "ET in his Contribution dealt first with textual matters 
(pp. 19-39) and then with literary questions (pp. 39-43). In my Contribution I dealt 
first with literary questions (sections I-IV) and then with textual matters (section V). 
ET feels that my order exposes me to one serious weakness, undue subjectivity, and 
then to one serious fault,petitio principii. How valid are these criticisms ? .. 
David claims that my argumentation is equally subjective as his. But he realizes 
that there is somewhat more objectivity involved in my procedure since I start from 
the data themselves, from what may be called "the hard facts ... At the same time 
David knows, as all of us da, that in this area of the humanities there is hardly any 
real objectivity. All our werk is subjective, but I claim that some analyses are more 
subjective than others, or, if you wish, some are more objective than others. I should 
not deceive myself, also my own werk is subjective. Maybe I should not have used 
this term. Maybe I also should not have used the term petitio principii. I da believe 
that circular reasoning is involved in the reasoning of my colleagues with whom I 
disagree, but at the same time I know that also in my own argumentation there is cir-
cular reasoning, Afterwards I will refer to my own hidden assumptions. Among other 
things I agree with Dominique that the very use of the terms "version 1„ and „ver-
sion 2„ carries a circular reasoning with regard to the literary evidence, but this is 
a minor point, since the two blocks are called version 1 and version 2 at a later stage 
in the discussion. I want to find out what the hidden presuppositions are behind the 
views with which I disagree, and also behind the views I espouse myself. 
I da believe that it is incorrect to start with a literary analysis in sections in which 
such an analysis is based an textual evidence. I think it matters very much to deter-
mine with which evidence or analysis one starts to tackle the issues. lt actually deter-
mines the results of the analysis. In my view it is absolutely mandatory to start the 
analysis with the textual evidence, and I will soon say why. At the same time I cannot 
guarantee that my own conclusions are correct just because I choose a sequence which 
I consider correct. The conclusions may very weil be incorrect or imprecise. I, too, 
have some axiomatic beliefs which guide my thinking, and I am grateful to my col-
leagues for pointing them out. Of some of these beliefs I was not aware previously. 
What I shall say from now onwards is probably some kind of "credo .. , and it 
reflects my own approach, rather than a polemic against the views of others. Forme 
the evidence regarding the story of David and Goliath fits in a certain framework, 
viz., that of large-scale differences between textual witnesses bearing or possibly 
bearing an literary criticism. In fact, if I formulate the issue in this way we probably 
all agree, because I have only said that these witnesses msy bear an literary criticism. 
New, the doubts behind this formulation precisely reflect the problems involved. 
If these data bear an the literary criticism of the Hebrew Bible, they could be very 
important indeed for the Hebrew Bible, and if they don•t, they could still be impor-
tant, but only for the Greek Bible, and that would hardly be called „literary criti-
cism". New there is only one way to find out whether they bear an the Hebrew or the 
Greek Bible, that is to analyze the nature of the documents in which they are found, 
the MT and LXX. 
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I might add that this issue is related to other, similar situations in which textual 
evidence relates to the literary analysis of the Hebrew Bible. lt so happens that I have 
dealt with quite a few of such issues in my Grinfield lectures at Oxford University. 
My approach to the story of David and Goliath is also reflected in my treatment of 
other large-scale differences between MT and the LXX : the differences between the 
lang MT text of Jeremiah and its short Septuagint text, the lang MT text of Ezekiel 
and the somewhat shorter text of the LXX, the differences between the MT and LXX 
of Joshua, and several content transpositions between the MT and LXX. All of these 
were approached similarly and in a way the conclusions are similar, that is, the short 
or different LXX text was taken to reflect a deviating Hebrew text, and that Hebrew 
text was explained as reflecting a stage in the development of the Hebrew book. Now, 
the fact that I can point to similar conclusions in parallel instances is not necessarily 
good. I may be caught here in a difficult situation, for I have a theory, and theories are 
dangerous. I may have fallen in the pit which I have dug for myself, for if one has a 
theory one is often bound to explain additional instances according to that existing 
theory. This is possible, but I think I have been sufficiently aware of these difficulties 
for not all instances are explained in the same way. lt is the approach which is identi· 
cal in all these cases, and not necessarily the results. Besides, I can point to at least 
one issue which I have solved differently. All of you know of the so-called "Miscel· 
lanies" in 1 Kings 2 (3 Reigns 2), and David knows more about them than anyone 
eise (see his Relics of Ancient Exegesis). Now, at one point in my research I had 
hoped, so to speak, that these large-scale differences, too, reflect significant diffe-
rences between MT and the LXX. If that would be the case, they could be added to 
the aforementioned list, and they, too could have reflected a stage in the development 
of the Hebrew Bible. Upon studying the Miscellanies, however, I was unable to explain 
them as bearing on the Hebrew Bible, and, in fact, I am unable to explain them at all. 
I refer to my article in Textus 11 ( 1984), 89-118. In this case, I believe, I did not fall 
in a trap, as I explained the evidence differently from the other instances. The ap· 
proach, however, was identical since I started off discussing the textual evidence. Also 
in other instances I followed this approach, yet reached completely different conclu· 
sions. Thus, it is quite clear to me that the large-scale differences between the LXX 
and MT of Job do not bear on the literary analysis of that book. Starting from the 
textual evidence relating to the book of Job, one first has to evaluate the nature of 
the Greek evidence, and will then soon reach the conclusion that this Greek transla· 
tion reflects a very free rendering of the Hebrew. Within that free rendering it is 
understandable, post factum, that the translator also omitted !arge sections of the 
Hebrew. This situation is very interesting for analyzing the approach of the transla· 
tor, but not for an analysis of the Hebrew text. I realized that the short text of the 
LXX of Job is not always logical, so that the actions of the translator are not even 
understandable. lt would have been very interesting if the LXX would witness to a 
shorter text of the book of Job, but this simply cannot be proven. Again, I should 
like to emphasize that we use the same approach for different texts, viz. start off 
from the textual evidence, yet reach different types of conlusions in each case. 
Why then do I stress so much the sequence of the analysis ? Why should we start 
with the textual evidence for the story of David and Goliath ? I think we should 
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always start to deal with textual evidence because the different versions of the story 
of David and Goliath have been transmitted to us in textual sources. As lang as we 
don't know enough about the nature of the textual sources, we have no means of 
evaluating their contents. The contents of the stories in MT and LXX are the topic 
of much controversy, and this insecurity will remain, so the only more secure yard-
stick we have is an analysis of the nature of the texts themselves. If I may be allowed 
to make an unusual comparison, Jet me refer to the following. Upon comparison of 
a biblical story with its counterpart in the Midrash or Josephus or Medieval legends, 
naturally you would never dream of saying that the post-biblical data bear an the 
biblical story itself. The post-biblical data bear solely an the exegesis of the biblical 
story, because we know that the Midrash, Josephus and the Medieval stories were 
composed after the completion of the Bible. Now, in the case of the LXX the relation 
between the MT and LXX is not known when we set out to study the issues. The 
data in the LXX are relevant to the contents of the biblical story, but possibly they 
refer only to its exegesis. In the latter case we da not have to be involved at all in 
literary analysis, for that would not be relevant. The literary analysis of the story 
applies only to one or more written formulations of the story in Hebrew. Ta be en-
gaged in a literary analysis of the LXX may not be so helpful, for you don't know 
whether you analyze a story originally written in Hebrew or in Greek. 
There is more involved. Here, too, I have to admit to an axiomatic view. Forme 
the MT is not the central text with which all other texts are collated. I know that 
in textual studies MT is usually taken as the central text to which all other texts are 
compared, but I consider this a mere convention devised in order to enable an easy 
analysis of the variants. After all, the MT is readily available, it is the central text of 
the Jewish community, and it is in Hebrew. But all of this does not imply that for 
scholars MT should be the central text as well. lt has been recognized that in many 
instances the LXX reflects a text which is more original than that of the MT. There-
fore the LXX, and, in fact, all textual evidence has to be taken into consideration 
seriously at the time of the textual examination, and equal rights are to be granted 
to all ancient texts. This equality implies that the textual sources are not to be con-
sulted merely when the MT is considered to be faulty or difficult, as is often done 
by scholars, but from the outset all textual witnesses need be consulted, for one does 
not know in advance in which textual witness the so-called original text is found. We 
are again talking only about Hebrew texts or texts that can be retroverted into Hebrew 
from one of the versional languages. All this leads to the procedure suggested by us 
that at the outset the nature of the MT and LXX needs to be analyzed first for its 
text-critical value. 
Ta the reasons given above Jet me add another one in favor of examining the tex-
tual evidence first. 
I don't know whether I should call this a practical reason or an axiomatic one. In 
our discussion we frequently refer to arguments appealing to Jogic. lt is unavoidable 
and, in fact, desirable that we should use logical arguments since the internal dyna-
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mies of the story is the main criterion for our analysis. On the one hand it is desirable 
to refer to logics, but an the other we immediately realize the limitations of such argu-
mentation. What seems a logical sequence to one scholar is not necessarily logical for 
another one. In view of this it may not be the best course to start the analysis with 
argumentations referring to logics. But there is more involved. 
Question : Is it at all correct to start the analysis with data referring to arguments 
an the logical level ? Does this not imply that stories are necessarily logical, and fol-
low a certain logical sequence of events ? The major difficulty in this regard is, in my 
view, the fact that many biblical stories, or parts of stories simply are not logical. 
If I say "logical" or "not logical" I naturally imply "by my modern standards". I 
mean the following. The biblical books, and especially narratives developed during 
a lang period, often layer after layer. Sometimes two different accounts were juxtapo-
sed, or inserted in each other, and such actions were bound to create unlogical sequen-
ces. There are many such unlogical sequences in the Bible. My main point here is : 
How and why should we make the reference to logics such an important part of our 
comparison of two versions if the Bible itself contains so many unlogical sequences ? 
Judges 1 starts oft with the words "After the death of Joshua the people of Is-
rael inquired of the Lord, 'Wo shall go up first for us against the Canaanites, to fight 
against them ?'" In a way this heading is not problematic since we know from the 
preceding book that Joshua had died and was already buried (Jas. 24,29-30). On the 
other hand the heading is utterly strange in view of chapter 2 of the same book in 
which Joshua acts, then dies and afterwards is buried (Jdg. 2,6-10). Is it not unusual, 
to say the least, that the heading of the book refers to the death of Joshua, and in 
the next chapter he is active and only afterwards he dies ? 
In so many other chapters the composite nature of the text creates unlogical 
sequences in major details. Obvious examples for me are Deut. 27 and Jer. 19, but 
there are many others. 
For the ancients none of these stories created difficulties in the same way as 
they da for us. They wrote and read by different standards. When the editor combi-
ned two elements, he did not think about what we call logics. In conclusion, since 
the Hebrew Bible contains so many unlogical sequences, it would not be fruitful to 
refer to that criterion in the beginning of an analysis. After all, possibly the version 
which has the unlogical sequence is more original than another version of the story. 
Besides, reference to logics is very subjective. Therefore, the most fruitful approach 
is to start with the evidence itself. lf that evidence yields an unlikely or unlogical 
story we must accept that story as it is and explain its place in the context. 
No solution solves all the problems, and this should be remembered. I, too, had to 
account for elements in the two versions which are not original. They were explained 
as subsequent harmonizations. Furthermore, version 2 is not complete. But every 
decision is a matter of priorities. Should we first try to solve literary issues as in the 
papers of Dominique and David, or should we first untie the textual problems ? 
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I urge to accept MT as it is, with all its inconsistencies, as the result of editorial 
activity. The editor of MT may be called unwise, or uncoordinated, but there existed 
such editors, and this goes against the arguments of David and Dominique. 
I now want to refer to the possibility that the Greek translator or his Vorlage 
truncated the original long version. The term "truncation" was introduced into the 
discussion by David. 
The main argument for this view is probably a negative one on the literary level. 
lt is contended by our colleagues that the assumption of the two versions, such as 
suggested by me, is not logical, coherent or correct. Among other things it is said 
that version 2 could not have existed separately. Although I da not accept the details, 
I agree that this is a reasonable and acceptable argumentation. At the same time I 
sense that there is too much "sitting an the fence", especially in the first and second 
reactions of my colleagues. This applies to the assertion that the truncation took 
place either in Hebrew or in Greek. Dominique now agrees that this truncation pro-
bably took place an the Hebrew level, and according to David this at least is a possi-
bility. If in any point we come close to each other it would be here. For if two of us 
(David, Dominique) assume that the Hebrew of MT has been truncated to the short 
form of the LXX's Vorlage and two others (Johan, Emanuel) describe the same proce-
dure the other way round, we have come close to each other. We will also have learned 
much from each other. If this is our minimal basis of agreement, I still have some 
criticisms : 
I see no reason for assuming that the presumed truncation took place at the level 
of Greek revisers. To the best of my knowledge there are no parallels for such an 
assumption. 
Now, with regard to the truncation on the Hebrew level, the idea does not sound 
acceptable to me, but I sense that we are moving here in the area of beliefs and fee-
lings. David was right when he said in his third contribution (p. 115) : 
"ET apparently is only prepared to envisage the possibility that an originally 
short version has been added to at some stage in the literary process". lt seems to me 
that our general knowledge about the literary history of the books leads to the as-
sumption that biblical books developed by way of expansion and not by way of shor-
tening. Many examples can be given to support the contention that stories were ex-
panded. At the same time, I am sure, some examples can be given of originally langer 
stories which were truncated. On a !arge scale this also happened in the book of 
Chronicles vis-li-vis its sources. So are we back to square one ? I don't think so. In my 
view the solution to this problem lies in the question whether or not the biblical 
story is composite. If the story is not composite, there is equal chance that the short 
form was created by truncation or that the lang form was created by expansion. 
But if we recognize that the story in its present form in the Bible is composite, the 
situation changes. For in that case the assumption of an expansion becomes much 
more likely. Let us assume for a moment that we all agree that the story in the MT 
is composite. In that case two possibilities present themselves. A complicated solu-
tion would be to assume that the composite story (MT) consists of a combination of 
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versions 1 and 2 and that a short form of version 1 is aetually attested (thus Domi-
nique). That short form was ereated by truneation of the langer story and thus coin-
cidentally agrees with one of the original eomponents of the story. In my view that 
deseription requires too many assumptions and it also reekons with a !arge margin 
of eoineidenee. A seeond, less eomplieated solution would be that the short version, 
version 1, whieh is attested in the LXX refleets an original eomponent of the book, 
subsequently enlarged in MT. That supposition is more simple, although it may be 
problematie an another level. F or it presupposes that the LXX refleets some very early 
material. That assumption, in my view, is not too diffieult, sinee also in other books 
of the Bible has the LXX been proven to eontain early material. 
lt thus seems to me that the decision between the possibility of the truneation 
and that of the expansion aetually lies in the reeognition whether or not the story is 
eomposite. This assumption has been taken for granted by Johan and myself, not by 
way of axiom, but arguments have been brought forward to that point. A eounter-
claim was forwarded by Dominique and especially David to prove that the story was 
homogeneous and logieal and that the thought-flow was natural. In my view the 
deeision between the two possibilities, that of the truneation and the expansion thus 
lies in the analysis of this point. 
So far an the issue of the sequenee of the diseussion. I now want to devote 
some words to another issue, the analysis of translation technique. I have nothing to 
add to the data themselves. The data show, as far as I am eoneerned that the transla-
tor is relatively literal. There is a eertain assumption behind the very use of these 
data, viz., that the translation is taken as a whole, as one unit. One of my assumptions 
- you may eall this axiomatie - is that translators who are eonsidered quite literal 
are not expeeted to add or omit lang seetions. Now, this assumption may be right or 
wrang. I eannot prove the assumption, nor ean it be refuted. lt is one of those as-
sumptions appealing to logies. I eannot prove the assumption, as I said, but the least 
I eould da is to use the data whieh are at my disposal in our eomputerized data base, 
available in Jerusalem and Philadelphia, and named by Kraft and myself Computer 
Assisted Tools for Septuagint Studies, or CA TSS. The eomputer seareh underlined 
what we already guessed, but the details themselves are quite eonvineing. If you make 
a !ist of all the minuses of the LXX in 1 Samuel, the differenees between ehapters 
17-18 and the remaining ehapters are very striking. I listed the numbers of words of 
MT laeking in the LXX throughout 1 Samuel, and it so happens that in eaeh ehapter 
roughly twenty words are not represented in the LXX. In some ehapters only one 
or two words are laeking, but in others 15, 20, or 30, and in one ease (eh. 2) 60 words 
of MT. Strikingly different are ehapters 17 and 18. In eh. 17, 402 words are laeking 
and in eh. 18, 216 words. If we want to be more preeise we should aetually also 
eount the numbers of words in eaeh ehapter, so that exaet pereentages ean be eal-
eulated. I want to make the following point : If we aseribe the minuses to the transla-
tor himself, how did it happen that only in these ehapters he went so mueh astray? 
Is it logieal to assume that only in these ehapters the translator took these liberties ? 
Or would we rather say that the Vorlage of the translation happened to be shorter 
in these ehapters ? 
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I now append a table of the number of words of MT lacking in the chapters of 
1 Sam., together with data an the pluses of the LXX (see below). 
Chapter Minuses of LXX Pluses of LXX 
1 22 76 
2 60 80 
3 16 31 
4 19 31 
5 11 50 
6 21 23 
7 1 11 
8 3 9 
9 15 18 
10 9 37 
11 7 14 
12 5 20 
13 12 29 
14 21 84 
15 9 39 
16 15 11 
17 402 29 
18 216 8 
19 19 11 
20 22 27 
21 8 18 
22 15 16 
23 30 25 
24 8 15 
25 24 19 
26 16 9 
27 9 10 
28 12 12 
29 12 20 
30 22 31 
31 7 3 
The above list also records the pluses of the LXX in 1 Samuel. Like in the case 
of the minuses, we counted the Greek words in accordance with the underlying 
Hebrew words, that is, a combination like Ev tQ 0Yx4,1 autoii is counted as one ward 
since presumably it reflects only one Hebrew ward, m'll When counting in this 
manner, an average of 20-80 words is added in the individual chapters of the LXX of 
1 Samuel. I did not detect a correlation between the pluses and minuses in 1 Samuel, 
and in the chapters under consideration, 17-18, the number of the pluses is 29 for eh. 
17 and 8 for eh. 18. 
I have made a similar investigation for the other books of the LXX, including 
percentages, but they are not relevant to the present discussion. 
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Finally, I think our analysis and subsequent discussion has made it necessary 
for each of us to find out what the hidden assumptions are behind the thinking of 
each of us. Same may have a natural inclination towards a shorter text. Others may 
have a natural inclination towards MT. 
B. POST-SCRIPT 
In our meeting in Fribourg, Dominique has guided our discussion ·an matters of 
method. The discussion would not have continued fruitfully if we would not have 
turned first to these issues. For our analysis it is very important to determine what 
the nature, aims, and limitations of textual criticism are, what our conception of 
the early stages (Urtext ?) of the text is, what the notion of a canon implies, and what 
the relation is between Iiterary and textual criticism. Only afterwards we returned 
to the limited topic of the story of David and Goliath. 
lt seems that we have come closer to each other, both in the two series of reactions 
and in the meeting in Fribourg. The analysis of the translation technique has become 
accepted, so that the translator has not been blamed any langer for shortening the 
Vorlage. At the same time, David is still open for the suggestion that a subsequent 
Greek reviser shortened the text. Both David and Dominique now take as their point 
of departure the view that the Greek faithfully represents a short Hebrew text which 
itself was shortened from the proto-Masoretic text. At the same time, Johan and 
Emanuel prefer to recken with the possibility that the short Hebrew text represents 
the original form of the story. Indeed, we work with presuppositions. One recognizes 
a preference of Johan and Emanuel for shorter texts and an almest axiomatic prefe-
rence for starting the discussion with textual data rather than literary analysis. Domi-
nique and David probably prefer taking MT as their point of departure, and hence 
they take the lang version of MT as the original form of the story. For David MT 
reflects a homogeneous story. 
lt may very weil be that we cannot come closer to each other because of these 
different inclinations. The situation would probably have been different had we agreed 
with regard to the literary analysis of the story, in particular with regard to its compo-
site nature. However, the discussion has taught us that different views prevail. 
In matters such as these, Iiterary and textual analysis are very closely related to 
each other. lt seems .to me that systematic discussion of several complicated issues 
such as the story of David and Goliath will eventually yield a better understanding 
of the relationship between the aims, goals, and limitations of these two disciplines. 
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APRES NOTRE RENCONTRE 
J'ai pr1Here attendre que notre rencontre ait eu lieu 
1) pour rediger quelques notes sur la maniere dont, apres nos entretiens, je repondrais 
a notre question initiale et 
2) pour formuler quelques conclusions methodologiques que j'ai degagees a la fois de 
cette experience de travail en commun et d'autres recherches que j'ai du avancer en 
m@me temps. 
I. POST-SCRIPTUM SUR DAVID ET GOLIATH 
A. Rappelons d'abord la constatation dont nous sommes partis: pour 1 Sam 17-18, 
a peu pres 44 o/o du texte contenu dans le *M manque dans le *G. 
8. Notre travail commun a permis de nuancer la problematique : 
1) L'analyse textuelle detaillee d'Emanuel a montre que le traducteur du *G 
ancien est d'ordinaire fidele a sa Vorlage. On ne saurait donc admettre aisement 
qu'en ces chapitres, et 1a seulement, il ait pris la liberte de mutiler largement le texte 
de sa Vorlage. 
2) L 'analyse litteraire tres fine que David a donnee du *M a montre que son re-
dacteur a construit son recit selon des principes de composition qui reapparaissent en 
d'autres oeuvres classiques. Nous risquons donc de formuler des jugements anachro-
niques lorsque nous considerons certaines juxtapositions, repetitions au contrastes 
comme des maladresses permettant de deceler les retouches d'un glossateur inintel· 
ligent. 
3) On peut considerer aussi comme admis par tous qu'une banne partie de la ma· 
tiere textuelle manquant dans le *G est au moins aussi ancienne que la matiere textu-
elle commune au *M et au *G, et qu'elle est m@me plus ancienne qu'une partie de 
cette matiere commune. 
C. La constatation faite saus B 1 engagera ceux qui estiment que la forme breve est 
une mutilation de la forme longue a attribuer cette initiative a un erudit intervenant 
en fonction de principes distincts de ceux qui s'imposaient au redacteur de la forme 
longue, cette intervention pouvant, en principe, avoir eu lieu au bien sur l'hebreu, 
avant la traduction grecque, au bien sur le grec, a une epoque anterieure aux plus an-
ciens temoins qui nous en ont ete conserves. 
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La constatation faite saus 82 dissuadera ceux qui estiment que la forme longue 
est issue d'ajouts faits a la forme breve de situer ces ajouts a une epoque recente. 
La constatation faite saus 83 nous oblige a nous demander s'il existe d'autres 
cas ou une nouvelle 'edition' d'un livre biblique ajoute ou omet des materiaux vrai-
ment anciens. 
D. En d'autres livres, i1 arrive en effet que certains 'plus' etendus soient interpretes 
par la critique comme des ajouts. Mais, en general, ils contiennent des materiaux 
nettement plus jeunes que le contexte en lequel ils sont inseres et, a ce titre, ils ne 
nous fournissent pas de paralleles satisfaisants. La plupart des 'plus' que les Chroniques 
presentent par rapport a Samuel-Reis ou que la forme *M de Jeremie offre par rapport 
a sa forme *G sont en effet plus jeunes que leur contexte. C'est egalement le cas de 
l'expansion caracterisant l'Esdras A des grecs par rapport a Esdras-Nehemie ou des 
ajouts qu'offrent les formes grecques de Daniel ou d'Esther. C'est aussi le cas des 
miscellanees du troisieme livre grec des Regnes. 
II arrive, par contre, que des omissions portent sur des materiaux au moins aussi 
anciens que ce qui les entoure. C'est le cas en Job ou le traducteur grec a omis des 
passages anciens et difficiles. Mais la liberte avec laquelle ce traducteur a travaille 
nous interdit de le comparer avec le traducteur grec du premier livre de Samuel. 
Le cas qui me semble le plus eclairant est celui du redacteur des Chroniques omet-
tant, pour des motifs vraisemblablement theologiques, les materiaux tres anciens 
que Samuel-Reis lui offrait sur la taute de David et les drames qui la suivirent. Cela 
montre qu'une omission d'importants materiaux tres anciens est possible dans une 
nouvelle 'edition' d'un livre historique. 
E. Je continue a considerer comme trop etroit le dilemme qui obligerait a opter ou 
bien pour une origine composite de la forme longue, ou bien pour une origine de la 
forme breve par voie de mutilation. Je vois des arguments serieux pour que nous de-
vions associer ces deux hypotheses. II me semble que Johan est d'accord la-dessus. 
Au niveau de l'histoire des traditions, je continue a estimer qu'aussi geniale qu'ait 
pu etre l'oeuvre du redacteur de la forme longue, eile integre plusieurs vieux recits tra-
ditionnels qui ont probablement ete d'abord transmis de fa~on autonome. C'est a 
propos de l'entree de David en relation avec Saül que la pluralite des recits appara1t 
le plus clairement. 
Je considere aussi que les 'plus' de la forme longue (que le *M nous atteste) par 
rapport a la forme breve (que le *G nous atteste) ne sauraient s'expliquer par l'ajout 
de donnees anciennes ( transmises jusque-la de fa~on autonome) a un recit deja con-
stitue (que le *M et le *G nous attestent en des formes tres proches). David nous a 
montre que taut l'ensemble est trop finement construit pour que ce puisse etre le 
resultat du placage d'ajouts sur un recit deja construit. D'autre part, je crois avoir 
montre dans ma contribution initiale que certains details que le *M et le *G ont en 
commun ne s'expliquent de fa~on satisfaisante que comme des preparations ou des 
rappels se referant a des donnees qui figurent dans les 'plus' du *M (cf. pp. 49s et 53s 
de ma contribution). 
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F. Quelle que soit l'hypothese dont nous ferons usage pour expliquer le cas excep-
tionnel des chapitres 17-18, eile se heurtera au fait qu'il s'agit 1a dans les livres de 
Samuel d'un cas de 'plus' (ou de 'moins') d'une ampleur unique. II faudra donc ratta-
cher ce cas unique a. une caracteristique unique qu'offrent ces r1kits. Dr, si nous 
renon~ons a. expliquer la forme longue comme un placage d'ajouts effectue sur la 
forme breve, il me semble que l'on peut expliquer la forme breve comme une suite 
de mutilations de Ia forme longue provoquee par une caracteristique unique que la 
forme longue offre a. l'endroit exact ou a lieu la premiere de ces mutilations. 
En effet, pour un lecteur qui, lisant ce livre depuis le dtfüut, a la connaissance de 
ce qui precede, c'est en 17, 12 qu'il rencontre pour la premiere fois l'expose forme! 
de donnees qui lui ont deja ete exposees peu avant: que Jesse est de Bethleem (16,1), 
qu'il avait huit fils ( 16, 1 Os) et que David est son fils ( 16, 11-13); puis, en 17, 13, on en-
tend lui apprendre encore des choses qu'il sait deja : que le fils a1ne de Jesse s'appelle 
Eliab (cf. 16,6), le deuxieme Abinadab (cf. 16,8) et le troisieme Shamma (cf. 16,9). 
Prl!tons a ce lecteur une double intention qui n'a rien d'invraisemblable : d'abord 
celle d'eviter les repetitions qui lui paraissent inutiles et la mention de donnees qui lui 
semblent inadmissibles, puis celle de mettre en valeur l'acces de David a la royaute. 
On comprend alors que 17, 12a lui paraisse etre une repetition inutile, ainsi que 
17, 13b. Ayant commence, pour ce motif, une omission apres 17, 11, il parcourt des 
yeux la suite en cherchant ou raccrocher son recit d'une maniere qui fasse aisement 
suite a 17, 11. II est nature! qu'il le reprenne en 17 ,32 qui repond le mieux a. cette con-
dition. 
La deuxieme omission, par ordre d'ampleur decroissante, est celle qui va de 17,55 
a 18,6a. Dr c'est justement en 17,55 que notre lecteur va rencontrer la premiere don-
nee qui lui paraisse inadmissible : que ni Saül ni Abner ne sache de qui David est le 
fils. En effet, David a de ja ete presente a. Saül comme fils de Jesse ( 16, 18) et Saül est 
de ja en relations avec Jesse a propos de David ( 16,22). Ayant donc commence une 
nouvelle omission apres 17,54, il parcourt la suite et il est normal que ce soit 18,6b 
qui lui offre l'evenement qui fait le plus aisement suite a. 17 ,54. 
Toujours par ordre d'ampleur decroissante, les trois omissions suivantes sont 
18, 17-19; 18, 10-11 et 18,29b-30. Toutes entrent dans la categorie des repetitions 
que notre lecteur-abreviateur etait en droit de juger inutiles. On peut se demander ce-
pendant pourquoi, dans les deux premiers cas, il a supprime le premier terme du 
doublet apparent et conserve le second. Cela tient au fait que le second terme de 
chacun de ces doublets apparents etait plus difficile a omettre, car plus fortement 
soude a son contexte. En effet, le projet de mariage de David avec Merab echouera. 
On peut donc l'omettre sans mutiler aussi gravement le recit qu'on le ferait en essayant 
d'omettre la tractation matrimoniale analogue a. propos de Mika!, tractation qui, 
ayant abouti, conditionne la suite du recit ( 19, 11-17; 2 S 3, 13s; 6, 16-23). De m@me, 
an peut eliminer le premier jet de lance de Saül contre David ( 18, 10s) parce qu'il n'a 
pas de consequence immediate dans !es episodes qui suivent. Mais ce n'est pas le cas 
du second jet de lance (19,9s), puisqu'il a pour suite la fuite de David qui est racontee 
juste apres (19,11-18). Quant au petit sommaire sur les succes de David en 18,29b-
30, notre lecteur a pu juger qu'il faisait double emploi avec Je sommaire analogue qui 
avait precede en 18, 13-16. 
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G. Dans l'hypothese Oll Ja forme breve serait issue de mutilations, il est possible 
d'expliquer, comme on Je voit, ces mutilations caracteristiques a partir de quelques 
criteres simples. Mais il taut repondre alors a deux objections : 
1) Pourquoi l'abreviateur a-t-il omis des petits recits (comme !es trois derniers 
que nous avons mentionnes) qui pouvaient lui para'itre repetitifs, mais a-t-il laisse 
dans Je livre de grands recits qui pourraient taut aussi aisement faire figure de doublets, 
comme !es deux desobeissances de Saül ou les deux fois Oll David epargna Saül ? 
En reponse a cette objection, il suffit de noter que, lorsqu'un recenseur intervient, 
en fonction de quelque critere que ce soit, pour retoucher Je texte biblique (ou, en 
notre cas, pour l'abreger), il ne se resigne d'ordinaire a intervenir que dans une situa-
tion qui lui semble particulierement urgente (ce qui fut Je cas pour !es deux premieres 
grandes mutilations), puis il continue d'intervenir pour de plus petites interventions, 
en quelques cas moins caracteristiques, durant un certain temps encore, avant de 
cesser ses interventions. J'ai deja eu souvent l'occasion de remarquer cette maniere 
de proceder pour d'autres recenseurs, par exemple ceux du groupe kaige. 
2) N'est-il pas surprenant que l'entree en scene de l'abreviateur suppose ait Heu 
au moment precis (apres 17, 11) oll commence un recit auquel Ja plupart des critiques 
reconnaissent une origine distincte de celle(s) des recits qui Je precedent ? On estimera 
que ce hasard defie Ja vraisemblance et que mieux vaut admettre que ce recit, absent 
de Ja forme breve, a ete ajoute pour constituer Ja forme longue. 
Rappelons d'abord ici une fois de plus !es difficultes que nous avons soulevees 
contre l'hypothese d'un developpement par placage relativement tardif d'elements 
jusque-fä autonomes. Puis, pour repondre a l'objection du hasard improbable, il suffit 
d'admettre que, avant !es critiques litteraires de l'epoque moderne et contemporaine, 
d'autres lecteurs ont pu avoir conscience des indices d'heterogeneite que presentent 
ces recits et intervenir en fonction des principes qui gouvernaient leur conception 
de ce que doit etre une Ecriture Sainte. 
II. CONCLUSIONS METHODOLOGIQUES SUR L'ARTICULATION 
DE LA CRITIQUE LITTERAIRE A VEC LA CRITIQUE TEXTUELLE 
ET LA CRITIQUE CANONIQUE 
Notre travail commun a ete pour moi l'occasion de constater, une fois de plus, 
que nous ne mettons pas !es m@mes choses saus !es memes mots. Je n'entends pas 
edicter un vocabulaire. Notre rencontre ne suffisait d'ailleurs pas pour aboutir a des 
definitions precises. Pourtant, il me semble utile de formuler certaines distinctions. 
Au cours de notre rencontre et des contributions ecrites qui l'ont precedee, il 
a ete discute en effet de !'ordre de succession des investigations portant sur Ja critique 
textuelle et sur Ja critique litteraire. C'est pourquoi j'ai estime utile de degager de Ja 
quelques vues sur ce qu'est Ja critique textuelle (A) et sur Ja maniere dont les deve-
loppements textuels s'articulent avec !es developpements litteraires (8). 
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Je voudrais egalement reprendre deux distinctions qui ont ete proposees au cours 
de nos discussions. D'abord celle qui a ete faite entre certains developpements litte-
raires qui ont joue un röte dans la constitution d'une forme textuelle et d'autres de-
veloppements litteraires qui se situent comme des interpretations d'une forme textu-
elle preexistante (C). Une distinction a ete faite aussi entre Ecriture Sainte et Ecriture 
Canonique (D). 
A partir de ces distinctions, je voudrais apporter une conclusion theorique et une 
conclusion pratique, la premiere portant sur ce qu'est la canonicite (E) et la deuxieme 
sur ce que doit viser une edition critique de la Bible (F). 
Dans tous ces domaines, je formulerai des suggestions que je ne puis argumenter 
dans le cadre d'un bref 'papier' dont le but est seulement de ne pas laisser sombrer 
dans l'oubli certaines idees suscitees par notre breve rencontre. 
A. II peut @tre utile de distinguer la "critique textuelle sur temoins" (CTT) et l"'a-
nalyse textuelle genetique" (ATG). 
La CTT suppose que l'on dispose de plusieurs exemplaires d'une m@me edition 
d'un certain texte. Elle visera a etablir la forme la plus authentique de cette edition 
a partir de ces temoins immediats (manuscrits dans la m@me langue) ou mediats 
(traductions, citations). Elle ne fera appel a la conjecture qu'au cas ou ces temoins 
divergent a partir d'une base commune qui peut @tre clairement reconstituee par le 
simple recoupement de leurs temoignages. 
L'ATG prendra pour point de depart un certain texte (ou bien stabilise et diffuse 
en une edition, ou bien atteste par un temoin isole). A partir de ce texte, eile essaiera 
d'inferer !es accidents textuels qu'il a subis au cours de sa filiere de transmission ante-
rieure. L'ATG vise a analyser une forme textuelle. Elle ne vise pas (comme la CTT) 
a en etablir une. Elle travaillera normalement par voie de conjecture. 
B. Au cours de sa filiere de transmission, un texte peut subir, en des phases succes-
sives, des accidents textuels et des developpements litteraires. Ainsi, l'epopee de Gil-
gamesh a subi des developpements litteraires successifs ou simultanes en plusieurs 
langues et plusieurs temoins textuels ont existe de certaines de ces recensions, donnant 
par la-mt!me occasion a une CTT. II faut egalement qualifier de litteraires les develop-
pements qui separent les Chroniques de Samuel-Rois, chacune de ces deux oeuvres 
litteraire pouvant faire l'objet d'une A TG a partir du texte des editions qui en ont 
ete donnees. 
Une modification pourra etre qualifiee de 'litteraire' dans la mesure ou eile emane 
d'une intervention humaine plus ou moins consciente et intentionnelle. On la quali-
fiera de 'textuelle' dans la mesure ou eile consiste en un accident subi par le texte. Le 
'litteraire' et le 'textuel' peuvent s'interpenetrer etroitement. Ainsi, lorsqu'un copiste 
veut rendre un sens a un texte devenu incoherent du fait d'un homeoteleuton, il 
restaurera par quelques retouches intentionnelles le texte accidentellement mutile. 
Cette initiative 'litteraire' est etroitement liee a l'accident 'textuel' qui l'a precedee. 
Ou bien, lorsqu'un vocalisateur essaie de trouver une prononciation donnant sens a 
un mot qu'un copiste a defigure par une permutation de consonnes, il fait oeuvre 'lit-
teraire' pour tirer un sens de ce texte corrompu par un accident 'textuel' ( voir, a ce 
propos, ma contribution en FS Wevers, Mississauga 1984, 21-40). 
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C. II est legitime de distinguer les interventions litteraires qui aboutissent a consti-
tuer un texte de celles qui visent a interpreter un texte. Une activite litteraire sera 
consideree comme 'constitutive' dans la mesure au eile se trouve aboutir a un texte 
stabilise. Elle sera consideree comme 'interpretative• dans la mesure ou eile part d'un 
texte stabilise. Les retouches intentionnelles que le Chroniste a apportees au texte de 
Samuel-Rois constituent une activite Iitteraire qui est a Ia fois 'interpretative' de 
Samuel·Rois et 'constitutive• de Chroniques. 
Or Ia stabilisation textuelle est un evenement culturel qu'il faul situer dans un 
contexte socio-politique que Ia critique canonique a pour täche d'analyser. II se 
peut que des cristallisations successives stabilisant un texte soient separees par des 
degels ou le texte qui avait ete stabilise revient a un etat de fluidite litteraire. Ainsi, 
Ie 'livre de la Torah' qui inspira la reforme de Josias avait, aux yeux des reforma-
teurs, valeur de norme intangible. Plus tard, apres l'effondrement des structures po· 
litico-religieuses du royaume de Juda, il ne sera plus qu'un element dans le remalaxage 
qui aboutira a la constitution du Pentateuque d'Esdras saus I'autorite du Dieu des 
Cieux et du Roi des Perses. 
D. II peut etre opportun de distinguer une Ecriture Sainte d'une Ecriture Cano· 
nique. La premiere est consideree comme 'Sainte' dans la mesure ou eile a valeur 
de parole de Dieu pour ses depositaires. La seconde est 'Canonique' dans la mesure 
ou eile a ete imposee comme normative par le pouvoir qui codifie la religion. 
Les Ecritures Canoniques se stabilisent en se diffusant par edition a partir d'exem-
plaires authentifies, alors que tombent en desuetude Ies formes non-authentiques. 
Une Ecriture Sainte peut constituer un patrimoine tenu en depöt par une ecole 
relativement close au sein de Iaquelle cette Ecriture evolue par ajouts, par retouches 
ou par omissions pour maintenir actuel le message divin qu'elle transmet et qui doit 
garder sa valeur pour d'autres generations. C'est en cet etat d'Ecriture Sainte que la 
Torah parmi Ies pr@tres ou le livre d'lsa'ie au sein de son ecole ont pu franchir la 
faille de l'exil et du retour. 
Ce qui constitue l'essentiel de notre Deut1konome fut d'abord Ecriture Sainte 
parmi des pretres avant de devenir Ecriture Canonique (saus I'autorite de Josias), 
puis de redevenir Ecriture Sainte (apres l'ecroulement de l'autorite canonisante) et 
d'etre canonise a nouveau (saus une autorite politico-religieuse nouvelle, au cinquieme 
siecle). 
Une oeuvre litteraire profane ne presente pas les memes necessites d'actualisation 
qu'une Ecriture Sainte qui doit continuer a dire la m@me chose, au nom de Dieu, en 
des circonstances et des mentalites qui changent. C'est la necessite d'actualiser une 
Ecriture Sainte qui imposera a ses depositaires des omissions, des ajouts ou des re-
touches qui peuvent @tre importants et etendus. 
Ces modifications importantes seront interdites dans Ie cas d'une Ecriture Cano-
nique dont l'autorite canonisante maintient l'identite en reference a son etat authen-
tifie. La possibilite de modifier ne se maintient que saus forme marginale par des 
tiqqune sopherim ou gräce a la difference subsistant entre tradition d'ecriture (ketib) 
et tradition de lecture (qere), ou enfin a l'occasion des traductions qui peuvent aller du 
decalque a la paraphrase. 
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E. Le cas le plus typique de canonisation (et ce qui en constitue le premier analogue) 
est ce qui eut lieu au scriptorium du Temple, puis dans l'Ecole pharisienne jusque 
vers 100 apres J.-C. (voir, a ce propos, ma contribution a 'Le canon de l'A.T.', Geneve 
1984). 
La Septante alexandrine a combattu ( voir la lettre d' Aristee) pour sauver sa cano-
nicite ptolema"ique en face d'efforts de recension prenant pour reference la forme du 
Pentateuque hebreu consideree comme normative a Jerusalem. 
Chaque livre au groupe de livres a accede a la canonicite par des voies et a des 
epoques differentes, 'Jabne' n'etant qu'un point final (sauf pour Esther dont la canoni-
sation populaire a ete homologuee apres coup). 
Les Deutero-canoniques et la Septante exterieure au Pentateuque ont eu une 
canonisation polycentrique. 
II est souvent impossible de dire si les formes textuelles que l'on serait tente de 
qualifier comme 'aberrantes' ont ete semi-canoniques en certaines communautes. 
f. Une edition critique de la Bible doit viser un texte canonise, c'est-a-dire une edi-
tion qui a exerce la fonction de 'Bible' pour une communaute historiquement et 
sociologiquement identifiable. 
Dans le cas de l'hebreu, deux possibilites se presentent : 
1) Ou bien une edition diplomatique commentee d'un temoin du Texte Masso-
retique tiberien classique. On obtient ainsi une forme consideree comme authentique a 
la fois dans les milieux rabbanites et dans les milieux kara'ites les plus cultives, au 
Xe siecle de notre ere, c'est-a-dire au terme de l'effort des Massoretes et juste avant 
l'äge d'or de la philologie hebra"ique. 
2) Ou bien une reconstitution approximative du type textuel protomassoretique. 
En se fondant sur le temoignage combine du texte massoretique, des recensions ori-
genienne et antiochienne du Grec, de Theodotion-Aquila-Symmaque, de la Vulgate, 
de la Peshitto et du Targum, an peut viser, avec un certain flau (tenant a son unifi-
cation imparfaite et a la deficience de nos temoins), le type textuel correspondant 
aux traditions de lecture les plus autorisees du texte consonantique que le rabbinat 
essaya de standardiser apres la repression de la premiere revolte contre Rome. 
Le mieux serait : 
d'editer un temoin de reference du texte tiberien classique et de lui joindre trois 
apparats: 
- un apparat massoretique (de CTT) constitue essentiellement par les autres temoins 
tiberiens classiques, mais integrant aussi les quelques donnees utiles que pourraient 
fournir d'autres traditions contemporaines au posterieures, 
- un apparat protomassoretique (a mi-chemin entre CTT et A TG) visant la base a 
partir de laquelle divergent les temoins enumeres ci-dessus, 
- un apparat d' ATG decelant par reference a d'autres traditions textuelles (le Grec 
ancien, Qumrän, etc.) au par voie de conjecture celles des modifications anterieures a 
la stabilisation protomassoretique qui relevent d'accidents textuels. 
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DAVID -GOLIATH PROJECT: STAGE FOUR 
1. 
F or my final contribution I should like to examine in some greater depth the 
idea that *G represents an early stage of chs. 17-18 and *M a later stage. My approach 
to the problem will once more be via what my colleagues will doubtless call rheto-
rical criticism and structuralism as distinct from historical literary criticism. Two 
preliminary remarks may therefore be in order. 
First let me make clear exactly what I am doing in this essay and what my presup-
positions are. As my colleagues will know I am not fully convinced that Emanuel 
has proved that *G represents faithfully a Hebrew text that differed from *M in all 
those respects in which *G differs from *M. On the other hand Emanuel has made 
out a very streng case for his point of view; so as the starting point for my present 
essay I adopt his view as a working hypothesis. On this understanding *G faithfully 
represents a short Hebrew text; my aim is to investigate how likely it is that this short 
Hebrew text represents an early stage in the literary (not textual) development of 
eh. 17-18, and *M a later, expanded stage (1). 
Secondly Jet me admit that rhetorical criticism relies to some great extent an 
subjective literary judgments. But then Jet me point out that historical Jiterary criti-
cism Jikewise depends to some considerable extent an equally subjective Jiterary judg-
ments. True, attempts to discern the various sources used in the historical books have 
endeavoured to rely an the more objective criteria of vocabulary, morphology, stock 
phrases, and literary formulae and have tried to reiste sources and redactions to 
objective, historical events, movements and personages. But not seldom the detection 
of more than one source in a narrative has depended an the detection of alleged discre-
pancies, contradictions, disjunctions, interruptions and incoherences in the thought· 
flow of the narrative in question; and of course the very existence of these alleged 
discrepancies etc. is sometimes, indeed quite frequently, itself the product of a sub-
jective Jiterary judgment. See, for example, my Contribution (p. 56) and Dominique's 
subsequent remarks in his R~ponse (p. 96). And when historical Jiterary criticism 
goes further and conjectures external motives (2) for its conjectural redactions, it quite 
plainly is relying an highly subjective judgments (3). New from time to time it hap• 
pens that rhetorical criticism finds itself at odds with historical Jiterary criticism 
because the latter wishes to say that two features in a narrative are discrepant or 
contradictious or that a passage is a disruptive insertion, where the former sees nothing 
but a coherent and carefully developed thought-flow. Bot these judgments are Jiterary 
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judgments; my simple point is that the former is not neeessarily any less subjeetive 
than the latter simply beeause the former is the produet of historieal literary eriticism. 
Indeed until rhetorical eritieism has had its opportunity to diseern and demonstrate 
the thought-flow of a narrative, it ean be dangerous for historieal literary eriticism 
to go looking for diserepancies and disruptions in order to deteet the diverse sourees 
underlying the narrative. 
II. 
To examine the likelihood that *G represents an earlier stage than *M in the 
literary development of eh. 17-18, I wish now to take as a test-ease the two different 
treatments that we find in *M and *G of the end of the David-Goliath story (4). 
In *G the battle against the Philistines, in whieh the fight between David and Goliath 
is the eentre-pieee, ends at 17,51-54 with the deeapitation of Goliath, the rout of 
the Philistines, and David's earrying of the head of the giant to Jerusalem and the 
putting of the giant•s armour in his tent. In the next paragraph, 18,6ff, David has left 
the battle-field and is returning (home ? to the palaee ?) when the warnen eome out 
to meet him and eelebrate his praise. 
In *M the announeement at 17,54 is clearly proleptie, and throughout 17,55-
18,5, exeept for the last verse, whieh aets as a summary general statement and eonclu-
sion, we are still an the battle-field. At 17 ,55-56 we have a flash-baek to the moment 
when David left Saul's presenee to go out to faee the giant and then at 17,57-18,4 
we have an aceount of what happened when after the battle David returned to the 
king's presenee, still an the field of battle, with the giant•s head in his hand. More-
over what happened then was vastly more signifieant than the mere vietory over the 
giant taken by itself would have been. Not only did Saul take David permanently 
into the royal entourage ( 18,2) and give him a eommission in the army ( 18,5), but -
and this is the highlight of the passage - Jonathan, filled with admiration and love 
for David, made a eovenant with him, stripped himself of his robe and gave it to David 
along with his tunic, sword and belt ( 18,3-4). 
Aeeording to *M this was a spontaneous and emotional reaetion an Jonathan•s 
part immediately after the excitement and relief of David's unexpeeted and brilliant 
vietory; but sinee the later narrative is going to show that Jonathan never subsequently 
regretted or withdrew from, but rather eonfirmed, the implieations of the symbolie 
gestures whieh he made on the battle-field, it would be diffieult to exaggerate the 
symbolie signifieanee of those gestures. The narrative of 13,3 and eh. 14 has made 
it clear that up to this point Jonathan had been not only erown-prinee but also Is-
rael's leading single-eombat hero. In giving David his hero•s armour and weapons he 
was aeknowledging David's military superiority as a hero; in "loving„ David and ma-
king a eovenant with him he was taking the first steps in eeding to David the politi-
eal right of sueeession to the kingship of Israel (5). Now while David's felling and 
mortal wounding of the giant without the use of a sword ( 17 ,50) forms the brilliant 
elimax to that run of the narrative whieh deals with the ehoiee-of-weapons theme 
(see my Contribution 69-70), this seene between David, Saul and Jonathan while 
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still on the battle-field is obviously intended to form the climax to the whole of the 
battle-story. lt is to be noted that Saul and Jonathan's reaction in this climax is 
altogether positive. 
New *G, as we have already noticed, Jacks the passage 17 ,55-18,5, and the effect 
is to give us a very different story from *M. In *G the climax of the battle as a whole 
is simply David's victory over the giant and Israel's subsequent reut of the Philistines. 
There is no meeting between David, Saul and Jonathan on the field of battle after 
the fight, and there is no account of Saul's positive reaction to David's victory. His 
first recorded reaction of any kind is on their return from the battle-field ( 18,6-9) 
and it is negative as are all his subsequent reactions (6). Moreover no reaction on 
Jonathan's part is recorded, indeed no mention is made of Jonathan at all, until at 
19,2 we are told somewhat incidentally that Jonathan loved David without being 
told explicitly why. 
I have already commented on the inherent unlikelihood of *G's version of the 
story in this regard (Contribution p. 78). What I propose to do now, therefore, is to 
pul the question into the wider context of the macro-structure of the book. I want 
to examine the major divisions of the narrative, and within those major divisions the 
principal movements of thought, and the way in which the minor and major climaxes 
are themselves marked and how they in turn mark the progress of the book's thought-
flow at the macro-level. We can then see to what extent *G shares with *M these 
compositional and structural features throughout 1 Sa.; and then when we find, as 
we shall, that *G shares the same compositional and structural features, the same 
principal movements, the same minor and major climaxes as *M all the way through 
the book except in chs. 17-18, we can ask whether *G's arrangement of the principal 
movements of thought and its treatment of the minor and major climaxes in chs. 
17-18 are best understood as an early stage in the evolution of the werk that eventual-
ly became 1 Sa., or whether some other explanation of its special features is to be 
preferred. 
III. 
We take first the sweep of the narrative from 1,1-15,35. In this part of the book 
*G shares with *M all the same macro-structural features (7). These chapters are made 
up of two weil defined sections. The first, from 1, 1-7, 17, is the story of the birth and 
consecration of Samuel and of his part in Israel's recovery from the religious and 
political decline which the nation suffered under Eli and his sons. lt comes to its 
major climax with the account of Israel's dramatic victory over the Philistines at 
Mizpeh (7,2-14), and the section is then rounded off with a general summary-state-
ment of Samuel's ministry (7,15-17). 
When eh. 8 opens we obviously begin another section. Samuel is now old (8, 1) 
and his sons, who serve as judges in his place, are corrupt (8,2-3). The people there-
fore demand a king. This is an utterly new departure; and the rest of the section is 
devoted to the story of Samuel's protest, of the choice and appointment of Saul as 
king, and then of his disobediences until at the major climax of the section God 
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finally rejects Saul. Then the section is rounded off with unyielding finality : .. And 
Samuel did not go to see Saul any more until the day he died ... and the Lord repented 
that he had made Saul king over Israel" (15,35). 
Now Jet us notice one of the devices which is used to give the thought-flow in 
each section a certain coherence, namely the placing of vividly similar and/or con-
trasting ideas near the beginning and near the end of each section. 
Section I. Section II. 
1. In the first movement as a result 1. In the first movement God 
result of Hannah's prayers teils Samuel : .. Listen to 
Samuel is born and Hannah the voice of the people ••• 
in her sang of praise for they have not rejected 
finally prophesies : you, but they have rejected 
"those who oppose the Lord me, that I should not be 
will be shattered. He king over them" (8,7) 
will thunder against them frnm 
heaven ... " (2, 10). 
2. In the last movement as a 2. In the last movement Sa-
result of Samuel's intercessions muel teils Saul : "Because 
the Lord thunders with a gceat you have rejected the ward of 
thunder against the Philistines the Lord, he has also re-
and they are smitten down jected you from being 
before Israel (7 ,8-10). king" (15,23). 
Let us just remind ourselves that so far *G shares these compositional features with *M. 
Now let us examine the principal movements of thought and the chief minor and 
major climaxes in both these sections. 
Section I. Part A 
Movement 1. ( 1, 1-2, 10). The foreground is altogether dominated by Hannah's 
distress, prayer for a son, vow, the birth of Samuel, his consecration and Hannah's 
sang of praise. In the background is Eli as a rather imperceptive priest whose mis-
judgment of Hannah is eventually proved wrang. 
Movement 2. (2,11-36). Here the focus is reversed. In the foreground are the 
wicked behaviour of Eli's sons, Eli's ineffectual attempts to reprove them, and the 
denunciation of Eli by a man of God for his failure to restrain his sons. In the back• 
ground (2,18-21) are the pure service of the innocent child Samuel and the devoted 
piety of his mother. 
Movement 3. (3, 1-21). In this movement the two major themes of the first two 
movements come together and reach their climax. Samuel has his first experience of 
the voice of God coming to him live, so to speak, and is from then on established and 
known as a prophet (3,19-21). So Hannah's faith and exercises receive their final 
vindication. Simultaneously final sentence is passed an Eli's indulgent irresponsibility 
and his sons' wickedness through the prophecy given to Samuel which establishes him 
as a prophet who hears the living voice of God. 
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At this point then we have reached a climax. This is not, of course, the end of 
the section. The narrative-flow must proceed to show how the sentence delivered in 
Movement 3 is actually carried out. The climax in Movement 3, therefore, is a minor 
climax. We should notice, however, because we shall need this observation later on, 
that the matter of the voice of God coming to Samuel (and Samuel's response) in the 
night to pronounce judgment on Eli and his sons is not some incidental feature. lt 
forms the very heart of the climax. 
Section I. Part B. 
Movement 1. (4, 1-22). The threatened judgment is executed. As a result of the 
wickedness of Eli's sons and the people's superstitious use of the ark, the Philistines 
defeat Israel and capture the ark. The ark seems to be ineffectual. 
Movement 2. (5,1-7,1). Among the Philistines the ark proves tobe very effectual 
while for its sake God smites the Philistines and their god with humiliating sufferings. 
The Philistines return the ark to Israel where also severe judgment attends its mis-
handling. 
Movement J. (7,2-17). As a result of Israel's eventual penitence and contrition 
led by Samuel and Samuel's intercessions and sacrifices, God intervenes by thunder 
out of heaven to give Israel a resounding victory over the Philistines. 
With this victory we have the climax of Part B. But we have more : with this 
long-lived (7, 13) recovery of Israel, in things both spiritual and military, we have 
reached the high-point of Samuel's career. At the beginning of Part A Israel's condi-
tion was at its nadir; now it is at its zenith. We have reached the major climax of the 
section. Once more, however, we should notice that God's thundering out of heaven 
in Movement 3 is not an incidental detail : it lies at the heart of the major climax. We 
may now turn to 
Section II. Part A. 
Movement 1. (8,1-22). The people demand a king. Samuel is distressed, and 
God is grieved but nonetheless instructs Samuel to warn the people of their folly 
but under protest to accede to their demand. 
Movement 2. (9, 1-11, 13). Saul is singled out, anointed, presented to the people 
as king, accepted by most, but resented by some until his victory over Ammen puts 
his worth beyond doubt and he is universally recognized as king. 
Movement J. (11,14-12,25). The renewal of the kingdom. Samuel reverts to the 
theme of the first movement and protests strongly against the people's folly in de-
manding a king. But he now carries that theme forward by assuring the people that 
in spite of this folly God will go along with them and bless them and their king if 
only they will from now on obey him. With this we have reached a high point : the 
people's king is accepted by God and all could be weil. After this there is nothing 
but decline as the king proceeds from one disobedience and folly to another. But 
for the moment we are at the high-point and the minor climax of the section. We 
should notice that at the heart of this climax ( 12, 16-19) lies a demonstration of the 
people's wickedness designed to encourage them not to rebel again. lt takes the form 
of God sending thunder and rain in the middle of harvest. 
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Section II. Part B. 
Movement 1. ( 13, 1-23). This movement teils of certain of Saul's skirmishes and of 
one expected battle with the Philistines which in the end did not eventuale but which 
nevertheless proved disastrous for Saul because he disobeyed the ward of the Lord 
and was told that his kingdom would not continue (13,13-14). 
Movement Z. (14,1-52). Another battle with the Philistines, this time successful 
thanks to Jonathan. But now things go topsy-turvy, for Jonathan breaks a ban im-
posed by Saul ( which he had not heard) and Saul demands that he shall be exectued 
for this disobedience. Saul is ignominiously over-ruled by the people. 
Movement J. (15,1-35). Saul once more disobeys God's ward and for this rebel-
lion he is finally rejected by God and abandoned by Samuel. We have reached the 
major climax of Section II, and we should notice that it is marked by God's speaking 
to Samuel and Samuel's crying to God all night ( 15, 11). 
Both Section I and II, then, are marked by the same structural pattern and the 
same rhythm of movements. Especially interesting is the way the minor and major 
climaxes are marked : 
Section I. 
Minor climax : voices in the night. 
The Lord calls Samuel; Samuel 
responds; the Lord announces 
judgment on Eli's house; Samuel 
teils Eli the verdict. 
Major c/imax : thunder by day, 
sent in answer to Samuel's prayers 
to defeat the Philistines and give 
Israel victory. 
Section II. 
Minor c/imax : thunder by day, sent 
by God in answer to Samuel's call 
to convict Israel of sin and dissuade 
them from further rebellion. 
Major climax : voices in the night, 
as God announces his judgment on 
Saul and Samuel cries to God all 
night. Samuel teils Saul the verdict. 
These literary features are not accidental. The fact that they are shared by *G and 
*M shows that both *G and *M owe these features to the same organising mind 
operating at the same stage in the literary development of 1 Sa. 
IV. 
We turn now to the sweep of narrative that runs from 16, 1 to 26,25, that is from 
David's anointing to his last meeting with Saul (at 27, 1 he goes for the second time 
and semi-permanently to the Philistines). lt covers three more major sections of the 
book. Section III runs from David's anointing (16,1-13) to the point where, in spite 
of Saul's private and surreptitious attempts to kill him or to get him killed, David 
becomes a member of the royal family by marriage to Saul's daughter, Michal (18,17-
30). Section IV runs from Saul's first issuing of public orders that David is to be killed 
(19,1) to David's escape and flight to the Philistine king, Achish (21,10-15). Section V 
runs from David's return from the Philistines to various cities of Judah (22, 1ff) to his 
final meeting with Saul (26, 1-25). We shall not need to go beyond Section V. Since 
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SECTION III 16,1-18,30 
A 
1. 16, 1-13. David is secretly anointed as king, in 
spite of Samuel's fear that if Saul discovers it 
he will kill Samuel. 
2. 16, 14-23. David is summoned to the king's hause 
as harpist. Saul Joves him greatly. 
3. 17, 1-18,5. David defeats Goliath. In love and admira-
tion for him JONATHAN MAKES A COVENANT 
WITH DAVID.JONATHAN STRIPS HIMSELF OF 
ROBE, TUNIC AND WEAPONS AND GIVES THEM 
TO DAVID. Saul takes David into his entourage 
and gives him a commission. 
B 
1. 18,6-9. On the return of David and Saul from the 
field of battle, the women praise David more than 
Saul. Saul becomes jealou~ and suspicious. 
2. 18,10-16. Saul in a sudden fit tries to spear David. 
David twice avoids death. Saul becomes afraid of 
David and removes him from his immediate en-
tourage. David's popularity with the people increases. 
3. 18, 17-30. Saul attempts to lure David to his death by 
offering him marriage to first Merab, then Michal. 
He asks an unreasonable brideprice; but David pays 
it and gains his bride BY SLA YING 200 PHILISTINES. 
AND WHENEVER THE PHILISTINE PRINCES 
CAME OUT, DAVID BEHAVED HIMSELF MORE 
WISEL Y THAN ALL SAUL'S SERVANTS 
(18,27-30). 
SECTION IV 19,1-21,15 
A 
1. 19, 1-10. Saul issues public orders that David is to be 
killed. Jonathan induces temporary repentance in Saul; 
but when David is again successful against the Philistines, 
Saul becomes frenzied again and tries to spear him. 
David escapes. 
2. 19,11-17. Saul orders David tobe brought to him so 
that he can be killed. Michal saves David by a ruse. 
David escapes. 
3. 19, 18-24. David flees to Samuel. Saul pursues him 
intent an killing him; but when he comes near Samuel 
the Spirit of God comes an Saul and SAUL STRIPS 
H{MSELF AND LIES DOWN NAKED ALL DAY 
AND NIGHT. 
B 
1. 20, 1-42. Jonathan decides to test Saul's attitude to 
David, after making a covenant with David's hause. 
At Jonathan's request David swears an oath. Jonathan 
discovers that David will have to depart. The story of 
the arrows. 
2. 21,1-9. David flees to Ahimelech the priest. He is 
given the shewbread to eat and Goliath's sword. 
3. 21,10-15. David flees to the Philistine king, Achish. 
When the Philistines recognize him as the slayer of 
Goliath, David takes fright and PRETENDS TO BE 
MAD. ACHISH DECIDES HE HAS ENOUGH MAD 
MEN ALREADY WITHOUT WELCOMING 
ANOTHER. He refuses David entry to his hause. 
SECTION V 22,1-26,25 
A 
1. 22,1-23. David escapes from Philistines and returns to 
Judah. Saul's servants refuse, but Doeg complies with, 
Saul's command to slay the priests for alleged com-
plicity with David. 
2. 23, 1-13. David saves Keilah from the Philistines; 
but he is advised that the men of Keilah will hand 
him over to Saul. David escapes. 
3. 23,14-29. David comes to Ziph. JONATHAN COMES 
SECRETL Y TO DAVID, ENCOURAGES HIM TO 
THINK THA T DAVID WILL BE KING AND JONATHAN 
HIS DEPUTY. JONATHAN MAKES A COVENANT WITH 
DAVID; but then returns harne. The Ziphites summon Saul; 
only a raid by the Philistines saves David. 
B 
1. 24,1-22. David spares Saul's Iife in the cave. At Saul's 
request David swears an oath not to destroy Saul's family 
after Saul's death. 
2. 25,1-44. David is restrained from vengeance by Abigail's 
wisdom, and spares the life of the fool, Nabal. 
3. 26,1-25. David once more spares Saul's life. David curses 
those who have stirred up Saul against him and have driven 
him out to foreign nations and gods. 
SAUL CONFESSES : I HA VE PLA YED THE FOOL AND 
HAVE ERRED EXCEEDINGL Y (26,21). 
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the disputed climax to the story of the battle with Goliath comes in Section III, a 
study of Sections I to V will show us how *G and *M behave in two sections either 
side of the disputed section and give us a basis for comparison in Section III. 
Now it is my contention that in *M Sections III, IV and V show the same structu-
ral patterns, the same rhythm of movements and the same way of managing and mar-
king minor and major climaxes as da Sections I and II. But it would be tedious and out 
of proportion with the scope of this present essay for me to describe all this in detail 
as I did for Sections I and II. I propose, therefore, to set out what I conceive to be 
*M's arrangement in brief tabular form, using capital letters to call attention to in-
teresting and significant features which mark the minor and major climaxes. Then 
after the table we can come to a few comments and a comparison of *G's scheme 
with *M's. 
If this, then, is *M's scheme we may report at once that *G has the same sectio-
ning as *M. In Sections IV and V moreover it has the same number of principal move-
ments and the same minor and major climaxes as *M. We need not stay, therefore, 
to examine the logic that lies behind this common selection and arrangement of 
material and themes in these two sections. 
But since in Section III *G disagrees violently with *M, let us first look at the 
logic behind *M's arrangement. The section has two climaxes because it wants to 
relate the two necessary steps in David's securing legitimate succession to the throne. 
The first is that the crown-prince Jonathan should acknowledge his superiority and 
willingly cede to David his right of succession. The second is that David should be in-
corporated into the royal hause by marriage to one of the king's daughters. David's 
victory over Goliath accomplishes the first step; his success in killing 200 Philistines 
accomplishes the second. 
Next !et us look at the three minor and major climaxes. Jonathan's voluntary 
stripping of himself at III.A.3 contrasts vividly with Saul's involuntary and ignomi-
nious stripping of himself at IV .A.3. Again at V .A.3 Jonathan's covenant with David 
makes explicit what his symbolic gestures and covenant at 111.A.3 had implicitly 
foreshadowed. 
Again David's "wise", that is shrewd and successful, tactics against the Philistines 
that are the key to his royal marriage at III.B.3 contrast vividly and sadly with his 
temporary lapse into feigned madness among the Philistines at IV .8.3. E ven so, David's 
feigned madness is nowhere near so sad as unrepentant Saul's confession of utter folly 
at V.B.3. 
*M's structure, number of principal movements and above all its minor and major 
climaxes in Section III make admirable sense in themselves and fit in to the structural 
and compositional patterns of all the other sections we have examined. 
*G's scheme in Section III, however, is ruinous. At III.B.2 it has only the rem-
nants of a movement, scarce enough to be classed as a separate movement since it 
Jacks 18,10-11 (8). lt thus disturbs the rhythm of movements which both it and *M 
have in all the other sections. 
Then its entire lack of the Jonathan episode from the minor climax at III.A.3 
removes the first necessary step towards the legitimization of David's right to succes-
sion. lt simultaneously leaves this minor climax with nothing in common with the 
other minor climaxes in Sections IV and V. 
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Finally *G's omission of 18,30 leaves its major climax at III.B.3 with nothing 
in common with the major climaxes in Sections IV and V. 
Now if *G did not have the same structural and compositional patterns as *M in 
all the other sections, its own peculiar scheme in Section III might be taken as evi-
dence that it represented an early stage in the evolution of 1 Sa. which had not quite 
achieved the fullness and completeness subsequently arrived at in *M. But when *G 
has *M's full scheme in all the other sections, its peculiar omissions in Section III 
proclaim it as a seif-evident wreck of the fuller scheme. How and for what reasons 
that wreckage came about, I have discussed in my Contribution. 
NOTES 
1 Throughout 1 Sa. *G and *M have such a vast amount of material in common 
that it seems to me to go without saying that *G and *M in eh. 17 and 18 cannot 
be thought to represent two completely different and independent accounts of 
the David-Goliath story. 
2 By 'external' I mean motives such as religious reform, political sympathies or 
desire for propaganda that are supposed to have motivated successive redactors, 
as distinct from internal literary consideration for the coherence of the compo• 
sition and thought-flow of the narrative. 
3 F or further remarks an this score see the present writer's 'The composition of 
the Book of Judges' Eretz-Israel, XVI, Jerusalem, 1982, 71*-72*. 
4 I have already dealt with this passage at various places in my Contribution (pp. 
60-61, 63, 71-74, 78-82). I still adhere to the positiori for which I argued in those 
passages, with one minor modification : I now wish to argue that the progression 
presented by 17 ,55-18,30 in *M should be analysed into four paragraphs rather 
than three as I originally suggested. F or the rest I am not about to go over again 
the matters discussed in my Contribution. I wish now to examine the end of the 
David-Goliath story in the light of the way in which *M and *G handle the major 
and minor climaxes in the rest of the book. 
5 Cf. P. Kyle McCarter, Jr., 1 Samuel, Anchor Bible, p. 305, and the literature 
there cited. For the irony of this scene see my Contribution p. 61. 
6 Even those subsequent reactions which appear an the surface to be positive 
are either negatively motivated or eise turn out to be unstable and short-lived. 
7 There are of course numerous differences at the micro-level. 
8 Its translation "suniön" at 18, 14 gives to the Hebrew verb the connotation of 
"wisdom" which we wish to give the same Hebrew root at 18,30. 
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EPILOGUE 
1. The four participants in the "Joint Venture" had, and still have, more or less 
diverging solutions to the problems they intended to disentangle. 
A hasty reader of the reports may discern two camps from the outset. Ta him it 
may seem clear that Dominique and David defend the MT, whereas Johan and Emanuel 
favour the LXX. This first appreciation is not entirely false. However, lots of nuances 
should be added. 
A closer evaluation shows that one of the basic points of difference between the 
approaches is their starting point. Emanuel's and Johan's point of departure is the 
level of textual criticism with its factual evidence, whereas that of Dominique and 
David is that of literary criticism with its more hypothetical judgments. The roads 
further diverge, no langer two by two but individually : David discovers in the MT 
of 1 Sam 17-18 and artistically composed and weil balanced unit, misunderstood by 
the Septuagint. The LXX-version truncated the original text* and simplified it in 
a pedantic manner. Thus one could say that David approaches the MT with what 
today is called the rhetorical critical method, paying attention to the final text and not 
to the history of its formation. Dominique, an the other hand, is much more in-
terested in the literary growth of the text, discerning between several sources com-
bined by an editor. According to him, the final text of the MT is not a harmonious 
unity. The Septuagint, based directly of indirectly an the Hebrew preserved in the 
MT, tries to eliminate some of its incongruencies. Emanuel's approach is of yet a 
different kind. Setting out from text-critical data he analyses the translation technique 
of the Septuagint in 1 Sam 17-18. He emphasises its literalness and concludes that 
the translator cannot have omitted large sections of the text. He must have found the 
short text in his Vorlage. Rather briefly he then turns to the questions concerning 
the nature of the short text, leaving the realm of textual criticism for that of Iiterary 
criticism. In his argumentation, the shorter text is the older one. Johan also begins 
with text-critical observations, and reaches similar conclusions an that level. However, 
he then goes deeper into the literary critical questions, emphasising the difference 
in the literary genre between 1 Sam 17,1-11.32ff and 1 Sam 17,12-31. In 1 Sam 
17, 12ft he discovers the incipit of an older and originally independent story of David 
and Goliath. These data suggest a complex history of the growth of the text of which 
the Septuagint and the MT offer two diverging final editorial compositions. 
* Note de l'editeur : Sur ce paint, David a apparte une derniere precisian : "I hold 
that if the truncation arose at the Greek level, it more probably arose as a result 
of subsequent scholarly criticism an the part of Jews like Demetrius, and not at 
the level of the translators." 
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2. The discussions in Fribourg did not simply repeat the written dialogue. First 
the participants exchanged information concerning their personal background and 
interests revealing biases, and explaining their particular approach. Dominique is 
completely immerged in the Hebrew Old Testament Text Project of the UBS. His work 
with the Hebrew manuscripts of the Bible and with the early Jewish commentators 
and grammarians orients him towards the Massoretic text and increases his respect for 
it. David feels and thinks as a classicist. He is convinced that individual authors com· 
posed the great classics, such as Homer, and that, as lang as the contrary cannot be 
proven, similar individual minds must be responsible for the biblical books. Emanuel 
is specialised in textual criticism and the Septuagint. His work with the Hebrew Uni-
versity Bible Project and with the computer has given him a growing interest in the 
factual evidence. He is aware of the lang period of literary formation and development 
of the Biblical texts but is in need of factual evidence to prove the theory. Johan 
belongs to what one could call the more common type of exegete, working with 
historical critical methods. His interest in the Redaktionsgeschichte draws his attention 
to the final text and to the borderlines between literary and textual criticism. 
After this opening round, the perspectives were widened from another point of 
view. More general methodological questions were brought to the fore, concerning 
the character of the Greek translation and its rote in textual criticism, as weil as 
questions concerning the aims of textual criticism and the nature of the 'final text'. 
When Old Testament textual critics try to establish 'the final text' of the Bible, what 
do they mean by that ? The participants agreed that for several biblical books more 
than one text must have existed. T o a certain extent the final character of such a text 
depended on its functioning and its acceptance by a religious community. This obser-
vation led to a discussion concerning the impact of the canon and to the appraisal of 
the MT and the LXX as two different canonical forms of the text. 
Returning to the particular case of 1 Sam 17-18 a certain agreement was reached 
regarding the literalness of the Greek translation and the short character of its Vorlage. 
Already on this level David had some hesitation. No unanimity could be found in the 
answers to the next problem : Are the differences between the shorter and the langer 
text to be explained on the level of the formation of the text or on the level of its 
transmission ? The present author remains convinced that the origins of the diver-
gences are to be sought on the editorial level. Both the Vorlage of the MT and of the 
Septuagint combined several stories of David and Goliath. 
The Vorlage of the Septuagint collected fewer data than the MT. The major 
problem is that the material missing in the LXX and in its Vorlage appears to be the 
oldest. However its version in the MT betrays several traces of editorial reworking and 
adaptation to the context. Its characteristics of a folk or fairy tale may offer a key 
to the problem. Same editors may have judged the story unfit for the official and 
religious records of David's deeds, while others may have thought differently. 
Whatever the conclusion may be, it should be clear that both versions, the MT and the 
LXX are valuable ones and stand in their own right. The one should not be corrected 
by the other. This rule should be applied to all cases in which the differences between 
the MT and the LXX are not to be explained as accidental errors. 
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POSTFACE 
Durant ces quatre annees, nous avons essaye, a J'occasion de cette recherche, 
de travai/ler vraiment ensemble, chacun de nous quatre ayant Ja meme part d'initia-
tive, man role etant seulement de coordonner notre lache commune. 
Lorsque j'ai ete charge d'editer /es divers documents de travail qui en emanerent, 
iJ a ete convenu que je resumerais /es reg/es que nous avions etablies et /es choix que 
nous avions faits. J'ai prefere reproduire ici toutes /es circulaires sur Ja base desquel/es 
ces choix furent faits et dans Jesquelles /es reg/es resultant de ces choix ont ete formu• 
lees. On pourra suivre ainsi /es diverses etapes de notre travail commun tel/es qu'elles 
se sont deroulees. 
Je m'excuse d'avoir du, comme je Je craignais, attendre plus d'un an avant de 
pub/ier ces documents. 
Je remercie Bernadette Schacher, secretaire scientifique de /'Institut Biblique, 
a qui l'on doit Ja typographie et Ja presentation de cet ouvrage. 
A man col/egue Othmar Keel et au Conseil de l'Universite de Fribourg, nous 
devons J'accuei/ de cette pub/ication dans Ja serie OBO. 
6 avril 1986 
Dominique Barthelemy 
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